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1.

Introduction

The idea for this book originated when planning, organizing and carrying out field
work for the first All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory and Monitoring (ATBI+M) pilot
sites established in the National Parks Mercantour and Alpi Marittime
(France/Italy) in 2007, as part of the activities of the EDIT (European Distributed
Institute of Taxonomy: www.e-taxonomy.eu) network, supported for five years by
the European Commission. One of the overall aims of the EDIT project is to
better integrate taxonomic research with biodiversity conservation. To attain this
objective, innovative and new methods and tools for inventorying and monitoring
biodiversity have to be deployed (Häuser et al., 2007).
Individual participants embarking on inventories as well as partners from the
hosting national parks frequently asked the project coordinators which are the
best-recommended or "standard" techniques and protocols for inventorying
specific taxa or habitats. Formulating a response to these questions often was
not straightforward as several approaches and methods are described in the,
often scattered, literature. In order to provide ATBI+M participants, as well as
other interested parties, with appropriate information, it was proposed that “field
experiences” should be captured and made available for wider dissemination and
use.
2.

Background and aim

The intention to produce an explicative manual that liberates ‘good practices’ in
ATBI+M methods was agreed on during a workshop on "ATBI+M field recording
techniques and protocols" which was organized from 12-17 June 2007 at the El
Ventorillo Field Station of the Museo Nacional de Ciencias Naturales, north of
Madrid, Spain (Eekhout & Riede, 2007). This meeting brought together
participants for practical demonstrations and hand on tests of various field
methods, tools and equipment, ranging from light trapping over bioacoustics to
tissue sampling techniques.
During a second EDIT workshop - convened from 25-27 January 2009 at the
Botanic Gardens Canario ‘Viera y Clavijo’ at Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain
- several potential authors and contributors for the ATBI+M manual were brought
together (Eymann & Monje, 2009). This meeting, attended by 34 participants
from 12 EDIT partner institutions in Europe and the United States (fig. 1), had as
net result the outline for this book detailing individual parts and chapters, most of
which now constitute the core of the present volume. It was also agreed that the
manual should really focus on the practical aspects of fieldwork, particularly
collecting and recording techniques, as well as on questions related to
subsequent treatment of collected materials and data analysis.
From the EDIT perspective, the main target audience would include students and
researchers participating at ATBI+M and other biodiversity inventory or
monitoring projects, who already have a good background in biodiversity
research or even specialist knowledge for a certain group, but who want to
embark on surveying groups and habitats not yet familiar to them.
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While EDIT's reach from its funding and network perspective being mostly
European, all prospective authors agreed that the geographic focus of such a
book should be global, and not restricted to (European) temperate habitats and
conditions. Also all contributors agreed that this manual should not just be
produced in print, but should also be freely available online, with the aim of
regular updating. The latter desire originates with the realisation that the
formulated recommendations on (digital) equipment will most possibly be swiftly
outdated given the current rapid pace of innovation.
3.

Abc Taxa as the artery that spreads capacity in taxonomy and
collection management

To assure high quality, open access and wide dissemination, both in Europe and
beyond, the journal Abc Taxa (www.abctaxa.be) was chosen as publication
medium.
Abc Taxa is the capacity building journal of the Belgian National Focal Point to
the Global Taxonomy Initiative (Samyn et al., 2008). This relatively new journal
started in 2006 and has in the past been entirely funded by the Belgian
Development Cooperation (www.dgdc.be) who recognizes that worldwide critical
taxonomic capacity is needed to underpin effective sustainable exploitation and
conservation of biodiversity, in particular in developing countries where man
directly relies on the goods and services that biodiversity supplies.
For the production and distribution of the present volume, an equal-cost sharing
partnership between the Belgian GTI National Focal Point and EDIT was set up.
The Belgian GTI office will, conform to its usual strategy, distribute the book
through the GTI and CHM (Clearing-House Mechanism) network of the
Convention on Biological Diversity and, on motivated demand, send it free of
charge to interested parties in developing countries. EDIT WP7, on the other
hand, will distribute the book to participants of ATBI+M projects and to selected
parties in the EDIT network.
For the research community outside the EDIT network and the developing world
copies can be purchased with Abc Taxa at making and distribution cost. Prices
are indicated on the site of the series (www.abctaxa.be).
4.

Conclusion

While hopefully offering a comprehensive and relevant source of information for
conducting fieldwork, this manual is not meant to establish individual methods or
specific approaches as new or universal standards. Rather, as expressed in
several contributions, the exact approach or precise standard to be followed for
any particular study should be determined by the specific question(s) being
asked, also by taking the available budget and resources into account.
In presenting the relevant techniques, their advantageous and disadvantageous
aspects and the efforts required, this book strives to be a useful basis to select
the "best" method under individual circumstances. Obviously, not all major taxa,
habitats or methods have been covered in this volume, but we expect that the
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present volume of the series Abc Taxa will be welcomed as a useful and
comprehensive compendium of best practises in ATBI+M and other fieldwork.

Fig. 1. Participants to the ‘ATBI+M Manual’ workshop in Las Palmas (Photo by A.
Steiner).
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1.

The European Distributed Institute of Taxonomy (EDIT)

While providing the overall framework for integrating the available knowledge on
the Worlds' organisms and thereby linking all biological sciences, taxonomy has
been and continues to be not a quickly delivering discipline of research. Rapid
progress in taxonomy and systematic is still hampered by a huge degree of
fragmentation both in effort, and its deliverables and products. While looking
back over more than 250 years of continuing scholarly efforts to catalogue the
Worlds organisms, still today there is no single global inventory or directory of
just all known species available, and most countries and regions lack current upto-date inventories for large parts of their biota (Soberón & Peterson, 2009). The
general challenge facing taxonomy is integrating and making available a vast
amount of information scattered across 250 years of literature, in countless
biological collections all over the world, on a growing number of websites, and in
the minds of taxonomists belonging to hundreds of institutions worldwide. Even
today new species descriptions (ca 20,000 each year) are being published
scattered across many hundreds of specialist journals and monographs, without
even a globally universal index available (Polaszek, 2005). This hampers efficient
work even for taxonomists and makes it harder for researchers to increase
society’s understanding of biodiversity and ecosystems functioning. The
increasing need for overcoming this information bottleneck and transforming
taxonomy towards a more integrative, modern information science have long
been recognized and expressed by scholars within and outside taxonomy (e.g.,
Godfrey, 2002; Mallet & Willmott, 2003; Scoble, 2004; Wheeler & Valdecasas,
2005; Mayo et al., 2008; La Salle et al., 2009; Schlick-Steiner et al., 2010).
As taxonomy also provides elementary baseline data and an operational
framework for biodiversity conservation, biological control, forest management,
and many other applied fields (Rosen, 1986; New 1996; McNeely, 2002), this has
direct and often far reaching consequences for efforts to reduce biodiversity loss
and provide more environmental sustainability. Conservationists, ecologists, and
other stakeholders of biodiversity need not only taxonomic checklists and
revisions, but also integrated, user-friendly access to species names, as well as
the means to identify them, their distribution, and their general biology (Golding &
Timberlake, 2003). At present, such access is poor. The challenge for the
taxonomic community is to find ways of increasing data quality and providing
wider access to information through integration of effort and data sources.
With support from the European Commission under its 6th Framework
Programme (FP6), the European Distributed Institute of Taxonomy (EDIT:
www.e-taxonomy.eu) aims at addressing these problems of information access
and management of knowledge in a rapidly changing environment. EDIT is the
collective answer of a consortium of 29 leading European, North American and
Russian taxonomic institutions to a dedicated call of the European Commission,
issued in 2004, for a network in “Taxonomy for Biodiversity and Ecosystem
Research” (Tillier et al., 2005). The EDIT network started in 2006 with funding for
five years, under the following operational and structural objectives:
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[1] To reduce fragmentation and to transform taxonomy into an integrated
science



[2] To strengthen the scientific, technological and information capacities
needed for Europe to understand how biodiversity is modified through Global
change



[3] To progress toward a transnational entity by encouraging durable
integration of the most important European taxonomic institutions, forming
the nucleus of excellence around and from which institutions and
taxonomists can integrate their activities



[4] To promote the undertaking of collaborative research developing,
improving and utilising the bio-informatics tools and technologies needed



[5] To create a forum for stakeholders and end-users for taxonomy in
biodiversity and ecosystem research



[6] To promote the spreading of excellence to fulfil the needs of biodiversity
and ecosystem research for taxonomy based information.

EDIT aims at building a virtual centre of excellence in taxonomy, facilitating
interaction and access for providers – the researchers in taxonomy, inside and
outside the consortium – as well as for users – researchers in biodiversity and
ecosystems, but also all stakeholders involved in biodiversity conservation. The
means and activities to progress toward these objectives are structured in seven
interacting work packages (WPs) defined by specific integrative objectives (Fig.
1):

Fig. 1. The organizational structure of EDIT.

The scientific management and coordination of joint activities is conducted by the
Network Office (WP1) and the Network Steering Committee (NSC), coordinated
by the Project Leader according to advice provided by the Scientific Advisory
Council (SAC), and strategic decisions taken by the Board of Directors (BoD).
The organizational structure of EDIT is designed not only to facilitate effective
monitoring and reporting of progress, but also to allow the network to develop
and flourish over the 5 years of integration, thereby enabling the EDIT network to
become the basis of lasting collaboration. The structure allows flexibility for
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institutional members and also promotes shared responsibility for the network’s
sustainability as well as encouraging both formal and informal channels of
communication.
EDIT specifically aims to strengthen the input of taxonomic expertise for
biodiversity conservation. Therefore it organizes and supports the participation of
taxonomists and other experts in biodiversity inventory and monitoring efforts in
protected areas through its Workpackage 7, “Taxonomy for Conservation”. The
mechanism for achieving this objective is the establishment of “All Taxa
Biodiversity Inventories + Monitoring” (ATBI+M) sites for selected protected areas
and other areas of specific conservation concern.
2.

All Taxa Biodiversity Inventories + Monitoring: The ATBI+M approach

The increasing need of sound taxonomic information and expertise for the
successful implementation of biodiversity policies and, especially, conservation
management programmes has been expressed widely at European and
international fora. With the prevailing political focus on the establishment of an
effective global network of protected areas for biodiversity conservation, efforts
supporting an efficient inventorying and monitoring of biodiversity in existing and
proposed protected areas seem particularly pertinent.
The current state of baseline inventory data and sound monitoring systems for
most protected areas, however, is still highly inadequate. Even for generally wellstudied and documented taxa like mammals, birds, vascular plants or groups of
special conservation concern, such as species included in red lists or targeted in
the European Natura 2000 initiative, existing inventories are not always regularly
updated. Often, comparable data sets over larger time intervals documenting
changes of the respective species and populations are not available or
incomplete, due to the absence of monitoring programmes (Henry et al. 2008).
Furthermore, most areas still lack basic inventory data usually for many groups,
often comprising the largest parts of biodiversity (e.g., insects, fungi, microorganisms), both in terms of species numbers, biomass, and ecological impact.
Sound baseline inventory and monitoring data can provide the most reliable
indicators for assessing effects of global environmental change on biodiversity. In
more general terms, sound biodiversity inventories based on reliable species
identification present elementary pre-requisites for implementing any taxonspecific conservation policy or management, such as the Natura 2000 directive.
2.1.

What are ATBI+Ms?

ATBIs are intensive, large-scale efforts to record, identify, and document the
entire biodiversity of a given area. EDIT’s ATBI+M sites are different from
traditional approaches in their longer-term orientation: from an initial species
inventory, they will form the basis for future monitoring biodiversity changes over
time in an era of global change. Furthermore, all species inventories are based
not on mere presence-absence statements, but have to build on geo- and timereferenced primary occurrence data, i.e., actual records of individual organisms
at a specific place and time, which can easily be tied to soil, climate, and other
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abiotic information. It is important to understand that the goals of an ATBI+M
include compiling species lists, but that such lists by themselves are of little direct
conservation value. An ATBI+M collects information on habitat, distribution, time
and date of occurrence for the species observed, abundance, and where
possible, life history information. All groups are included and eventually targeted
for research, but no one is under the illusion that every single species will be
found, at least not over a shorter time span.
2.2.

How did ATBIs arise?

The rationale leading to the concept of ATBI is expressed by White & Langdon
(2006) as follows: “There is a fundamental flaw in how most parks and other
natural reserves have been managed. In general, we have ignored a basic
principle that would be fatal in the competitive world of business: we have never
attempted a comprehensive inventory of our resources. This is surprising since
the clearly stated purpose of most governmental and non-governmental
conservation organizations has always been to protect and preserve the natural
and cultural resources entrusted to their stewardship. How can we be intelligent
stewards if we do not even know what kinds of resources we have, where they
are found, their rarity, or, in the case of natural resources, some inkling of their
ecological role?”
Dan Janzen, a renowned US ecologist, first conceived the idea and coined the
expression of an All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory (ATBI) while conducting
research in Costa Rica. Janzen’s concern about the rapid loss of tropical
biodiversity prompted him to convene an international workshop to develop an
approach for completing comprehensive inventories in a short amount of time
(Janzen & Hallwachs, 1994). However, an initial attempt for an ATBI in the Area
de Conservación Guanacaste in northwestern Costa Rica was terminated in
1996, when the organization responsible for receiving international funding and
donations re-directed funds to other scientific endeavours.
In the fall of 1997 a call was issued to interested scientists and other partners to
attend a rapidly convened, multi-day conference on the possibility of establishing
an ATBI at the Great Smoky Mountains National Park (USA). Conference
participants including Dan Janzen and Winnie Hallwachs who attended as
advisors agreed that a second attempt for an ATBI was imperative, and that the
Smokies was a good venue for such an attempt. As this project was too large for
any one park, university, or museum to plan and manage, a new private, nonprofit organization, Discover Life in America (DLIA), was created and eventually
incorporated. There were to be three major thrusts or beneficiaries of the project:
stewardship, science, and education. Following its establishment the project has
seen increased participation, and 6,339 species new to the park have been
recorded and 890 new species have been described (Sharkey, 2001; White &
Langdon, 2006).
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2.3.

How are EDIT ATBI+M pilot sites initiated and how to participate?

Initially two EDIT workshops were held in 2006 and 2007 at the State Museum of
Natural History in Stuttgart for interested partners, where 22 European and 11
non-European protected areas were proposed as potential ATBI+M pilot sites
(see www.atbi.eu/forum/?q=node/682). All proposals were evaluated by
participants and EDIT partners according to their scientific (taxonomic) interest,
accessibility and logistics, local interest and support, as well as the state of
knowledge and available data (Häuser et al. 2007). Following a ranking and
further considerations of budget and feasibility, negotiations towards signing a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the relevant authorities and
counterpart institutions were conducted for selected sites, which specified
conditions under which inventory and monitoring field work would be carried out,
including possibilities of collecting biological specimens and obligations of datasharing between EDIT's ATBI+M participants and the other partners. In generic
terms, the EDIT ATBI+M approach provides individual taxonomists and other
experts with opportunities to conduct their research under specific conditions at
the pilot sites while agreeing to deliver and share all primary occurrence data and
records with the relevant authorities and the project. As an additional incentive
for participation, EDIT also provides limited support for travel and
accommodation, as well as for logistics and equipment also encouraging the use
of new recording tools and techniques. While participants can use the data and
materials generated for their own research, they are obliged to provide the
primary observation and collection data in a defined digital format, which allows
for easy integration of records from many individual participants (Häuser et al.
2009).
Potential participants can register their interest at a dedicated website, a socalled "ATBI+M forum", where they can indicate their expertise, specific research
interests and preferences, and also download relevant information guidelines and
documents (www.atbi.eu/?q=node/1026). To initiate their participation all
individual participants have to sign and submit detailed Terms of Reference
which specify responsibilities and obligations, both for the participant, the EDIT
project, and relevant authorities and counterparts. Arrangements for field work
are made directly with project managers at the pilot site, whereas financial
aspects are handled by the EDIT WP7 project management. EDIT’s fundingschemes for supporting participants is adapted to each ATBI+M pilot site.
Basically, transportation costs, accommodation and daily allowances are granted
up to a fix amount for individual visits up to 2 weeks. All participants need to
familiarize themselves with the data guidelines before embarking on any field
work (see Chapter 4, for details). Reimbursement of costs claimed by
participants occurs only in return for data delivered.
Filled-in tables of the localities visited and the collecting events from each field
trip or session, at least, need to be submitted when asking for reimbursement, for
which 70% of the costs claimed can be reimbursed directly following the
fieldwork. Full reimbursement or reimbursement of the remaining 30% of costs
will only occur after submitting the complete inventory/monitoring data.
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All data delivered by participants have to undergo a data checking and cleaning
procedure during which a close contact between the EDIT WP7 management
and the individual scientist is maintained, which generally results in improved
datasets which are subsequently uploaded to dedicated websites for individual
ATBI+M pilot sites. The data generated from EDIT ATBI+M pilot sites are also
made accessible through the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF:
http://data.gbif.org), which also offers a means of immediate publication of the
original data while crediting the individual researcher or recorder. Another
possibility to search for these data is via the ‘EDIT Specimen and Observation
Explorer for Taxonomists’ developed as part of EDIT WP5 activities (Zippel et al.,
2009). Further to these presentations of data for scientists and other users, all
primary data generated through the project are also provided directly to the park
and relevant authorities, which can directly incorporate the data into their
geographic information systems and other applications for more effective park
management. The availability of new, accurately timed and geo-referenced,
digital biodiversity data greatly enhances capabilities for efficient and timely
protected area management, at least for the active ATBI+M pilot sites.
3.

First experiences from EDIT ATBI+M pilot sites

EDIT has established between 2007 and 2008 two larger European ATBI+M pilot
sites, which both remain fully operational. The first pilot site comprise the Natural
Parks Mercantour (France) (Fig. 2A) and Alpi Marittime (Italy) (Fig. 2B), and the
second one is located in the Gemer region (Slovakia). The latter is composed of
the three Slovakian National Parks “Muránska Planina”, “Slovenský Kras”, and
“Slovenský Raj” (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. A. Impression of Mercantour National Park. 2. B. Impression of Alpi Marittime
National Park. (Photos by Anke Hoffmann).

Fig. 3. Impressions of the Gemer area (Photos by Anke Hoffmann).
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More detailed information about these European ATBI+M pilot sites can be found
on the following dedicated EDIT and park websites:
Mercantour/Alpi Marittime: www.atbi.eu/mercantour-marittime
Gemer: www.atbi.eu/gemer
Mercantour: www.mercantour.eu
Alpi Marittime: www.parks.it/parco.alpi.marittime/Eindex.html
Muránska Planina: www.gemer.sk/ciele/mplanina/en.html
Slovenský Kras: www.gemer.sk/ciele/skras/en.html
Slovenský Raj: www.slovenskyraj.sk/en.html
3.1. ATBI+M pilot site Mercantour / Alpi Marittime (France / Italy)
Following the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding between
representatives of the Mercantour and Alpi Marittime Natural Parks and EDIT,
activities at this bi-national ATBI+M site started in 2007. Since its establishment
participation at this site has constantly increased, especially for the number of
involved scientists (Fig. 4). As of December 2009, 170 scientists from 12
countries (42 institutions) had visited the two parks having spent a total of 1,561
field days. During this time period, a total number of 4,772 species have been
recorded and 25,583 individual data sets on their distribution within the parks
have been delivered (Fig. 5). The strong increase in both the number of recorded
species and data sets between 2007 and 2008 is explained by the time needed
to identify the collected specimens, usually during winter and spring. Still a good
number of data sets are expected to be delivered until the spring of 2010 and
field surveys during the vegetation period of this year will result in a further
increase of both the number of recorded species and individual data sets.

Fig. 4. Participation at the ATBI+M pilot site Mercantour / Alpi Marittime
(2007 – 2009).
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Fig. 5. Number of identified species and delivered data sets and
their annual distribution (2007 – 2009) for Mercantour / Alpi
Marittime pilot site.

Animals comprise almost two thirds of the reported species (n = 3092, Fig. 6),
with insects being the largest represented group (91.1%). The insect groups with
the highest species numbers recorded so far correspond to the Lepidoptera (n =
1890), and the Coleoptera (n = 489). In summary, important additions to the
knowledge on the flora and fauna of this ATBI+M pilot site have been achieved
so far:


59 new species records for the parks;



33 new species records for France/Italy;



2 species, at least, new to science.

Fig. 6. Proportion of records for different kingdoms for total
number of species for Mercantour / Alpi Marittime pilot site.
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Individual data sets of all recorded species can be found on the Mercantour/Alpi
Marittime website www.atbi.eu/mercantour-marittime/ under "park biodiversity"
and "taxonomic details". At the GBIF portal, the respective data are available at:
data.gbif.org/datasets/resource/7949/.
3.2.

ATBI+M pilot site Gemer region (Slovakia)

In January 2007, the Memorandum of Understanding was signed by
representatives of EDIT and the Slovakian national nature conservancy, and field
activities started fully in 2008. Up-to-date 39 researchers from 12 countries (26
institutions) have visited 75 times the ATBI+M Gemer area, and have spent more
than 500 days in the field. From 2008 to 2009 the amount of field days has
increased by 67%. The main focus of research was on the Muránska Planina
National Park, only a third of the research was pursued in the two other National
Parks of the Gemer area. In 2009, the interest for Slovenský Raj and Slovenský
Kras has increased, but further promotion for those sites is needed. The
preference by researchers for the Muránska Planina National Park is probably
based on the ideal logistics at this site, which includes a field station (Fig. 7). The
field station with some laboratory infrastructure is part of the information centre of
the Muránska Planina National Park at Murán village, where accommodation is
also available for participants.

Fig. 7. Number of identified species and delivered data sets and their
annual distribution (2007 – 2008) for the Gemer ATBI+M pilot site.

So far, a total of 1,360 species (3,357 data sets) have been documented for the
Gemer ATBI+M pilot site to date (Fig. 8). Animals represent more than half of all
recorded species (n = 751) (Fig. 9), whereas 83% of this group are made up of
insects, mainly Diptera (n = 318) and Lepidoptera (n = 305). These results
indicate that there is still a high demand for further experts targeting other groups
at the Slovakian ATBI+M sites. Individual data sets of all recorded species can
be found on the EDIT Gemer website: www.atbi.eu/gemer/ under "park
biodiversity" and "taxonomic details". At the GBIF portal, the respective data are
available at data.gbif.org/datasets/resource/7950/.
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Fig. 8. Proportion of records for different kingdoms for total number
of species for the Gemer ATBI+M pilot site.

Fig. 9: Field station for ATBI+M participants in Murán village. (Photos by Lellani Farinas
and Anke Hoffmann).
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Abstract
To date, there is still no complete or near complete information on the total
biodiversity of any species-rich ecosystem around the world, even in protected
areas. The benefits from biodiversity resources and healthy ecosystems are best
garnered if those species and interactions are well known. Large-scale
inventories can maximize the biodiversity information collected through the
coordinated effort of a multidisciplinary team. Large-scale inventories may
produce an overall picture of highly complex ecosystems and may be
instrumental for conservation and management decisions. The taxonomic
coverage of the survey may vary from all taxa present in an area (All Taxa
Biodiversity Inventory, ATBI) to a selected range of them. Comprehensive
biodiversity inventories basically face four kinds of challenge. First, biological
challenges, as species distributions are heterogeneous in space and time.
Representative results may thus only be achieved with adequate spatio-temporal
replicates. Second, methodological challenges, since any sampling method
provides a biased image of species composition and abundance. The use of
complementary collecting methods helps to circumvent this problem. Third,
taxonomical challenges, as large inventories generate an impressive amount of
material to process and identify. To avoid work overload of expert taxonomists
the material should be pre-processed by assistants (students, amateurs,
parataxonomists, volunteers) supervised by professionals. Fourth, planning and
implementation challenges, since security and legal issues, coordination of
collection and processing of material, centralization of data, and follow-up of the
project may not be straightforward. An ideal implementation requires an
organizational structure composed of coordinators, advisors, workgroups and
external partners. Comprehensive inventories typically span over several years.
To keep the motivation of participants and of stakeholders the project output
should include fast deliverables in addition to long-term research. Finally, the
value and complementarity of large-scale inventories in terms of global
biodiversity coverage and of scientific investigations may be increased by
incorporating them into global networks of permanent sites.

Keywords: All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory, sampling design, project
coordination, DNA barcoding.
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1.

Taxonomic, spatial and temporal extent of large-scale inventories

Large-scale biotic inventories differ in their size and ambition. The major factors
differentiating All Taxa Biodiversity Inventories (thereinafter referred to as ATBIs)
can be defined by three axes: taxonomic scope, geographic extent, and sampling
frequency. Taxonomic coverage can vary from all taxa present in an area to a
selected range of them, often limited by specimen size or phyletic affinity.
Geographic coverage may range from an entire country, down to an island or
park scale. Finally, temporal coverage may vary from an inventory at a single
time slice to annual or multi-year surveys.
To date, there is still no complete or near complete information on the total
biodiversity of any species-rich ecosystem around the world, even in protected
areas. Microcosms, caves and other self-contained and relatively species-poor
ecosystems may represent exceptions (e.g Small, 1998). In the past, the largest
inventory carried out may well have been the monumental collections needed for
the encyclopedia “Biologia Centrali Americana” (DuCane Godman & Salvin,
1879-1915,
free
digital
edition
available
on
the
web
at
http://www.sil.si.edu/digitalcollections/bca/). During this inventory, many
collectors were employed specifically to accumulate material from Mexico and
Central America. Over a 36 year period, this work described over 50,000 species
of animals and plants, one third of which were new.
The first ATBI (Janzen & Hallwachs, 1994) was initially planned by Daniel Janzen
for the Area de Conservación Guanacaste in Costa Rica, but for financial and
political reasons this endeavour changed into a survey focused on Lepidoptera,
their parasites and gut micro-organisms (Janzen, 1988; Gámez et al., 1997;
Sharkey, 2001; White & Langdon, 2006). The concept was then applied to a
temperate area in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, USA (Nichols &
Langdon, 2007).
The goal of an ATBI is to collect and disseminate useful data on all species
collected in a specific area (Nichols & Langdon, 2007). In this concept, “all
species” mean in fact “as many as practical”, and “useful data” refer to the
collection of as much collateral information as possible on species’ relative
abundance, distribution, natural history and ecology. Such huge data collection
effort is in principle concentrated over a limited amount of time. White & Langdon
(2006) calculated that a comprehensive inventory in the Great Smoky Mountain
National Park would take about 150 years without an ATBI approach. Janzen &
Hallwachs (1994) initially recommended a five-year period to demonstrate the
desirability and usefulness of the ATBI concept without losing the momentum,
the motivation of participants and, possibly, many species through local
extinctions.
Currently there are only a few ongoing ATBIs. The Great Smoky Mountain
National Park ATBI (referred hereafter to as Smokies ATBI), which was officially
initiated in 1998, covers an area over 2000 km². Launched in 2002, the Swedish
Taxonomy Initiative (STI) aims to inventory all of Sweden’s multicellular
organisms, approximately 50,000 species, within 20 years (Ronquist &
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Gärdenfors, 2003). Between 2006 and 2011, the Moorea Biocode Project (MBP)
of French Polynesia will construct a vouchered library of genetic markers and
physical identifiers for every non-microbe species on the island of Moorea (134
km²), including marine, freshwater and terrestrial habitats (Check, 2006). Starting
in 2007, the European Distributed Institute of Taxonomy (EDIT) has identified a
series of potential ATBIs in both temperate and tropical national parks (for
detailed explanations see chapter 2).
Many large-scale inventories focus on a selected range of taxa or habitats rather
than all present in a specific area. This is the case of local or global projects,
especially when centred around research stations in the tropics (e.g. Arthropod of
La Selva 1991-2005: Longino & Colwell, 1997; Manaus, Reserva Ducke: Adis et
al., 1998; Magnusson et al., 2005). These efforts can be used to spearhead more
comprehensive inventories once proof of concept is demonstrated. Additionally,
large naturalist expeditions such as the Royal Geographical Society expedition of
1977-1978 in Sarawak, the Royal Entomological Society expedition of 1985 in
Sulawesi (project Wallace: Knight & Holloway, 1990) or EDIT’s SANTO2006
project in Vanuatu (Hanbury-Tenison & Jermy, 1979; Bouchet et al., 2009) all
involved more than 100 scientists, many scientific programmes, lasted several
months, and included a large range of taxa. Other projects such as IBISCAPanama (Investigating the Biodiversity of Soil and Canopy Arthropods) put a
strong emphasis on the collaboration between different research teams
coordinated to answer common scientific questions (Basset et al., 2007).
Finally large-scale inventories of selected taxa should ideally be coupled with
long-term monitoring programmes. Examples of suitable locations for this longterm task include the networks of the Smithsonian Institution Global Earth
Observatories (www.sigeo.si.edu/), the National Ecological Observatory Network
(www. neoninc.org), long-term ecological research stations (www.lternet.edu) or
Conservation International’s TEAM initiative (www.teaminitiative.org/). A crucial
advantage of global networks includes the collection of biodiversity information
using standardized methods, which allows between-site comparisons.
2.

Challenges

Large-scale biodiversity inventories are challenging in many aspects:


Species distribution is heterogeneous in space and time. Hence, data
collected during studies restricted in space and/or time may not be
representative of local biodiversity. Solution: replicate your collection.



Collecting, identifying and processing specimens and analyzing the
information require a wide expertise and substantial coordination between
project participants. Solution: plan carefully.



Processing of the material collected is very time-consuming (i.e., costly),
particularly when taxonomic coverage is wide and includes small organisms
and species-rich groups (Lawton et al., 1998).
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Taxonomic coverage of the project is unavoidably biased towards wellstudied taxa or, at least, “non-orphan” taxa (i.e., currently many species
groups lack experts and this situation will get worst in the future).



Taxonomy experts represent a scarce resource and are continuously
overloaded with work (taxonomic impediment).



The motivation of participants needs to remain focused on the project for a
substantial time, typically a few years.



Pristine habitats have virtually disappeared. The remaining undisturbed or
little known habitats are generally difficult to access or are threatened by
human activities. The number of suitable natural sites is therefore restricted
or may be costly to access.



Collecting and export permits (for the purpose of taxonomic studies) may be
difficult to obtain for certain countries/locations.



The colossal input and work involved is likely to slow down scientific output.
Yet the project may need to rapidly demonstrate its scientific interest and
deliver scientific products.

3.
3.1.

Importance and implementation of large-scale inventories
Importance

The benefits from biodiversity resources and healthy ecosystems are best
garnered if those species and interactions are well known. Moreover,
conservation decisions and the success of those efforts can only be measured if
we have a baseline of what exists. Well-integrated, large-scale inventories
constitute a cost-effective way to study our biodiversity resources through
coordinated collaboration between researchers. Numerous benefits can be
expected from these endeavours (Janzen & Hallwachs, 1994; Sharkey, 2001;
White & Langdon, 2006; Nichols & Langdon, 2007):


Advances in fundamental science. The identification of species, the study
of their morphological and genetic variability, and the discovery of species
new to science or new to the study area allow advances in taxonomy,
systematics and biogeography. Large-scale inventory sites where many
species are identified and where environmental conditions are well known are
also ideal locations for studying species ecological interactions (including
food webs) and the functioning of whole ecosystems. Finally, new scientific
approaches can arise from the confluence of ideas and methods of the
various specialists involved in the collective project.



Advances in applied science. Reference checklists and maps of defined
areas can be used as a baseline for conservation, management and
monitoring. Inventories enable assessment of the type and level of threat to
which species or habitats are exposed and to update red lists. Inventories
allow detection of invasive species and documentation of natural or human
disturbances (habitat modification, fragmentation and isolation, or pollutants).
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They also provide fundamental information that is necessary for land
management, especially for protected areas. For example, an analysis of
presence/absence maps and GIS layers can help determine which biotic and
abiotic conditions rare or sensitive species depend upon. This information
can also forecast the impact of practices such as grazing, pest control, and
road or corridor building (White & Langdon, 2006). Geographic analysis of
multiple species distributions can be used for protecting sensitive sites or for
locating monitoring activities at the most appropriate sites. Finally, large
inventories constitute a baseline for monitoring. True decreases or increases
in biodiversity can be distinguished from natural variations, and the cascade
effects of the disappearance of ecologically important species in the
ecosystem can be studied.


Education. Large-scale inventories generate a large amount of information
which is useful for various segments of the population: specialists, amateurs,
general public, schools, ecotourists, artists, etc. (Sharkey, 2001; Hilten et al.,
2006). This is especially true if the data collected are made quickly available
to the public through webpages and if voucher specimens of the species
collected are centralised at a single location. Ideally specialists should benefit
from the tools and infrastructure supplied by the project to build interactive
keys and establish a library of photos, videos, sounds or other media
including DNA sequences. These electronic tools are of great help to the
amateur naturalist and the general public for identifying specimens and can
be used to produce field guides of local fauna and flora. Science education
programs can be articulated around ATBIs and proved to be very successful
in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park (Hilten et al., 2006). A website
(www.smokymountainseft.org) offers downloadable activities, video and
interactive games to explore the biodiversity of the Park.



Other utilities for economy and society. As stressed by Janzen Hallwachs
(1994) “the basic goal of an ATBI is to prepare a large body of biodiversity for
non-damaging use by society”. The prospecting of genes, chemicals,
structures and behaviours are useful for the progress of science, art and
industry. Technology can also learn from solutions found in nature for a large
range of problems (e.g. biomechanics, biomimicry). Living samples collected
during inventories can supply banks of biological material (seed, sperm,
tissue), biological control centres, zoos or botanical gardens. Large-scale
inventories can also stimulate local development involving the sustainable
use of biodiversity resources through ecotourism, bioprospecting and sound
ecosystem management.

3.2.

Implementation

Large-scale inventories are characterized by advanced coordination between
researchers, concentrated research effort in reference sites, wide taxonomic
coverage and a diverse spectrum of biological information collected.
The choice of the reference site will depend on the scientific questions targeted,
the infrastructure available and the prior commitments in conservation, research
and monitoring. For ATBIs, study sites should be protected areas with a
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guarantee of long-term protection and of access for inventory activities. In this
perspective, the long term survival of the biodiversity contained in the site
increases if the site is large and includes climatic or altitudinal gradients (buffer
against climate change) and if migrations to or from surrounding habitats are
made possible by the presence of buffer zones and stepping stones (Janzen &
Hallwachs, 1994). Large areas also allow more replication, less impact of
inventory activities and inclusion of disturbed portions of the habitat
representative of various degrees of restoration or regeneration (Janzen &
Hallwachs, 1994). The inclusion of anthropogenic habitats is pertinent to evaluate
the impact on biodiversity of improved management or regulation (e.g. new
pollutant emission rules, access restrictions, catch-limits in marine protected
areas, etc.).
The choice of taxonomic coverage will depend of the aim of the project and of the
taxonomic expertise available. The data collected during large-scale inventories
do not simply consist of a species list. Additional information about species
abundance, spatio-temporal distribution, environmental conditions and life history
are needed for better predictive modelling of species diversity, distribution and
response to environmental changes. Estimates of population size and rarity are
necessary to appreciate the endangered status of species. Because the life
cycle, distribution and abundance of organisms are tied to climate, weather data
should be collected during the general inventory. Depending on the organisms
studied, other useful environmental measures include: soil quality, water quality,
light intensity, etc. Whenever possible environmental data are collected
automatically with recording instruments. The collection of these environmental
variables leads to improved predictive models, directs additional sampling and
allows for further testing and refinement of those models. Any large-scale project
must also disseminate knowledge and experience to a wide audience and
incorporate an education and communication plan in addition to the science plan
(White et al., 2000; Hilten et al., 2006; Parker & Bernard, 2006). Practical issues
linked to the planning and logistics of large-scale inventories are developed in the
next sections.
4.

Management

The administrative structure depends on the size of the project but is basically
composed of:


coordinators. A project leader and assistants are essential. The largest
projects may require a directorate with a director supervised by a National
Commission (Janzen & Hallwachs, 1994). Coordinators support and integrate
the work of all project participants in order to achieve a common goal and
vision and ensure the circulation of information between them.



workgroups. Participants in large inventories can be experts in various
disciplines: field collection, taxonomy, ecology, molecular techniques, data
management, statistics, etc. These experts are best organized in workgroups
headed by leaders. These leaders are responsible for a particular taxa,
method or task. They supervise the work of the other members of the group,
train less experienced participants and are responsible for the feedback of
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information to the project coordinators. Coordinators minimize redundancy in
data collection, overrepresentation of popular taxa or methods, and
information gaps. They also plan the actions of the workgroups. Some
workgroups depend of the results of others (e.g. a botanical survey is often a
preliminary to an entomological survey, a vertebrate survey comes before a
survey of their parasites, pathogens or symbionts) (Janzen & Hallwachs,
1994). Taxonomic Working Groups (called “TWiGs”) can be organized
according to their ease of study, collection methods, or expeditions.
Taxonomic coverage basically depends on the actual knowledge and
expertise available for the groups encountered, their ease of identification
and of collection, and species richness and abundance (Janzen & Hallwachs,
1994; Sharkey, 2001). While some ecologically important organisms are easy
to inventory (e.g. plants, social insects, etc.) others are unlikely to be
inventoried to the species level (e.g. rotifers, wild plant viruses, etc.).
However, DNA barcoding provides new opportunities for discriminating
notoriously difficult groups or cryptic species.


international advisory committee. This committee discusses project
planning, monitors its progress and makes recommendations to its
coordinators. Success should be measured according to established
benchmarks. Its competence can be related to science, education or
development.



partners and companion structures. Scientific partners of the project can
be universities, museums, research institutes, or park administrations. Some
projects are too large to be managed by any one of these partners. In this
case they can be managed by a NGO (e.g. Conservation International for the
TEAM initiative, Pro-Natura International for IBISCA projects), a private nonprofit organization (e.g. Discover Life In America for the Great Smoky
Mountains ATBI) or an international public project (e.g. EDIT’s ATBIs) (White
& Langdon, 2006). These companion structures administer and coordinate
the inventories and develop resources and partnerships. Sponsors can be
public or private partners. Often it is helpful to include a consortium of
stakeholders or a set of local partners that have a vested interest in the
heritage of the region and a sense of long-term stewardship.

5.
5.1.

Planning
Duration and budget

The general goals of the project must be achievable in a reasonable amount of
time and include fast deliverables to maintain the motivation of stakeholders.
Examples of such deliverables include dynamically updated websites, frequent
progress reports, assistance to management and conservation decisions,
scientific publications, and identification guides for the public.
A full-scale ATBI is a major effort that requires significant but still reasonable
resources compared to the budget of the human genome project or of the 2010
football world cup (both around 3 US$ billion). To support the Smokies ATBI,
approximately US$ 1.8 million has been received by individual scientists in
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several grants. In addition, approximately US$ 120,000 per year has been
received from local sources, which was “seed money” so researchers could
leverage an additional approximately US$400,000 per year in services and
sometimes funding. So far, in 11 years 6400 species have been documented in
the park, 15% of them being species new to science. The Smokies ATBI
database currently includes 300,000 geographic records essentials to mapping
distributions and understanding ecological connections. The Moorea Biocode
Project is supported by a US$5.2 million grant and EDIT’s SANTO2006 budget
was € 1.2 million. However, these values do not reflect the full costs of such
large-scale inventories. The salaries of the participating scientists are not
included (they are covered by their institutions) and many of the costs for postcollection events such as processing of the material, databasing, storage of
collections, taxonomic studies (including visits to museum’s collections), are
assumed by the holding institutions. As an illustration of this, the total cost of the
2009-2010 Madagascar/Mozambique inventory organized by the French National
Museum of Natural History and Pro-Natura International is ca. 4 million € of
which 2,5 million € is in cash and the remainder taking the form of in-kind
contributions. Considering the huge amount of biological material collected a
substantial budget for these post-collection tasks must be secured to assure
success. This represents a guarantee that the project will deliver a minimum
scientific output within a reasonable time frame. It may also be useful to include
in the budget “seed grants” that may facilitate the access to other sources of
funding for participants (White & Langdon, 2006).
5.2.

Sampling design

The task of documenting the diversity and distribution of species in a given area
faces three kinds of challenges: biological, methodological and taxonomical.
5.2.1.

Biological challenges

The distribution of species is heterogeneous in space and time (Fig. 1). The
scale of this heterogeneity depends of the organism studied. To obtain a
representative biodiversity inventory, spatial and temporal replicates are
therefore necessary.
Spatial replicates are best conducted through a stratified sampling encompassing
various spatial scales, with replications at each scale (Table 1, iBOL Barcoding
Biotas Working Group, 2009). The rationale behind this approach is that the
distribution of organisms is often related to the distribution of their resources (i.e.
food, nesting sites). Stratified sampling allows measuring the diversity partitioned
within the habitat studied. Vertical sampling is of particular importance in multilayered habitats such as forest canopies or soils (Basset et al., 2003a; André et
al., 2002). For example, a study in Gabon indicated that, for a particular time
period, forest strata explained a higher fraction of variance in the distribution of
species of insect herbivores than location per se in the forest or diel activity
(73%, 19% and 8% of the variance explained, respectively; Basset et al., 2001).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the spatio-temporal heterogeneity of species distribution. A.
Variability of the spatial distribution of a highly generalist leafhopper, Soosiulus fabricii
Metcalf (Hemiptera: Cicadellidae), in a plot of 1 km2 in Guyana. The size of the bubbles is
proportional to the mean abundance of specimens collected at each station. B. Variability
of the abundance of an insect group associated to the resource availability in a tropical
rainforest. Weekly number of Chrysomelidae (Coleoptera, herbivore) collected with
respect to host leaf flush and flowering (solid bars represent means and broken lines
standard errors). (Source: Basset, 1991, 2000).

Temporal replicates should be conducted at least during one year to document
the seasonal variation of species distribution, relative abundance, and all life
stages of the organisms present. If time is restricted, the priority may be to collect
during a period of high biological activity (but background information is required
to achieve this). Nycthemeral cycles should be particularly taken into account
when sampling organisms whose activity is much affected by light or
temperature.
A structured sampling approach (such as the stratified sampling presented in the
previous paragraph) allows quantification of biodiversity and therefore statistical
comparisons among sampling units, sites, or seasons. However not all taxa are
reliably sampled by sampling devices (e.g. traps) used in a structured approach.
Therefore a complementary approach is traditional sampling conducted by
experienced taxonomists who rely on tacit knowledge of their target taxa to
effectively locate them. “Bio-blitzes” that bring together large numbers of experts
and volunteers are sometimes organized during a short period of time to collect a
large amount of specimens of the target taxa (Nichols & Langdon, 2007). It
should be noted that some sampling protocols are a mixture of the structured and
traditional approaches (e.g. termites which are collected by visual search along
transects: see Jones & Eggleton, 2000; Roisin & Leponce, 2004). In general
comparison of the results obtained from the traditional and structured sampling
approaches gives some indications on the completeness of the inventory
(Nichols & Langdon, 2007).
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Habitats
Forest

Vertical strata
Canopy

Microhabitats
Leaves
Flowers & fruits
Bark
Epiphytes
…

Understorey

cf. canopy

Ground surface

Leaf litter
Dead wood
…

Soil

Humus
Roots
…

Ecotone forest/grassland
Grassland

cf. forest
cf. forest ground and soil

Table 1. Example of stratified sampling in a hypothetical simplified landscape composed
of two terrestrial habitats: a forest and a grassland. The number of subdivisions is non
exhaustive and depends of both the habitat characteristics and the type of organisms
targeted. For example the microhabitat scale presented here is relevant for arthropods but
not for plants.

The identification of immature stages of animals or of plants at a period of the
year during which they do not show any useful characteristics (flowers, fruits,
leaves) is often problematic. DNA barcoding techniques are becoming
increasingly efficient and affordable to solve this problem (Janzen et al., 2005;
Hajibabaei et al., 2005; Kress et al., 2005; Schlick-Steiner et al., 2010).
5.2.2.

Methodological challenges

In many cases inventories will only collect a fraction of the species present in the
landscape because of problems of catchability. Some species are difficult to
collect because they are geographically, temporarily or even methodologically
rare (Novotny & Basset, 2000; Longino et al., 2002; Novotny et al., 2007). Some
habitats such as the canopy or the soil are notoriously difficult to sample and
require specialized techniques (André et al., 2002; Basset et al., 2003b; Basset
et al., 2007). In practice this results in incomplete surveys and biased samples
due to undersampling (Coddington et al., 2009), two common traits of any ATBI.
Sampling protocols must be developed and adjusted to mitigate these effects.
Completeness and bias of the survey can be easily evaluated by analyzing the
data matrix (taxa by sample) with a popular freeware called EstimateS (Colwell,
1994).
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Evaluation of sampling completeness. Assessing sampling completeness
during data collection helps to assess the cost-effectiveness of the inventory
and to decide when to stop collecting. Sampling completeness can be
evaluated by calculating rarefaction curves plotting the number of species
that are statistically expected to be found after collecting a given number of
samples (or individuals). Sample-based curves are convenient to assess the
number of samples required to reach a given level of inventory completeness
(Fig. 2A). A common problem encountered with species rich taxa is that the
rarefaction curve does not reach a plateau even after a considerable
sampling effort. A useful tip to evaluate if the rarefaction curves approaches a
plateau is to use a logarithmic scale for the abscissa and to see if the number
of rare species (singletons) decrease at the end of the inventory (Fig. 2B)
(Longino, 2000; Longino et al., 2002). Individual-based rarefaction curves are
suitable to compare taxon richness among assemblages (Gotelli &Colwell,
2001). When the sampling is incomplete, various techniques exist to estimate
the total number of species in the assemblage: parametric, non-parametric
and curve-fitting methods (Colwell & Coddington, 1994; Chazdon et al., 1998;
Longino et al., 2002; Walther & Moore, 2005). A simple method such as the
non-parametric Chao1 or Chao2 is useful to estimate the total species
richness (Fig. 2A). These estimators are directly calculated with EstimateS,
are conservative (give a minimal value) and can be coupled with the
calculation of the number of samples needed to obtain the total number of
species that they predict (Chao et al., 2009).



Evaluation of sampling bias. Typically a collection method collects only a
fraction of the species present in the assemblage (Fig. 2C) and gives a
biased image of the true relative occurrence/abundance of species (Fig. 2D).
A solution to mitigate these effects is to multiply the collection methods and
focus on the most effective, simple, cheap and complementary techniques.
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of inventory completeness of a species assemblage (A and B), of
efficiency – in terms of fraction of species present collected- (C) and representativeness –
in terms of species relative frequency- (D) of sampling methods used. A. Sample-based
rarefaction curve (i.e. randomized species accumulation curve) allowing to assess
sampling completeness. If the survey approaches near-completion the curve of singletons
(i.e. rare species, represented in the sampling by a single individual, red curve) decreases
and the rarefaction curve tends to reach a plateau. Associated with the decrease of
singletons, the number of doubletons (i.e. rare species, represented by only 2 individuals,
green curve) increases. B. These trends are more visible when a logarithmic scale is used
for the abscissa. C. Cumulative proportion of species collected by more or less
complementary sampling methods illustrating the fact that each method collects only a
fraction of the local assemblage. For example method no. 1 collects 39% of the species
present and 60% when combined with method no. 2. D. Comparison of the best
approximation of each true species frequency (value ranging from 0.1 to 100.0%,
calculated on the basis of the 27 collection methods from Fig. 2C, blue stripped bar) with
the value obtained by a single method (red bars) (first 50 samples ranked by decreasing
true frequency shown). For example, method no. 1 seems to give a representative value
of the frequency of the most common species (no. 1), but vastly underestimates the
frequency of species no. 2. (Datasets presented in Delabie et al., 2000, 2007).
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5.2.3.

Taxonomical challenges

Large inventories generate an impressive amount of material to identify. At the
same time the number of professional taxonomists working in museums and
universities is declining (Hopkins & Freckleton, 2002; Godfray, 2002; Miller et al.,
2004; Leather, 2009). A solution to relieve the work of the expert taxonomist is to
rely on assistants who can sort, prepare and morphosort specimens. Specimens
collected by selective methods (e.g. plants collected by botanists) are directly
chosen in the field by the dedicated workgroup(s). The pre-processing of the
material collected by non-selective methods (e.g. mass collection with
entomological traps) is best conducted on site when workgroup leaders are all
present during a collection episode (see 5.4.7). This allows them to supervise
directly the sorting and pre-identification of the material to higher taxa levels and
its dispatching to the appropriate taxonomic workgroup (Fig. 3).
Four categories of assistants can be distinguished: biology students, amateur
taxonomists, parataxonomists and volunteers. Depending of the circumstances
the inventory can employ one or several of these categories. Assistants must be
trained, supervised and rewarded for their activity.
Biology students can find opportunities to gain professional experience and
establish contact with a large network of professionals. Grants for a master or
PhD thesis will be more easily obtained if ecological or evolutionary hypotheses
are tested in addition to the purely taxonomic work. Enthusiastic secondary level
students can also find an opportunity to have a work experience.
Experienced amateur taxonomists constitute an important workforce in
temperate latitudes. They are highly motivated. Usually they expect doubles of
the specimens for their private collection. Such situation requires that they
subscribe to the general terms of involvement of the participants project (see
5.4.1). In some instances, a naturalist association can be a satellite structure
supporting the inventory work. In this case a contract has to be signed between
the association and the inventory project to guarantee the release of the data and
specimens.
A parataxonomist is “a resident, field-based, biodiversity inventory specialist
who is largely on-the-job trained out of the rural work force and makes a career
of providing specimens and their natural history information to the taxasphere,
and therefore to a multitude of users across society” (Janzen, 2004). The use of
parataxonomists has proved to be very successful in a number of projects
(Basset et al., 2000, 2004; Janzen, 2004). Because they live near the study site,
they are a potential source of natural history information and can easily be in
charge of further field sampling and monitoring.
Volunteers are “citizen scientists” happy to collaborate on a scientific project and
who have variable degrees of taxonomic expertise or interests. Other (nontaxonomic) skills they have can also be very valuable for the project (experience
in databasing, web page development, illustration, photography, fund raising,
administration, outreach, etc.). Volunteers have been a major assistance to the
Smokies ATBI since it began (White & Langdon, 2006).
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Fig. 3. Collection and processing of specimens. A. Collection of samples (here suspended
soil in the tree canopy). B. Extraction of the fauna from the sample (Berlese-Tullgren
apparatus). C. An assistant sorts the material extracted into major taxa. D. The
corresponding subsamples are dispatched to taxonomic workgroups. E. Each taxonomic
workgroup leader organizes the identification. F. The databasing of the information related
to its taxa of interest. Images from the IBISCA-Panama project. (Pictures by H.-P.
Aberlenc, S. Ribeiro, R. Le Guen / Panacoco).
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5.3.

Preparation phase

During the preparation phase, background information about the study site is
collated and made available electronically to the project participants. This
includes biological, physical, sociological, historical, and administrative
information (Janzen & Hallwachs, 1994). More global information, for example
existing general sources of information on the fauna, flora or habitats of the
region are added too. Existing maps, aerial or satellite images, and GIS layers
are of special interest to pre-select study plots. Weather and soil data are
particularly important to plan ecological studies. Legal data are needed about the
local regulations related to the collection and exportation of biological materials.
Part of the information may not be readily available under a published form.
Interviews of residents or neighbours can provide useful historical information
about the presence of organisms and about natural (hurricanes, floods, and
landslides) or human disturbances (e.g. previous land use) that occurred at the
study site. Land owners and local authorities must be contacted to obtain all
required authorizations and also to secure support from local communities.
Prior to the start of the project, a pilot study allows adjustment of sampling
protocols (e.g. according to the habitat heterogeneity or phenology of the
organisms), validation of plot locations inside the study site, and trial runs of
database systems. During the preparation phase, priority surveys can be initiated
(e.g. botanic surveys in study plots). In cases where DNA barcoding is also
included, careful plans should be made before and during its execution to
minimize genetic degradation (see chapter 7 and appendix I).
5.4.

Execution phase

Once budgets have been secured, protocols have been defined and tested, and
background information has been accumulated, the execution phase can start.
Experts in various disciplines are then invited to participate to the project. A key
to the collective success of the project is that participants adhere to some rules.
5.4.1.

Terms of engagement of participants

Participants must agree to follow the ‘rules of the club’ which basically are:


To minimize environmental impact: perturbations associated with collecting,
observing or sampling the site biodiversity should be kept as close as
possible to natural level (i.e. should not induce unusual levels of population
fluctuations) (Janzen & Hallwachs, 1994). Interferences with the organization
of local human communities should be reduced too.



To accept the logistical, financial and security constraints: i.e. to support as
agreed part or the totality of costs related to food, accommodation, transport,
lab or other infrastructure and to respect the conditions of access to these
infrastructures.
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To facilitate collegial activities: i.e. to collaborate to the coordination of field
and laboratory activities, to share information and material with other
participants.



To accept the responsibility of delivering data and specimens according to
the schedule agreed with the project coordinators. This is sometimes a
prerequisite for the reimbursement of part of their expenses by the project
organization. The data must be provided in a format compatible with the
collective database. Specimens should be deposited in major museums to
ensure their long-term conservation and accessibility. Ideally voucher
specimens should be available in the form of a reference collection
accessible locally, near the study site, and globally in the form of an
interactive image database.

5.4.2.

Central database

The scientific impact of the inventory clearly depends on the cooperation
between participants and on the sharing of the data collected. The knowledge of
the concurrent distributions of multiple taxa in an ecosystem is of great value in
terms of conservation and for understanding the biology and ecology of the
organisms present. The central database (Fig. 4) is supervised by an
administrator who is responsible for the data integrity of the whole project. This is
only possible if all participants use the same data organizational schema (e.g.
collecting event, higher taxa, etc.). This implies an exchange of information
between the database administrator who has to circulate standardized data fields
and identifiers, and the survey participants who have to provide the basic
information.
Broadly, this involves the following categories:


Collecting events. This information includes the “where” and “when”
components. Even if planned ahead during the general sampling design (e.g.
plots or transects), participants must provide or validate some information
(e.g. time and date, collector, method, habitat description, and other
additional information such as images).



Specimens. This set of information pertains to “what”. If the central database
does not already include a complete list of higher taxa (taxa that ranks above
than the species level), participants should provide their own list of taxa of
interest. Participants must also provide the list of taxa that they identified in
their samples. If several taxonomists identify specimens of the same higher
taxa, the taxonomic workgroup leader must standardize the same system of
codes (i.e. taxon identifier). Additional specimen-based data include who
identified the specimen, the basis of the ID, refined location (height, depth),
microhabitat, associated specimen, etc. If no species name is readily
assignable, some system of morphospecies designation should be adopted.
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Fig. 4. Simplified structure of the five main tables constituting the core of a central
database. Each table is equivalent to a spreadsheet. Fields (column headers) are listed in
each box. Each record has a unique identifier (fields in bold ended by “-ID”) ensuring an
unambiguous relationship with the other tables and avoiding information duplication.
Tables are linked with “one to many” relationships symbolised by connecting lines (e.g.
several specimens belonging to different taxa can be found during a single collecting
event). Three tables, those starting with “List Of”, contain data common to all participants
and which are used as entries for combo boxes. This allows all participants to use the
same identifier for collecting events, participant names and higher taxa. Individual
participants input data in the “Specimens” table and in the “Taxa” table. Other tables with
additional information on study sites, environmental data, etc. can be added to the system.

It should be noted that the use of imposed codes for the whole project does not
preclude the participants to use in parallel their own coding system. The
database should be designed to handle participants’ own collector’s codes.
Furthermore besides the standardized basic information about collecting events,
taxa and specimens presented above, participants must be free to add in the
centralized database additional information specifically relevant to their target
taxa.
Even if the central database is web-accessible and can be downloaded, it is
sometimes more practical for participants to encode the information in a local file
saved on their own computer. Usually this is done by downloading a template
under the form of a worksheet or database (preferably in an open source format).
Once the data input is completed, participants can upload their file which is
merged to the central database by the database administrator. To facilitate a
wide dissemination of the biodiversity information, the central database can
ultimately be provided to GBIF (Global Biodiversity Information Facility).
The database must also be GIS-interrelational and the use of a GPS device to
georeference the observations in the field must be encouraged (see chapter 4).
The mapping of environmental data and of other factors such as plot accessibility
can be a very useful organizational and analysis tool. Plots can be selected along
environmental gradients or to maximize the return of information per unit effort
(White & Langdon, 2006). Maps of predicted species distribution can also be
inferred from these data.
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5.4.3.

Labelling: standardization of data coding

Correct labelling of specimens is of prime importance. A label with a misspelled
code or with unreadable information because its ink faded becomes unusable. If
possible, it is recommended that good quality labels are printed for participants
before field work starts and plan this item in the overall budget (see example at
Fig. 5A). Labels with a unique identifier (e.g. an alphanumeric code) for each
collecting event will serve as reference for the whole project. Participants carry a
series of labels to the field and are encouraged to add to the sample another
label with an alias identifier corresponding to their own coding system and with
details on the collecting event (e.g. method, site, date, etc.).

Fig. 5. Labelling of specimens with optical barcodes facilitates specimen management. A.
Sampling bag (whirlpak) containing a series of identical labels. When sorting the sample it
is then easy to add a label to each subsample stored in dry (B) or wet (C) condition. Two
types of barcode are useable: unidimensional (stripes) or bidimensional (mosaic). D. A
thermal label printer (on the left) is more costly than a regular laser printer but allows
printing long-lasting labels required for long-term storage. Barcodes are generated by a
specialized software. The barcode scanner (on the right) is connected in parallel to the
computer keyboard. (Pictures by M. Leponce).

The addition of optical barcodes on the label speeds up the work of data
encoding without errors (e.g. acquisition of sample, specimen or species codes).
The barcode scanner is connected to the computer. No additional software is
required since the scanner signal enters directly into the keyboard input.
Unidimensional barcodes are the most commonly used, are generated by cheap
or even free software and are readable with scanners costing around 250 €.
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Bidimensional (2D) barcodes (dot matrices) allow storing a higher density of
information but require a slightly more expensive scanner for reading them.
Symbology code 128 has been used with success to generate small barcodes
suitable for entomology (see Fig. 5B). Labels can be printed on 120 g paper with
a laser printer but will peel off in alcohol over time. The ink of inkjet printers is
often dissolved in the preservative. The best solution, but more expensive
(several hundred to thousands Euros), is to use a thermal printer burning a
special solvent-resistant ink on a thin sheet of polyester (Fig. 5C,D). The only
disadvantage is that it is difficult to write on those polyester labels. Additional
data (like sex, colour, length, etc.) is easier to write on archive paper with a
pencil.
5.4.4.

On-site management

Project coordinators assist and supervise the work of participants on site. They
organize meetings with the participants and ensure that field data collection
follows the general sampling protocol and is smoothly coordinated. Assistants
dedicated to special techniques (DNA sampling, parasite collection, photography,
etc.) accompany the collectors to the field. Managers are charged with planning
all logistical aspects associated with the project (equipment, food, transport and
accommodation of participants, base camps). Administrative constraints should
be kept as light as possible to allow the participants to concentrate on their
research.
5.4.5.

Legal issues, collecting and export permits

Participants must respect all local regulations, decrees, laws and traditions. In
particular they must ensure that they possess all the necessary permits for
specimen collection and exportation. For some large projects such as the
SANTO2006 expedition and the Moorea Biocode Project, collective, or umbrella
permits are obtained. This implies that a single institution (e.g. a museum) or
consortium may be responsible for all the material collected. These institutions
may require that some or most material be deposited in their collections. In other
cases each participant must ask a permit for its own material. The collections
associated to the inventory are then spread among various institutions. Project
coordinators should know the permitting and exportation rules and provide the
required information to participants. Special attention should be given to the use
of certain techniques or species. In particular, mass-collection is sometimes
forbidden (e.g. rotenone stations, tree fogging), sensitive areas are often offlimits (e.g. small mountain peaks, popular dive sites), rare species are usually
protected (endangered plants and animals), and the transportation of specimens
in hazardous (flammable) fluids is regulated.
5.4.6.

Security

Procedures in case of emergencies must be planned. General safety instructions
should be given to project participants going out to the field (see for example
Langdon & MacCulloch, 2004). If field operations are based from a research
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station, all participants should be briefed by station staff about standard safety
issues. Trained personnel (e.g. physician, nurse, etc.) should be available
especially when conducting expeditions in remote areas, and an emergency plan
should be submitted prior to operations that include the location of nearest
hospital, decompression chamber, etc. Field participants should carry
telecommunication equipment (e.g. mobile phone, walkie talkie, satellite phone,
satellite beacon) and a first aid kit. A registry must be kept at the field base where
participants indicate for each day their planned activity, location, estimated
departure and return time. Such registry is also necessary to allow managers to
organize the transportation and to provide the equipment and personnel (e.g.
boats, climbing gears and tree climbers) needed by each research team. Trails
and hazards (e.g. unapparent traps) should be well marked. Specific precautions
associated with the handling of dangerous organisms or fixatives or with
sampling in “extremes” habitats (e.g. caves) are described in the relevant
chapters of this manual.
5.4.7.

On-site processing and dispatching of material

Specimens captured with mass-collection methods have to be pre-processed as
soon as possible, ideally on site (e.g. in a field research station). This work can
be done by assistants supervised by senior taxonomists. During this process
samples are divided in subsamples, based on taxonomic groups (Fig. 3), and are
dispatched to taxonomic workgroup leaders in charge. Each leader defines who
may be the appropriate taxonomist(s) for a finer identification, sends him the
material and is responsible for the return of information to the central database.
The number of specimens in each subsample is counted (or estimated roughly in
the case of huge numbers) and encoded in the central database together with
the name of the workgroup leader in charge. The same kind of information is also
encoded for taxon-specific collection methods to keep a complete record of the
material collected. When the database administrator receives datasets with
identified specimens and merges them to the central database he must adjust
the total numbers of identified and unidentified specimens per sample. If no
experts are at hand for some taxonomic groups, the related specimens can be
grouped as “residual material” and kept for later study or advertised on the
clearing house web page (see above).
5.4.8.

Incentives and follow-up

After the field work, progress reports are sent by workgroups to coordinators, and
meetings are organized among workgroup leaders in order to follow a common
agenda leading to several collective publications (e.g. book, special issue of a
journal, publication in a high profile journal). Workshops are useful to review the
overall progress of the inventory, address the concerns of stakeholders, define
resource needs, promote consensus and reassess priorities and objectives. A
substantial budget – at least the same amount than for field work – must be
secured to stimulate the completion of the work.
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5.4.9.

Monitoring

Monitoring involves the repeated collection of long-term biodiversity data to
evaluate changes in populations and environmental conditions. It can be used as
an early warning system of changes in ecosystem functioning or to evaluate
management actions. Monitoring targets certain taxa with the use of specific,
non-intruding protocols. This activity is out of the scope of the present chapter
and we refer the reader to more specialized references concerning that matter
(e.g. Comiskey et al., 1999; Yoccoz et al., 2001; Schmeller, 2008; Nielsen et al.,
2009).
6.

Conclusions

Large-scale species inventories and especially ATBIs are an effective way to
increase our knowledge of the diversity of life on our planet. They are successful
by creating synergies among the participants and allow an overall picture of
complex ecosystems, something that would be impossible to obtain with smaller
projects. In terms of science, long-term and representative biodiversity datasets
are of great impact. Comprehensive inventories valorise the role of biological
diversity in the functioning of ecosystems and the fundamental role of
taxonomists. They are also instrumental for conservation and management
decisions and contribute to raise public awareness about the need of conserving
biodiversity. However the task is so huge that such endeavour requires careful
planning. Resources to conduct ATBIs are limited, especially the taxonomic
workforce itself. Lessons learned from the ongoing Smokies ATBI (Langdon et
al., 2006) show in particular that data management and data quality assurance
are absolutely critical, funding must be secured to secure taxonomic assistance,
bureaucratic burden must be reduced, over-collection of specimens must be
avoided, the right person must be matched with the right position (organization of
workgroups), participants must be well treated (infrastructure and logistics), and
everyone must be involved in keeping costs down.
Biodiversity inventories can become never ending tasks. It is therefore important
to keep the motivation of participants and of stakeholders by carefully planning
the project output. The strategy must include pilot studies with fast deliverables in
addition to long-term studies. A continuously updated website and database is
probably a very good portal to show the results and dynamics of the project.
Taxonomic work (identifications, descriptions, revisions) usually takes time but
preliminary results such as images of specimens or DNA sequences can be
made publicly available quickly. Good visibility of the project is certainly also
important to maintain the interest of the sponsors. New tools and approaches
remain to be developed to increase the inventory efficiency. One could think of
more automation in the tracking, documentation, storage and retrieval of
specimens (e.g. increased use of standardized optical barcodes, semi-automated
3D image capture of specimens) or of new techniques to access environments
difficult to reach (deep soil, canopy, etc.). The workforce should also be
increased with the development of new taxonomic centres that could process
efficiently all the material collected. The development of DNA barcoding and the
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reduction of its cost will certainly open new opportunities to conduct inventories
and monitoring. However, specimens or their body parts will always need to be
collected in the first place and this represents the main bottleneck to appreciate
the true dimensions of biodiversity on Earth (May, 2004). The accessibility of
biodiversity data should be increased, following initiatives such as those of the
Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF), Encyclopedia of Life (EoL),
Consortium for the Barcode of Life (CBOL), etc. Finally, the complementarity of
ATBIs in terms of global biodiversity coverage and of scientific questions tackled
should be increased by incorporating them into a global network. A move in this
direction is done with the ATBI alliance which aims to expand the Smokies ATBI
model to other protected areas in the U.S. and to provide the connectivity
between local ATBI efforts (Langdon et al., 2006; Hetrick et al., 2007). The
network of permanent plots of the Smithsonian Institution Global Earth
Observatories aims at long-term monitoring of tropical and temperate forests.
The network is in fast expansion and currently includes 34 sites in 20 countries.
Collaboration with other global networks could be the next step for EDIT’s
ATBIs+M.
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Appendices

Appendix 1. New barcoders checklist
Some questions to which you should have specific answers before starting, and
questions for iterative re-visiting as you go along.
General/Roles


What organisms am I going to Barcode? What particular set of problems do
these organisms present? Has anyone already done or actively is doing this?
How many samples do I foresee collecting/processing?



What do I already have and what do I need to do so?



How much is this going to cost?



Have I arranged for permits: collecting, export, import? Who is doing so if not
me?



Who (what person, institution or country) owns the intellectual rights to the
specimens and to the information (barcode and collateral) associated with the
project?



Do you have the political/social/permit power to donate the specimens and/or
their information to the recipient (GenBank, Guelph, Smithsonian or your
museum, etc.)?



What kind of condition will they be captured in, maintained in, transported in,
vouchered in?



Who are your points of contact for permits, vouchering, taxonomic
identification, DNA extraction, extraction bio-banking, Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR), DNA sequencing, data quality control (QC), data
management, etc.?



Who is primarily planning the project you are doing or contributing to?



Which costs should I anticipate at various stages of the analytical process?



Do I fully grasp the implications and differences between doing barcoding to
simply build the overall/global barcode library, and doing barcoding for both
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this purpose and species discovery (both in simply new species and in cryptic
species)?


What will I do when my sequencing lab runs out of funding in the middle of
my project?



Who is going to write the publication(s)? Who is going to co-author the work,
in what order? Who is going to pay the reprint and page charges?

Vouchers/Taxonomy


What collection/institution is going to receive my voucher specimens, what
care will they get?



Who is going to pay the bill for the storage/curation/subsequent identification
and re-identification of my voucher specimens, why, when and for what
reciprocal gain?



How many vouchers per species is the receiver willing to take in, and just for
barcode vouchers or also for exploratory biosystematics where warranted
(e.g. 5-10 might be fine to establish a barcode library, but 100's may be
necessary for exploring variation and cryptic species).



Who is going to actually identify (first pass), re-identify (second pass), re-reidentify (n pass) my voucher specimens, and why should they care or bother
(How am I going to compensate them)?

Metadata


Who is collecting the metadata (GPS, photo, measurements, etc)? What
metadata do I need to (minimum) or want to (optimally) collect?



Do I have a digital camera and GPS unit? How do I keep the photos linked
with the specimens?



Who will receive and store and curate the images that are collateral data for
the voucher specimens (and sometimes, the only voucher specimen that
there is)?



Do I understand to take high quality (though not necessarily beautiful)
voucher specimen images that display the important identification traits (if
possible) of the voucher specimen?



Am I planning to have an individual metadata record in a standard database
(DB) for every voucher specimen and collecting event? Is this DB website
friendly and what website will house (and curate?) this DB, for what reason
and with what caveats?



Where will an electronic hard copy (frozen) version of this DB be deposited
for long-term permanent storage, but at intervals replaced with an updated
version (and who will do it)?



Do I understand the difference between an event-based DB and a specimenbased DB?
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Specimen collection and sub-sampling


Who is actually collecting the specimens? Who is collecting the tissues for
lab analysis?



How are they collecting them? Where (if needed) are they getting the
training, supplies, materials, kits and instructions to do so?



What portion(s) of my animals am I going to take? Is this compatible with
success in the lab and with subsequent morphological examination of the
voucher? How do I remove my compatible tissues from the
shell/skeleton/body part, etc.?



What kind of container am I putting the tissue into? With what preservative?
How am I transporting these back to the lab? How do I avoid crosscontamination?



Where am I bio-banking the (leftover) tissues?



Who is guiding/proofing/fact-checking the field operations as they happen,
and then by what mechanism will the barcoding results be fed back to the DB
that contains the voucher collateral information, both to correct errors and to
update the field identifications?

Laboratory


Where/who is performing my DNA extractions? Are they archivable? Where
will they be bio-banked?



What protocol should I use for DNA extractions? Which sub-sampling
procedure should I use to avoid cross-contamination? How much tissue do I
need for DNA extraction? Do my organisms present any difficulties for DNA
extractions? How do I do quality control (QC) for DNA extractions?



Who is doing the PCR? Am I using Cytochrome Oxidase I (COI)? Does COI
work for my organisms? What primers should I use? Are there any potential
PCR obstacles from my organisms?



How do I do QC for PCR? How do I check for contamination?



Who is doing the DNA sequencing reactions? What do I need to provide
them? How do I do QC on my DNA sequences? How do I know if my DNA
sequences are good? Correct?



How should I label my DNA sequencing reactions so that the chromatograms
are easy to upload to BoLD/GenBank with my data?



Who is going to, and WHY (and who pays his costs) manage the iterative
process of my getting back neighbour joining (NJ) trees of sequences for my
vouchers, studying them, and sending comments for corrections and
elaborations back to the person/system that provided the NJ trees, and go
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round and round with this? Who and why will then search for corroborative
nuclear sequences when appropriate/warranted?

Data Handling


How should I manage all my data? How and when do I submit specimen data
to BoLD?



What problems can I anticipate and avoid?



When I discover errors or updates in my voucher specimen collateral
information DB, how does this modification arrive at the target DBs such as
GenBank, BoLD, etc.



What do I do when a taxonomist out there disagrees with the name that I
submitted for a barcode voucher, either at the species level or a higher
taxon?



Who owns which portions of your datastream from the field to GenBank or
other final repository?



What do I do if there is no taxonomist or taxonomic process willing to do the
basic taxonomic process on my voucher specimens?



Where do I turn for help?

Appendix 2. Some links and contacts


CBOL: http://www.barcoding.si.edu



BOLD: http://www.barcodinglife.com



Some leading labs contacts: Lee Weigt (weigtl@si.edu); Chris Meyer
(meyerc@si.edu); Amy Driskell (driskella@si.edu); Robyn Cowan
(r.cowan@rbgkew.org.uk);
Natalia Ivanova
(nivanova@uoguelph.ca);
Mehrdad Hajibabaei (mhajibab@uoguelph.ca).
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Abstract
The structure of databases with taxonomic content is very important to ensure a
compatibility with other database systems. For the exchange of taxonomic
information it is necessary to have standards and protocols to permit the
presentation, e.g. on a web system like GBIF, of species data from different
database sources. For ATBI+M projects a guideline for recording species has
been developed with the minimal requirements for a high data quality standard.
Also standards are used, errors may occur along the information management
chain from data recording up to data presentation. Error sources can be within
the geo-referenced domain as well as in the taxonomic domain. Therefore
software for automated geo-referencing and recording of date and time in
standardized formats for mobile phones with GPS up to water resistant PDAs
have to be developed. The gain of using those field tools is improving data
quality and simplifying the data recording for a cost effective process to obtain
high quality taxonomic information.

Key words: taxonomic database, standards, data quality, field tools, ATBI+M
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1.

Introduction

Taxonomic databases – databases that store information about biological
entities: species and other taxa – have been developed to address curatorial
management requirements, taxonomic and scientific needs, and more recently,
for presentation of species data (distribution maps, pictures, biology etc.) to a
wider public (Dalcin, 2005). These databases have the taxon as the principal
entity, represented by its main identification: the taxon name. Taxonomic
databases often have a focus on terminal taxa: species and infraspecies levels,
which consist of a genus and species name, and when applicable, additional
infra-species names. Data or Information is tied to the taxon and typically falls
into two levels of organisation: either elements that relate to the taxon as a whole
or elements that relate to specific instance of a taxon. The latter class of
information is known as species occurrence, or primary occurrence data. Primary
occurrence data include data elements that describe a taxon occurrence such as
a date a species may have been collected or a location where it was observed.
General species data, on the other hand, describe properties ascribe to the entire
taxon such as a general morphological description, or a range map. In this
chapter we will focus on databases for primary occurrence data.
Every day probably more than 100,000 scientific biological records (observations,
collected specimens) are recorded (personal estimation). Many of these data are
still not digitally recorded and the majority of these data are not recorded using
standard protocols or proper referencing. The goal is that all recorded datasets
should be properly referenced and that all individual field records must be
accurately geo-referenced with an exact date or interval. Therefore more and
more electronic tools and software have to be used to facilitate the recording of
species data sets and to minimize the amount of errors.
This chapter provides a review of the important data structure elements of
primary occurrence data with the inclusion of best practices and
recommendations in their use.
2.

Data structure

Species-occurrence data is used to include specimen label data attached to
specimens or lots housed in museums and herbaria (or in Universities, NGOs,
Amateurs associations etc.), observational data (e.g. birdwatchers) and
environmental survey data (Chapman, 2005a). The term has occasionally been
used interchangeably with the term “primary species data”. In general we speak
about “geo-referenced data” – e.g. records with geographic references that tie
them to a particular place in space – whether with a geo-referenced coordinate
(e.g. latitude and longitude, UTM) or not (textual description of a locality, altitude,
depth). Normally, the data are referred to as “point-based”, although line
(transect data from environmental surveys, collections e.g. along a river),
polygon (observations from within a defined area such as a national park) and
grid data (observations or survey records from a regular grid) are also included.
Usually the data are also tied to a taxonomic name, but unidentified collections
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may also be included by referencing to a higher taxon group (e.g., “Unidentified
Aves”).
For sampling species data it is necessary to record not only where (a geospatial
location) the species were found, but also when (date and time), what
(taxonomy), how (collecting method) and who collected/observed the specimen.
Each locality (where) may have different events (Fig. 1), which means that
sampling at more than one date or with different sampling methods have been
carried out. Each event in turn may have its own species list or even more than
one list if different researchers built their own lists for the same event.

Fig. 1. Context of Locality, Event and Taxonomy by recorded species data.

2.1.

Localities – where

Good locality descriptions lead to more accurate geo-references with smaller
uncertainty values and provide users with much more accurate and high quality
data. When recording data in the field, whether from a map or when using a
GPS, it is important to record locality information as well as the geo-references,
so that later validation can take place if necessary (Chapman & Wieczorek,
2006).
One purpose behind a specific locality description is to allow the validation of
coordinates, in which errors are otherwise difficult to detect. The extent to which
validation can occur depends on how well the locality description and its spatial
counterpart describe the same place. The highest quality locality description is
one with as few sources of uncertainty as possible. By describing a place in
terms of a distance along a path, or by two orthogonal distances from a place,
one removes uncertainty due to imprecise headings. Choosing a reference point
with small extent reduces the uncertainty due to the size of the reference point,
and by choosing a nearby reference point, one reduces the potential for error in
measuring the offset distances.
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To make it easy to validate a locality, use reference points that are easy to find
on maps or in gazetteers. At all costs, avoid using vague terms such as “near”
and “centre of” or providing only an offset without a distance such as “West of
Albuquerque” (Table 1).
In any locality that contains a named place that can be confused with another
named place of a different type, specify the feature type in parentheses following
the feature name. Data without locality information or only with doubtful details
should be flagged as not possible to geo-reference them with current information.

Vague Localities

BAD: Sacramento River Delta - an extremely large geographic area
BETTER: Locke, Sacramento River Delta, Sacramento Co.,
California - names a town within the Delta

Highway
9,
Alajuela
Province,
Costa
Rica
Names of Roads BAD:
without additional GOOD: Intersection of Hwy 9 and Rio Cariblanco, Cariblanco
points of reference (town), Alajuela Province, Costa Rica
Localities difficult to For many countries, especially Spanish-speaking ones, there are
Georeference
oftentimes several cities with the same name in the same province.
BAD: San Marcos, Intibuca Province, Honduras - There are at least
five
San
Marcos
in
Intibuca
Province
BETTER: San Marcos, ca 7.5 km south of Los Chaguites, Intibuca
Province, Honduras
Table 1. Some examples for good and bad locality descriptions (from Museum of
Vertebrate Zoology 2009a).

Guide for recording localities (Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 2009b)


Full Locality Name. Provide a descriptive locality, even if you have
geographic coordinates. Write the description from specific to general,
including a specific locality, offset(s) from a reference point, and
administrative units such as county, state, and country. The locality should be
as specific, succinct, unambiguous, complete, and accurate as possible,
leaving no room for uncertainty in interpretation. Hint: The most specific
localities are those described by a) a distance and heading along a path from
a nearby and well-defined intersection, or b) two cardinal offset distances
from a single nearby feature of small extent.
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Altitude (Elevation). Supplement the locality description with elevation
information. Hint: A barometric altimeter, when properly calibrated, is much
more reliable than a GPS for obtaining accurate elevations.



Coordinates. Whenever practical, provide the coordinates of the location
where collecting actually occurred (see Radius, below). If reading
coordinates from a map, use the same coordinate system as the map. Hint:
Decimal degrees coordinates are preferred when reading coordinates from a
GPS and if possible provide lat/long data.



Geographic Datum. The datum is an essential part of a coordinate
description; it provides the frame of the reference. When using both maps
and GPS in the field, set the GPS datum to be the same as the map datum
so that your GPS coordinates will match those on the map. Hint: Always
record the datum with the coordinates.



GPS Accuracy. Record the accuracy as reported by the GPS whenever you
take coordinates. Hint: Most GPS devices do not record accuracy with the
waypoint data, but provide it in the interface showing current satellite
conditions.



Radius (Extent). The extent is a measure of the size of the area within which
collecting or observations occurred for a given locality – the distance from the
point described by the locality and coordinates to the furthest point where
collecting or observations occurred in that locality. Hint: A 1 km linear trap
line for which the coordinates refer to the centre has an extent of 0.5 km.



References. Record the sources of all measurements. Minimally, include
map name, GPS model, and the source for elevation data.

For including geo-referenced records or observations into a database the pointradius method is commonly used (Wieczorek et al., 2004). This method
describes a locality as a coordinate pair (important: always include the
geographic datum!) and a distance from that point (that is, a circle), the
combination of which encompasses the full locality description and its associated
uncertainties (GPS accuracy). The key advantage of this method is that the
uncertainties can be readily combined into one attribute. With modern GPS
devices the uncertainties are usually less than 10 m. To include historical data
from natural history collections this method is also useable, when localities have
typically been recorded as textual descriptions, without geographic coordinates.
The calculation of the radius takes into account aspects of the precision and
specificity of the locality description, as well as the map scale, datum, precision
and accuracy of the sources used to determine coordinates.
2.2.

Events – when

Guide for recording events
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Start Date. The date of the collection or observation should at least be
recorded and if available the time as well. Hint: use a date format e.g.
DD.MM.YYYY and a time format hh:mm:ss.



End Date. For intervals (e.g. traps which are a longer period in the field) it is
necessary to have a date for the end of the research. Hint: Use the end date
also when the fieldwork takes only a couple of hours.



Collector(s). Provide the name of each collector and when relevant the
name of the expedition or research vessel (i.e. boat). Hint: Do not use
abbreviations, write the full name, including second names or attributes like
senior, junior to identify the collectors uniquely and avoid ambiguity of
homonyms or families of collectors over several generations.

2.3.

Taxonomy – what

Names, whether they are scientific binomials or common names, provide the first
point of entry to most species and species-occurrence databases. The correct
spelling of a scientific name is generally governed by one of the various Codes of
Nomenclature (see list under Technical References). Errors can still occur,
however, through typing errors, ambiguities in the Nomenclatural Code, etc. The
easiest method to ensure such errors are kept to a minimum is to use an
‘Authority File” during recording of data (Chapman, 2004a). An authority file is a
pre-composed list of verified species names. Current lists of species names may
be found at a number of places and some of these are listed in Chapman
(2004b) (e.g. Species2000, FaunaEuropaea, 4D4Life). Also, the re-use of
entered terms via internal controlled lists in an application that provides pull-down
lists of previously entered terms can help maintain consistency when a controlled
list is not available.
If it is not possible to use authority lists, a recommendation is than to process the
collected information as quickly as possible after the fieldwork.
The structure of the database has to be clear, unambiguous and consistent. The
taxon information should be atomized so that it is always clear that one field
includes just the genus or the species name and is not mixed to have just one
field with the genus and the species name together. One should always atomize
the taxonomic information into separate Genus/Species/infraspecific
Rank/Infraspecies/Author fields etc. wherever possible.
Guide for recording the minimum taxonomy for species-level taxa


Genus name. The genus name is essential. Hint: Do not use any
abbreviation.



Species name. The species name is essential. Hint: Do not use any
abbreviation.



Authors of a species name. The author(s) name should be included to
ensure a unique mapping in case of homonyms.



Determinator. The name of the person(s) who is responsible for the
determination of the collection/observation. Hint: Do not use any
abbreviation, write the full name.
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Taxon Source. A reference to a taxonomic guide or treatment that forms the
basis for the identification. Species are often lumped with or split from other
taxa over the course of revisions. Ambiguity is reduced by providing a
reference to particular taxonomic view that provides a specific sense or
definition of the taxon as used by the identifier.



Number. The number of the individuals observed or collected. Hint: Use only
numbers and no text (not 2-3, 3ff, some, abundant etc.)



Deposit. For further studies the deposit of collected material should be
recorded. Hint: Abbreviations have to be well-defined, better do without
abbreviations. Add the town of the museum, especially if it is not a wellknown museum.



Family and other higher parent taxa. The family or higher taxon that
includes the referenced species. This information may be useful for providing
taxonomic context in later references to the record.

3.

Standards

Since more and more taxonomic databases are appearing, both institutional and
individual concern about sharing data is rising. At this moment the need to
establish data standards and communication protocols is obvious in order to
make data sharing between different databases possible (Dalcin, 2005).
A number of recent collaborations within the museum community have resulted
in establishing data standards. Examples include the Darwin Core Schema
(Vieglais, 2003) along with the DiGIR protocol (SourceForge, 2004) and the
combined BioCASE protocol (BioCASE 2003) and ABCD schema (TDWG, 2004)
that are more fitted for interchange of primary species information. The
Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG) and others developed a new protocol
(TAPIR - http://ww3.bgbm.org/tapir) that supports multiple data formatting
standards that is intended to provide a single solution for publishing data to the
GBIF network. TAPIR can be implemented in multiple degrees of complexity and
capacity (lite, medium, full) but importantly, still require advanced technical skills
to install and maintain.
The newest and ratified Darwin Core terms provides a unified approach to
publishing both species-level and species-occurrence-level data using a common
standard. This "DarwinCore Archive" format is being championed by GBIF and
while it is a supported output of the Integrated Publishing Toolkit, provides a
simple enough data publication solution that it can be output as a direct database
export by many data managers.
For recording geo-referenced species data a guideline with the most important
fields for species occurrence data has been developed within the EDIT project
(EDIT, 2009). This structure has been developed especially for recording data in
the ATBI+M sites and is used by everyone sampling for ATBI purposes. It may
also be used as a base for creating own databases.
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4.

Errors

4.1.

Sources of error in data (Hellerstein, 2008)



Data entry errors. It remains common in many settings for data entry to be
done by humans, by keying in data from written or printed sources, e.g. after
fieldwork. In these settings, data is often corrupted at entry time by
typographic errors or misunderstanding of the data source (see 2.3).



Measurement errors. In the measurement of physical properties, as altitude
or spatial data, the increasing proliferation of sensor technology has led to
exact measurements. Nevertheless data errors are still quite common:
selection and placement of sensors often affects data quality, and by
transferring data to the database errors may occur. Converting coordinates
from one system to another may cause errors and converting
longitude/latitude data from degrees to decimal may often result in a wrong
calculation (Table 2).



Distillation errors. In many settings, raw data are preprocessed and
summarized before they are entered into a database. This data distillation is
done for a variety of reasons and has the potential to produce errors in
distilled data, or in the way that the distillation technique interacts with the
final analysis.



Data integration errors. Any procedure that integrates data from multiple
sources can lead to errors. To minimize integration errors standards are
necessary to ensure that fields contain the same entity type. That e.g. a
species field contains only the species epithet and not genus and epithet
together.
latitude / longitude

formula

calculation

decimal result

44° 16’ 12,01’’ - 7° 23’ degrees + (minutes / 44 + (16 / 60) + (12,01 / 44,27000278°
7,39680556°
3600) / 7
60) + (seconds /
48,50’’
3600)
+ (23 / 60) + (48,50 /
3600)
44° 15,368’ - 7° 22,86’

degrees + (minutes / 44 + (15,368 / 60) / 7 + 44,2728° - 7,381°
60)
(22,86 / 60)

Table 2. Two examples to show how to convert longitude/latitude data from degrees to
decimal.

Names form the major key for accessing information in primary species
databases. If the name is wrong, then access to the information by users will be
difficult, if not impossible. Table 3 shows what may happen when entering names
in a non-standard way. This is an extreme example but misspellings of names
are the most frequent error in taxonomic databases.
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Actinobacillus
actimomycetemcomitans

Actinobacillus
actinomycetecomitans

Actinobacillus
actinomycetum

Actinobacillus
actimycetemcomitans

Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcmitans

Actinobacillus
actinomyctemcomitans

Actinobacillus
actinmycetemcomitans

Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcomintans

Actinobacillus
actinomyectomcomitans

Actinobacillus
actinomicetemcomitans

Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcomitance

Actinobacillus
actinomyetemcomitans

Actinobacillus actinomy

Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcomitans

Actinobacillus
actinonmycetemcomitans

Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcomitants

Actinobacillus
actionomycetemcomitans

Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcommitans

Actinobacillus
actynomicetemcomitans

Actinobacillus
actinomycetemocimitans

Actinobacillus
antinomycetemcomitans

Actinobacillus actinomyce
Actinobacillus
actinomycemcomitans
Actinobacillus
actinomyceremcomitans
Actinobacillus
actinomycetam
Actinobacillus
actinomycetamcomitans

Actinobacillus
actinomycetencomitans

Table 3. Result of non-standard data entry for the valid species Actinobacillus
actimomycetemcomitans (source: from Neil Sarkar, uBio Project).

4.1.

Data cleaning

Chapman (2005a) shows that the cost of error correction increases as one
progresses along the Information Management Chain (Fig. 2) and a manual
process of data cleansing is also laborious, time consuming, and itself prone to
errors (Maletic & Marcus, 2000). Tools have to be developed for data cleaning
and preventing of errors at their point of origin is the most cost-effective method.
Tools are being developed to assist the process of adding geo-referencing
information to databased collections. Such tools include eGaz (Shattuck, 1997),
geoLoc (CRIA, 2004), BioGeomancer (Peabody Museum n.dat.), GEOLocate
(Rios and Bart n.dat.) and the Georeferencing Calculator (Wieczorek, 2001).
The most important point is that correcting problems and adding sufficient
annotation for use should be done prior to, not after, publication of the data. Data
validation and annotation services should be done by the curator, not after the
data has been published and copies transferred. When services are run against
a copy of the data they need to be transferred and reconciled with the source
copy, increasing complexity and risking the introduction of new errors. This
approach will not apply to the many legacy datasets that are no longer curated so
there will always be a need for the application of validation and annotation
services as post-publication processes as well.
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5.

New technologies for data recording

It is necessary to develop tools for recording spatial and taxonomic data in the
field for a number of reasons. In particular it is cost-effective to avoid mistakes
right at the beginning of the recording chain (Fig. 2). Each error which is not
made saves a lot of time. Errors may be avoided by using authority lists, e.g. for
countries, habitat-types or species groups that can be determined to a great part
in the field.
Automated geo-referencing and recording of date and time in standardized
formats will also avoid typing errors by rewriting the data from paper to a
database. The gain of using field tools is improving data quality and simplifying
the data recording.

Fig. 2. Information Management Chain showing that the cost of error correction increases
as one progresses along the chain (modified from Chapman, 2005a).

The developed software has to be usable for mobile phones with GPS up to
water resistant PDAs (e.g. Magellan - Mobile Mapper; Trimble – Juno, Nomad).
For ArcPad (software from ESRI Inc.) some applications are already developed
for recording data in the field for different types of use. One application is for
birdwatchers and it focuses on birding sites near Gainesville (Wakchaure, 2006).
Another application with customized ArcPad forms was developed for an
earthworm inventory to be conducted during summer 2004 (Dabrowski, 2004).
This study would measure the impact of European earthworm invasions on
vegetation and soil characteristics at two Great Lakes national parks (Pictured
Rocks National Lakeshore, located in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, and
Voyageurs National Park, located in northern Minnesota).
Another software for ecological data entry is Pocket eRelevé
(http://ereleve.codeplex.com/ [accessed 4 Dec. 2009]) designed for naturalists.
This program is developed in Visual Basic and only available in French. For bird
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watchers an application exists called Pocket Bird Recorder to record sightings in
the field with mobile devices (http://www.wildlife.co.uk [accessed 4 Dec. 2009]).
5.1.

ATBI+M approach (one example for an application with customized
forms for ArcPad)

The example discussed in detail for electronic data recording in the field is the
application for mobile recording with customized forms for ATBI+M sites. These
forms are for mobile devices with the installed software ArcPad (a tool from ESRI
Inc.). The system requirements are a Windows Mobile operating system,
Microsoft Active Sync 4.5 for desktop synchronization and a Microsoft XML
Parser. These forms are available at http://www.atbi.eu. The basis of this
application is the programming of the Earthworm project with the customized
ArcPad forms for selecting species, named Species Picker (Dabrowski, 2004).
5.1.1.

Locality forms

For recording locality information, two customized forms exist. On the first form,
(Fig. 3) a code and a name for the locality is arbitrary. The country can be
selected from a list box and specifications to the macrohabitat and remarks can
be made (see 2.1).

Fig. 3. Editform for Locality data.
Locality code has to be unique.
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Fig. 4. Editform for the geo-referenced data.
The values of latitude, longitude and altitude
will be set automatically (if GPS is switched
on). The values for the altitude range can be
set also by pressing the button “set Min”
respectively “set Max”.

On the second form, (Fig. 4) information to the geo-referencing of the locality can
be filled in. Latitude, longitude, accuracy and the minimum altitude are filled in
automatically. The minimum and maximum altitude may be set with the two
buttons “set Min” and “set Max” in the case the research area is not on one
altitude level. But it is also possible to write values into these fields if other tools
for measuring the altitude are used. Everybody has to bear in mind that the
accuracy of the altitude measurement with GPS tools is very low. It is about 10
times lower than the accuracy for longitude or latitude.
The used coordinate system can be selected with a list box.
5.1.2.

Event forms

For each locality more than one event can be created (see 2.2). Therefore a form
exists to list all existing events for one locality (Fig. 5). The events are listed
chronological with the start date of the events. Each event can be edited or
deleted (deleting will delete also the attached species list).

Fig. 5. List of all events belonging to one
Locality ordered in chronological sequence.

Fig. 6. Editform for one event. The value
of the start time will be set automatically.
The values for the start time and end
time can be set also by pressing the
button “set Start” respectively “set End”.
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The detail data for each event consists of one EventCode and of the start and
the end date (time) of this event (Fig. 6). The start date will be created
automatically by creating a new event. The format for the date is [DD.MM.YYYY
hh:mm:ss]. With the buttons “set Start” and “set End” the current time will be filled
into the adequate fields. The collector, the collecting method and remarks can
also be added to each event.
5.1.3.

Species forms

For each event a species list of observed or collected specimens can be created.
Therefore a species has to be selected on the page “All Species” (Fig. 7) from an
authority species list (dbf-file). This file can be created by researchers
themselves and can be exchanged easily for using different species groups (see
2.3 and 4.1). With the button “Add” the selected species will be transferred to the
species list of this event. For each species the sex and the number of
observed/collected specimens can be selected.
On the page “Event Species” (Fig. 8) all selected species are listed with
information to the sex and the number of individuals. The records can be
removed by selecting one entrance and pressing the button “Remove Selected”.
Wrong entries of numbers can be corrected by choosing on the Page “All
Species” the species which has to be corrected with the correct number of
individuals. After pressing the “Add” button the correction has to be confirmed
and then the new number of individuals is saved.

Fig. 7. List of all species that can be
selected. For each species the sex and the
number of individuals can be added.
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Fig. 8. List of species for one event. For
each species the number of recorded
specimens and their sex are available in
brackets. (f female; m male; ? unknown).

5.2.

From field to the web

The transfer of data from the field to the web environment via networks and
portals such as BioCASE, GBIF or WDPA (http://www.wdpa.org) is necessary in
order to provide global access to the sampled data (Fig. 9). All the records –
observations, collected specimens or literature data – have to be transferred to
an online database that provides access, for example through a “wrapper” for
GBIF. A “wrapper” is a piece of software that maps data contained in a local
database to a common data exchange standard and then serves these data
through standard exchange protocols. This allows different databases to publish
data to a network in a common form – enabling integration and the development
of common tools.
To integrate biodiversity data from heterogeneous sources using common
standards and protocols, GBIF developed the Integrated Publishing Toolkit. The
GBIF IPT is an Open source Java based web application. It embeds its own
database, is easily customisable and is multilingual. The data registered in a
GBIF IPT instance is connected to the GBIF distributed network and made
available for public consultation and use via established data access formats and
protocols that include TAPIR and Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) web
mapping and web feature services (WMS and WFS) (Réveillon, 2009). Simple
transformations of the DarwinCore Archive file would also support the creation of
Keyhole Markup Language (KML) files for use within Google earth.

Fig. 9. Data flow from the field recording with GPS tools to different internet presentations.
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Acronyms

ABCD

Access to Biological Collections Data

ATBI+M

All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory + Monitoring
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BioCASE

Biological Collection Access Service

DiGIR

Distributed Generic Information Retrieval

GBIF

Global Biodiversity Information Facility

GPS

Global Positioning System

IPT

Integrated Publishing Toolkit

KML

Keyhole Markup Language

OGC

Open Geospatial Consortium

TAPIR

TDWG Access Protocol for Information Retrieval

TDWG

Taxonomic Databases Working Group

UTM

Universal Transverse Mercator

WDPA

World database on protected areas

WFS

web feature services

WMS

web mapping features

8.

Key links

Access to Biological Collection Data (ABCD)
http://wiki.tdwg.org/twiki/bin/view/ABCD/ [accessed 4 Oct. 2009] (TDWG Wiki for ABCD)
http://www.bgbm.org/tdwg/codata/schema/ABCD_2.06/HTML/ABCD_2.06.html
Schema) [accessed 4 Oct. 2009]

(XSLT

DIVA-GIS
http://www.diva-gis.org [accessed 4 Oct. 2009]
Environmental Resources Information Network (ERIN)
http://www.deh.gov.au/erin/index.html [accessed 4 Oct. 2009]
GEOLocate – University of Tulane
http://www.museum.tulane.edu/geolocate/ [accessed 4 Oct. 2009]
Mammal Networked Information System (MaNIS)
http://manisnet.org/ [accessed 4 Oct. 2009]
http://manisnet.org/Documents.html (MaNIS Documents) [accessed 4 Oct. 2009]
http://manisnet.org/GeorefGuide.html (Georereferencing Guidelines) [accessed 4 Oct.
2009]
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology Informatics (MVZ) – University of California,
Berkeley
http://mvz.berkeley.edu/Informatics.html [accessed 4 Oct. 2009]
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http://mvz.berkeley.edu/Locality_Field_Recording_Notebooks.html (Guide for Recording
Localities in the Field) [accessed 4 Oct. 2009]
http://mvz.berkeley.edu/Locality_Field_Recording_examples.html (Examples of Good and
Bad Localities) [accessed 4 Oct. 2009]
http://mvz.berkeley.edu/Locality_Field_Recording_important.html (Why it is Important to
Take Good Locality Data) [accessed 4 Oct. 2009]
OGC Recommendations Document Pointer
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/is [accessed 4 Oct. 2009]
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Abstract
Acoustic emissions of animals serve communicative purposes and most often
contain species-specific and individual information exploitable to listeners,
rendering bioacoustics predestined for biodiversity monitoring in visually
inaccessible habitats. The physics of sound define the corner stones of this
communicative framework, which is employed by animal groups from insects to
mammals, of which examples of vocalisations are presented. Recording
bioacoustic signals allows reproducible identification and documentation of
species’ occurrences, but it requires technical prerequisites and behavioural
precautions that are summarized. The storing, visualizing and analysing of sound
recordings is illustrated and major software tools are shortly outlined. Finally,
different approaches to bioacoustic monitoring are described, tips for setting up
an acoustic inventory are compiled and a key for procedural advancement and a
checklist to successful recording are given. Extensive literature and reference to
a collection of web resources (http://www.bioacoustics.myspecies.info) complete
the text.

Key words: acoustic, communication, vocalisation, sound, echolocation,
biodiversity monitoring, wildlife recording
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1.

Introduction

Classification of animals observed or collected for biological inventories
predominantly relies on visual attributes. However, many animals generate
acoustic signals for communication and orientation, which are predestined for
eavesdropping on their presence and behaviour. Acoustic signals can be
received over varying distances, allowing for unobtrusive detection and
observation of their producers. Acoustic observations are well established for e.g.
birds, insects, anurans, bats or whales. Depending on type of signals and
taxonomic group, species identification, abundance estimation or behavioural
assessment is possible. But physical properties of sound require certain
precautions during recording, analysis as well as interpretation. We outline these
prerequisites, describe types of bioacoustical signals for major taxonomic groups,
and present a short review on state-of-the-art equipment and methods for
bioacoustic recording and analyses. We sum up with a step-by-step key on how
to proceed in bioacoustic inventories and research.
2.

Physics of sound

Sound consists of oscillating pressure waves travelling at temperature-dependent
speed through media like air (343 m/s at 20°C), water (1484 m/s at 20°C) or the
ground (~5000 m/s depending on porosity). The number of cycles per second
indicates sound frequency and is measured in Hertz (Hz). The frequency range
of human hearing ranges approximately from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, and is
anthropocentrically considered as ‘audible sound’. But hearing ranges of most
animals extend below or above this human hearing range. Signals below are
termed infrasound and are not recordable with standard equipment. Infrasound
waves travel long distances and are well documented for seismic or weather
events, but they are also generated and perceived by elephants or whales for
long distance communication. Signals above human hearing range are termed
ultrasound and used mainly for echolocation by bats and dolphins.
Sound energy is usually not measured as peak pressure but as the square Root
of the Mean of the Squared pressure (RMS), because this quantifies the energy
over all waveforms in a signal. It is most sensible to indicate this RMS pressure
2
not as N/m but rather on a logarithmic scale, which better corresponds to
increments of perceived sensation. Sound pressure is therefore indicated as the
ratio of pressure P to a reference pressure P0 on a logarithmic scale. The
commonly used reference pressure P0 is 2x10-5 N/m2 RMS or 20 μpascals RMS.
This corresponds to a sound intensity of 10-12 Watt/m2 and is roughly equal to the
lowest pressure humans can detect at 1000 Hz. The log of the ratio, termed Bel,
is divided by 10 and expressed in decibel (dB), to achieve sensible numbers.
Because intensity varies as the square of the pressure, levels referring to the
above reference are expressed as 20 times the log10 of the ratio of P/P0 and
expressed as dB, thus sound pressure level (dB) = 20 log10 (P/P0). The
logarithmic scale facilitates calculations within the wide range of intensities in
sensory physiology – while a 3 dB difference is just perceptible, it takes about 10
times the intensity to sound twice as loud. Sound intensity decreases with the
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square of the distance due to spherical spreading loss. Thus, doubling of the
distance leads to an intensity level drop to a quarter, or a change of -6 dB.
Equally, sound pressure level drops by 6 dB when doubling the distance
(Sengpiel, 2010). As dB measures in water refer to a reference pressure of
1μpascal, all measures in water are 26 dB higher than in air for an identical
sound pressure.
Furthermore, sound attenuation additionally increases progressively with
increasing frequency due to atmospheric absorption (Lawrence & Simmons
1982), basically limiting e.g. ultrasound echolocation of bats to short ranges (~5
to 50 m depending on signal characteristics). Ultrasound becomes more
directional with increasing frequency, which can additionally influence perceived
signal characteristics. Sounds carry through dense vegetation, over considerable
distances, and in darkness, rendering acoustics a non-invasive and economic
way to study e.g. marine mammals, hidden forest inhabitants or nocturnal
animals.
Recording of sounds requires a microphone (or a hydrophone), transducing
mechanical energy from sound pressure into electrical voltage. Different
frequency ranges and media require appropriate microphones, particularly for
ultrasound and underwater sound recording (see Technologies section).
3.

Sound producing animals

Animals produce sounds for territorial defence, for group interactions, mate
attraction and for orientation. Most vocalisations exhibit highly distinctive
features, to be used in taxonomy and systematics, and thus biodiversity
research. Several new species have been discovered by their distinct signals,
e.g. secretive and nocturnal species or morphologically similar (cryptic) sibling
species. Bioacoustic monitoring is widely applied for well-known taxonomic
groups like birds and mammals, but its application is now extended into lesserknown, species-rich groups such as insects. In the following, major taxonomic
groups hitherto studied by bioacousticians are briefly characterised:
3.1.

Insects

Most research concentrated on the Cicadidae and Orthoptera (e.g. Diwakar et
al., 2007; Riede, 1997; Sueur, 2006), a fraction of insects that produce loud
audible songs (Fig. 1 A-C). Many more insect groups produce ultrasounds or
weak vibrational signals not perceptible to man. Using appropriate microphones
and amplifiers, acoustic inventorying and monitoring could easily be extended to
other target groups, communicating by vibration (e.g. treehoppers: Hemiptera:
Membracidae; Cocroft & McNett, 2006) or underwater stridulation, as
documented for water bugs (Jansson, 1973). Sounds of insects are speciesspecific and stereotyped, but recognition of species-specific features requires
visualisation. The temporal structure of their songs varies with temperature,
further aggravating the recognition of insect species in the field.
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Fig. 1. Amplitude and spectrographic displays of acoustic signals of insects, fish, and
anurans. A. Great Green Bush Cricket (Tettigonia viridissima); B. Scarabaeid Beetle
(Copris incertus); C. Mediterranean Cicada (Cicada orni); D. Italian Freshwater Goby
(Padogobius martensi); E. European Tree Frog (Hyla arborea); F. Common Midwife Toad
(Alytes obstetricans). Note the different frequency scales and dB ranges not comparable
between subplots! Spectrograms were generated from recordings of the authors except A
taken from data recorded at 18°C, available from http://www.biologie.uni-ulm.de/cgibin/soundobj.pl?id=32797&lang=e&sid=T (Digital Orthoptera Specimen Access DORSA
archives – http://www.dorsa.de).
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Acoustic signals used in mate finding have the potential for speciation effects,
and enable bioacousticians to find new species. Particularly in insects, striking
differences in song structure of morphologically similar species helped
taxonomists to diagnose and describe ‘cryptic species’, many of which cannot be
differentiated without a sound recording. Walker (1964) reviewed studies on
songs and taxonomy of North American Orthoptera. He found that most
morphologically defined species consisted of complexes of cryptic species. He
estimated that one-fourth of the gryllid and tettigoniid species of the eastern USA
had never been recognized or had been wrongly synonymized (Walker, 1964:
346). In Europe, acoustic analyses led to the discovery of new and important
information about the biogeography of Cicadetta species (Sueur & Puissant,
2007).
3.2.

Fish

Sound production in fish is poorly studied, although common: more than 50
Teleost families include sound producing species (Fig. 1D). Fish produce sounds
during the breeding season, and their behaviour can be monitored with
hydrophones (Ladich et al., 1992; Torricelli et al., 1990). Their sounds are of low
frequency and intensity. Only in large aggregations can their sounds be
monitored over larger distances.
3.3.

Frogs, toads (anurans) and reptiles

Advertisement calls vary much less in anurans (Fig. 1E, F) than e.g. in birds
(Gerhardt & Huber, 2002), which alleviates automated detection and species
assignment of anuran calls (Brandes et al., 2006). In reptiles, crocodilians utter a
variety of communication sounds (Vergne et al., 2009) and gekkos too have
evolved a vocal repertoire from simple chirps to complex sequences they all use
in social behaviour (Brillet & Paillette, 1991; Marcellini, 1974). However, signal
characteristics in ectotherms change with ambient temperature (Kuhn &
Schneider, 1984; Márquez & Bosch, 1995). This requires recording of soil, water,
and air temperature (and relative humidity) for every sound file (Márquez et al.,
2008).
3.4.

Birds

Birds are acoustically most conspicuous and are regularly being monitored
acoustically especially in habitats with low visibility (e.g. Bart, 2005; Frommolt et
al., 2008b; Haselmayer & Quinn, 2000). The comparatively high song variability
(Fig. 2A) within and between individuals makes species identification challenging
for observers, and even more so for automated systems (Bardeli et al. 2008,
Tanttu & Turunen, 2008). Birds such as the nightingale can hold vast and
changing song repertoires (Todt & Hultsch, 1996). Nocturnal monitoring of birds
along migratory routes, with arrays of directional microphones aimed at the sky
(e.g. Dierschke, 1989; Evans & Mellinger, 1999; Graber, 1968; Schrama et al.,
2008) allows for the challenge of the identification of flight calls, the best possible
tool to study such migrations.
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In some cases, vocalizations do not only carry information at the species and the
geographic, but also the individual level, which allows individual recognition of
calling animals (Galeotti & Pavan, 1991; Laiolo et al., 2007).
The use of playbacks to elicit responses of secretive birds has also been
developed as a valid census technique (Conway & Gibbs, 2005; McGregor,
1992). Especially in North America, there are several large-scale bird monitoring
schemes running (see review in Bart, 2005).
3.5.

Terrestrial Mammals

Many mammals extensively use acoustic communication. Individual learning,
experience and social contexts condition the development of communication and
determine the vocal expression, which overall becomes much more variable than
in taxa which show simpler behaviour (Vannoni & McElligott, 2007). But simpler
vocalisations like breeding sounds can be monitored to map their presence. Red
Deer (Cervus elaphus) calls (Fig. 2B) have been extensively recorded eventually
resulting in population estimates (Favaretto et al., 2006). Similar studies are
made with wolves (Canis lupus lupus) by using recordings of their natural call
and playback stimulations (Fuller & Sampson, 1988; Gaines et al., 1995; Wilson
& Delahay, 2001).
3.6.

Bats

Bats do orient, navigate to food sources and roosts, and hunt for prey at night
with ultrasound (Fig. 2C). Their mode of orientation was termed ‘echolocation’ by
Griffin (1958). It allows to study bat distribution and behaviour, and has potential
for species identification (Ahlén, 1981; Fenton & Bell, 1981). However, this is
severely complicated, as sonar calls serve an auto-communicative function and
only have limited species or individual specificity. Nevertheless, different
technologies are available to monitor and record the inaudible ultrasound
(Parsons & Obrist, 2004) (see Technologies section) and recently promising
approaches to automated recognition emerge (Jennings et al., 2008, Obrist et al.,
2008; Parsons & Jones, 2000; Russo & Jones, 2002; Skowronski & Harris,
2006).
3.7.

Marine mammals

The high speed of sound (~1484 m/sec, varying with temperature and depth) and
the low attenuation in water favour acoustic orientation and communication in the
aquatic environment. As sight is often limited to a few meters distance in water
and cannot be used in dark oceanic depths, acoustic communication is the
dominant channel of communication in cetaceans. Their signals range spectrally
from the very low frequencies of the large baleen whales to the ultrasonic clicks
of the echolocating dolphins (Figs. 2 D-F). Their ultrashort biosonar signals (30 to
300 μsec) reach peak source levels of 230 dB re 1μPa/1m and range from
70 kHz to more than 150 kHz (Johnson et al. 2004), while social communication
usually happens at lower frequencies but still impressive intensities. The distance
of whale detection varies widely, depending on signal characteristics and
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environmental constraints as well as background noise, most of which is caused
by man. But during their deep dives up to one hour long, sound is the most
efficient way to verify their presence at distances of kilometres. Species with
known sounds can be mapped and their movement and behaviour tracked.
Techniques to detect and record marine mammals are presented in the
Technologies section.
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4.

Technologies

Apart from a keen human ear, a typical equipment to study animal sounds starts
with a microphone (or hydrophone) and a recording device. Progressively more
specialized material like directional microphones or parabolas may come into
use. For ultrasound generated by many insects, bats and marine mammals, ‘bat
detectors’ and specialized equipment for the recording of ultrasounds are
needed. Finally, recordings require hard- and software for replay, visualisation,
and analysis of the signals. The following section tracks the technical workflow in
bioacoustics research: sound pick-up, recording, storing, and analysis.
4.1.

Microphones

Microphones contain a mechanically transducing element whose vibrations
truthfully convert sound waves into an electrical signal. Different kinds of
transducers all generate electrical signal, using electrodynamic, piezoelectric or
capacitance and electrostatic effects. The electric representation of the acoustic
signal can then be amplified, recorded, visualized, and further analysed or
converted back to sound.
In dynamic microphones, an electromechanical element generates a current by
electromagnetic induction when moved. Such microphones are robust, reliable
and do not require external powering, but they have limited sensitivity, making
them most useful in loud environments or at close range.
Piezoelectric transducers generate a voltage when stimulated by sound waves.
They are used in Hydrophones (see below) and as contact microphones in
musical instruments. These devices, historically used e.g. in low-cost bat
detectors, are very sensitive at their resonant frequency but have variable
response at other frequencies (Pye, 1992). To alleviate this, some bat detectors
use two different transducers (e.g. BatBox III, Stag Electronics, Steyning, UK). A
variable response remains and most detectors using these transducers offer only
a limited signal output (Heterodyne; see http://www.bioacoustics.myspecies.info)
making them unsuitable for spectral analysis. But ruggedness and price make
them practical for some type of fieldwork.
Capacitance or condenser microphones are more generally suited and most
widespread (Pye, 1993). Movement of the diaphragm in the microphone changes
capacitance in the pre-charged condenser. Capacitance change is converted to
voltage. Two primary types exist: Solid-dielectric and electret microphones.

Fig. 2 (opposite page). Amplitude and spectrographic displays of acoustic signals of
birds, and mammals. A. Song of a Blackbird (Turdus merula); B. Call of a Red Deer
(Cervus elaphus); C. Echolocation calls of bats; (left) from a Serotine Bat (Eptesicus
serotinus), and (right) from a Greater Horseshoe Bat (Rhinolophus ferrumequinum); D.
Whistle of a Bottlenose Dolphin (Tursiops truncatus); E. Buzz of T. truncatus in the audible
range; F. Series of clicks in a buzz of T. truncatus. Note the vastly different time and
frequency scales and dB ranges not comparable between subplots! Spectrograms were
generated from recordings of the authors.
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Solid-dielectric microphones have to be powered, e.g. with voltage supplied from
the plug (PIP - Power In Plug in consumer products), over the signal cables (e.g.
48V phantom powering in professional recorders) or by an internal battery. Such
microphones have quite a flat frequency response. They require higher supplyvoltages to and are used as laboratory microphones and advanced bat detectors
(see
http://www.bioacoustics.myspecies.info).
Their
membranes
are
mechanically delicate and sensitive to changes in humidity, which can introduce
noise into recordings, particularly in humid environments.
In contrast, diaphragms of electret microphones are electrically pre-charged,
allowing for low power requirements in operation. They are relatively cheap,
rugged, very small, and omni-directionally sensitive. Recent products are
sensitive up to high ultrasound frequencies. The most recently developed MicroElectrical-Mechanical System (MEMS) microphones have their pressuresensitive diaphragm etched directly into a silicon chip with similar fabrication
technologies used to make semiconductor devices
In hydrophones, the membrane is replaced by a piezoelectric element that
produces an electric current when compressed by sound waves propagating
under water. Single transducer hydrophones are omni-directional and typically
cover a wide range of frequencies, from a few Hz to more than 100 kHz. In the
marine environment, more complex array systems are often used to increase
directionality and sensitivity. Hydrophones, or arrays of such, are either used in
stationary setups to monitor selected areas, or slowly towed over larger regions.
Autonomous systems pack hydrophones, amplifiers and a radio transmitter into a
floating buoy (sonobuoy) and transmit data to a remote receiver. Packaged with
a recorder in a pressure resistant container and deployed on the sea bottom to
be retrieved later, underwater sounds can be recorded for a predetermined
period. Appropriately sized, such packages can even be attached with suction
caps (D-TAG) to an animal, to study its sounds concurrently with its diving profile
(speed, depth, orientation), and the sounds it receives (Johnson & Tyack, 2003).
Directional microphones emphasize sounds coming from one direction and a
single source, such as an individual singing bird, attenuating ambient sounds. A
similar effect can be achieved by parabolas, which reflect sound waves coming
from frontal, on-axis directions onto an omni-directional microphone positioned at
their focus point. Gain and directionality increase with the ratio of the parabola’s
diameter to the sound’s wavelength. Significant directionality is achieved only for
wavelengths shorter than the diameter of the parabola (e.g. above 560 Hz with
60 cm Ø). Ultra-directional microphones (shotgun microphones) usually are
cardioid condenser microphones fitted in a tube, which cancels off-axis signals.
These microphones have a flat frequency response, but they are generally less
sensitive than parabolic microphones, but rather resistant to wind and handling
noise.
Pairs of microphones can be combined to produce stereophonic recordings,
originally developed to transmit an impression of the spatial arrangement of
sound sources. Such recordings can also be processed to emphasize certain
sound sources, using software tools for ‘source separation’. Stereophonic
recording is mostly used to record ‘soundscapes’, but can also be used for
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biodiversity monitoring as they convey information on the position of sound
sources.
4.2.

Digital recording

Quality
In the following description, we refer to recorder devices storing sound files in
.wav format initially developed by Microsoft but now in use across all operating
platforms (Rumsey & McCormick, 2006). We will not consider consumer
electronic products allowing sound recording, such as Camcorders and cell
phones. These products use a compressed format for storage (such as mp3 –
see Rumsey & McCormick, 2006) that dramatically affects the spectral and
temporal composition of the signal. This format is therefore inappropriate for
detailed bioacoustic studies even if it could be used for some survey or
monitoring work. Appropriate digital recorders reproduce signals with great
accuracy, low noise, flat frequency response, and no speed variation. All digital
recording devices sample sound with an analogue to digital (A/D)-converter and
store the numeric values but not the actual voltage of the signal, on the device.
Their usable frequency range is defined by half the sampling rate and the bit
depth of the converter, roughly 6 dB per bit, defines the dynamic range. Thus, a
16-bit 44.1 kHz A/D-converter resolves 22.05 kHz with dynamics of 96 dB. High
quality digital recording devices should then have an A/D-rate at least twice the
highest frequency to be recorded and provide a digital output for lossless
transfer.
Recorders
Digital music players and recorders nowadays have become devices of choice to
record sound, including slowed down ultrasound. Some models can sample at up
to 192 kHz, and some record on up to four channels (see below for ultrasound
recording). Most are lightweight and inexpensive, feature large storage capacities
and record at high fidelity, if compression algorithms can be switched off. Data
are stored on an internal hard disk or on digital CompactFlash (CF), Secure
Digital (SD) or SD High Capacity (SDHC) memory cards, all similar to random
access memory (RAM) in computers, but with much higher portability.
Recording directly to computer hard disk is well established since the 1980s.
Data acquisition boards easily allow for sample rates up to several MHz, enabling
direct recording of ultrasound, and affordable hard drives in the Terabyte range
can hold weeks of recordings. Laptop computers with large storage capacities
now constitute convenient tools to record and visualize sounds directly in the
field. They allow a wide choice of sound inputs, sampling rates, and recording
channels. Computers also offer the possibility to schedule recordings, allow wide
file naming and meta-tagging (timestamp, location, GPS position, ...). Eventually
they can be set up to stream sound over wired or wireless networks making
remote recording possible. Unfortunately, their internal batteries empty quickly
and ask for alternative powering. Furthermore, the internal sound ports of laptop
computers are of moderate quality and do not exceed 48 kHz sampling rate. To
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push quality and increase bandwidth, an external sound input device must be
connected over USB, FireWire, or PCMCIA, additionally draining energy.
Emerging generations of subnotebooks, small tablet PCs and ever-smarter
mobile phones with included GPS will further boost the interest in computer
based field recording. A few suppliers of digital recorders, data acquisition
hardware, considerations on power requirements and further information
resources are listed on http://www.bioacoustics.myspecies.info.
Ultrasound recording
The output of a bat detector allows the recording and permanent storage of
nocturnal bat activity. Digital time-expansion bat detectors equipped with a few
Megabytes of RAM may be used to autonomously record slowed down chunks of
discontinuous recordings to event recorders. However, until very recently, only
limited information of a survey could be stored. A time expansion detector can
save short recordings to a voice recorder, revealing species-specific information,
but hiding total activity information due to the long storage times of typically
tenfold the recording duration.
Alternatively, a heterodyning detector, combined with a talking clock records
events on a sound-activated tape recorder. This is not suited to inform about
species, but nicely keeps track of total activity at a site, e.g. as the number of
passes per hour (Fenton, 1970). Tapes from such monitoring boxes must be
analysed meticulously by listening to them, including their ultrasonic spurious
components (e.g. rain, insects). Different listeners may interpret events
differently, making reproducible species identification difficult.
The Anabat system has become increasingly popular in some regions, but it is
harshly debated in others (Barclay, 1999; O'Farrell et al., 1999). It only records a
zero-crossing representation of the original signal, which is not sufficient to
properly reflect the acoustic variance exhibited in many bat faunas, but it allows
for long-term deployment and autonomous signal activation.
Very recently handheld digital storage bat detectors and loggers emerge, which
digitally record ultrasound at high sampling rates and bit depths to large enough
media, thus permitting full night monitoring of bat activity (for products see
http://www.bioacoustics.myspecies.info). Despite their considerable price,
combined with automated analyzing and species identification software, such
devices promise to become standards and tools of choice for future acoustic bat
monitoring. They give not only accurate timing of activity; they also remove
human bias from qualitative audiotape analysis, because they allow immediate
full spectral analysis of the recorded events.
Automated recording systems (ARS)
Acoustic surveys by human observers are best established in birds. It is an
effective method, particularly for the detection of secretive species (Bart, 2005;
Conway & Gibbs, 2005). However, increasing interest in long term acoustic
monitoring of natural habitats has driven the development of Automatic
Recording Systems (ARS), which become increasingly popular and cost-effective
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(Brandes, 2008; Hobson et al., 2002; Rempel et al., 2005). Autonomous
recording devices could reduce person-hours spent in the field, and lead to a
major breakthrough in acoustic monitoring of a wide variety of species,
particularly in combination with species recognition algorithms (Frommolt et al.,
2008a) and expert listeners.
Most ARS consist of stand-alone processing and storage units, scaling from a
simple recorder connected to a timer, to a low-power computer that allows more
complex tasks such as scheduled recording or feature triggered on-event
recording (e.g. amplitude and/or spectral trigger, external sensors). However,
energy requirements and storage capacity are still critical delimiters for longer
operations.
As with observer based monitoring programs, the design of automated
recordings has to be thoroughly planned. Habitat type (transmission conditions),
abundance and detectability of target species, as well as the sensitivity and the
area covered by an ARS define the number of systems to be deployed and the
recording scheme (e.g. automated or timed recordings, number of minutes per
hour, ...). In temperate regions, anuran populations have a typical aggregate
pattern around water resources (Gerhardt & Huber, 2002), thus it is often easy to
cover the whole population with one or a few recording sites. Anurans living
along rivers or in tropical forests, mammals, birds or even most of the insects
have populations more dispersed, which allows only to sample a part of the
whole population. Some examples of monitoring programs and equipment are
given on http://www.bioacoustics.myspecies.info.
Digital recordings, particularly of ultrasound, quickly expand to vast data
quantities. However, they can be copied and archived like any digital data to
compact disk (CD, up to 700 MB) or digital versatile disk (DVD, up to 5 GB). But
that amount of data is quickly sampled in a few nights with the aforementioned
loggers, thus the backing up of Terabytes of sound recordings is presently only
feasible to more and more affordable hard disk duplicates. The advent of new
recordable media in the multi GB range (e.g. blue-ray) will eventually alleviate
this archiving problem in the near future.
5.

Sound repositories

A strict documentation of recordings is a prerequisite for scientific work with
sound. It becomes most evident in species rich groups like insects: explicit metadata have to be attached to a recording, and in case of poorly known faunas, the
collection of voucher specimens is necessary. Alternatively, photographs and/or
blood or tissue samples should be collected. Sound databases should
preferentially contain signals collected from animals in their natural environment,
but reliable association of song and well-curate voucher specimen often requires
recording of captured individuals, under controlled conditions. Storage and
administration of recordings requires a well-structured database, eventually
referenced to voucher specimens. To facilitate search, each acoustic file should
refer to a metadata set containing species name and all recording parameters,
locality and temperature and ideally be annotated with signal parameters (e.g.
carrier frequency) preferably extracted by automated algorithms.
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Carefully curate sound collections are the pre-requisite for reliable identification
of animal calls. Traditionally, so-called phonotheks, or Sound Libraries,
established huge repositories initially based on analogue tape recordings (e.g.
Tierstimmenarchiv Berlin, British Library Sound Archive's wildlife collection or the
Macaulay Library of Sounds).
Over time, bioacoustic collections suffer from degradation of the recording media
(tapes), and the obsolescence of suitable playback equipment. Digitalisation is
time-consuming, but a solution that can keep recordings alive and usable, if the
data are stored in an exchangeable standard format (AIFF, WAV) and are
regularly transcribed within the lifecycle of one media type (20-40 years) to a
more recent one. Most importantly, a presentation on the Internet today is the
method of choice to enable access to a wide community of users. The
International Bioacoustics Council (http://www.ibac.info/index.html) provides a
comprehensive list of links to all major sound archives. A portal providing
federated access to distinct sound archives, with a unified query tool for sound
archives would be highly desirable, and could eventually be implemented through
the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (http://www.gbif.org/).
6. Sound display and analysis
Today, most bioacoustic signals are digitally recorded (see Technologies
section). This allows easy data filing and retrieval for signal analysis, to reveal
the species-specific acoustic parameters for the recorded species. Digital
recordings can be recorded, played and edited by standard software contained
within Windows, Linux, and Apple operating systems. However, additional
software packages are needed to visualise songs and quantify relevant
parameters such as temporal structure and frequency composition (see Figs 1 &
2). Software ranges from simple freeware to very powerful open source or
commercial products, some of which allow implementation of automated
detection
and
recognition
algorithms
(see
http://www.bioacoustics.myspecies.info).
The simplest graphical display of a signal is an oscillogram, revealing temporal
changes of sound pressure, usually transformed into voltage amplitude by a
microphone (top in Figs 1 & 2A-F). Further information is revealed by the
frequency composition of a signal at any given moment, generally based on a
windowed Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Most meaningful and widely used is the
display of a series of spectra, computed on consecutive and generally
overlapping segments of a signal, called a spectrogram (see
http://www.bioacoustics.myspecies.info). This shows the evolution of the
frequency structure (y-axis) of a signal over time (x-axis), where intensity (z-axis)
is coded as brightness or on a colour palette (bottom in Figs 1 & 2A-F).
A spectrogram can reveal sound features humans cannot perceive, such as fast
frequency or amplitude modulations, or frequency components outside the
human hearing range, e.g. infrasounds emitted by some large whales or by
elephants (Garstang, 2004), as well as ultrasounds emitted by echolocating
dolphins or bats. A real-time spectrograph can continuously display the results of
a spectral analysis of incoming sounds, even in the field while recording.
Spectrograms can be used to measure characteristics of a signal either manually
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or with automated algorithms readily offered by some programs. Nevertheless, a
detailed study of the settings and rules of the software and a basic experience in
bioacoustics is required to achieve reproducible and meaningful results (see
Appendix A & B in Charif et al., 2009; Cortopassi, 2006). Examples of such tools
are given below. The Raven-Lite software is even available as a plug-in for webbrowsers, allowing web-based, immediate display and analysis of the vast
collection of field recordings available at the Macaulay Sound Library
(http://www.macaulaylibrary.org).
Three methods make ultrasound audible for humans and allow real-time analysis
of bat echolocation calls or high-pitched insect sounds in the field: heterodyne
frequency shifting, frequency division, and time expansion. Only the latter
conserves full signal content. The most advanced bat detectors incorporate all
these systems to make ultrasounds audible and recordable (see Parsons &
Obrist, 2004 and http://www.bioacoustics.myspecies.info). In case of continuous
wideband recordings, just slowing down the recording makes the ultrasounds
audible.
7.

Analysis software

Software for sound editing and generic sound analysis can be found on the
Internet, either freeware or open source (e.g. AUDACITY), or commercial, e.g.
ADOBE AUDITION (commercial, formerly CoolEdit). Very few programs are
dedicated to bioacoustic use and in the following we alphabetically list and
summarize the functionality of the more established ones that are actively
developed and supported. Other valuable software dedicated to bioacoustics are
e.g. ISHMAEL, PRAAT, and SYRINX.
7.1.

Avisoft

Avisoft-SASLab Pro is Windows software developed by Raimund Specht (Avisoft
Bioacoustics, Berlin, Germany - http://www.avisoft.com). Avisoft is a versatile
sound analysis, editing, classification and synthesis tool made portable by a
dongle copy protection system. It provides analyses including amplitude
envelope, FFT, filters, labels, LPC, cepstral analysis, auto- and cross-correlation.
Time and frequency measurement can be taken automatically through a sound
element detection process. Syllable automated classification can be run by
means of a template cross-correlation algorithm and a dedicated pulse train
analysis supports the investigation of temporal patterns of both simple pulse
trains and burst series. Sounds can be generated with a user-friendly graphical
interface. Avisoft includes a tool to manage georeferenced wav-files recorded
with a digital field recorder using GPS track log data. Avisoft-RECORDER is a
separate application interface for multichannel triggering of hard disk recording
systems for e.g. long-term monitoring and acoustic event recording.
7.2.

BatSound

Batsound is Windows software (Pettersson Electronics, Sweden http://www.batsound.com/psonan.html) enables the user to digitize a signal using
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the computer’s built-in sound card, and view its temporal and spectral content
using Fourier or zero-crossing analysis. In conjunction with high-speed A/D
hardware, the software is also capable of digitizing sounds at 300-500 kHz
making real-time recording of unaltered signals possible on laptop computers in
the field.
7.3.

Raven

Raven is commercial full-featured sound analysis software running on Mac OS X,
Linux and Windows. It allows recording, processing, analysing and viewing files
in a great variety of ways. It sports automatic measurements of signal
characteristics, configurable detectors and correlators and allows batch
processing of extensive data sets. The full version can be tested (time-limited)
and a less powerful free version is available. The Software supersedes the
earlier program Canary, which was only running on Mac OS. The software is
actively developed at the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology (Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY, USA) and available from http://www.birds.cornell.edu/raven.
7.4.

SeaPro

SeaPro (Windows, available in a free version) was developed at CIBRA for
bioacoustic research to provide real-time sound analysis capabilities and
continuous
recording
to
hard
disk
(http://www.unipv.it/cibra/res_software_uk.html). For marine mammals shipbased surveys it allows continuous real-time display and recording of multiple
channels 24h/day, in 15, 30, or 60 minutes long geo- and time-referenced wav
files. For browsing wav files collections, it allows high-speed display, and
playback at lower or higher speed. It can also be programmed to do scheduled
recordings or to record only when sound energy exceeds a given threshold in a
user defined frequency range.
7.5.

Seewave

Seewave (Sueur et al., 2008) is an extension of R, an open source environment
(Windows, MacOS, Linux, FreeBSD) for data manipulation, calculation, statistical
computing and graphic display. Seewave is command-line driven allowing users
to adapt embedded functions to their own needs, to write their personal functions
for new analysis or to develop scripts for batch processing. Sounds are edited as
oscillogram or envelope in single or multi-framed windows. Signal and silence
durations can be automatically measured. In the frequency domain, several
statistical descriptive parameters (dominant peak, quality factor, entropy, spectral
flatness, …) can be extracted. The fundamental frequency of harmonic series is
detected by the autocorrelation or cepstral method, while the instantaneous
frequency is obtained by the zero-crossing method or Hilbert transform. Seewave
provides 2D and 3D spectrograms. Cross-correlations, surface computation and
coherence between two samples can be computed. Any mathematical operations
between different sounds can be achieved. Amplitude filters, frequency filters,
linear frequency shifts are also available.
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7.6.

Song Scope

Song Scope is another software available to automatically detect animal songs in
large series of field recordings. This is a package for Windows, Mac and Linux
platform developed by WildLife Acoustics Inc. (http://www.wildlifeacoustics.org).
The program uses complex digital signal processing algorithms that are based on
Hidden Markov Models (HMM). The Song Scope´s models or recognizers are
built from training data of the species vocalizations (annotations) and after setting
several parameters it is capable to accurately identify species in field recordings.
The algorithm considers the spectral and temporal features of individual syllables
and how syllables are organized into more complex songs. To identify sounds,
Song Scope requires training data of every target species, e.g. from high quality
recordings from sound libraries. The software allows extensive control over
temporal and spectral settings, which reversely requires some knowledge and
learning of the settings.
7.7.

X-Bat

The software X-Bat was developed at the Bioacoustics Research Program of the
Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology (Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA http://xbat.org). This software is a free extensible sound analysis application but it
requires the commercial MatLab platform. X-Bat runs under Windows, Linux and
Mac OS X and is especially useful to work with large-scale sound data where it
still responds quickly and efficiently. X-Bat contains highly adjustable ‘Data
Template’ detectors (spectrogram cross-correlator) for the efficient detection of
signal types in large data sets. Furthermore, X-Bat allows to include new
functions for specific tasks by scripts programmed in the MatLab language.
8.

Bioacoustic inventories

The concept of biodiversity encompasses several levels of biotic variation - from
alleles to landscapes - and has thus lead to a plethora of assessment methods
(Purvis & Hector, 2000). Species richness is an important aspect of biodiversity
(Magurran, 2004) and bioacoustics offers an access to measure it (Fig. 3).
Compared to established collecting methods like catching and trapping, visual or
auditory contact is probably the easiest way to substantiate a species’
occurrence and estimate biodiversity.
An acoustic inventory may cover a majority of species in some taxonomic groups
(birds, bats, Orthoptera), but it will still be an incomplete estimation of total
biodiversity, as it is limited to a set of acoustically conspicuous species.
The simplest acoustic surveys consist of write-downs of audible sounds heard by
human ear. Scientific scrutiny requires a proof of observation, a sound recording,
which can be subject to spectrographic viewing (Diwakar et al., 2007) or sound
analysis (Riede, 1993; 1997) to support auditory identification. Recordings can
ease and fasten the assessment process, enable double-checks of species
identification, and thereby reduce inter-observer variance.
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Where experts are scarce or species unknown, parataxonomic classification of
morphospecies or Recognizable Taxonomic Units (RTU), could be applicable, an
approach undertaken in Rapid Biodiversity Assessment (RBA) programs (Basset
et al., 2000; Oliver & Beattie, 1993).
8.1.

Survey Methods

Point-counts or acoustic identifications along transects are simple methods used
mainly for the assessment of amphibian or bird populations. This approach
seems efficient, but is limited by the brief observation time, the long expert
training, and a potential observer effect (hearing threshold and recognition
processes). Recent Automated Digital Recording Systems (ADRS) allow acoustic
surveys for extended time periods (Acevedo & Villanueva-Rivera, 2006),
gathering data at a fraction of the cost for field observers.
8.2.

Automated identification

To further standardise, and gain expert independence, computer-aided call
classification and species identification tools have been developed for several
taxonomic groups. Different detection and classification methods have been
tested on bats, marine mammals, birds, amphibians, and insects (Brandes et al.,
2006; Chen & Maher, 2006; Obrist et al., 2004; Parsons & Jones, 2000). Most of
these approaches reach respectable recognition rates up to 90%, but rarely
cover all species to be expected. Despite the need for extensive preliminary
studies to establish templates for recognition, standardized self-running
approaches are very attractive for monitoring target groups such as marine
mammals or bats, but they remain challenging when investigating taxon-rich
communities.
8.3.

Rapid Acoustic Survey, ambience or soundscape recording

A fairly new acoustic approach goes beyond the species level, measuring
bioacoustic diversity for the entire community. A Rapid Acoustic Survey (RAS)
analyses the whole soundscape produced by the local animal community and
gets a global measure of it (Sueur et al., 2008). As such, RAS goes beyond a
RBA by trying to identify neither species nor phonotypes, but rather assess both
temporal and frequency heterogeneity − or entropy − of the composite
soundscape produced by the acoustic community. Because of competition for
sound niches in time and frequency, a more heterogeneous spectrum and
amplitude envelope can be expected from a higher biodiversity of singing
animals. Signal entropy was quantified by a Shannon-like formula, producing a
surrogate for α biodiversity at a certain locality and for a certain time (the
algorithm is available within the R acoustic package “seewave”: Sueur et al.,
2008). Beta diversity can then be calculated from the acoustic dissimilarity
between pairs of recordings, which exhibit envelope and spectral surface
differences. So far RAS has only been tested on simulated communities and on
the dawn and dusk soundscapes of two coastal forests in Tanzania. All
simulations and tests were promising and revealed significant acoustic
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differences between the two African forests, with a lower α index for the forest
disturbed by logging. The method has now to be tested in different habitats −
temperate and tropical, terrestrial and aquatic − on broader time and spatial
scales. Results should also to be confronted with classical surveys. RAS will not
replace classical surveys based on a knowledge in taxonomy but will rather help
in getting a fast estimation of local diversity, and rapid results can be obtained by
untrained personel.
Even if they do not solve the classical sampling problems encountered by other
biodiversity surveys and even if they are sensitive to noise, all acoustic methods
reported here can be considered as a valuable tool when documenting
biodiversity. Automatisation and availability of recording stations will increase in
the next years and provide valuable baseline data to identify hotspots of
biodiversity. Efficient data processing and linking of stations will allow timely
detection of biodiversity declines, which is necessary for pinpointing current
alarming threats to biodiversity.
9.

Setting up an inventory

The appropriate procedure for bioacoustic recording depends on the purpose
and animal group. You can spend a lot of money in high-sensitivity condenser
microphones, only to realise that they do not work during rainforest dusk, when
you always have the atmosphere saturated with humidity. This will cause hissing
in the condenser microphone membranes, unless you use a (even more
expensive) heating device. However, much cheaper electret microphones work
fine.
At present, no generally accepted standard protocol for bioacoustic monitoring is
available, and quite distinct procedures are used depending on the taxonomic
group (e.g. for South American frogs and insects, see Brandes 2005). The key at
the end of this paper should help the novice to select the appropriate bioacoustic
technique. However, there are still a variety of pitfalls and major crosscutting
issues to be carefully considered during bioacoustic work, some of which will be
discussed below. In any case, it is highly recommended to discuss major
bioacoustic projects with experienced researchers.
9.1.

Detection space

Any acoustic monitoring has to take into consideration the active space of the
recording situation, defined as “that distance from the source over which its
amplitude remains above the detection threshold of potential receivers”
(Brenowitz, 1982). The detection space depends on sender (calling animal),
environment (transmission characteristics) and the receiver (microphone,
recorder, ...). For an ARS this definition can be extended to the area around the
ARS where calls of the target species can be recorded and identified. Detection
space determines the number of stations necessary to quantitatively monitor a
particular habitat or population, and to compare the data between stations.
Although this quantification can be performed empirically with playback tests, it is
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often not feasible (e.g. for species assemblages, or for bats) and setting stations
to equal recording levels only certifies comparability of relative activity.

Fig. 3. Scheme of the different acoustic methods currently used to assess biodiversity.
Acoustic survey focuses on a selected part of biodiversity. This sample can be directly
analysed by the help of expert listeners or by post-recording analyses. All methods try to
estimate the main parameters used when measuring biodiversity (global abundance,
richness, evenness, and turnover). The main advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) are
reported.
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9.2.

Noise

Noise can have major impacts on both marine and terrestrial ecosystems. Wind
and noise coming from human activities (roads, airplanes) also pose a major
problem in outdoor recordings. Wind can be attenuated with proper windshields
on the microphones, but neither traffic nor competing calling animals (e.g.
Orthoptera when interested in bats) can be avoided. Self-noise of microphones is
another problem. It is normally expressed with an A-weighted or linear dB value.
Values range from below 10 dB(A) for very quiet microphones to above 20 dB(A),
which is too high for ambience recordings or quiet sounds.
The possible effects of environmental background noise, sound attenuation by
multiple products of distance, humidity and frequency, directionality of emitting
bats and recording devices, and last but not least Doppler effects, on ultrasound
recordings are all comprehensively reviewed by Pye & Langbauer (1998).
9.3.

Mechanical sturdiness and damage

Microphones are the most vulnerable parts of any recording chain. Some
commercially available units have somewhat weather resistant membranes but it
is essential to prevent direct contact between the microphone capsule and water.
Possible
protective
measures
are
detailed
(http://www.bioacoustics.myspecies.info).
Finally, the possibility of wilful human (or animal) destruction always exists and
recording devices may have to be accordingly camouflaged, hidden or protected.
9.4.

Anti-Aliasing recordings

When digitizing analogue signals, sampling rates must be at least twice the rate
of the highest signal expected in the recording. Undersampled signals depict
artificial spurious components in the spectrogram display. Thus, a low-passfiltering adept to the digitizing hardware should be employed to the incoming
signal. Most recorders and A/D converter boxes incorporate decent filters, but
aliasing occasionally may still appear in spectrograms of very loud components
of sounds (see http://www.unipv.it/cibra/res_techtest_uk.html).
9.5.

Clipping

Outdoor recordings may contain a sequence of vocalisations calls emitted by a
passing animal (e.g. flying bat). During a passage by the microphone, the
recorded signal’s intensity changes. If the intensity of a recorded signal
surpasses the upper limit of the recording system (detector, tape, A/D-converter),
the signal will be clipped, setting recorded values constantly to the maximum
level recordable, thus creating spectral components not present in the original
signal. When visually monitoring playbacks such overload signals can easily be
identified.
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9.6.

Doppler effects and more

Depending on speed and frequency of a sender, a resulting Doppler effect can
amount to several kHz at the peak energy of e.g. echolocation calls in bats,
thereby easily surpassing interindividual variability (Obrist, 1995). This can
seriously hamper the identification of species, which occur concurrently and
show overlap of frequency bands due to Doppler-effects created by different
flight speeds or directions (e.g. Pipistrellus nathusii and Pipistrellus kuhli). Bats
hunting concurrently may also interact acoustically, thereby altering their
preferred frequency range considerably (Habersetzer, 1981; Obrist, 1995). In
such cases, species may be confused unless the track of calls is acoustically and
visually verified by an observer on a spectrogram. When recording with a digital
system, it is advisable to keep the peak amplitude well below the 0 dB mark on
the level display.
10. Key for the selection of bioacoustic procedures
The following key systematises the wide variety of available bioacoustic
techniques and purposes. Together with the online material accompanying this
manual, it hopefully stimulates biodiversity researchers to enrich inventories with
bioacoustic data.
10.1. Recordings for personal reference and later use of bioacoustic keys,
or as evidence for occurrence of a certain species.
A wide variety of (cheap) equipment can be used, including automatic recording
devices using sound compression. Try to join other naturalists interested in “your”
target group, and select similar equipment and protocols. In any case, annotate
and archive your recordings as described below and share your data and make
them available through web2.0 sites (http://observado.org/sound/index).
10.2. Recordings for scientific use, such as detailed song analysis or for
taxonomic description.
10.2.1. Target taxon generates audible sound.


Target taxon vocalises and can be recorded in captivity.
More detailed and sophisticated measurements and recordings can be
made in captivity, using soundproof chambers, sound level recorders (dbmeters) or laser vibrometer. Experienced bioacousticians usually employ
these techniques, but taxonomists also use recording captured individuals,
mainly to obtain a voucher specimen. For insects in particular one should
always try to obtain voucher specimens from recordings made in captivity.
Recordings and specimen should be cross-referenced by adequate
labelling and storing in a database; temperature and light conditions must
be annotated, together with technical details. Use high sample rates and
uncompressed storage formats (e.g. wav format). After publication, share
your data by depositing recordings in public phonotheks and/or databases.
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Voucher specimen should be deposited in a recognised Natural History
Museum (this is a must for species descriptions).


Target taxon recorded in the field.
Many taxa do not sing in captivity, are too rare, endangered, and/or
protected by law to be caught, or the investigator studies bioacoustic
problems in an otherwise well-known species (mostly birds and mammals,
but also European insects). Select field-recording equipment adapted to
animal group, biotope and budget (see section field recording). Annotate
recordings. Use high sample rates and uncompressed storage formats
(e.g. wav format). After publication, share your data by depositing
recordings in public phonotheks and/or databases.

10.2.2. Target taxon generates ultrasound components.
Species specificity of signals is only guaranteed in open flight situations! Signals
emitted in captivity cannot be compared to outdoor recordings and are mostly
inappropriate for species identification!
Be aware of the observer effect: bats are curious and sensible and obtrusive
observer presence could bias recordings!


Bat presence to be determined (without accurate species identification).
Heterodyning or frequency division bat detector is sufficient.



Species to be determined.

Time expansion detector and digital recorder required. Keep in mind that for the
same recording duration digitized ultrasound takes roughly tenfold the data
space of audio recordings.
Species identification at a roost.
Stationary recording of the signals at 10-20 meters distance from the roost in the
flight path of the emerging bats is required to register standardized orientation
calls. Different species leave the roost at different times, thus prolonged
recording until about 2 hrs past sunset is recommended.
Species identification at a distinct foraging site, streetlight, pond, ...
Stationary recording of the signals is recommended. Switching the recording
position in intervals of ≥ 30 min may detect more species using the site1.
Species habitat use, presence in a landscape.
Slowly walk a predefined transect: avoid walking on gravel (ultrasound noise!).
Dim down your headlight1.

1

At least one repetition of the survey is necessary, preferably at different daytimes and
seasons to account for different detectability of species. Log date, position, habitat type,
type of recording equipment (digitization parameters), as well as wind and temperature
conditions. Store the data for future reference and share it with the scientific community by
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Stationary recording at several points: record for at least 30 min at each
predefined site. If possible use several detectors concurrently1.
11. Checklist to successful recording
Before you start
Weather
Check weather forecast and avoid rainy and windy days (or use wind protection).
High humidity environments (e.g., tropical rainforests, ponds in cold nights, etc.)
may damage your recordings. Care for a replacement microphone.
General equipment
Check your equipment (batteries, leads, connectors, ...).
Always take spare batteries with you.
Know your equipment perfectly: you should be able to run a recording without
seeing the buttons of the recorder.
Carry some silica gel in airtight bags to dry microphones when not in use.
Use headphones to monitor the field recording recorder (quality, level,
background, ...), and you will be able to correct in advance some problems and
improve your recordings.
Calibrate the recording equipment before and after recording sessions with a
calibrator device. Together with an accurate measurement of recording distance
this is essential to calculate intensity parameters from the recordings. Use
identical ARS’ and calibrate them to allow later comparison between recording
stations.
Microphones
Close sound source expected
Use an omnidirectional or cardioid microphone with a frequency response as flat
as possible.
Distant sound source
Use a directional microphone (shotgun microphones or a parabola) to record
focused on distant individuals with the best signal to noise ratio.
Consider two-channel recording to record the acoustic context and the focus
animal. Different callers at different positions can easier be distinguished in
binaural recordings.

depositing recordings in public phonotheks and/or databases. (For further details see
Brigham et al., 2004; Kunz, 1988).
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Out in the field: noise and site selection
If possible, choose an isolated site, away from all sources of anthropogenic
(road, airport, train, city) or natural noise (stream, waterfall), including other
acoustically active species not targeted.
Place hydrophones where the water is still. Avoid running water. At sea, suspend
the hydrophone with progressive sub-surface floaters to allow it to sink and stay
stable at the desired depth, unaffected by surface movements (boat).
Keeping track: the protocol
Have a fieldwork paper book to note as much information as possible you would
not remember the day after.
Describe the habitat and more specifically the close environment around the
source.
Keep notes of the equipment and take photographs of it and of microphone
positions.
Record the local weather parameters (air temperature in the shape, air
temperature at the insect position, relative humidity, wind force, cloud cover).
At the beginning and at the end of a recording session, also record verbally all
the relevant information you wrote in your field journal: date (yes, including
year!), time, localisation (if possible GPS coordinates), weather (especially
temperature for amphibians or insects), habitat, background noise, recording
equipment, recording author, ...
Give a field identification number to the specimen recorded.
Observer behaviour
Move as little as possible. You may even sit down and let your target animals
approach.
Be patient. Before changing your recording site, wait at least 20 minutes. Insects
start to sing again!
Make as many comments as possible before or after and not during the
recording.
During the session, only record verbally e.g. subject changes, which will be
useful for later analysis. This should also be done every time an ARS is set in the
field or serviced.
Recording
Keep similar distances to subjects: one meter is usually a good distance for
insects.
Direct the microphone away from possible noise sources.
Avoid the recording of sound reflected from surfaces (ground, water) by pointing
the microphone at the subject in parallel to that surface.
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Avoid overloaded recordings: don't put the recording level too high (recorder
clipping risk) and don't put the microphone too close to the source (microphone
clipping risk).
Regularly check the input sound level during recording, and learn how to detect a
clipped signal by listening to the headphones.
High bit-depth digital recorders give good recordings even with reduced
recording levels.
Use a sampling rate reasonably higher than strictly needed, to preserve the wider
spectral context in which a vocalization occurs.
Housekeeping
Transfer all your data to a laptop computer and/or an external hard disk. Be sure
that no digital re-sampling occurs when transferring the original files. Try to
transfer daily to avoid confusion between files.
Organize and name your files and folders very clearly.
Lock the recorded files in order to preserve the creation date (some sound
editors will modify the metadata of the file as soon as you open them).
Generate a database (from a table to a true database) describing your
recordings.
Keep note of the recording settings (number of channels, bits and format,
sampling rate); if a file header is corrupted, this helps to recover the file.
Backup your data.
Deposit the recordings in a scientific sound library.
Analysis
Set spectrographic parameters carefully (windowing, overlap, FFT-size). To
match slowly or quickly changing sound parameters (e.g. whole insect chirps or
individual pulses within the chirps) you may need two different settings.
Use those constant time-frequency scales, dB scales and spectrogram size to
make comparisons easier. Take note of the settings (e.g. screen capture).
Avoid too much filtering or noise reduction except low noisy frequencies (wind
etc.)
Take robust temporal and spectral measures (Cortopassi 2006).
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Abstract
The use of automatic cameras triggered by passing animals (camera trapping) is
a fundamental technique to record medium to large mammals and terrestrial
birds in the field. Photographs provide objective records, or evidence, of an
animal’s presence and identity. The method underwent enormous advance and
has been increasingly used in the last decade. Besides faunal inventories and
assessments of activity pattern, relative abundance and habitat preference,
inferential sampling studies using camera traps allow estimations of occupancy
and density. As such, camera trapping is a fundamental method for All Taxa
Biodiversity Inventory (ATBI) projects. Following an introduction with historical
background, we describe the various phases of using camera trapping with
ample details on the practical aspects from the choice of camera model and
setting of cameras in the field to the analysis of photographs, and storing and
management of data. Key study designs and analytical procedures are
described, particularly species inventory and occupancy studies, and their
application to design monitoring programmes.

Key words: phototrapping, checklist, mammals, survey, occupancy
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1.

Introduction

Camera trapping refers to the use of remotely triggered cameras that
automatically take images of whatever walks in front of them. Most camera trap
models are triggered by a passive infrared sensor detecting a moving object
warmer than the ambient temperature such as animals, people, or vehicles
passing in front of them. Camera trapping is most often used to capture images
of medium to large sized terrestrial mammals and birds, but has also been
recently used for arboreal mammals (Oliveira-Santos et al., 2008). Camera
trapping methodology underwent significant advances and has been increasingly
used in the last decade (O'Connell et al., in press). The number of publications
per year that investigated or used camera trapping increased from less than five
during 1993-2003 to 55 in 2008 (Rowcliffe & Carbone, 2008, using the topic
search tool in the Web of Science) and by 2009 has increased to around 150
publications. Camera traps have been used to record fauna in a wide range of
habitats, from snow leopard in the Himalayas (Jackson et al., 2006) and bobcat
in northern California (Larrucea et al., 2007) to a wealth of studies in the humid
tropics (e.g. Karanth & Nichols, 1998; Rovero & De Luca, 2007; Tobler et al.,
2008a). Camera traps were used to obtain the first pictures in the wild of the
Chinese mountain cat (Sanderson, 2007; Yufen et al., 2007) and Abbott’s duiker
(Rovero et al., 2005), and to detect a new species of giant elephant-shrew
(Rovero et al., 2008). Besides their use for carrying out faunal inventories and
obtaining information on activity pattern and habitat preference, scientifically
robust, inferential sampling studies using camera traps can allow to estimate
occupancy and density.
Following a historical background of camera trapping, key advantages of camera
traps are presented. Also included is a detailed guide on the use of camera traps.
Many useful details are provided, including how to choose a camera trap model
and the practicalities of placing camera traps in the field. The analysis of
photographs, image management including data storage, and data analysis are
also discussed.
History of camera trapping
Camera trapping was invented in the late 1890s by George Shiras III, a Yaleeducated lawyer who perfected a way of photographing wildlife at night with a
large-format camera and hand-operated flash. Shiras soon gained considerable
acclaim for his stunning night photographs of deer and other animals (Sanderson
& Trolle, 2005). The first camera trap photos were taken when Shiras set up his
camera so that he could take a picture remotely by pulling on a long trip-wire.
Eventually, he arranged the trip-wire so that an animal triggered the camera. His
articles in The National Geographic Magazine from 1906 to 1921 created
considerable interest in wildlife photography (Shiras, 1913). Subsequently, in the
late 1920s, Shiras taught Frank M. Chapman (a leading ornithologist from the
American Museum of Natural History in New York) how to use camera traps for
his work in the tropical rain forest of Barro Colorado Island in Panama. Chapman
employed Shiras’ camera traps to capture images of the diverse and, at that
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time, poorly known fauna, including tapirs, ocelots and pumas. For many years,
Chapman was one of the few researchers to use camera traps. Several decades
passed before researcher re-discovered camera traps as a tool. Seydack (1984)
was probably the first to use automatic camera traps to study rainforest
mammals. He collected data for inventorying species as well as estimate
bushbuck abundance and identify individual leopards in Africa. Griffiths & van
Schaik (1993) used camera-taps to study rainforest mammals in Indonesia, and
realized the potential of this method to detect species presence and study
behaviour, activity patterns and abundance of elusive mammals (Griffiths & van
Schaik, 1993; van Schaik & Griffiths, 1996). Meanwhile, Karanth employed
camera traps to identify individual tigers in Nagarahole National Park, India. His
success with applying capture-recapture models to estimate density from camera
trap data (Karanth & Nichols, 1998) moved camera trapping towards the realm of
science-based, inferential sampling, thus leading the way for camera trapping to
become an important tool for quantitative wildlife research (O'Connell et al., in
press).
Hunters, especially in the USA, began using camera traps in the late 1990s to
search for trophy deer and other big-game species. This created a small industry
resulting in an increasing number of camera trap models spanning a range of
prices. At the same time, technology advanced quickly and modern camera traps
now have water-proof plastic enclosures containing small, “point-and-shoot” film
or digital cameras triggered by passive infrared sensors. Over the last few years,
digital and video camera traps have begun replacing film cameras and new
models are being introduced each year. Thanks to these advances, camera
trapping has become a widely used tool in wildlife biology, opening the way to an
impressive number of studies (Rowcliffe & Carbone, 2008).
Advantages and efficiency of camera trapping
Camera trapping is a non-invasive method that generally causes a minimum of
disturbance to the target species. Camera traps can be left unattended in the
field for several weeks, and thus are ideally suited for studying rare, elusive, and
nocturnal/crepuscular animals that avoid humans. The big advantage of camera
trapping in comparison to other methods used to record medium-sized to large
terrestrial mammals (see chapter 19 by Hoffmann et al.) is that photographs
provide objective records, or evidence, of an animal’s presence and identity. In
addition, camera trapping provides information on activity patterns (from the date
and time contained in the image), behaviour, and pelage characteristics that
enable individual identification.
Various studies show that camera trapping is an efficient method for inventorying
the community of medium to large terrestrial mammals, with 57 to 86% of
species detected using survey effort of 1035 to 3400 camera trap days (Table 1).
A study in Suriname shows that the totality of species can potentially be detected
when deploying large survey effort. Survey effort is usually measured as the
number of camera traps multiplied by the number of sampling days. For example,
an effort of 1000 camera trap days can be obtained using 10 camera traps run
for 100 days, or 20 camera traps run for 50 days. However, despite the relatively
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large proportion of species that can be recorded, some species may not be
detected even after several thousands of camera trap days (Tobler et al., 2008a).
This has important implications when designing a study because (1) large trap
effort does not guarantee survey completeness, and (2) failure to detect a
species does not mean the species is absent.
Site

Number of species
(proportion of
total)

Trap effort
(camera days)

Source

Emas
National
Park, Brazil

16 (57%)

1035

(Silveira et al., 2003)

Atlantic
Brazil

17 (81%)

1849

(Srbek-Araujo & Garcia,
2005)

Udzungwa
Mountains,
Tanzania

44 (80%)

3400

(Rovero & De Luca,
2007)

Los Amigos, Peru

21-24 (75-86%)

1440-2340

(Tobler et al., 2008a)

Bakhuis Mountains,
Suriname

27 (100%)

49589

J. Sanderson (in
preparation)

forest,

Table 1. Efficiency of camera trapping for inventorying medium to large mammals at
different sites. Camera days are defined as the number of cameras multiplied by the
number of days they were functioning.

2.

Guide to the use of camera traps

2.1.

Camera traps: choosing the right model

The aim of this chapter is (1) to illustrate how camera traps work, and (2) to give
guidelines on how to choose the appropriate cameras trap for a study. With a
rapidly growing number of camera trap models available on the market, choosing
the right model can often be difficult. Our aim is not to recommend a specific
brand or model (as these have a quick turn-over in the market), but rather to
describe important criteria for choosing the proper camera trap for a particular
study (Table 2). A list of additional resources is given in the Appendix 4.
2.1.1.

Trigger mechanism: active and passive sensors

With the exception of active sensor models produced by TrailMaster®,
commercially available camera traps use a passive sensor that detects heat-inmotion. The sensor triggers the image recording device (henceforth called
camera, to indicate any recorder including digital ones) when something warmer
than the ambient temperature passes in front of the sensor. Thus, reptiles
typically elude detection because their body temperature is close to the ambient
temperature.
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Active sensors detect objects within a detection zone (or opportunity cone). The
apex of the zone starts at the small sensor within the camera trap and expands
outward from the camera trap in a circle. The detection zone increases with the
distance from the sensor but is still much smaller in area or cross-section than
the field of view of the camera. As a consequence, the position of the animal in
the photo depends on the following important factors: (a) the size of the detection
zone, that in turn depends on how close the camera is to the animal (see below),
(b) the trigger speed (or latency time): the length of time between object
detection by the sensor and the camera recording a picture, and (c) the speed of
the passing animal.
The main advantage of the passive sensor system is that camera traps are
designed as a single unit that can be very small and easy to set, whilst active
sensor camera trap systems consist of two or more units (Figs 1,2). A
disadvantage is that the various factors described above must be considered
when setting the camera trap to ensure that the animals are centred properly in
the frame, and that ground heating caused by direct sunlight creates convection
waves that can trigger the sensor resulting in empty or “ghost” photographs.
Thus, camera traps should not be set at spots with direct sunlight, something that
may not always be easy.
An active sensor is similar to a garage door sensor and consists of two
components: a transmitter and a receiver (Fig. 2). The transmitter emits a beam
of light, typically red, that is detected some distance away by a second
component referred to as the receiver. When the beam of light is broken by a
passing animal, the detector unit triggers the camera to take a picture. Although
active camera traps are employed less frequently than passive camera traps,
there are some clear advantages: (1) the beam is typically very narrow so that
the subject’s position along the beam can be more precisely anticipated; (2) the
camera can be placed independently of the sensor and detector allowing for
creative photographs. Ground heating causing heat-in-motion that triggers an
active sensor camera trap is not a problem for active sensor systems because
the light beam remains unbroken by convection waves. However, a falling leaf
can break the beam and cause the camera to record a picture (Table 2).
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Fig. 1. Examples of camera-trap images; top left: a jaguar, Panthera onca, not centred in
the frame (possibly because the animal walked too fast or the camera triggered too late);
top right: a leopard Panthera pardus centred in the frame and holding a prey (blue duiker
Philantomba monticola) in its mouth; bottom left: setting a camera-trap pointing to a small
wildlife trail in the rainforest of Tanzania; bottom right: nocturnal photo of a bushy-tailed
mongoose Bdeogale crassicauda taken with a Reconyx digital camera mounting an
infrared flash (photos by F. Rovero and J. Sanderson).
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Fig. 2. Schematic figure of passive (left) and active (right) camera-trap systems.

2.1.2.

Trigger speed

The trigger speed, or latency time, is the time it takes from the moment the
sensor detects an object until the camera takes a photograph. Fast trigger speed
is usually preferred for faunal inventories because there may be very few
chances to record rare or elusive species. Camera traps set along trails require a
faster trigger speed (1/2 second or even 1/10 second), because animals may
pass through the frame quickly, whereas camera traps set at mineral licks, baited
stations, or under fruit trees can be slower since the animal is likely to pause in
front of the camera trap. Trigger speed is often slow in less expensive digital
cameras, where it can exceed 2 seconds resulting in many empty photographs.
However, most advanced digital cameras, such as Reconyx®, have very fast
trigger speed, currently up to 1/10 second.
2.1.3.

Camera trap technology: film and digital cameras

Film camera traps use a standard 35 mm film camera, and have been the
standard tool used by researchers working with camera traps for the last decade.
Over the last few years however, digital cameras have become more widely
available, less expensive, and today only a few camera trap manufacturers still
make film camera traps. In a few years digital camera traps will likely completely
replace film camera traps. Despite this trend, film camera traps might not be
replaced altogether so easily, because of their fast trigger speed in comparison
to the currently available digital camera traps. Earlier digital camera trap models
copied the design of film camera traps with a standard digital camera connected
to the motion sensor. Modern digital camera traps usually consist of a camera
and sensor integrated on a single board.
The biggest advantage of digital camera traps over film camera traps is that they
can store thousands of images on a memory card. This means that cameras can
be left in the field for a much longer period of time without the need for checking
them. Also, images can be viewed immediately in the field whereas film must first
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be developed. Data management is more easily achieved with digital
photographs that avoid the necessity of scanning film.
Battery life varies greatly among models and, while some camera traps only last
a few weeks on a set of batteries, others run for two months or more and can
take thousands of photographs. Battery life decreases with the number of
photographs taken and cameras with an infrared flash usually have longer
battery life than models with a regular flash but are limited to black and white
photographs at night. To conserve power, some digital cameras go into a sleep
mode after a certain amount of time which can greatly increase the time it takes
them to take the first picture. We recommend testing each camera trap in the
setting it will be used before investing in a large number of them (Table 2).

Sensor system

Advantages
Single unit

Passive sensor

Detects animals of a wide
range of sizes
Subject positioning is precise

Active sensor

Heat from sunlight
does not activate sensor

Camera-trap
technology

Film camera

Advantages
Fast trigger speed for most
models, low power
requirements
Can store many photos

Digital camera

Digital images more easy to
be managed than prints
Animals not scared by flash

Digital camera with
infrared flash

Much less power
consumption

Disadvantages
Placing the animal in the
centre of the frame may be
difficult
Triggered by heat from
sunlight
Made of 2 or 3 units and
more complex setting and
programming
More expensive
Disadvantages
Very few models are still
available on the market
Must be checked often as film
may fill up quickly
Trigger speed is slower for
most models
Per day power requirement is
higher than for film cameras
Night photographs are in
black and white

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of different types of camera traps.
2.1.4.

Weather-proofing

Camera traps are often deployed in the field for a long time and under harsh
conditions. Thus, they must be well-sealed. There is a large difference between
models, with some models being simply “rain-proof” while others are highly
water-proof and resistant to humidity thanks to a tight seal using o-rings.
Researchers have used silicon, tape, and other arrangements to better seal
camera traps, however a well-sealed model is much preferred. Often a small
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package of silica gel or other desiccant is used to absorb moisture inside the
camera trap housing.
2.1.5.

Cost of camera traps and critical factors to select the model

The cost of camera traps ranges from $50 to more than $800 depending on the
model. Camera trap model choice depends on the number of units needed and
the total budget. Because performance and characteristics vary between models
as explained above, cost alone should not be the only criterion by which to
choose camera traps. Less expensive camera trap models almost invariably get
ruined sooner by the moisture and rain, a slow trigger speed will result in fewer
photographs and greater number of animals missed, and if battery consumption
is high, then the budget in battery and/or visits to the site for replacing batteries
will increase.
Thus, we suggest that three variables be considered to assess cost effectiveness
of camera trap models: (1) the cost of the camera traps including batteries, (2)
the field costs to visit camera traps for battery/film replacement, and (3) survey
duration. The use of high quality rechargeable batteries is a cost-saving strategy
if the camera trapping survey is intended to run more than a few months so that
the higher cost of rechargeable batteries is recovered. Similarly, if visiting the
camera traps is expensive, then more expensive camera traps that generally
have longer battery life will minimize the total costs. The ideal strategy to choose
among various models would be to test simultaneously different camera traps set
at the same sites. With a side-by-side study, and being equal the critical
variables of battery life and field costs, then the metric to compare different
camera trap models is purely the number of photographs obtained by each
camera.
2.2.
2.2.1.

Setting cameras in the field
Personnel and material needed for setting up cameras

The number of people required to run a camera trap survey depends on the
number of camera trap stations, the spacing between camera traps, the
frequency with which camera traps are checked, and the accessibility of the
stations. These factors depend on the study design (see chapter 3). Some
surveys can be carried out by a team of two people while others require four to
five people. Local expertise is critical to choosing the most suitable camera trap
sites. Much of the work can be carried out by field assistants after careful training
but we recommend that a biologist or a technician oversees the survey to
manage the data and solve technical problems. Detailed planning is needed
before starting field work.
For most surveys, the material needed is as follows:
- camera traps and cables to attach them on trees
- sufficient film/memory card and batteries
- hand-held GPS unit for recording camera trap locations
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- data forms (camera trap setting/monitoring and description of camera trap
site, see Appendices 1-3)
- flagging tape or tags for marking camera trap locations if necessary.
2.2.2.

Preparing the cameras

All cameras should be prepared and tested before going to the field so that they
just need to be activated in the field. Check the proper functioning of the sensor
and camera by taking test pictures. Carefully inspect all seals to ensure there are
no leaks. Dirt on the seal allows water to enter. Each camera trap must be
uniquely numbered, or coded, for identification purposes. Write the code with a
permanent marker on the housing of each camera trap. Some digital camera
traps allow printing the code automatically at the bottom of each photograph. If
this is not an option then taking a picture of a whiteboard showing the camera
trap code with the date and time is a useful technique. For film cameras this
allows identification of rolls of film from the first picture. Write the camera trap
code, and start and end date on the outside of the film roll to easily track film
from the field to development.
Make sure to carefully set the date and time on each camera. Re-check the date
in the field when installing the camera trap. Another critical setting is the sensor
sensitivity which for some passive sensor camera traps can be set too low or
high. We recommend high sensitivity when working in hot climates and when
small species should be photographed. For most camera trap models the time
interval between consecutive photos, i.e. the time the camera waits after taking a
picture until it takes another picture (the so-called delay time), must be chosen.
Because repeated pictures of the same individual are often not useful, this
setting should be sufficiently long to allow animals to move on. Times between 1
minute and 15 minutes are typically used. If camera traps can store many photos
or can be checked frequently, a shorter delay time can be used.
2.2.3.

Choosing a site and setting the camera

To maximize trapping success, camera traps are best set along trails. Knowledge
on signs of wildlife presence and spots where animals frequently pass can be of
great help when choosing camera trap locations. Camera traps are usually
attached on a tree or pole at about 50 cm above ground. Once the site is
selected, search for a straight tree to attach the camera trap (Fig. 1). If no
suitable tree is available, a pole can be used. The tree or the position of the pole
should be chosen based on the optimal distance between the camera trap and
the point along the trail that will be the centre of the frame. Cameras with fast
trigger speed (1/2 second or less) are usually set at about 2 m back from the trail
to allow taking picture of a wide range of animals. If the trigger speed of the
camera trap is slow, set the camera trap as far as 5-10 m from the trail. Note that
small-bodied animals will appear very small in the frame. Camera traps are
usually set perpendicular to the trail to obtain a good side image of the passing
animal; however, they can also be placed slightly off perpendicular to the trail
(i.e., about 60° between camera trap aim and trail) to increase the path length the
subject will take through the frame. We recommend some testing with the
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camera trap to determine the detection zone. This is especially easy with digital
models, but even film models often have a sensor test mode (e.g. a flashing red
led) that allows testing of the detection zone.
It is critically important to clean the ground in front of the camera trap of debris
and vegetation that could cover the animal or reflect the flash, causing the image
to be overexposed and, for some cameras, triggering the sensor thus producing
series of empty images. Clearing the area will also avoid plant regeneration
during the time the camera trap is deployed. As shown in fig. 3, obstacles such
as branches can be used to guide the animal’s path. In this figure, beside a
suspected animal trail are four trees A-D. Trees A and D are too close to the trail
for the camera trap. Trees B and C offer the best opportunities for good
photographs. The camera trap is placed on tree B that is furthest from the trail.
The camera trap sensor can still register a subject on the far right side of the trail.
In places of possible risk of theft of camera traps, we suggest locking camera
traps to the tree. Most models provide cables that can be locked.
A scent lure can be used to attract passing wildlife to the camera trap and
position the subject in the ideal place for a photograph. This allows extra time for
the camera trap to obtain a good photograph. Lure has been especially useful for
carnivores (Trolle & Kery, 2005; Long et al., 2007).
2.2.4.

Recording information on camera setting

The exact camera trap location should be recorded using a handheld GPS unit.
Also record the following information: camera trap ID number, date and time
camera trap starts to operate, camera trap settings, description of the macro- and
micro-habitat around the camera trap (see forms in Appendices 1-3).
2.2.5.

Checking camera traps

The time interval at which camera traps are checked depends on the battery life
and storage capacity of the camera trap model, the expected number of
photographs as well as accessibility. Film camera traps may need to be checked
as often as every one to two weeks to make sure they do not run out of film.
Digital camera traps can store many more images and thus their autonomy
depends on the battery life: most models can run for up to one month and those
using an infrared flash can run for up to 2 months and store thousands of
images. Camera traps will still need to be checked at least once every three to
four weeks to detect camera traps that have been moved by animals or have
some other problems. When checking camera traps the following data should be
written down: number of photographs, whether film or batteries were changed,
battery level as well as any observations about the camera (Appendix 2). This
can help estimating average battery life and to figure out up to what date a
camera trap that failed was working ok. If possible one or two spare camera traps
should be taken to replace camera traps that failed. We also recommend
checking the date and time setting of each camera trap each time the camera
trap is visited.
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of camera-trap positioning, with obstacles placed to maximize
the chances that the animal passes at the best distance within the detection zone, or
opportunity cone, of the camera.

2.3.
2.3.1.

Data management
Managing photographs

Camera traps can generate a large amount of data with several thousand images
being collected during a large survey. Data should be well organized during all
parts of the study to avoid confusion and possibly data loss. Data analysis
requires that each photograph has the following information: (1) date, (2) time,
and (3) camera trap site code. While the date and time is usually printed on the
photograph, only some digital camera traps allow imprinting the camera-trap
code on each photograph. For other camera traps, the camera trap code must be
tracked throughout the study. Hence we recommend taking a picture of a
whiteboard with the camera code, date, and time when setting up the camera
trap, and when the changing film or the memory card so that the first and last
picture on each roll or memory card contains the proper information. We also
recommend writing the code as well as the start and end date on each roll of film.
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To manage photographs from film camera traps, several options are available.
One option is to get contact sheets with all photographs and then only scan the
photos of interests. This will reduce the number of prints required and thereby
reduce costs. An alternative is to directly scan all photographs from the
negatives. Many photographic laboratories can do this automatically at much
lower cost than printing and it is often easier to manage a large number of
photographs in digital format. If negatives are scanned, make sure each roll is
placed in a different folder. The camera trap code should be entered either as
part of the folder name or in a text file in each folder.
2.3.2.

Managing data

While the photographs constitute the raw data, the information must be
organized in a spreadsheet or database for analysis. The minimum data that
must be recorded for each photograph is the code of camera trap that took it, the
date and time, and the species that appears in the photograph. Additional
information that can be useful is the sex and age of the animal, the number of
individuals and comments on the behaviour shown.
Spreadsheet applications (e.g. Microsoft Excel) are still the most commonly used
software for managing camera trap data. While they are simple to use, their main
disadvantage is that organizing data for different analysis can be time
consuming. A more flexible alternative is the use of relational databases in the
form of either desktop applications (e.g. Microsoft Access, Filemaker) or
database servers (e.g. MySQL, SQL Server). In most cases, the former will be
easier to use since they include tools for building forms and queries but the latter
might be useful when data is being used and managed by a group of people and
must be stored on a central server. Database systems allow images to be linked
to the data and all data to be managed in a single system.
Camera Base (http://www.atrium-biodiversity.org/tools/camerabase/) is free
software for managing camera trap data. Camera Base is based on Microsoft
Access and can manage camera trap data together with the digital images. The
software has a wide range of analysis and data export options built-in, including
activity patterns, capture-recapture analysis, occupancy analysis, and species
accumulation and richness estimation.
3.

Study designs

The sampling design appropriate for a specific study depends on many factors:
objectives of the study, target species, topography and vegetation, accessibility,
number of camera traps to be used, and the time available for a survey. In this
section, we will discuss designs suitable for species inventories and occupancy
studies. Designs for density estimates using capture-recapture methods, that are
applicable to individually-recognizable species, have been discussed in details
elsewhere (Karanth & Nichols, 1998; Karanth & Nichols, 2002).
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3.1.
3.1.1.

Species inventory
Objectives

The objective of a species inventory is to obtain a complete list of all species of a
certain taxonomic group found in the study area. This list will often be compared
to a regional species list and the percentage of all possible species actually
found in the area will be used as an indicator for the health of the ecosystem. As
described in the introduction chapter, camera trapping has proven to be an
efficient tool for detecting terrestrial vertebrates, in particular medium and large
sized mammals, and terrestrial birds.
In many monitoring programmes, the most basic measure of interest is species
diversity. Species lists however are a poor metric for monitoring large and
medium sized mammals. Furthermore, looking only at diversity as an indicator
will not detect changes until a species is locally extinct. Thus, methods such as
occupancy analysis outlined below will be more appropriate to detect population
declines at an earlier stage.
3.1.2.

Survey design

For species inventories, single camera traps are set throughout the study areas.
The spatial arrangement of camera traps for this study design is flexible. There
are no requirements on minimum distances between camera traps or total survey
area to be covered. Previous studies showed that the area covered by the
camera traps has very little impact on the number of species detected (Tobler et
al., 2008a); inventories can therefore be conducted in a relatively small area
assuming this is representative of the total study area. However, the even
spacing of camera traps allows for more rigorous statistical analysis including
occupancy analysis and is generally recommended for monitoring purposes. For
example, the terrestrial vertebrate monitoring protocol implemented by the
Tropical Ecology Assessment and Monitoring (TEAM) network recommends
placing 60-90 camera traps in a grid at a distance of approximately 1.4 km from
2
each other (i.e. one camera every 2 km ) throughout the study area (TEAM
Network, 2008). A list of species expected to be found in the area and some
basic knowledge on their natural history is helpful when choosing camera trap
locations. The goal is to cover all habitat types of interest and to place camera
traps at locations likely to be used by animals. While we recommend setting most
camera traps along trails which usually are used by many species, some camera
traps can also be set opportunistically targeting specific species that use water
holes, mineral licks, streams, dens and fruiting trees.
Unlike surveys designed for capture-recapture analysis where the survey period
must be limited to a few months to guarantee population closure, there is no time
limit for camera trap inventories. For many sites, the diversity of larger species
does not change over a period of a year. Researchers can therefore run a small
number of camera traps over many months, or surveys can be spread out over
multiple shorter periods throughout a year. Survey effort is usually measured in
camera trap days, which is the number of camera traps multiplied by the number
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of days they operated. In many areas many thousand camera trap days are
required to obtain a fairly complete species list (Maffei et al., 2002; Srbek-Araujo
& Garcia, 2005; Azlan, 2006; Tobler et al., 2008a); however, as shown in Table
1, efforts in the range of 1,000 to 2,000 camera trap days may be enough for
detecting 60-70% of the species. The time needed to carry out a survey is
inversely proportional to the number of camera traps used. When using a small
number of camera traps we recommend moving camera traps every 15 to 30
days to avoid bias caused by the camera trap locations and to sample a larger
area.
If surveys are repeated over years for monitoring species diversity, the same
camera trap sites should be used every year, and we recommend running
camera traps for approximately the same number of days every year to achieve a
comparable sampling effort (TEAM Network, 2008).
3.1.3.

Data analysis

Species accumulation curves have been widely used to visually assess the
completeness of an inventory and to compare diversity between surveys with
different sampling effort (Colwell & Coddington, 1994; Krebs, 1999; Gotelli &
Colwell, 2001). They plot the cumulative number of species detected against the
survey effort and reach an asymptote when all species have been recorded. Raw
species accumulation curves have a stepped shape that makes it hard to detect
an asymptote (Fig. 4). This problem is solved by rarefied species accumulation
curves which smooth the curve by randomly re-sampling the data and calculating
the average number of species expected to be found at a given sampling
intensity (Gotelli & Colwell, 2001). While species accumulation curves can be
used to compare diversity between different samples, the shape of the curve can
vary with the relative abundance of different species (Thompson & Withers,
2003). Communities with a high proportion of abundant species have a steeper
initial slope than communities with a high proportion of rare species.
In most surveys some species go undetected even though they are present in
the study area. Various methods have been developed to estimate the true
number of species from an incomplete survey (Soberon & Llorente, 1993; Colwell
& Coddington, 1994; Colwell et al., 2004). For camera trap data non-parametric
estimators are usually best suited (Tobler et al., 2008a;b).
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Fig. 4. Raw (dashed line) and rarefied (continuous line) species accumulation curves for
camera-trap inventory data from the Peruvian Amazon.

The most commonly used estimators are the abundance-based estimators ACE
and Chao 1, and the incidence-based estimators ICE, Chao 2, Jackknife 1,
Jackknife 2, Jackknife 3 and Jackknife 4 (Chao, 2004). Jackknife estimators are
also used to calculate the Mh model with heterogeneity in closed capturerecapture studies (Otis et al., 1978; Burnham & Overton, 1979) and showed good
results for camera trap data (Tobler et al., 2008a). Species accumulation curves
and a variety of diversity estimators can be calculated with the software
EstimateS (Colwell, 2006). Diversity estimation based on the capture-recapture
model Mh can also be calculated in CAPTURE (Rexstad & Burnham, 1991).
When comparing species diversity between sites based on camera trap samples,
methods that account for undetected species should be used. Several methods
have recently been developed to deal with this problem based on capturerecapture models and hierarchical-models (Nichols et al., 1998b; Williams et al.,
2002; Chao et al., 2005; Chao et al., 2006; Kery & Royle, 2008; Royle & Dorazio,
2008). These methods give an estimate of the number of species shared by two
samples and the number of species unique to one or the other sample, however
they do not allow for the identification of those species.
3.1.4.

Monitoring

Species diversity is concerned with the presence and absence of species and
changes are defined as local extinction and colonization. Changes in diversity
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are inferred by comparing species lists from different years. However, in practice
detection probabilities for species are often <1 which can lead to erroneous
conclusions. For example, if a species was recorded during one sampling period
and was present but not recorded during a later sampling period one would
falsely classify the species as extinct. On the other hand, if the species was
present but not detected during the first period and was recorded during the later
period one would falsely record it as a new colonization. Therefore, models that
explicitly include detection probability must be used when analyzing changes in
diversity over time and space. Nichols et al. (1998a) adapted Pollock's robust
design capture-recapture model to estimate species turnover from repeated
inventories. Further details on this approach can be found in Williams et al.
(2002). Royle & Dorazio (2008) propose a hierarchical multi-species siteoccupancy model to analyze temporal changes in community composition.
Application of these models to analyze camera trap data is under development
(T. O’Brien, personal communication), and they have great potential for data from
multiple sites or multiple years.
3.2.
3.2.1.

Occupancy study
Objectives

Estimating abundance or density is a difficult and expensive task for many
species and biologists often use some measure of relative abundance to
compare between sites or to look at changes over time. For camera trap studies,
the use of camera trap rates (number of photographs per camera days) is an
intuitive, basic proxy for abundance but count data are often a poor index for
relative abundance when detection probability is <1 (Gibbs, 2000; but see 3.3 for
further discussion). One possible solution for overcoming the difficulties of
estimating abundance is to use occupancy as a surrogate for abundance
(MacKenzie & Nichols, 2004). Occupancy is defined as the proportion of area,
patches or sites occupied by a species (MacKenzie et al., 2006), and MacKenzie
et al. (2002) developed a model to estimate site occupancy and detection
probability based on repeated presence-absence surveys of multiple sites. Using
occupancy as a surrogate for abundance works best for species with small (<5 2
10 km ), well defined home-ranges. In this case, one can assume that each
individual can only appear in one camera trap and the camera trap grid takes a
representative sample of the whole landscape. If home-ranges are large in
comparison to camera trap spacing then one single individual can appear in
many different camera traps and there will be little correlation between
occupancy and abundance.
With the inclusion of covariates, occupancy models provide a robust statistical
framework for testing many scientific hypotheses. For example, one can test for
differences in occupancy rates between study sites that contrast by habitat types,
hunting levels, distance to key resources, weather conditions, vegetation
features. It is also possible to evaluate differences in detection probability
between camera models and investigate changes in occupancy over time
(O'Connell et al., 2006; Linkie et al., 2007; Tobler et al., 2009). Occupancy
models can also be expanded to combine data from different survey methods
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(e.g. track stations, hair traps, live traps) and to look at occupancy at multiple
spatial scales (O'Connell et al., 2006; Nichols et al., 2008).
3.2.2.

Survey design

When carrying out an occupancy study camera traps should be set out in a
regular grid with approximately equal distances between cameras. They should
cover all habitat types of interest and the number of camera traps in each habitat
type must be sufficiently large to allow for analysis. If possible the distance
between camera traps should be larger then the diameter of the average home
range of the species of interest, to avoid spatial auto-correlation. If the homerange diameter of a species is much larger than the distance between camera
traps the results should be interpreted as the percentage of area used by a
species during the survey period instead of the percentage of an area occupied
(Tobler et al., 2009).
The survey time needed largely depends on the detection probabilities of the
species of interest. The higher the detection probability, the fewer survey days
are needed to collect reliable data. Occupancy models assume that occupancy
does not change over the survey period and, similar to capture-recapture studies,
surveys should therefore be limited to two to three months. If species are known
to seasonally migrate in and out of the study area surveys should be conducted
outside the migration period.
Occupancy studies require a large number of camera traps to produce reliable
data. Simulations showed that to increase the accuracy it is usually more efficient
to increase the number of camera stations than to increase the number of survey
days. This can be done by setting camera traps in multiple blocks; for example,
TEAM protocol recommends deploying three consecutive blocks of 20-30
cameras, each block operating for at least 30 days (TEAM Network , 2008). If
preliminary data on capture probability is available one can use the simulation
capabilities of GENPRES (Hines, 2007a) or MARK (White, 2009) to estimate the
optimal number of survey days and camera trap stations (Bailey et al., 2007).
3.2.3.

Data analysis

In this section we will focus on specific issues related to camera trap data. For
details on the statistical analysis of occupancy data we refer the reader to the
available literature (e.g. MacKenzie et al., 2003; Royle, 2004; MacKenzie et al.,
2005; MacKenzie et al., 2006). Two software packages are available for data
analysis: PRESENCE (Hines, 2007b) and MARK (White, 2009).
Occupancy models use repeated presence/absence surveys to estimate the
proportion of sites that are occupied by a species. If we assumed that we can
always detect a species when it is present (p=1) then we could simply estimate

ˆ  x / s where x is the number of occupied sites and s the total

ˆ  x / s / pˆ where p̂ is the cumulative
number of sites sampled. If p<1 then 
occupancy by

detection probability estimated from the data. Royle & Nichols (2003) extended
this model to allow for abundance-induced heterogeneity. The idea behind the
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Royle-Nichols (RN) model is that site-specific detection probabilities vary due to
differences in the number of individuals present at each site, and using a mixture
model these abundances can be estimated from the repeated presence-absence
data. In the RN model, the occupancy Ψ is not directly estimated and has to be


derived from λ, the average number of individuals at each site as   1  e . In
simulations this model significantly improved occupancy estimates for data with
high levels of heterogeneity (Dorazio, 2007).The RN model assumes that
populations are closed and that individuals are distributed in spaces according to
a Poisson process. If these assumptions are violated, the estimated parameters
should not be interpreted as abundance but rather as a random effect
(MacKenzie et al., 2006: 141). However, occupancy estimates will still be less
biased than under models that don't include heterogeneity.
The first step of data analysis consists in compiling the detection histories for
each camera trap station. A detection history consists of 1 and 0 indicating
whether the species was detected (photographed) during a sampling occasion or
not. For example, a detection history of "01101" indicates that the species was
detected during sampling occasion two, three and five. For camera trap data a
sampling occasion usually consists of one or multiple consecutive days. For low
detection probabilities the maximum likelihood estimator used to estimate
parameters often fails to converge. For rare species it is therefore required to
combine data from several days into one sampling occasion to increase
detection probability. As a general indication, occupancy models will not produce
any useful results for species that show up in less than 10-20% of all camera
traps and have capture probabilities smaller than 0.1.
In a second step, possible covariates are selected. Covariates can be used for
occupancy as well as detection probability and they should be selected based on
a priori hypothesis to limit the number of different models. To find the model that
best fits the data, different models are compared using standard model selection
procedures based on the Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC; Burnham &
Anderson, 1998; MacKenzie et al., 2006). We suggest comparing a singleseason model with the RN model to test for heterogeneity in the data.
3.2.4.

Monitoring

Occupancy models have great potential for monitoring species with small and
medium-sized home-ranges. While they might not be very sensitive to small
fluctuations, they can detect continuous population declines of larger fluctuations.
If possible the same study design should be used every year for monitoring
programmes. When analyzing multi-year data the survey year can be used as a
continuous covariate to detect linear trends or as a discrete covariate to test for
differences occupancy between years when occupancy is oscillating. It is also
recommended to test for differences in detection probabilities among years.
Model selection can be used to test if the model with time (years) as the
covariate fits the data better than a model that assumes no change in occupancy
over time.
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3.3.

Other applications

Data obtained from camera trap surveys that are principally aimed at faunal
inventories may allow for other important questions to be addressed for selected
species. Since each photograph includes the exact time it was taken, camera
traps collect detailed data on the activity patterns of many species (van Schaik &
Griffiths, 1996; Gómez et al., 2005; Azlan & Sharma, 2006) and can be used to
study differences in activity patterns between sympatric species (Jacomo et al.,
2004; Di Bitetti et al., 2009; Tobler et al., 2009), or changes in activity related to
human impact (Di Bitetti et al., 2008).
Habitat use based on camera trap data has been evaluated in different ways
using Chi-square test, ANOVA and correlation coefficients (e.g. Moruzzi et al.,
2002; Augustine, 2004; Jacomo et al., 2004; Di Bitetti et al., 2006; Bowkett et al.,
2008; Di Bitetti et al., 2009). Most of these studies used the number of photos or
a related measure as an index and did not address the issue of detectability.
Occupancy models have recently been applied for studying habitat use with
camera trap data (MacKenzie et al., 2005; O'Connell et al., 2006; Linkie et al.,
2007; Tobler et al., 2009). These models have the advantage that they explicitly
include the detection probability allowing to differentiate between factors affecting
detection probability and factors affecting occupancy probability (MacKenzie et
al., 2006). With an appropriate study design (see 3.2) these models allow
researchers to model habitat use based on multiple variables and determine the
factors that most influence the distribution of a species.
For some species, data may allow for density estimates to be derived. As
mentioned above, for species with individual markings, such as most felids,
density estimation can be derived using capture-recapture analysis (Karanth &
Nichols, 1998). Rowcliffe et al. (2008) proposed a method to estimate density
without the need for individual recognition, based on modelling the contacts
between cameras and animals. This method requires parameters such as speed
of movement or day range that may not be available for most wild animals. As an
alternative method, camera trap rates can be used as a surrogate for abundance
for species that cannot be identified from images. A recent study on rainforest
ungulates shows the validity and usefulness of this index (Rovero & Marshall,
2009). The relationship between trap rate and true abundance must be assessed
through calibration with independently-derived density estimates (O'Brien et al.,
2003; Rovero & Marshall, 2009), making this index of less simple use than it may
seem. Calibration should ideally be re-assessed periodically and when
comparing camera trap rates across contrasting sites (O'Brien, in press).
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5.

Appendices

Appendix 1. Camera-trap deployment form
Camera ID
code

Camera position
(Lat/long)

Start year, day,
time

Notes

Recorder
name

Appendix 2. Camera-trap monitoring form
Camera
ID code
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Year,
day,
time

Film
Changed

Battery
Changed

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Number
photos
taken

of

Notes

Recorder
name

Appendix 3. Camera-trap site habitat description form

Study site…………………….. Date………………………………
Data collector………………………….
Camera
ID
number…………
Nearest
distance……………………………………………
Altitude (m a.s.l.)……….

cameras

and

approx

Slope (deg.)……………......

Distance to nearest village/park boundary………………………..
Camera placed on: large trail

small trail

Other…………………

Bait used: ……………………… Any signs/dungs already in site……………………
Gross habitat: lowland forest submontane forest montane forest swamp
regenerating forest riverine plantation woodland bamboo grassland
cultivation
Other habitat……………….…..
regenerating shrubby
Canopy cover (for forest habitats): closed canopy
open
Floor cover: shrub/thickets > 2m height < 2m seedlings grass leaf litter
rock
Cover density dense moderately dense open
Dominant tree species………………………………………………………………
Dominant understorey species………………………………………………………
Any
further
relevant
description
(e.g.
more
details
on
microhabitat)………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………
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Appendix 4. Useful web-sites
http://www.atrium-biodiversity.org/tools/camerabase/
Camera Base, a free software for managing camera-trap data.
http://www.teamnet.work.org/en/protocols/bio/terrestrial-vertebrate/
Terrestrial vertebrate monitoring protocol adopted by TEAM (Tropical Ecology,
Assessment and Monitoring Network).
http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/cameratraps/
Camera-trap email discussion group.
http://www.trailcampro.com/
Detailed reviews, comparisons and technical details on various digital models
http://www.chasingame.com/
Detailed reviews on many different digital camera-trap models.
A selection of camera-trap producers’ web-sites:
http://www.reconyx.com/
http://www.trailmaster.com/
http://www.snapshotsniper.com/
http://www.camtrakker.com/
http://www.huntingcamonline.com/
http://www.cuddeback.com/
http://www.stealthcam.net/
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Abstract
During the last decades DNA-based methods have revolutionized almost all
areas of biological research. While DNA isolation techniques are continuously
being improved, the impact and importance of adequate pre-DNA-isolation
treatment are still largely underestimated. In the present review, we present
some guidelines on how to organize specimen and tissue preservation in the field
for optimized subsequent molecular analyses. Recommendations are given on
how to set up a collection plan and sampling strategy, how to gather information
on the environment, habitat and taxa to be collected, and how to deal with legal
issues. Furthermore, we review currently used field tissue storage methods and
their efficiency for different types of samples and organisms, taking into account
the available resources and the intended use of the sampled material. We also
make suggestions about logistics, precautions, and safety as well as on how to
carry out field-work and how to prevent contamination. When collecting
specimens (vouchers) and parts of specimens (DNA, tissue) both the short-term
and long-term preservation of the samples and their subsequent storage in
natural history collections must be guaranteed. Checklists of documentation
essentials and equipment for collection trips are appended.

Key words: DNA, collection, silica gel, documentation, storage
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1.

Introduction

During the last decade, DNA-based analyses have radically influenced nearly all
areas of biological research and most strongly influenced our understanding of
evolutionary mechanisms, population dynamics, phylogenetic relationships, and
systematics. While DNA isolation techniques are continuously being improved
and standardized during the past few years, related protocols of voucher
compilation, issues of documentation and tissue collection prior to DNA isolation
have widely been neglected. The aim of the present chapter is to give some
guidelines for streamlining, optimizing and standardizing pre-DNA treatments of
sampled specimens.
Streamlining will become increasingly important, as DNA-based analyses have
not only become an essential part of fundamental research but also hold the
potential for fast, standardized and cheap species identification and comparison
for rapid biodiversity assessments.
Even conservative guesstimates stress that the vast majority of the Earth’s
biodiversity is still unknown and undescribed. Knowledge of species diversity and
sufficient capacity for its rapid assessment are crucial for tackling numerous
research questions, including the impact of global change and conservation
considerations. It has often been postulated that global warming will lead to
massive waves of species declines and extinctions. Yet, for the most diverse
groups of organisms the extent of such changes will remain speculative as no
baseline data on current diversity are available. The importance of species
diversity for ecosystem services and function may be paramount but at present
can only be addressed for a restricted set of model organisms, or by subsuming
several species as “functional groups”. In evolutionary biology, patterns and
mechanisms of species-rich adaptive radiations will only be understood once
complete inventories of the radiations have been made. However, our knowledge
about the true extent of biodiversity will stay fragmentary unless traditional
methods for organism identification and description are complemented by more
sophisticated techniques to allow increased speed and capacity.
To help accelerate and standardize species inventories by means of mechanical
or electronic systems, new methods like DNA barcoding, DNA taxonomy, and etaxonomy have been proposed. DNA barcoding, first suggested by Hebert et al.
(2003) involves the comparison of a short pre-defined stretch of the DNA of
unknown organisms to a database of sequences from the same DNA region from
verified reference specimens for identification (for recent reviews see Hajibabaei
et al., 2007; Valentini et al., 2009; Fazekas et al., 2009; Chase & Fay, 2009; for
plants, see also CBOL Plant Working Group, 2009). The method allows for fast,
cheap, standardized, automated species identification and has the potential to
flag new and undescribed species. Attempts to establish DNA barcoding for all
organisms on a highly coordinated world-wide scale are in progress (e.g., CBOL
(http://www.barcoding.si.edu/), BOLD (http://www.barcodinglife.org)). Once the
techniques are firmly established and become a routine application, they will
assist and greatly accelerate biodiversity assessments and species inventories.
However, standardized procedures are required.
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Historical background
First protocols for plant DNA isolation from small tissue samples became
established in the 1980s (e.g., Dellaporta et al., 1983; Rogers & Bendich, 1985;
Doyle & Doyle 1990) and have been improved since for different groups of
organisms and numerous applications. By now, hundreds of DNA isolation
protocols can be found in the literature, many of which merely represent slight
modifications of existing standard procedures (see Weising et al., 2005 for an
extensive survey of plant DNA extraction methods). Furthermore, various
commercial DNA isolation kits are now on the market and manufacturers
proclaim rapid and efficient isolation of genomic DNA with high yield. However,
the impact of adequate pre-DNA-isolation treatment is most often
underestimated; even though the state of knowledge has progressed in this area.
For example, we know now that treating the sampled tissues with certain
fixatives (e.g. alcohol, formalin) or poisons (e.g. mercurichloride, arsenic) can
greatly decrease the success rates of subsequent molecular studies, while novel
DNA-protecting/preserving measures are available that make use of, e.g., inert
beads and trehalose. Furthermore, next-generation sequencing technologies
enable us to perform “environmental” or mixed-sample sequencing, with a strong
impact on current collection strategies, but not always for the global good (some
“second-generation” procedures are tolerant of sheared or small DNA
fragments).
For earlier work on specimen collection and tissue preservation strategies for
molecular projects and biorepository issues, the reader should also refer to the
excellent reviews of Dessauer & Hafner (1984), Simione (1992), Guarino et al.
(1995), Dessauer et al. (1996), Prendini et al. (2002), Hanner & Gregory (2007)
and ISBER (2008).
2.

Before you go - pre-expedition preparations

Before embarking on a collection trip one has to


set up an adequate collection plan/sampling strategy and organize the
logistics



gather ample information on the environment, habitat and taxa to be collected
from the literature and other sources



find out if collection permits are required (also consider permits for transport,
export and import) and obtain permit(s) (see e.g. Convention on Biological
Diversity, www.cbd.int; Anonymous, 2002 and CITES, www.cites.org). Each
country may have its own legislation!



determine and test the most suitable field tissue storage method for the
samples. "Optimal" and "best" is not always the same (e.g. in remote areas
with limited labour liquid nitrogen tanks are not feasible)



prepare your collecting protocol
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2.1.

Collection plan/Sampling strategy

The optimal strategy to collect biological specimens for molecular analyses is
mainly determined by the aims of the particular project. However, the decision of
how many individuals and populations should ideally be sampled also depends
on logistical issues such as financial support, team size, and the locally available
resources. The optimal sampling strategy is often a compromise between
scientific needs and financial constraints. Nature conservation issues may
become a limiting factor as well. To reduce possible negative impacts on any wild
plant, animal or fungal populations, sampling designs should be clearly defined
and analysed prior to field collecting.
The ideal scenario to capture the maximum genetic diversity of a species under
investigation would include sampling of as many individuals as possible over an
area as wide as possible, without endangering the species or population (Groves
2003; Neel & Cummings 2003). For reasons outlined above, this is most often
not possible or even desirable, especially as the molecular technique to be used
will often limit the amount of genetic screening that is possible. Nevertheless,
more than one individual per taxon should definitely be sampled even for
phylogenetic studies, because a single individual does not represent the genetic
diversity of a species or population (though it is preferable to none for some
studies). Genetic diversity depends on inherent aspects, such as breeding
system and population size, but it is also conditioned by biotic and abiotic factors
of the environment. The differences in environmental conditions at different
geographic locations are likely to impose different selection pressures on
populations and thereby promote genetic differentiation. The availability of only a
single individual per taxon will also limit the opportunities to discover problems
associated with misidentifications, cryptic species, or related issues.
Recommendations given in the literature on how to collect plant genetic
resources mainly deal with crop species and their wild relatives (e.g., Marshall &
Brown 1975; Guarino et al., 1995; Singh et al., 2006). For population level
analyses, Marshall & Brown (1975) proposed the capture of at least one copy of
95% of all alleles that occur at frequencies greater than 5% in the target
population. To achieve this, the authors estimated that the minimum number of
randomly chosen individuals per population to be sampled should be 30
(outbreeders) or 59 (inbreeders) while the Center for Plant Conservation in the
USA recommends the sampling of between 10-50 plants per population (Falk &
Holsinger, 1991). Singh et al. (2006) stressed that between 5 and 12 samples for
some wild wheat species would be needed to obtain a standard error equal to
10% of the diversity in the population of the species. However, the exact value
depends on the species. So far, published recommendations are based on the
investigations of only a few species and no generalities can be proposed.
Knowledge is especially scarce in tropical regions, where data about animal or
plant population structure are rarely available!
To capture the genetic diversity within a species, the more information that
collectors have at hand, the better is their decision-making with regard to
sampling. However, collectors are increasingly working against a background of
rapid population loss and relatively meagre resources. Therefore, in the absence
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of better advice, a good start would be to sample individuals from five
populations from across the geographical range of the taxon (see Falk &
Holsinger, 1991). Obviously, the fewer individuals or populations sampled, the
less genetic diversity is likely to be captured. Selection of individuals or
populations to be collected should follow economic (distance from base, and time
for collection) as well as eco-geographical criteria. In essence, there is no
problem in collecting within a population until an obvious barrier to genetic
exchange (likely to lead to genetic isolation) is encountered. It would then be
advisable to keep samples from either side of this barrier separate. However,
care should be taken in regions where past barriers, e.g. glaciation, can easily be
overlooked. This could lead to an underestimation of the present-day genetic
diversity, when only one population from a restricted area is collected. One has
also to consider that some species occur in fragmented habitats, like forests (at
least in Europe), rivers, moors etc. In plants, the nature of barriers will depend on
the pollen and fruit/seed dispersal strategy of the species - in animals it is
dependent on means of migration and availability of past and extant migration
routes. Most of the dispersal will usually be local. As a practical approach, and
when there is insufficient information on dispersal of the targeted species, the
boundary between two adjacent populations could be arbitrarily established as
the absence of individuals between them over a certain distance. However, one
has to keep in mind that there will be considerable differences between species
in this respect. With sufficient sampling and geo-referencing of all samples, the
data can help to determine, post-facto, where interesting groupings occur, and
thereby help to direct future sampling efforts.
Collectors also need to gather information on other biological characteristics of
the targeted species. In some cases knowledge may already exist about
intraspecific morphological variation, breeding system, ecological specialisation
and distribution patterns, and assumptions can then be made about patterns of
gene flow and the numbers of individuals and populations that should be
sampled. For instance, outcrossing, wind-pollinated woody perennial plant
species usually have a high proportion of their gene diversity within populations.
Consequently, fewer populations may have to be sampled from these species as
compared with, e.g., selfing annuals where a high proportion of the total gene
diversity is usually found between populations (Hamrick et al., 1995). Similarly,
highly fragmented distribution patterns are often indicators for high levels of
genetic differentiation between the isolated populations. In general, one should
always attempt to collect the broad diversity of a species or population. For large
populations in a uniform landscape, it may be advisable to sample at regular
intervals along transects.
Before embarking on a field trip, a collecting protocol should be set up to
ensure that all collectors or collector teams will sample with comparable efforts,
independent of time and location. This becomes critically important if collection
efforts and/or occurrence data need to be quantified. The data should be
recorded in a way that is as objective as possible and will be easy to
comprehend several decades from now. Full documentation allowing for
verification and re-sampling of the material is a crucial requirement for any
collection (for examples see Table 1).
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Working protocols must include the locality – this is the singular most important
information, without it any other information is of lesser value. Protocols should
also include columns for taxon-specific information (see also chapters on taxa
oriented methods further in this manual), for DNA data that will be entered at a
later stage (see Table 1), and for other kinds of annotations. In some cases
(especially in tropical countries) it may be necessary to collect duplicate vouchers
because local authorities may request one set of specimens to be kept in the
country of origin.
In summary:


Before planning a collection trip one should bear in mind the questions being
asked, the budget that is available for the project, the rarity of the species to
be collected, and the ease/likelihood of future collecting opportunities.



A well-defined sampling strategy has to be set up prior to the collection trip.
Most importantly, it must be estimated how many populations/individuals
need to be sampled to capture the inherent genetic diversity. In addition, the
ultimate uses of the samples beyond the immediate project aim need to be
considered. Not all specimens collected need to be analyzed immediately,
but an important factor is the cost associated with long-term storage.



A collection protocol needs to be established prior to going into the field and
changes need to be annotated as necessary.

Data

Example

Name
of
Expedition

"Greece,
20.6.2009"

Country

"Canada"

Yes

Date

"15.10.2000"

Yes

Coordinates

"40° 22' 5''N 44° 2' 49''E"

Location

"Vayots
Dzor
province,
mainroad to south Armenia,
W of Yeghegnadzor, SE of
crossroad to Erechgnadzor"

Location
description

"slope S of river", "pine
forest", "fresh water lake"

precise
helpful

is

Yes

Altitude

"1050 m s.m."

sometimes GPS is not very
accurate - indicate this

Yes

Collector/
collection
team

"Ch. Brown"

indicate if you collected in
a team

Yes

Collection
strategy

"Plot
sampling
of
12
individuals per population",
"transect along an east-west

be as precise as possible

Yes
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Comments
Kykades

Obligatory

14.-

Yes

as precise as possible

Yes
Yes

information

gradient of xxx km/miles", "all
catches of trap 10 between
th
11-12 pm on 6 of June
2009",
Tissue ID

B GT 0003256

One unique identifier or
code for each individual
tissue.
For
population
samples combine a unique
identifier of the locality with
one of the taxon

Yes

Tissue type

"Leaf", "Root", "Seed", "Leg",
"Toe", "Blood"

Indicate if mixed tissue
types have been collected,
if possible contamination/
symbiosis/infection
has
been detected and special
post collection treatments
needs to be carried out

Yes

Relation
tissue to
voucher

"tissue and voucher from the
same in situ individual",
"tissue and voucher from the
same in situ population"

Prepreservatio
n

"Anaesthesia", "Fixatives",

Chemicals used prior to
tissue preservation

Optional

Tissue
preservatio
n

"Silica gel", "Alcohol", "Air
dried", "Lyophylised"

The preservation/fixation of
the tissue material

Yes

Transportati
on

"cooled
throughout",
"continuously
dry",
"evaporated during transport"

Rapid climatic changes
support DNA degradation
and
might
necessitate
different
laboratory
treatments (e.g. usage of
DNA repair kits)

Optional

Place of
tissue
deposit

Botanic
Garden
Botanical Museum
Dahlem/D

Place of
voucher
deposit
Notes

Yes

and
Berlin-

Yes

Royal
Botanic
Kew/GB

Gardens,

Yes

"female/male",
grazed meadow"

"heavily

Additional information
potential interest

of

Yes

Table 1. Example of a data collection sheet for DNA specific documentation.
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2.2.

Gathering information on the taxon to be collected

Local and regional floral and faunal listings, checklists, monographs, and
databases are useful references in order to find detailed descriptions and
information on where potentially to find and how to differentiate between related
taxa. Further platforms that should be screened are the EDIT specimen and
observation explorer for taxonomists (http://search.biocase.org/edit/) as well as
the websites of the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (http://www.gbif.org).
Flora Europaea (now available on CD) is the primary reference for the European
flora. Euro+Med PlantBase (http://www.euromed.org.uk/) as well as the website
at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (http://www.kew.org), and Index Herbariorum
(http://sciweb.nybg.org/science2/IndexHerbariorum.asp) are also useful sources
of information. A detailed compilation of genera and families of flowering plants is
provided by Kubitzki et al. (from 1990). The Guide to Standard Floras of the
World (Frodin, 2001) gives an overview of available floras all over the World. For
animals there might be similar literature available and proper homework should
be done in advance.
Specific instructions on where, when, and how to get the specific organisms of
interest can be obtained from experts or from people being familiar with the
localities and/or the taxa. Precise information about localities where a particular
taxon can be found may also be obtained from genetic resource centres, natural
history associations, governmental agencies, species monitoring projects (for
rarities), eco-geographic surveys (occasionally available), inventories (national
and local), natural history collections (which give a historical perspective of the
distribution), chorological accounts in botanical and zoological journals and
distribution maps in revisions. However, often data might need to be verified from
a number of sources especially when they are old. Sometimes there is a large
variation between species as to what is known about their geographical
distribution and their known populations. Local botanists and zoologists as well
as ecologists might have a more detailed knowledge and may also be able to
assist. Frequently, collections are made in an opportunistic way at a particular
(perhaps remote) site, and more than one taxon is sampled. However, one
should always know what to expect and what not to expect (e.g. species
assemblages, phenology) when collecting with a specific method in a specific
habitat at a specific time.
Information on putative diseases or pests that might infect the targeted species
may also be useful. Collection time has to be kept in mind as well; flowering time
or breeding season may differ within or between species and this can affect the
sampling strategy. The same is true for animals with strong seasonal activity
(e.g. many insects) – which only emerge as imago at a certain season each year.
In summary:
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Get ample information about your taxon prior to going out in the field to
optimize collection success.

2.3.

Collecting with permission

Collecting organisms - be they plants, animals or microorganisms in soil or water
samples - must be in accordance with national and international legal aspects.
Unauthorised collection can damage populations of native species, leading to
potentially adverse effects and may have serious legal consequences.
Be aware that in several countries you need to apply for permissions (including
collecting, export, CITES, and import permits, phytosanitary certificates
containing the identification and description of the purpose of the tissue, etc.)
several months before you go out in the field. Plan a minimum of 6 months
ahead. Often cooperation with local scientists is mandatory to receive
permissions - so try to establish contacts well in advance. Here the Index
Herbariorum
may
be
a
good
guide
to
localize
botanists
(http://sciweb.nybg.org/science2/IndexHerbariorum.asp). In some countries you
must visit official authorities personally prior to going out in the field. Consider
this in your schedule.
The following aspects should be considered in the context of doing legal
collections:


Information about how to collect legally can be obtained from institutes
and/or official administrations. To find the relevant addresses in your country
of
interest
contact
the
national
CBD
focal
points
(http://www.cbd.int/countries/).



Permission from the land-owner/manager of the site/national park authorities
and, in the case of protected species, the relevant government authority must
be obtained.



Permissions (permits) should preferably be in your hands before starting your
travel.



Permission should cover voucher specimens, tissue material and DNA of as
broad a range of species (including those targeted) as possible.



Obtaining permission can take a long time. General collection permits are
often much more difficult to obtain than specific ones.



Check whether target species are listed in international agreements or
directives that give them special status. Of particular note are:
9

CITES (http://www.cites.org)

9

European Council Regulation (EC) No. 338/97 incl. Annexes
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/cites/legis_wildlife_en.htm).

9

The Bern Convention
(http://www.ecnc.nl/doc/europe/legislat/bernconv.html).

9

Habitat Directive
(http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/nature_conservation/eu_nature_
legislation/habitats_directive/index_en.htm).
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Contact the national custom authorities if specimens are to be moved between
the EU and other countries. You will probably need both, an export permit from
the country of origin and an import permit from your own country or place of
residence.
In summary:


Do not collect without permissions (collecting, exporting, importing,
transporting).



Plan well ahead as it is often time consuming to get the necessary permits.



Contact local scientists with knowledge of and experience with the national or
local administrative organisations. In some countries such contacts are
mandatory.

2.4.

Methodological considerations

Specific methodologies exist for sampling environmental, soil, bacterial, fungal,
and algal specimens, and we will not focus on those here as most world-wide
collection efforts tend to focus on major plant and animal groups.
2.4.1.

Tissue collecting for plants

The best tissue for DNA analyses of plants is a piece of leaf, either from leaf
buds or very young leaves as they feature many cells with high DNA content. Be
aware that this does not account for the surrounding bud scales which are often
lignified and may contain high amounts of secondary compounds for protection
against predators. If no buds are available then tissue material of young leaves
should be collected. For plants with pruinose or hairy leaves the surface
(epidermis) sometimes has to be removed (e.g. Boraginaceae) as the silica on
the leaf surfaces interacts with many DNA isolation kits (silica binds the DNA).
Hard leathery leaves with few stomata as well as succulent leaves will not dry
properly in silica gel as the stomata close after removal from the plant and the
DNA in the mesophyll will be degrading fast during the slow tissue drying
process. This often is the case for tropical or Mediterranean plants. In such
cases, the leaves have to be cut into small stripes or pieces before their
preservation in silica gel to ensure fast drying processes throughout the DNA
containing tissue.
If leaves are soft and juicy or even succulent the DNA content per square
centimetre is low in comparison to the vacuole content. This often causes low
yields in DNA extraction. If this is the case, either larger amounts of leaf material
have to be collected - then the tissue has to be dried fast since tissue with high
water content is subject to fast degradation - or other plant parts should be
considered for collection. Sepals and petals of the flowers as well as fruits
feature larger cells with anthocyans, carotinoids, flavons, flavonols or other
secondary compounds in the vacuole or the chromoplasts, and/or starch and
sugar in the amyloplasts. Using these tissues for DNA extraction will usually
provide less DNA per cubic centimetre due to the enlarged cells, and purifying
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the DNA might be more problematic as compared with leaf material.
Nevertheless, Lin & Ritland (1995) reported high yields and good PCR
amplification of DNA preparations from petals of several species. Thus, it may be
worth trying petals as an alternative source of DNA. Alternatively, soft and juicy
or succulent leaf parts may be directly put into saturated NaCl-CTAB buffer in the
field (Rogstad, 1992). Pollen has rarely been used for DNA isolation (e.g. Simel
et al., 1997) though featuring only a haploid chromosome set which is sometimes
advantageous for subsequent analyses.
Seeds are the life preservation stage for plants. In seeds, DNA is usually wellpreserved in the long term, but accessibility may be difficult if seeds are
surrounded by a large endosperm. Several groups have reported successful
DNA isolation from seeds of various plant species (e.g. Wang et al., 1993;
Krishna & Jawali 1997; Kang et al., 1998; von Post et al., 2003). For large seeds,
the endosperm should be removed prior to DNA extraction and only the embryo
(which contains high amounts of DNA) should be used for isolation. For larger
DNA yields it may be desirable to germinate seeds prior to DNA extraction;
however, attention has to be paid to potential fungal contamination. This can, to
some extent, be prevented by washing the seeds in a hypochlorite-solution prior
to germination on sterilized media. Each seed represents a single individual;
therefore, seeds should not be pooled prior to DNA extraction as this than
presents a multi-individual community.
In general it is not recommended to collect lignified plant material for DNA
extraction as lignin also hampers extraction efficiency. DNA isolation from wood
is principally possible (e.g., Dumolin-Lapègue et al., 1999; Deguilloux et al.,
2002), and some DNA isolation kits are especially designed for wood and
lignified plant material. However, these DNA extractions can often be tricky,
requiring large amounts of primary material and usually resulting in low yields. If
only lignified stem material is available, or routine collection of leaf material is
difficult, it is recommended to scratch off the bark and collect the cambium. For
example, we obtained good yields of well-amplifiable DNA from cambium and
cortical tissues of Macaranga trees from SE Asia (Weising, unpublished results).
Thorns and spines should not be used for DNA extraction as the DNA content is
usually too low. If you collect freshwater or marine plants, be very careful to
remove epiphytes which often cover the leaf surfaces. As most plant species are
associated to mycorrhizal fungi and some to rhizobia it is also not recommended
to collect roots as DNA samples for plants. Try to avoid tissue that might be host
to parasites (e.g. mildew) or other potential contaminants. If specific PCR primers
are used for subsequent analyses such material can still be appropriate.
However, potentially contaminated material should neither be used for restriction
fragment analyses nor for any PCR assays with unspecific, arbitrary primers.
2.4.2.

Tissue collecting for animals

Vertebrate DNA can be obtained from blood, and from a large variety of other
tissues, including muscle, heart, liver, kidney, testes, bone, nail, embryonic tissue
from placentas or eggs, pulp of feathers, skin and hair follicles. The mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) can even be obtained from single hair shafts (Wilson et al., 1995;
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Gilbert et al., 2007). Non-invasive samples (Smith & Wayne, 1996) such as hair,
feather, foot pads, buccal or skin cell (swabs), faeces, urine, moulted skins, fish
scales or fin clippings can all be useful for molecular genetic analysis, but a wide
variety of problems can be encountered and appropriate solutions have to be
found with such kind of material (for a recent review see Beja-Pereira et al.,
2009). However, invertebrate (terrestrial as well as aquatic) diversity is so great
that generalities about tissue and extraction methods are very difficult to make.
For minute organisms, more than one specimen can often constitute the tissue
sample. For larger organisms various body parts can be selected, including legs,
abdomen, feet, muscle biopsy etc. Care should be taken to avoid known
problematic tissues, e.g., tissues rich in muco-polysaccharides, “slime” and
hardened exoskeletons, guts and associated gut contents.
For sampling in micromammals, the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC) recommends ear punch, toe clipping and tail clipping. The
ear punch method involves punching a hole or making a notch in the ear. Ear
punch samples collected on animals do not require the use of anaesthesia or
analgesics, but the ear punch must be disinfected between animals. Toe clipping
involves removal of the distal phalange bone of one or more limbs. Tail clipping
involves amputating a minute portion of the distal tail. A pair of sterile sharp
scissors or scalpel can be used for this procedure and must be disinfected in
between uses. After taking the sample, it should be either frozen or transferred to
a sterile vial containing a minimum of 70% alcohol, or DMSO/EDTA/salt buffer
(Seutin et al., 1991).
For sampling in amphibians and reptiles we refer to chapter 20.
Bird blood can be collected from the jugular vein (right side of the bird’s neck),
brachial/ulnar vein (wing vein) or medial metatarsal vein (leg vein) using a
hypodermic needle or butterfly needle, and a syringe, depending on the size of
the bird and the amount of blood to be collected. In general, it is safe to collect
0.3-0.6 ml of blood per 100 g of body mass from living birds. However, it is
always advisable to collect the minimum amount of blood necessary for the
investigation. For some investigations blood spots (FTA, see chapter 1.5) are
sufficient. The blood should immediately be transferred from the syringe to a
sterile vial containing EDTA solution (e.g. purple top) and this should promptly be
refrigerated then frozen when possible. More information on sampling in birds is
available in chapter 21 of this manual.
Fish in the field are best euthanized in tricaine methane sulphonate. Care should
be taken to avoid changes to acidic pH at high concentrations of the solute (see
protocols on tricaine use, Alpharma Animal Health (2001) and Brown (2003)).
Fish are frequently sampled using muscle biopsy from the right side of the body
(left side preserved intact for photodocumentation and morphological
examination whenever possible), right eye removal, right side pectoral fin clips
and occasionally gill material. Very small larvae and juveniles are sometimes
dissected in half, with the caudal end being sacrificed for molecular analyses.
Tissue explants can either be held dry in sealed vials along with, but separated
o
from a moist tissue pad at 0-4 C underneath melting ice, or in cryoprotectant
solution (L-15 medium, 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS),125 mM sucrose, 10%
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DMSO, for further information see Moritz & Labbe 2008). More information on
sampling in fish is available in chapter 22 of this manual.
Tissues that might contain parasites or other potential contaminants, such as gut
contents, should be avoided whenever possible. One can get around
contamination problems with specific PCR primers, but when generic fish primers
are used on fish samples that included gut contents from fish that eat other fish, it
is entirely possible to get both the predator and the prey amplified.
2.5.

Tissue/DNA collection techniques

Î Remember that when collecting tissue/DNA from voucher specimens.
Water (at any temperature) and temperature (depending on moisture) cause the
highest DNA degradation. Warm and moist is bad. Cold and dry is good.
Certain analysis techniques demand certain collecting techniques.
Certain collecting techniques are advantageous under certain climatic conditions.
For optimal results, it is recommended to use one of the following four strategies
of tissue and DNA preservation in the field:





Freezing
Fast drying
Storage in liquid media
DNA isolation in the field

The “gold standard” is to immerse all specimens/tissues immediately into vaporphase liquid nitrogen (VPLN) upon collecting using dry-shippers or cryotanks in
the field. Everything short of this represents some sort of compromise. It should
be noted that freezing can decrease yields of mitochondrial DNA if this is the
focal point – but if genomic DNA with just some mtDNA is desired, freezing will
produce adequate quantities. Many of the compromises described below are
either necessary or acceptable, or both. Depending on how many compromises
are introduced, the samples might not subsequently be amenable to protein,
RNA, genomic or other studies. Ancient DNA studies frequently take advantage
of samples that have undergone significant degradation, yet are still amenable to
e.g. mtDNA analysis. Taking large liquid nitrogen tanks or dry ice to the field
could result in logistical obstacles that could compromise the collection effort. If
any of the alternative collection techniques described below would enable orders
of magnitude more samples to be collected in perfect conditions for most
mitochondrial, chloroplast and nuclear DNA work, then the choice about how to
collect is obvious.
The rapid drying of plant tissues with desiccating agents was first suggested by
Liston et al. (1990) and Chase & Hills (1991). At present, silica gel is the most
common fast drying procedure for plant collecting (e.g. Cliquet & Jackson, 1997).
It is especially recommended in temperate regions, for plants which are nonsucculent, non-woody, with a non-waxy epidermis. The leaf material is collected
in paper bags (preferably tea bags as these allow evaporation) along with at least
10 times the weight of dry silica gel. The silica gel must remain dry during the
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whole storage process. It should be exchanged when the colour of the moisture
indicator dye changes (2-3 times; approximately every 6-24 hours, depending on
the tissue). Under humid conditions the use of screw-capped vials for storing the
tea bags may be preferable as these effectively exclude external moisture.
Dried samples are easy to handle, require no cooling devices in the field, and
can be stored for years at room temperature under desiccated conditions.
Problems may arise if the drying process is not fast enough, e.g., in xeromorphic
plants with a fleshy mesophyll and a thick, leathery and highly cutinized and
waxy epidermis. Such leaves tend to close their stomata after first contact with
silica gel, considerably slowing down the drying process with a negative influence
on the quality and quantity of DNA retrieval. Problems of this kind can be
circumvented by cutting the leaf tissue into smaller pieces before placing it into
the paper bag (see also point 2.4.1 above).
An alternative method of desiccation involves the crushing of the leaf tissue onto
FTA paper, which is a commercial medium initially developed for long-term
storage of blood spots. FTA cards are patented by Whatman to simplify the
handling and processing of nucleic acids under ambient temperatures (Smith &
Burgoyne, 2004) and are suitable for both plant and animal tissues. FTA cards
facilitate sample collection in remote locations and simplify sample
transportation. According to the manufacturer, virtually any type of organismic
material can be used and a variety of configurations are available to meet
specific requirements. We recommend using the FTA method for juicy tissue.
The FTA card contains chemicals that lyse cells, denature proteins and protect
nucleic acids from nucleases as well as from oxidative and UV damage. The
released nucleic acids are entrapped in the fiber matrix and remain immobilized
and stabilized for transport, immediate processing or long-term storage at
ambient temperature. The amount of DNA that can be stored on an FTA card is
limited. According to the manufacturers, FTA cards rapidly inactivate
microorganisms, including blood-borne pathogens, and prevent the growth of
bacteria. Up to now, 20 years of experience for DNA storage on FTA cards exist
but the DNA elution efficiency has been much improved only recently. DNA
released from FTA cards proved to be a suitable substrate for PCR-based
methods (Mas et al., 2007), whereas restriction enzyme applications were less
satisfactory because of low yields (Gemeinholzer, unpublished information).
Continuous efforts by the company to overcome this problem are in progress.
Contamination is one of the biggest problems when using FTA cards, which have
to be handled with special care. Special storage and transportation equipment is
available from the manufacturer.
Another substance, not commonly used for fast drying specimens for scientific
purposes yet but patented as desiccant, e.g. for drying of biomass, is Zeolite. It
is a silicate made from equal parts of silicon tetroxide and aluminum tetroxide
which might hold some potential for very rapid drying (Silva et al., 2007).
However, to date none of the authors of the present survey has any experience
with Zeolite.
Tissue collection in liquid media can be advantageous if fast drying or freezing
in the field is not possible. In plants, however, early work has shown that
treatments with different types of organic solvents like ethanol, methanol, or
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formaldehyde are unsuitable and result in DNA degradation after a few days
(Doyle & Dickson, 1987; Pyle & Adams, 1989). Nevertheless, in later studies the
successful use of 95% or absolute ethanol to preserve leaves from various plant
species was reported (Murray Pitas, 1996; Flournoy et al., 1996). For example,
Flournoy et al. (1996) showed that leaf tissue of spinach, juniper and broccoli
gave good yields of high molecular weight DNA after almost one year of storage
in ethanol, provided that a proteinase was included in the DNA extraction buffer.
Rogstad (1992) described the preservation of small pieces of leaf tissue in NaClsaturated solutions of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) at room
temperature. This technique has been used quite often since then, and has been
effective in our hands for Suaeda, Salicornia and other genera with succulent
species of the Chenopodiaceae, as well as Bromeliaceae. However, samples
should be processed as soon as possible after returning to the laboratory, and a
CTAB-based DNA isolation protocol (e.g., Doyle & Doyle, 1987) should be
applied. For animal tissue, storage in ethanol is most advisable. The higher the
alcohol concentration the better, absolute alcohol is best. The ratio of ethanol to
the sample volume should be about 3:1 (Seutin et al., 1991; Presnell et al.,
1997). Alternatively, animal tissues can be stored in salt-EDTA-DMSO solutions
that also hamper degradation processes, than however care has to be taken
concerning subsequent DNA extraction as many kits are based upon silica (salt)
binding membranes not determined for the salt buffer solution.
In some instances, logistical problems in the field, or problems with permits make
it nearly impossible to transport tissues. To circumvent these problems, Nickrent
(1994) suggested to prepare a raw extract using a standard CTAB DNA
extraction buffer in the field, and to store the homogenized and filtered extract at
ambient temperature until returning to the laboratory for completing the isolation
procedure. A more recent alternative is the use of automated field DNA
extractions. Several companies sell an instrument capable of taking a 96-well
plate of digested tissues (for which you need a small incubator/shaker) and
turning it into a plate of extracted, archivable DNA using magnetic beads in about
30 minutes – on a robotic platform that will fit into a case for many commercial
airlines, weighs less than 45 kg, and runs on standard power.
If you extract DNA in the field or store tissue in vials, be aware that qualitative
differences between different vial manufacturers exist. It is important to prevent
evaporation, e.g. during exposition of the vials to low air pressure in planes. One
should also be aware that cryo-tubes are designed for contraction during cooling
processes, but might not be the best choice for short-term storage above room
temperature.
In general, we strongly recommend testing the planned tissue preservation
strategy and DNA extraction methods on your group of organisms well before
going to the field. Especially in plants, DNA extraction can be tricky because of
the frequent presence of diverse polysaccharides, polyphenols and other
secondary compounds that may severely hamper molecular analyses (for a
review, see Weising et al., 2005). Optimize your technique before large scale
collecting in remote areas. While considering the different options for tissue
collection, also think beyond your own study to other potential uses of the
material.
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Silica gel is made of hygroscopic sodium silicate which is non-toxic, nonflammable, non-reactive and stable with ordinary usage; however, it might be
irritating to the respiratory tract, may cause irritation of the digestive tract, and
dust from the beads may irritate the skin and the eyes, so precautions for
handling should be taken. Most often silica gel is pre-mixed with a visible
indicator of the moisture content. Previously cobalt chloride (CoCl2) was added,
which causes the indicator to change from blue to pink when hydrated. Cobalt
chloride is toxic and may be carcinogenic - only handle with gloves! Recently, the
indicator has been substituted by the less dangerous ammonium iron sulphate
(NH4Fe(SO4)2) which causes the gel to change from orange (anhydrous) to
colourless (hydrated). Crystalline silica powder or silica dust are colourless, have
a higher hygroscopic capacity than silica gel and need to be mixed with some
moisture indicator, too. Crystalline silica dust can cause silicosis and should only
be used with face masks or handled under a laboratory hood or laminar flow.
Once silica gel is saturated with water, the gel can be re-used after desiccation.
This can be achieved by heating to 120°C (250°F) for two hours or even using a
frying pan). It is not recommended to use a microwave oven as too high
temperatures can lead to melting processes. If silica gel is to be reused, care
must be taken to ensure that no fragments of previously dried tissues are carried
over.
2.6.

Logistics, precautions and safety

If possible, make a prior visit to the site to confirm the identity of the taxa to be
sampled and to choose an adequate season for collecting. Such a pre-visit also
provides an opportunity to collect additional voucher specimens in a different life
stage, to study maps of the area and to set up a rough timetable for the collecting
trip. Detailed climatic data and recent weather reports (particularly important
when collecting in mountainous areas) are available from the internet for most
places in the world. Check the area for accommodation and service stations,
particularly in remote regions. Think through contingency plans in the event of an
emergency and carry appropriate telephone numbers with you. Where telephone
signal coverage is limited, radio communication may be necessary. Do not collect
all by yourself in isolated areas. Local guides can provide invaluable help in
finding your way and avoiding problems of any kind. Before you leave, give your
itinerary to someone who will take care and appropriate action if regular prearranged contact is lost.
Check beforehand if electricity, gas, or any other equipment you need is
available on the site.
Concerning safety in the field, literature on possible health hazards associated
with the collection and handling of post-mortem zoological material does exist
(Irvin et al., 1972), also including a checklist of diseases mainly related to
collecting samples from vertebrates. Be aware you might need vaccination (e.g.
hepatitis), especially for collecting animal blood.
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3.

In the field

On arriving at a collecting site, it is important to first estimate the number, size
and distribution of populations of the species under consideration. Any collection
is started by filling out the general comments in the collection sheet (who, when,
where). A GPS should be used for proper geo-referencing (see also chapter 4).
Extra batteries should be brought along, and backups be done if electronic
storage of data is the only record. Otherwise, GPS measurements should be
recorded in a pocketbook.
Samples are usually identified by morphological characters, and photographed
prior to tissue sampling and preparation of a voucher. If this is going to be timeconsuming, then care must be taken to minimize degradation of the samples in
the interim. DNA degradation starts immediately and the tissue sample designed
for DNA analysis should be secured as fast as possible, e.g., by adding silica gel.
Be aware that voucher specimens can be very tolerant to conditions that the
DNA is not. Depending on the storage process, several changes or iterations
might be necessary. For example, the silica gel (for drying plant tissue) or
ethanol (for conserving animal tissue) might need changing once or several times
after the initial preservation (see also above).
At least one voucher specimen per population should be kept for reference, but
frequently vouchers of all specimens turn out to be valuable or necessary. When
morphological diversity within the population is large, several individuals should
be sampled. Keep a record about which DNA sample is directly associated with
the voucher. This cross link is very important for documentation purposes. In
case DNA is taken from the same population but not from the actually vouchered
individual, then this has to be noted down accordingly. Mixed collections are to
be avoided. For some (especially large-sized) animals it is not permitted or
otherwise impossible to make a voucher. In these cases, an e-voucher, e.g. a
photo, should be prepared instead. As herbarium vouchers accompanying the
DNA sample serve as evidence for the identification of a sample, they should
ideally be taken from a fertile individual, displaying flowers or fruits. Characters
that are likely to be lost after processing should be captured, e.g. by providing a
description on the specimen label or by creating an e-voucher. These characters
may include habit, flower or fruit colour, smell, and the presence and colour of
sap.
Individuals from populations should be sampled as randomly as possible.
Whatever method is used (e.g. transect, random), biased sampling (the selection
of individuals on the basis of appearance, ease of collection, etc.) should be
avoided. Material should be checked for pathogens, fungi or other organisms on
the surfaces to avoid contamination.
For collecting plant tissue in silica gel, the specimen is put into paper bags,
preferably tea bags, and put in a zip-lock bag or a screw-capped vial with dry
silica gel. Bags are then folded and stapled, and seams checked for potential
leakage. Each bag is labelled individually with unique identifiers being traceable
to the voucher specimen as well as site information, collection date, collector,
collection techniques, etc. (see Table 1). On tea bags, labelling with pens or
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pencils is most advisable. It is recommended also to label the zip-lock bag. In
general, several tea bags can be placed into one zip-lock bag; however, attention
has to be paid to the silica gel which must be dry during the whole storage
process. During the first days of storage, the silica gel will therefore have to be
changed at certain intervals.
A permanent marker should be used for labelling collection tubes or vials.
Information on the tube should be precise and reduced to a minimum. Markers
should be checked for staying permanent in contact with ethanol and salt
solution. The same labelling should be applied to the voucher and tube if the
tissue is derived from the same specimen. The unique ID number on the tube
must refer to a database where additional information can be found. Filling and
labelling vials or at least printing labels prior to field work may substantially save
time.
A critical source of potential error is placing tissues into the wrong tube, or
multiple tissues into the same tube. This can be avoided by having two working
boxes – one that contains the empty (or pre-filled) tubes and another to where
the labelled tubes are being transferred after the sample has been added. The
tube’s identification number and sample ID should be verified in the database.
Much care needs to be taken to avoid sample-to-sample contamination between
handling subsequent specimens. Tweezers, scissors, scalpels, etc. used to
collect or fragment tissue, should be rinsed shortly in alcohol after handling each
individual specimen. Sterilization of instruments in certain intervals, e.g. by flame,
bleach treatment or use of 96% alcohol is an important precaution to combat
contamination.
Samples and chemicals are best stored in a cool, dark, dry place to minimize
chemical reactions, and (UV) light exposure. Solutions used (anaesthesia,
fixative, CTAB solutions etc.) and the duration of the treatment should be entered
in the “tissue preservation” field of the collection spreadsheet in the database.
Before moving to another field site, it is recommended to clean and sterilise all
field equipment (clothes, plastic holding jars/bottles/plastic ware) to prevent
disease transmission and to minimize cross-contamination of localities. Also
check clothing and shoes for attached seeds or fruits before leaving a collecting
site. Collectors can unwittingly transfer organic material from one population of a
species to another. With regard to plant seeds, this could lead to undesirable outcrossing events in certain narrow endemic species. Human-dispersed biota might
also become a serious pest at another locality, or lead to hybridisation with
closely related species resulting in loss of genetic integrity of the populations
affected.
In the case of higher vertebrates, extra care should be taken because many
health hazards for humans are associated with the handling of post-mortem
material, like blood. One should also be aware that the plant and animal parts
touched during collecting may be poisonous. Care should be taken about irritant
hairs; gloves should be worn wherever appropriate.
Particularly when collecting material from rare species at sites close to public
areas, attracting attention should be avoided by inconspicuous behaviour. Heavy
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trampling around the collecting site, potentially drawing attention to rare plants, is
to be avoided as well.
It is advisable to check and complete the field notes after each collection day.
Even minor details may be of later interest. The collection database should be
updated as soon as possible.
3.1.

Standard of work

In zoology, sampling methods and strategies can be very diverse, depending on
the taxa under investigation, ranging from large terrestrial mammals, either
nocturnal or diurnal, to flying birds, aquatic vertebrates and many different
invertebrates. In botany, sampling aquatic plants is different from sampling
succulent land plants, and different secondary compound compositions may
demand different collecting techniques. It is therefore highly important to develop
standard protocols for each of the processes that must apply to each particular
type of fauna and flora when working in the field. To make the collecting of
samples as efficient, representative, reliable and homogeneous as possible one
may not allow too much space for improvisation. This is especially true if the
collection procedure needs to be repeated for one reason or the other. As
exaggerated sampling will have a negative impact on fauna and flora, it is one´s
obligation to make sure that not more samples than absolutely necessary are
processed. Before going out to the field, it is therefore highly recommendable to
establish written protocols that describe all processes in detail, always based on
the existing bibliography and on previous successful experiences.
4.

Transportation of samples and arrival at the laboratory

Air and ground carriers have been changing their regulations and requirements
for transportation of ethanol, liquid nitrogen, nitrogen dry shippers and dry ice
frequently in recent years. Knowledge of current procedures, labelling
requirements, etc., will help to avoid catastrophic sample loss due to delays and
unexpected storage periods en route. Samples should be brought to the
laboratory as fast as possible, and under as stable conditions as possible. Try to
maintain control/ownership of your specimens. It is recommended to accompany
one’s specimens personally rather than sending specimens via mail as they
might get lost. It is advisable to obtain information about the reliability of mail
shipments in the respective countries beforehand. Sometimes it is possible to
contract parcel post insurance; however, if the parcel is lost, most often the value
is irrecoverable. Sending specimens via ocean freighter from one continent to
another is not recommended as long transportation times have a potentially
negative effect on the specimens´ DNA quality. If vials are used for
transportation, care should be taken that lids are tightly closed, vials don't get
squeezed, and changes in air-pressure and temperature won't affect the
samples. Sometimes it is advisable to wrap cling-film or Stretch-Tite around the
lids of vials before the transport to avoid evaporation. We recommend taking the
samples in the cabin when travelling by plane, since temperature and air
pressure are more constant there. If silica gel is used, the corresponding material
safety data sheet should be carried along if questioned at borders.
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Back to the laboratory, samples should be checked and transferred to stable
conditions for short, medium or long term storage as soon as possible. Care
should be taken about documentation, and missing information about transport
and final destination be added.
5.

Deposition of material in natural history collections

It is mandatory to guarantee both short-term and long-term preservation of the
collected specimens to deposit material in natural history collections. The
scientific institutions that will receive the material must therefore ensure that
there is sufficient space and budget available to correctly house and maintain the
specimens for the long-term. As the samples collected in the field have only been
prepared in a provisional way, additional handling and data entry will be
necessary once they are deposited in a research collection. In the case of tissue
samples, permanent and safe physical space in, e.g., freezers and cryo-vats
must be available and accessible. One should be aware that, as a general rule,
most natural history collections are only willing to store (tissues and/or DNAs
from) vouchered and well documented material.
Once incorporated into a national collection, voucher specimens may be
examined by many researchers over time. If the country of origin placed
restrictions on the use of voucher material in the collection (or export) permit,
such as stipulating that vouchers may not be used for third-party DNA extraction
or not to be sent on loan to another institution, then these restrictions need to be
noted on the specimen itself (and ideally also in the management system of the
collection housing the specimen; compare Savolainen et al., 2006).
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Fig. 1. A. Out in the field (Siberia, Altai region) for DNA collection; B. Taking samples in
the field; C. Sampling marine organisms; D. Example on how specimens (here Leuciscus
leusciscus (Linnaeus, 1758)) are photographed before taking tissues; E. Vials of different
types; F. Taking tissue samples from a wire; G. Laboratory equipment if tissue is taken in
the lab; H. Barcode labelled specimen and the corresponding database;. (Picture A by N.
Enke; B by A. Camacho, C. by Panglao Marine Biodiversity Project 2004; D by M.
Rawson; E. by G. Droege; F & H. by I. Rey; G. by G. Droege and H. Zetzsche.
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7.

Appendices

Appendix 1: Top Ten List – DOs and DON’Ts
1. Try to do what is BEST – NOT what is EASIEST – This starts with tissue
sampling for later DNA analysis. Try to get the tissue/DNA preserved in the
best state as early in the pipeline as possible so that degraded DNA is not
what enters the biorepository.
2. Strive for the GOAL: Specimen vouchered in an accessible collection, tissue
and/or DNA extract in an accessible biorepository, sequences in GenBank,
all metadata available/included. **ANY MISSING PIECE REDUCES THE
VALUE**
3. DO your homework – do you know: what to expect? What to do with it when
you get it? How to transport? How to record (what) data?
4. DON’T collect, export, import or transport specimens, tissues, or DNAs
without the necessary official permits.
5. DON’T put off metadata documentation until later – it is harder, takes
significantly longer to do so, and usually ends up less complete and
accurate when postponing it.
6. Do realize the difference (in time, resources, necessary partnerships, etc)
between building a reference library of vouchered, high-quality specimens,
tissues, DNAs and sequences and just collecting and barcoding to get a
quick identification of something you are not going to study any further.
7. Do recognize the limitations of compromising or taking shortcuts on
easier/quicker/cheaper methods – use best practices.
8. Do AVOID sample-to-sample contamination.
9. Do ASK FOR HELP or advice if not sure about the best way of how to
proceed.
10. OPTIMIZE short- and long-term preservation of the collected specimens.

Appendix 2: Checklist of possible equipment for collection trips
Chemicals and their storage
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95% (> 70%) ethanol (DO NOT SUBSTITUTE WITH ANY OTHER TYPE OF
ALCOHOL)
DMSO salt buffer
Saturated NaCl-CTAB buffer
Distilled water (or deionized water)
Various plastic jars/bottles (with watertight cap) for transporting chemicals
Paper envelope which is bleach free
Silica gel
FTA paper
Cling-film or Stretch-Tite for vial wrapping is sometimes advantageous during
transport

Capture/storage equipment









Waterproof plastic jars/bottles or Tupperware
Plastic Zip-lock bags (various sizes)
Paper bags
Scissors
Scalpel
Tweezers
Vials or Microtubes (screw cap with O-ring) – one for each individual
sampled (2 ml or various sizes)
Pipette or medicine dropper – for filling microtubes with solutions

Miscellaneous





Fine point sharpie markers
Micron archival ink pens
Pencils
Labels
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Abstract
Insecticidal knockdown or canopy fogging is an easy-to-apply method to explore
the canopy habitat, which harbours an abundant and diverse fauna of arthropods
but which is still largely neglected in research. The method is sufficiently
developed that a large proportion of the canopy fauna can be collected semiquantitatively without causing much spatiotemporal disturbance. This requires
the use of natural pyrethrum diluted in a paraffin-like carrier substance. Natural
pyrethrum is highly specific to arthropods and quickly destroyed in sunlight
without leaving persistent toxic substances in the ecosystem. The large
dependence of the fogging method on the weather conditions are more than just
compensated by the faunistic data allowing a tree specific analysis of the
diversity, structure and dynamics of arboreal communities. Today, fogging
produces more than descriptive data but is used in experimental research, like
the biodiversity exploratories established in Germany, which aim at investigating
the relation between biodiversity and ecosystem functioning.

Key words: Fogging, community, natural pyrethrum, pyrethroids
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1.

Introduction

I remember how astonished I was when I heard in a lecture about forest ecology
at the beginning of my study how little we still know about the functioning of
forest ecosystems and how far we still have to go before we might be able to use
such complex ecosystems in a sustainable way. Evidence for this comes from
the regularly occurring gradations of phytophagous or saproxylic insects, which
cause enormous economic damage every year. How is this possible in a country
with such a long history in forest research (Küster, 1998) I thought? Today, after
18 years of forest research I think part of the answer can be found in the canopy,
a habitat that has simply been forgotten in the past.
One can say that the basics of modern canopy research lies in tropical rain
forests where species diversity shows a maximum (Stork et al., 1997; Linsenmair
et al., 2001; Basset et al., 2003a). This was demonstrated by Erwin’s work on
canopy arthropods and his estimation of global species richness (Erwin, 1982).
He applied the canopy fogging method, which was until then largely unfamiliar
(Southwood, 1961; Southwood et al., 1982), to individual trees of a lowland rain
forest focusing on beetles in his analysis. From his data he concluded that global
species richness must be much higher than the assumed two million species of
plants and animals. His two-page paper caused a reorientation of biodiversity
research, which focused on tropical forests for the next two decades.
Approximately since 10 years it is known that also trees in the temperate zone
harbour a diverse and abundant fauna of arthropods. For example, in 705
fogging samples from individual tree crowns in Europe the number of free living
arthropods varied between some hundred and 40.000 specimens (Floren, own
data). Extrapolating these numbers to a single hectare of mixed deciduous
European forest resulted in a conservative estimation of at least 1 million
arthropods living in the canopy (Floren, 2008). These numbers alone suggest
that the canopy fauna is of large importance for ecosystem processes and can
not be neglected when analysing biotic interactions, energy fluxes etc., although
this is still often praxis (Ellenberg et al., 1986; Floren & Schmidl, 2008).
New and adopted methods were required and developed during the last years
(Basset et al., 2003b). Probably most often used are eclectors, flight interception
traps and canopy fogging. The advantage of the fogging lies first in a semiquantitative collection of arthropods that move on leaf and branches and second
in a much better chance to assign the collected species to a particular tree
allowing to picture the tree specific fauna with hitherto impossible accurateness
(Sprick & Floren, 2007; 2008). The results of the different methodical approaches
are difficult to compare because eclectors and flight interception traps collect only
few specimens per day and need to be installed several months in order to get a
representative faunistic sample (e.g. Floren & Schmidl, 2003; Müller et al., 2008).
2.

The operating mode of the fogging machine

As its very name indicates, insecticidal knockdown uses an insecticide as a
killing agent, which is applied in the tree crown by a special fogging machine.
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The machine itself is rather simple and easy to handle: a fuel-air mixture is
ignited in a combustion chamber generating a gas column in the resonator pipe,
which oscillates ca. 90 times per second. The insecticide is injected at the end of
the pipe and dispersed into fine droplets of less than 10 micrometers (Fig. 1).
Because the fog is warm and expels with high velocity it raises high enough to
penetrate the canopy of temperate European trees.

Fig. 1. The fogging machine (here an SN-50, operating manual SN-50, Swingtec GmbH,
Germany) and its mode of operation.

The fogging machine is very loud (even when a noise protection device is used)
and ear muffs are a must for anyone. Moreover, the machine is getting hot during
fogging and often the burned patterns on the forearms of student helpers
document their participation at a fogging project.
A one millimeter diameter of the nozzle through which the insecticide is injected
produces a thick fog (Fig. 2) without depleting the fuel tank too quickly, allowing
fogging several trees. During fogging the machine is usually held upwards. This,
however, prevents a continuous fuel supply finally resulting in a disquietingly
operating machine until it extinguishes. If this occurs, the expelled fuel-oil mixture
inflames at the hot exhaust.
2.1.

Insecticide and carrier substance

The insecticides used in fogging studies are mostly synthetical pyrethroids (e.g.
Permethrin), which derive structurally from pyrethrins the main components of
natural pyrethrum (NP). The first pyrethroids synthesized were photosensitive
and broken apart by sunlight quickly. Therefore, pyrethroids became
economically successful only after the development of photostability. Pyrethroids
are contact poisons and characterised by a high knockdown  but a low knockout
capacity. They were designed to replace organochlorine pesticides,
organophosphates and carbamates, which are toxicologically and ecologically
much more hazardous (Fromme, 2005). They persist in the ecosystem for
several weeks but do not accumulate in the food web (Forth et al., 2005).
Chemically, pyrethroids are esters derived from chrysanthemic and pyrethroic
acids and an alcohol (Schulz et al., 1993, Forth et al., 2005). Due to the quick
metabolisation of pyrethroids synergists are added as stabilizers and effect
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enhancers, like Piperonylbutoxid (PBO), which inhibits the enzymatic metabolism
in the arthropod. PBO itself is not toxic for insects and toxicity for mammals is low
(Perkow & Ploss, 2007). The insecticide is usually diluted in diesel oil, which also
contains synthetic additives serving as a carrier substance. Highly raffinated
white oil can be used instead (for example Essobayol 82). The oil also causes
the good visibility of the fog allowing to visually controlling the effectiveness of
the fogging (Fig. 2).
From an ecological point of view, the negative implications of synthetic
pyrethroides (next paragraph) can be avoided by using NP as an insecticide. NP
is an old insecticide known for several thousand of years. In the medieval times it
was known as Persian- and later as Dalmatian insect powder. Its characteristic
properties: it is highly specific to arthropods, liphophilic, has a low vapor, and is
quickly destroyed in sunlight due to its photosensitivity. It is only little poisonous
to endothermic organisms and does not affect groundwater but it is toxic to fish.
Main components are Pyrethrines (ca. 40%), Cinerin (ca. 10%) and Jasmolin (ca.
5%) (Schulz et al., 1993). NP is extracted from various species of dried
chrysanthemums (Tanacetum cineraifolium (Trevir.) Sch.-Bip. and T. coccineum
(Willd.) Grierson. (Asteraceae)). They are cultivated and harvested on a grand
scale in East-Africa. The price depends on the world market but is significantly
higher than the price for synthetic pyrethroids (a 16 kg drum around 1500 €).
3.

Effectiveness of natural pyrethrum on arthropods and endotherms

Pyrethroids are highly effective neurotoxins. The mechanism of action requires
direct contact with the arthropod and is based on the blockage of sodium
movement into nerve cells via inhibition of the enzymes adenosine triphosphate
and acetylcholinesterase and the gamma-aminobutyric acidA receptor (Katz et
al., 2008). NP is highly specific to arthropods and possesses a high knockdown
capacity while simultaneously having only a low knockout capacity. Furthermore,
NP is highly repellent and used to antagonize hidden living arthropods.
Pyrethroids do not or little affect plant pathogenic mites and well protected scale
insects (Herve, 1985). Resistance to pyrethroids was observed after widespread
application in the field and is based on an overproduction of esterases and an
increase of mixed function oxidase activity (Khambay, 2002; Schröder et al.,
2009). In humans dermal absorption over the integument is poor. Pyrethroids are
most effective when inhaled but quickly destroyed by hydrolases, enzymes that
are lacking in arthropods. Pyrethroids are not stored in body tissue. Acute
exposure causes reddening and irritations of skin, mucosa and the respiratory
passages (Forth et al., 2005). Pyrethroids may cause contact allergies (Fromme,
2005). The central nervous system might be affected from chronic exposure
(Erikson & Frederiksson, 1993). Using synthetic pyrethroids requires therefore
the abidance of safety measures, like wearing a respirator.
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Fig. 2. Applying the fogging in the field (Photos by A. Floren).
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4.

Dosage of the insecticide and duration of the fogging

The great dependence of the fogging method on the weather conditions is
problematic. Fogging cannot be carried out during rain, when there is too much
dew or strong air currency. Generally, the best time is shortly after sunrise or
before sun set when there is no thermal up wind. Due to this, fogging is rarely
possible during the day. Attention should be paid that some groups of arthropods
are more active in late warm afternoon, what may affect the results. Depending
on the local conditions fogging is applied between three to ten minutes. In order
to guarantee full impact of the insecticide, the exposure time of the fog in a tree
crown should be at least three minutes.
Most trees in Europe reach heights of 30 to 40 meters, which could be reached
by the fog under favourable conditions (Fig. 2A, B). However, such heights are
not reached when air currencies prevent the fog from rising vertically. Given such
conditions, fogging should be performed in the tree crown (Fig. 2D), from large
ladders (Fig. 2C), or if necessary from a larger distance so that the fog can slowly
travel to the tree tops. Pointing the fogging machine along another tree trunk may
serve the expelling fog to ascent a few meters higher.
A 1% concentration of the actual insecticide is sufficient to guarantee a high
knockdown effect (Adis et al., 1998). Very quickly, small soft skinned arthropods
come down, like wasps (Hymenoptera), various groups of Diptera and
Psocoptera. Spiders try to escape at their silky thread, only to end up in the
collecting sheets. Larger beetles and grasshoppers can be heard dropping down
still after one and a half hour following fogging. Therefore, an insect dropping
time of two hours should be allowed before all specimens are collected with a
fine brush and a kitchen shovel and stored in 70% ethanol. A concentration less
than 1% will only numb robust arthropods temporally and they recover quickly,
indicating that fogging can also be used to collect living arthropods (see
Paarmann & Kerck, 1997). As some arthropods run hectically around after
dropping down, the collecting sheets should be suspended so that specimens
skid to the centre (Fig. 2).
Regularly it is criticized that the arthropods, obtained by fogging, are not
preserved in an adequate way, because all are stored in ethanol. However, the
necessity to process all samples immediately (usually several samples a day)
make it impossible to treat different groups of arthropods in different ways.
Furthermore, some of the arthropods are too small to be visible and can only be
sorted in the lab using a stereomicroscope. This is the only way to guarantee that
all specimens will finally reach the specialist. The storage in ethanol is therefore
the only feasible way when specialists are not on site to pick their favourite
groups personally.
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Fig. 3. Due to the high knockdown capacity of natural pyrethrum the ‘insect rain’ starts
immediately after fogging. The fogging of this oak tree resulted in more than 40 000
arthropods (Photo by A. Floren).

5.

The study area, installation of collecting sheets and tree selectivity

The ground vegetation beneath the study trees must be cleared from high
vegetation. Ideally, the collecting sheets should be suspended preventing soil
arthropods from entering the sheets. Thus one can avoid later discussions
whether ecologically interesting species were in fact sampled from the canopy.
For the same reason the collecting sheets should be cleaned after usage.
A word about the collecting sheets: while collecting funnels were round or
rectangular and suspended on ropes installed above the ground at the beginning
(Erwin, 1983; Stork, 1987; Floren & Linsenmair, 1997), I am using only stable
plastic sheets (mainly pieces of 4 x 5 meter), which are easy to transport and
quickly mounted (Floren & Schmidl, 2003). Their plain surface prevents
arthropods from getting caught with their tarsal claws. The use of large plastic
sheets is not only quicker but makes it also easier to cover most of the crown
projection (80-90% can be achieved mostly). This is desirable in order to get a
reliable subsample of the arboreal fauna. However, many studies still use only
few square meters, loosing most of the dropping specimens and therefore a lot of
valuable information. At the sides of hills and mountains or in savannahs where
wind is coming up quickly after having performed the fogging, the suspended
collecting sheets must be fixed on the ground in order to prevent them from being
turned upwards thereby loosing all the arthropods. This method is preferred to
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weighting the collecting sheets with stones or pieces of wood because in this
case contamination with soil arthropods can occur.
In temperate forests tree selectivity is achieved by simply sparing out branches
from neighbouring trees and exact positioning of the collecting sheets beneath
the study tree. This is quite important because species abundances often allow
inferring on tree specific association (Floren & Gogala, 2002; Sprick & Floren,
2007, 2008). Guaranteeing tree specificity can be a larger problem in tropical
forests, however, where several species of trees can grow within a few meters. In
order to exclude collecting arthropods from different neighbouring trees or trees
of the higher canopy that may partly cover the crown of the study tree, I stretched
out a large cotton cloth above the study tree the day before fogging in previous
studies (Floren & Linsenmair, 1997). This approach has proven very efficient but
the amount of work is large. Alternatively, the search time for suitable tree
species is much higher and can usually been carried out only with the help of a
botanist.

Fig. 4. Fogging a young tree by using a large cotton sac. (Photo by A. Floren).

The fogging can also be used to collect the arthropods from young trees or
bushes. This requires to carefully installing the collecting funnels beneath the
tree without causing disturbance. A cotton sac is then quickly put on the plant
and the fog blown inside for a few seconds from below (Fig. 4). After shaking the
tree the arthropods can be sampled a few minutes later.
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6.

Disturbance generated by fogging

Fogging was considered to be a mass destructive method for a long time. This
negative label can be adjusted when the fogging experiment is applied
professional, including the usage of natural pyrethrum. After being applied to the
tree, the fog mixes with the higher air and is quickly blown away by the wind so
that already a few minutes after the application, nothing indicates that a fogging
experiment was performed. During inversions, which are sometimes observed,
the fog can be pushed downwards again. Such situations can look ghastly and
although no harm emanates from the NP, people might feel threatened. The
disturbance caused by the fogging is spatiotemporally limited and the effect of
the insecticide decreases quickly with increasing distance from the study tree;
already in hundred meters distance from the place of fogging specimens recover
quickly (Floren & Schmidl, 2003).
The question how quickly tree specific communities recover after fogging has not
gained much attraction. The few results available show a large variability; for
example Stork (1991) collected only 20% of the original number of specimen
after re-fogging a tree in Borneo, an effect that might be caused by the persistent
insecticide, however. On the other hand approximately the same number of
specimens was collected in a re-fog 10 days after the initial fog in a forest in Peru
(cited after Stork & Hammond, 1997). In a more comprehensive study Horstmann
et al. (1999) found that the re-colonization of fogged trees by small Hymenoptera
in a lowland rain forest of Borneo was still incomplete after periods of 7-19
month. Generally, re-fogging data vary largely indicating that the rearrangement
of communities is largely unpredictable (Floren, 2003, 2008). In contrast,
communities of arboreal arthropods in temperate regions with their pronounced
seasonality seem not to be distinguishable from those collected in the following
year.
Due to high visibility of the fog one should bear in mind to inform the local fire
brigade in order to prevent a needless move out as I had experienced a few
times. As there is no fire brigade in tropical regions it is all the more important to
inform the people living in the surrounding area about the project and the
harmless of the fog.
7.

Comparability of fogging investigations

Adis et al. (1998) published recommendations for the standardisation of fogging
experiments arguing for better comparability of data. One can assume, however,
that fogging, if applied properly, produce comparable data independent whether it
was carried out in the tree or from the ground or what type of collecting sheets
were used. More important is the underlying question of the study. For example,
are data on seasonal effects comparable with those on stratification? How did the
local weather conditions affect the quality of the data etc.? Comparison of
absolute numbers of arthropods (like specimens per square meter) are more
difficult to interpret because species abundances depend on small scale factors,
which are difficult to measure, like microclimatic conditions, differences in habitat
structure etc. Furthermore, such comparisons require the consideration of tree
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specific parameters like crown size, crown volume, percent leaf cover, diameter
of trunk in breast height etc. Leaf cover, is of particular importance. It can be
measured as the relative proportion of leaf area against the sky (Floren &
Linsenmair, 1998). The standardised number of arthropods (SA) is then:
SA = (arthropods/sqm) * 100/rel. proportion of leaf cover.
A canopy community is not sampled completely by insecticidal knockdown.
Indispensable failures derive from arthropods drifting away during their way down
or which miss the sheets, specimens that skitter away or those that remain on
the leaf or in bark crevices. One can assume to collect another 5 to 20% of
arthropods when the collecting sheets remain in place until the other day (Floren
& Schmidl, 2003). It must also be mentioned that fogging does certainly not
sample arthropods living in epiphytes or in suspended soils, like detritus
accumulations, ferns etc. (Yanoviak et al., 2004).
8.

Which groups of arthropods are sampled reliably?

It is not surprising that fogging collects mainly arthropods that live free in the tree,
while endophytic species are undersampled (mainly species of the voluminous
wooden body – stem, branches and bark – and small species that stay in bark
crevices or in flowers etc.). Mites, Collembola and Thysanoptera vary greatly
between fogged trees and they are certainly much more numerous than reflected
in the fogging samples (references in Floren & Schmidl, 2008). As fogging is not
the most appropriate method of trapping these groups, I do not consider them in
community level analysis.
Time and again the question comes up whether fogging samples also large
animals, like stag beetles or fast flying insects. The answer is yes, there are
good-flying insects in the samples, like horseflies (Diptera), but it is not known
whether they are collected quantitatively. Fogging does not sample large
butterflies, simply because they are rarely found in the crowns, while small moth
can be quite numerous. In this context one should consider that a fogging
experiment is a brief operation and that the sampled part of the canopy is rather
small reducing the chance to collect less frequent specimens.
9.

Concluding remarks

Insecticidal knockdown makes it possible to collect arboreal free living arthropods
in a semi-quantitative way, allowing characterising tree specific communities in
their diversity, structure and dynamics. In this respect fogging is unique. Although
arthropod abundance in the trees is high one can just ask as well why species do
not reach even higher numbers. For example, common species, like
phytophagous Rhynchaenus fagi (Curculionidae, Coleoptera), can be collected
with more than 3000 individuals per tree, but in relation to all leaf of an individual
tree this number is comparatively low, too.
While fogging was used to collect and to characterise the arboreal fauna of
different trees during the last years (references in Floren & Schmidl 2008) it is
applied today also in experimental research, for example to analyse
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recolonisation dynamics, in predator exclusion experiments or to analyse
changes in canopy communities after manipulation of resources
(http://www.biodiversity-exploratories.de).
Following the recommendations given in this paper we can assume that canopy
fogging produces a representative picture of the canopy assemblage. In Europe
this requires to fog between 5 and 10 trees per tree species and arthropod
groups in most cases. Tables summarising the advantages and disadvantages of
insecticidal knockdown have been already published (Adis et al.; 1998 Stork &
Hammond 1997; Basset et al.,2003b). Therefore, I do not want to add another list
but make the following general remarks:


Fogging is a highly effective method of collecting canopy arthropods but one
can make the best of the data only when the whole community of canopy
arthropods is sampled. By doing so a surprisingly high efficiency is achieved
as demonstrated by a study of canopy spiders in a SE-Asian lowland
rainforest, where different forest types could be distinguished by singletons
alone by using advanced statistical methods (Floren & Müller, submitted).



One should avoid false expectations. Insecticidal knockdown is not
universally applicable but has, as any other method, its pros and cons. It
allows a quick characterisation of the canopy community but can not replace
other approaches like selective searching for e.g. cryptic or endophytic
species.



Finally, it should be noted that due to the large dependence on the weather
conditions a fogging experiment can not be forced and field work is more
unpredictable than applying different methods.
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Abstract
Soil is defined, and its components, structure, types, pedogenic regimes and
classifications are briefly described. Rhizosphere and MSS (mesocavernous
shallow stratum) are summarized and their importance emphasized. A diagnosis
of the soil fauna is given and its representative groups recorded, these being
divided for practical reasons into microfauna and macrofauna. Conservation
issues are briefly addressed. Sampling methods are reviewed in a
comprehensive treatment, and divided into field procedures and laboratory
techniques. The field methods described are: direct sampling, sifting, pitfall traps,
MSS traps, slope boring and hand collecting. Laboratory methods treated are:
filtering, flotation, decantation, elutriation, flotation-centrifugation, and use of
Berlese-Tullgren funnels, Moczarski eclectors and Baermann funnels.
Recommendations on the construction of different traps, conservation, transport
and preservative preparation are also given.

Key words: mesocavernous shallow stratum, trapping, field methods,
laboratory methods, conservation
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1.
1.1.

Introduction
Definition and components

Soil, at a global scale, is a complex natural film discontinuously covering the
Earth’s surface that is not underwater. As with most living things, soils start,
develop, mature, age and either disappear or fossilize. The peculiar chemistry of
the constant presence of large quantities of water impede the formation of soils,
although moderate to high quantities of water do not stop the formation of
particular kinds of soils, but soil formation is never completely finished under
water. Soil can also be defined as an interface between the four main
components: minerals, water, air and organic matter (either living or dead), or in
other words, the lithosphere, the hydrosphere, the atmosphere and the
biosphere.
This mixture of gas, liquid and solid (a three-phase system) has a structure,
which varies depending upon several factors: the nature of the original rock(s);
their mineral component(s); the porosity of the structure and the ability of these
pores to absorb gas and liquid components; the climate where the soil is
developing; the biota inhabiting it; and the time all these factors have been
interacting. Or in other words, its history (pedogenesis).
Soils are absent in some parts of the terrestrial environment: ice caps and
perpetually frozen peaks. Even on bare rocks, bacteria, lichens and mosses start
the gradual transformation into soil: this is called primary succession. Sooner or
later, depending upon these factors, a complex community will develop in this
growing soil (Lomolino et al., 2006).
Once a soil, even if primary (protosoil), has been established, the further
development will depend not only in the kind of protosoil, but also on climate,
surrounding vegetation and time. This secondary succession will lead to the
establishment of climax vegetation. The formation of a soil includes chemical
processes, such as weathering of the bedrock and alluvial deposits, oxidations
and reductions, hydrolysis, chelation or solution of ions, hydration, interactions
with organic substances (rotting, humus formation), and physical processes
(erosion), like freezing, thawing, leaching, wetting, drying, and different kinds of
transportation and depositions. The biota will also help: the organisms mix soil
materials and create pores that allow the lower layers to be affected by the other
factors; some of them (e.g. plant roots, bacteria and fungi) produce substances
that are freed to interact with the other soil components. The net of roots and
hyphae keep the stability of soils, and create an irregular system that also stores
organic matter.
Over all these factors, the main ruler is time. None of these processes will take
place if not enough time is allowed for them to act, and for all the factors to
interact. Interrupted soil forming processes will start again on the new basis
created by the disturbance. These processes may be very fast or take millions of
years, until a mature soil is formed.
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The soil is important because of this interaction between its abiotic and biotic
components, because of its action as a substratum of wild plants and crops,
conveying the nutrients for the upper trophic levels in the life pyramid, and
because its biota are a fundamental part of the unknown biodiversity.
The science of studying soils is known as Soil Science, and has two main
branches: Edaphology (the influence of soil in living things, including man’s uses
- agriculture and related disciplines) and Pedology (study of soils in natural
environments), although this distinction is denied by some schools.
1.2.

Structure of soils

Soil is composed of layers (horizons). Every layer has its own peculiarities in the
proportions and characteristics of the three phases. From bottom to top, the soil
becomes less and less similar to the original parent rock, and the signs of
interaction with the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, and most of all, the biosphere,
become more and more evident.
Typically, a mature soil must have four horizons, which are separated according
to colour, structure (form and aggregation of grains, porosity), texture (proportion
of clay, silt and sand), consistency, rhizosphere, pH and some other characters
(Fig. 1). These are called by using letters, from top to bottom, O, A, B, C.
Sometimes the bedrock or parent rock in the bottom is called horizon R. Usually
they are easily separable by sight and by texture.

Fig. 1. Soil horizons and associated fauna (redrawn from Juberthie et al., 1980b).
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Horizon O. This is a horizon composed of organic matter which is not yet
decomposed (raw humus). It corresponds to litter in the usual meaning of this
word in biology. Mineral matter is almost absent. For some authors, this layer
is not a part of soil in fact, since it does not show clearly any of the processes
leading to soil formation. It is usually divided into two subhorizons (from top to
bottom): O1 and O2. The first has vegetal remains that can be recognized by
sight (pieces of leaves, etc.); in the second, recognition is not immediately
possible.



Horizon A. This is the top layer of the “true” soil. It is usually darker in
colour than lower horizons, because of the accumulation of humus (the stable
colloidal, uniform, dark substance resulting from chemical transformation of
the raw humus, the general organic matter of soil). This humus helps to
buffer soil pH, retains water, increases the soil capability of storing nutrients,
and sticks mineral grains together, thus improving the texture and structure of
soil, among other valuable properties. Horizon A is also poor in clay and
sesquioxides, and is where most of the biological activity takes place, so
most of the organisms are concentrated here.



Horizon B. This is the intermediate layer of the soil, usually containing
concentrations of clay and minerals of elements like iron or aluminium, or a
little organic material which arrives from above by leaching. Consequently, it
is usually reddish or brownish. It is also called the “illuviated” horizon
because it receives materials from above by filtering (illuviation) through
horizon A.



Horizon C. This is a horizon which is little affected by processes occurring in
the soil, showing a poor development from the parent rock that lies below,
being sometimes just a layer of (sometimes boulder-like) fragmented rock on
top of it.

In some classifications, horizons D, E and P are also recognized.
The horizons B and C are also united, from a biological point of view, by the MSS
(“milieu souterrain superficiel” (Juberthie et al., 1980a, b) or “mesocavernous
shallow stratum” (Ashmole et al., 1990), also called less often “superficial
underground compartment” (Juberthie & Delay, 1981) or “shallow subterranean
compartment” (Howarth, 1983) ) with caves and void subterranean spaces below
(lava tubes, etc.). This MSS is a network of cracks and crevices, mostly in C 1,
acting as corridors between the upper and the lower horizons, and into the
caves, a kind of living highway for exchange of biota both horizontally and
vertically, subject to seasonal temperature changes.
Another particular structure in the soil is the rhizosphere. This is defined as the
region of soil that is immediately adjacent to and affected by plant roots, forming
a boundary layer between roots and the surrounding soil (Cardon & Whitbeck,
2007). It is the interface where roots and their secretions (usually hormone-like,
called exudates, e.g. strigolactones, or allelochemicals, which prevent other
plants’ roots from growing), microorganisms, soil, nutrients and water interact.
The soil not affected by the rhizosphere is called bulk soil and is poorer in
organic matter and biota. Larger organisms tend to concentrate in the
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rhizosphere, where they can find food easily, since the exudate attracts
microorganisms and smaller fauna, and favours the growing of fungal mycelia.
Plant root growth (and thus the increase of the rhizosphere) is facilitated by the
burrowings of earthworms.
The rhizosphere and MSS are intimately linked, since the crevice system tends
to be occupied by roots even at very great depths, and root feeders may follow
them downwards.
1.3.

Soil types

Soil being a complex entity, it is not surprising to learn that there are many types.
However, two major factors (climate and parent rock) around the globe produce
four main pedogenic regimes, giving rise to four major types of zonal soils:


Podzolization. This occurs where temperatures are cool and precipitation is
abundant. Even with substantial plant growth, microbial activity is inhibited
causing humus to accumulate in the upper horizons and its soluble
components to be leached to lower horizons. Illuviation also reduces cations
in the soil, and acidifies it. The typical forests on these soils are coniferous
forests, or sometimes deciduous temperate forests.



Laterization. This happens where temperatures are warm and precipitation
is heavy. In these circumstances, microbes quickly break down all organic
matter, and there is no time for humus to accumulate. Oxides of iron and
aluminium precipitate to form a hard bricklike red layer (laterite). Cations are
leached with heavy rainfall, leaving behind a hard, poor and infertile soil if the
tropical cover forest is cut.



Calcification. This process develops in arid grasslands and shrublands with
a cool to hot climate, but with a very scanty precipitation. Cations are not
leached out, but they precipitate in the lower levels as a calcium carbonate
rich layer (this, if uncovered, forms a rocklike layer named caliche). If there is
enough rain, cations and other nutrients are mobilized upwards and
distributed in the soil, which is highly prized for agriculture.



Gleization. This is the typical process occurring in waterlogged areas, e.g. in
cold and wet polar regions. The water table is very high, preventing
decomposition, and accumulating acidic organic matter. Below this layer,
usually a layer of bluish-grey clay (gley) appears, containing partially reduced
iron (FeO). Nutrients are scarcely available, so the vegetation is grassy and
sparse.

However, certain rock types (e.g. gypsum, serpentine or limestone) or peculiar
soil conditions (like extreme acidity, or salt) may form azonal soils, which can
appear interspersed anywhere between the main kinds and its varieties.
1.4.

Classifications

There is no single classification of soils. Since the original classification of the
father of edaphology, Vasilij V. Dokučaev around 1880, many systems have
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been proposed. Of those still in use, some put special emphasis on the
pedogenetic processes and some on the recognizable features of the soils, so
these classifications are not equivalent. The most used are:


The French Soil Reference System. The “Référentiel pédologique français”
is based on pedogenesis (Baize & Girard, 2009) and widely used in French
territories and former colonies.



USDA Soil Taxonomy. This is a descriptive system based on soil
morphology (Soil Survey Staff, 1999), which allows the use of identification
keys (in English or Spanish) to name a soil (Soil Survey Staff, 2006). It is
mostly used in the USA and surrounding areas, but it has also been adapted
to other countries.



The FAO system. Originally envisaged as a legend to its famous Soil Map of
the World, it is a worldwide system, which underwent an important
improvement (FAO, 1988) and includes no climatic criteria. This system was
replaced in 1998 with the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB),
which is now the only international standard system adopted by the
International Union of Soil Sciences (IUSS Working Group WRB, 2007).

However, many countries have developed their own classification systems,
suitable to their own pedological units.
2.
2.1.

The soil fauna
Groups, size and distribution

Soil fauna is abundant, rich and diverse. High numbers of individuals and species
belonging to all terrestrial phyla can be found here (Rotifera, Annelida, Mollusca,
Tardigrada, and most of all, Nematoda and Arthropoda).
Usually Arthropoda show the highest diversity, although there are accounts
showing that they are probably equalled, if not surpassed, by the Nematoda (far
less studied and understood). Representatives of all the arthropodan subphyla
and of all of their terrestrian classes can be found in the soil: Cheliceromorpha
(scorpions, pseudoscorpions, spiders, harvestmen and mites, and other rarer
groups), Crustacea (amphipods and woodlice), Myriapoda (centipedes,
millipedes, and rarer groups), and Hexapoda (insects and close allies). The latter
are very well represented in the soil with the orders of entognathous hexapods
(considered by some to be three classes different from insects: Collembola,
Protura and Diplura), and 20 out of the 26 orders of ectognathous hexapoda (true
insects) (Greenslade, 1985, with the addition of Mantophasmatodea).
Nevertheless, apart from taxonomic classifications, some other kind of
classifications based upon horizontal distribution or body size can be more useful
for soil fauna. This classification on body size has widespread repercussions on
sampling and study of the different groups. Most authors (e.g. Wallwork, 1970)
(Fig. 2) differentiate three size classes: micro-, meso- and macrofauna.
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Fig. 2. Size classes in soil fauna groups, according to Wallwork (1970), modified to show
the 2 mm boundary (red line).

However, there is a fundamental division in the sampling methods for microfauna
and the other two groups (which will be referred to as macrofauna in the
following): separating specimens under 2 mm and substratum components in the
field is very difficult, when not impossible. So usually the methods intended to
collect microfauna under 2 mm (Nematoda, Tardigrada, Collembola, Acari, etc.)
the size of which is equal or less than the soil grain, are ‘blind’. This small size
does not allow the collector to make a separation of the sample into its faunal
and non-faunal components in situ, so it must be carried “as it is” to the
laboratory and processed there (see Laboratory extraction methods). The
collector is then compelled to extract an in toto sample of the soil under research
(containing litter, rhizosphere parts, mycelia, sifted soil, etc.) and to carry it to the
laboratory.
If, however, the target is the macrofauna (earthworms, macroarthropoda, etc.),
the researcher can usually separate faunal and non-faunal elements in situ, and
carry to the laboratory only the desired specimens.
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Other factors affecting the sampling are:


Size of the animals. Usually, the larger the body size of the target animals,
the wider the area and the bigger the sample that must be taken;



Dispersion of populations. The more disperse the populations of the target
animals, the wider the area to be sampled;



Horizontal distribution. Usually there is a general tendency to think of two
separate behavioural guilds: epigean (epiedaphic) vs. hypogean
(hypoedaphic, endogean, subterranean) faunal components (the first as
walkers or crawlers on ground surface, the last either as burrowers or diggers
under the surface, or as crevice or cave dwellers). But this difference is
blurred by the existence of both daily and seasonal vertical migrations. They
are very important in places where the diurnal and nocturnal temperatures
are extremely different, or where wet and dry seasons alternate. Depending
upon the sampling targets, precautions must be taken to avoid, estimate or
measure these impinging factors. It must not be forgotten that soil also acts
as a refugium for animals that feed or perch above ground (mostly at night).
Hypogean elements can be divided into those living buried (usually either
burrowing or moving along crevices), those which are true soil dwellers
(edaphobionts, edaphobites), and those living in underground spaces much
larger than their own size, like tunnels, caves, lava tubes, etc. (troglobionts,
troglobites). In some groups, like Arthropoda, the adaptations shown by
either of these two hypogean guilds are quite different; it is also relatively
common to find edaphobionts invading (and being collected in) the habitats of
the troglobionts, but not the reverse. Other authors (e.g. Jennings, 1985)
distinguish between endogean and hypogean elements, being the first those
“pertaining to the biological domain immediately beneath the ground surface
i.e. in the soil or plant litter” and the second, those “pertaining to the domain
below the endogean, including the dark zone of caves”. As mentioned above,
these differences are not essential.

2.2.

Importance and conservation

Edaphic flora and fauna are very important for life on Earth. The living
component of soil is the one carrying out the numerous functions taking place in
it, among them, the recycling of nutrients. For a good functionality of the soil, its
fauna must be appropriately conserved.
Moreover, from an anthropocentric point of view, the edaphic fauna performs
some of the commonly called “nature services”. For example, predators (spiders,
ground beetles, etc.) are fundamental to keep possible pests under control in
agrosystems (Goehring et al., 2002, Duan et al., 2004). They have even been
used in developing integrated control strategies against pests (Juen & Traugott,
2004), or in measuring the success in restoring prairie ecosystems (Peters,
1997), tropical forests (Jansen, 1997), riverside forests (Williams, 1993) or
coastal vegetation (Longcore, 2003), among others.
At the same time, some species play a key role in ecosystems. For example,
dung beetles (Scarabaeinae) are the primary decomposers par excellence. If for
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any reason their abundance decreases in a prolonged way, the decomposition
rate of the organic matter will decrease as well (Klein, 1989). As a consequence,
nutrient recycling in the soil will become slower, soils will become impoverished
and plant communities will become fragmented; with some other unpredictable
imbalances appearing as well (Goehring et al., 2002).
Unfortunately, negative factors affecting the soil fauna are numerous: fires,
desertification, erosion, abusive agricultural management, urbanization,
contamination with pesticides and heavy metals, etc. These disruptions may
cause serious imbalances in soils and provoke an irreversible loss of biota.
Because of this, we must pay much attention to the high species- and
community-richness inhabiting soil, if we want to conserve the terrestrial
ecosystems.
Nevertheless, there is great ignorance of the taxonomy and the biology of many
soil groups of taxa. For example, there is information about only 10% of the
microarthropodan populations in soil and only a 10% of its species have been
formally described (André et al., 2002). To overcome this impediment, we must
increase the effort to study the edaphic fauna, among other things.
3.

Sampling methods

When a biological inventory is to be done, the first assumption that must be
made is that it is not possible to collect all the species that are present in the
target area (for example, Gotelli & Colwell, 2001), even more when the study
focus on hyperdiverse and poorly known taxonomic groups (Colwell &
Coddington, 1994).
This impediment may oblige evaluation of the collected samples and
relativization of the observed richness to be able to make meaningful
comparisons. Keeping this in mind, it will be very useful to undertake sampling in
a methodical way and to quantify the invested effort.
Soil zoology has tried for a long time to find a sampling method that allows
collection of the greatest fraction of fauna as possible. However, there is now a
growing general agreement that a method allowing a good sampling of one
community of species may fail for other communities (Southwood & Henderson,
2000). Thus sampling protocols combining different methods must be established
if maximal efficacy of sampling is to be achieved.
The selection of the methods most suitable to the objectives must be exhaustive
when trying to delimit the inventory, both taxonomically and in relation to soil
horizons. Thus, the order of decision should be first the horizons and then the
taxonomical or functional groups to be studied and after this, a second decision
on the most suitable sampling methods is to be reached, taking into
consideration the other factors affecting sampling, like body size of the target
group and its distribution (see above).
With all this in mind, the next sections will treat in order the most general
methods first (allowing the capture of a wider set of taxa), following with those
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specifically fitted to sample particular horizons (MSS samplings), and ending with
the most usual extraction techniques to be done in laboratories.
3.1.

Field techniques

This section includes the methods used to collect in the field the target fauna or
to collect the ‘blind’ soil samples to be carried to the laboratory for extraction.
3.1.1.

General field techniques

These general field techniques allow the capture of a wide set of taxa. Even if the
research sampling is focused in a very specific group of animals, it is desirable
and highly recommended to use some of these as a tool for ‘completing’ the
inventory.
Direct sampling
This is the basic sampling method. The researcher will locate and capture the
target fauna searching for the specimens in their habitat by eyeing the ground,
turning stones, searching among litter, digging around plant bases, etc. This
method usually allows the capture of macrofauna only. As an exception, smaller
individuals may be collected with magnifying glasses and brushes.
This method allows the sampling of the upper horizons of the ground. However, it
can also be used when sampling underground inside caves, etc. In this case, it is
convenient to introduce some plant matter at the first visit, and check it for
specimens in subsequent visits.
In any case, direct sampling is essential if a reliable inventory, containing at least
80% of the species present in the target area, is to be realised. It allows the
inclusion of the species that cannot be collected under other protocols in the
inventory, which is thus completed with the rarest species, the most difficult to
collect just by chance. The collecting success using this method is heavily
dependent on the collector’s experience and training (pers. obs.).
When using this kind of sampling, special attention must be paid to the collecting
habitats. This valuable information must be included in data labels, together with
other data, such as locality, date, altitude, etc. This will increase the knowledge
about the biology of the target taxonomic group and will raise the probability of
collecting the rare species.
Even in this kind of sampling, it is convenient to use sampling units in a
systematic way, measuring allotted time, sampled area, energetical effort and
other factors that may influence the results. In many studies, the unit of effort
measurement is a search of 15 min. However, trained collectors should estimate
whether more units are needed to give a satisfactory result of the biodiversity of
the target area. If there is a suspicion that a single unit is not enough, sampling
with a different number of units should be previously carried out to ascertain the
most profitable set. A previous estimation of the aggregation of the populations
may be also important for design (Zhou & Griffiths, 2007).
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Sifting methods
Usually, sifting methods are used for the study of epigean and litter macrofauna.
A sample of litter and the first centimetres of soil is sifted using sieves of different
mesh, so that two (or more) fractions are obtained in situ; a finer one, smaller
than the mesh used and a larger one. Either of both fractions can be discarded if
they are of no interest for the research; the grosser fraction can be checked in
situ to notably reduce the volume of material to be carried to the laboratory, as
the finer one usually is. Sifting thus allows the separation of the macro- and the
microfauna.

Fig. 3. Winkler-Wagner eclector ready to be used in the field (© MNCN; photographer:
Manuel Sánchez-Ruiz).

One of the usual devices used for this purpose in entomological research is the
Winkler-Wagner eclector (Fig. 3), described for the first time by Holdhaus (1910).
In the case of extraction of microfauna, it is usually coupled with the Berlese-
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Tullgren method or with the Moczarski eclector (see below the section Laboratory
extraction methods). In summary, a Winkler-Wagner eclector is a funnel in strong
cloth like sailcloth or similar, ca. 80 cm in length, 30 cm in diameter in the widest
opening and 10 cm in diameter in the opposite opening. This narrow opening
must have some kind of tight closing device, like a cord or rope to be tied around.
The wider opening is circled with a metal ring and a handle at right angles (more
or less like a frying pan) fit to be held with the left hand. Some 25 cm below the
wider opening, a second ring with another handle will be placed, but this will have
inside a flat steel sieve with a mesh as required (usually 2 mm). The handle
should be prepared to be held with the right hand (beware left-handed people of
swapping handle orientation in both rings!). Handles should make an angle of ca.
80º. The procedure entails placing a sample of soil and litter in the upper part of
the Winkler-Wagner eclector and, while keeping the upper ring still, the second
ring will be vigorously shaken. After a given time for this treatment, the upper
gross fraction that did not pass through the sieve will be placed on a light colour
(white, pale yellow, cream) cloth under the sun and extended with the hands to
create a thin layer. Specimens fleeing from heat and drying will be directly
detected and caught by using fine brushes, forceps, entomological aspirators, or
the hands. The fine fraction can be treated in the same way, placing it on the
opposite side of the cloth under the sun. Otherwise, the finer fraction can be
placed in a dark plastic bag to be transported to the laboratory, where an
adequate extraction method will be selected and applied to it. Sample sizes are
dependent of the above mentioned factors: Longino et al. (2002), in a survey of
ants in a tropical forest, extracted samples of 6 l each and sifted them using the
Winkler-Wagner eclector, while they collected 1.7 l samples to be directly placed
in Berlese-Tullgren funnels in the laboratory. Anderson & Ashe (2000)
recommend for obtaining leaf litter beetles the sifting of litter until 4.5 l of fine
fraction is obtained and transported to the laboratory, where it could be divided
into 3 equal portions of 1.5 l each, and placed in separate Berlese-Tullgren
funnels or Moczarski eclectors. For other types and methods of use, Besuchet et
al. (1987) can be consulted.
Pitfall traps
Purpose and design
Pitfall traps are containers buried with their rims level with the ground surface
(Fig. 4). They are gravity collectors and used in general for sampling the epigean
fauna, walking or crawling on the ground surface. However, they have also been
used to sample hypogean fauna, placing them inside caves or excavations in
slopes (Fig. 5). Although they are purpose-built for macroarthropodan collecting,
they allow collection of a wider set of taxa belonging to different trophic levels
and habitats. They have been used with success in monitoring the small
mammal, amphibians and reptile diversity in temperate and tropical forests (e.g.
Santos-Filho et al., 2008; Lehmkuhl et al., 2008; Lima & Junca, 2008), with
appropriate modifications.
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Pros and cons
Pitfall traps have been used in a wide variety of studies because of their obvious,
numerous advantages. They are cheap, simple to construct, use and maintain,
and provide an efficient relation between number of captures and invested field
collecting effort. Even so, they show several constraints, based on the fact that
the obtained data do not have to reflect the actual structure of the sampled
communities (Fabricius et al. 2003). Although this inconvenience is also shown
by many other sampling methods, the generalized use of pitfall traps makes that
their disadvantages take on special significance. According to Topping &
Sunderland (1992), almost 40 % of the studies that used pitfall traps did not take
into account this constraint in their interpretation of results, and therefore they
obtained erroneous conclusions based on the absolute values of the captures.
It has often been mentioned that pitfall traps measure “surface activity”, a
complex parameter in which size, activity and abundance interact, so that these
traps, in fact, do not sample the faunal composition of a site (M. Morris, pers.
comm.).
Some authors (e.g.: Luff, 1975; Topping & Sunderland, 1992) have looked at the
factors causing biases and at the measure in which these distort the collecting.
Thus, for example, Mommertz et al. (1996) point out that the factors affecting
efficiency of pitfall traps can be divided in:


Those related to the trap characteristics. These are: diameter, material,
preservatives and baits, disturbance.



Those related to the sampled habitat. These are: composition, structure
and properties of the soil.



Those related to the specific characters of the target species. These are:
body size, activity, “capturability”.

The next section will study how trap design (container depth, rim diameter,
preserving liquids and baits used, distance among trap units, etc.) can affect the
efficiency of collecting, since these are the only factors (i.e., first type) the
researcher can modify according to his/her needs.
Variety in design
As mentioned above, the efficacy of this method depends of many factors,
among these the design and the disposition in the field of the pitfall trap units
(Weeks & McIntyre, 1997). Consequently, there are as many design as studies.
When very particular objectives are pursued, these designs may even become
very specific: e.g., time-sorting traps, directional traps or ramp traps.
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Fig. 4. Pitfall trap from outside, ready to work, showing its rim flush with the gound surface
and ethylene glycol solution inside (© MNCN; photographer: Antonio Sánchez-Ruiz).

Fig. 5. Trapping by slope boring (redrawn from Machado Carrillo, 1992). A. Placement of
the trap in the MSS after making a hole in the slope. MSS = mesocavernous shallow
stratum. B. Final position of trap after blocking the hole. C = cheese for bait. P =
preservative. S = signal for retrieving the trap.
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Trap units can be disposed in different kinds of arrays depending upon the
hypothesis to be tested. A usual one is difference in attractant or repellent
efficiency, or interferences. They can be arranged in rows along a transect, or in
square plots, or in other ways, changing trap diameter, number, spacing and
layout as variables. Descriptions of complex arrays can be found elsewhere (e.g.
Collett, 2003).
However, pitfall traps have also been modified for its use in answering more
complicated questions:


Directional traps. An array separated with drift fences to sample either a
larger area or the direction of animal movement (upon design) (Hossain et
al., 2002; Juen & Traugott, 2004).



Time-sorting traps. A complex array inside a box where a timing device
exposes to the collecting funnel one container every so often. It is used in
ecological studies of soil fauna activity (Blumberg & Crossley, 1988) (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Diagram of a time-sorting trap, redrawn from Blumberg & Crossley (1988). A =
funnel. B = ground surface. C = rotary stepping solenoid. D = containers. E = batteries.
F = timing circuit.



Barber trap. Originally, this was a stone-covered and grill-baited pitfall.
Barber tested different preservatives and discarded those containing acetic
acid and ethanol, because of their deterring effects. He used Galt’s solution
mixed with ethylene glycol or glycerine, or ethylene glycol alone (Barber,
1931). In subsequent years, this term has been used for any kind of pitfall
trap, but particularly for uncovered pitfall traps with three elements: an outer
large receptacle, an upper wide funnel and an inner container with
preservative (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Uncovered Barber style trap, according to Weeks & McIntyre (1997). A = funnel. B
= inner container. C = outer container. D = preservative.
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Ramp pitfall trap. Used for sandy, stony or hard substrata where no digging
is advisable. The trap is placed on the substratum and has ramps climbing to
the rim (Bouchard & Wheeler, 2000).



Special-purpose traps. There are several types. Perhaps the most well
known is the Nordlander trap, originally designed for capturing weevils
(Nordlander, 1987) and later used for capturing ants (Higgins & Lindgren,
2006).

Materials, shapes and collecting perimeter
Collecting containers are usually made of plastic nowadays, this being a very
resistant material, although glass is also used when it is desirable to avoid
climbing species from escaping from the trap, plastic being usually less polished
than glass. Other authors use aluminium (Bellocq et al., 2001). When the design
uses a receptacle where the collecting container is fitted in, other materials can
be selected for the former, like metal (Bess et al., 2002) or PVC (Collett, 2003),
but in the case of inverted truncated cone containers (beaker cups), it is best to
use another of the same kind (Witmer et al., 2003). Usually the containers are
deeper than wide at rim, but the contrary is also found in the literature (Bellocq
et al., 2001; Bellocq & Smith, 2003).
Almost all the studies use containers with a circular section, but sometimes they
can have other kind of section (square, for example, in Bellocq et al., 2001).
However, even if trap diameter is used as a token of their overall size (even if it is
not the same along non-cylindrical containers, it is to be understood as rim
diameter), the most influential dimension for capture efficiency is rim perimeter.
In the examined literature, the diameter of the container ranged between 18 and
210 mm (Collett, 2003; Verdú et al., 2000, respectively). Although most of the
works do not justify the use of any specific diameter, most of the studies usually
used traps with a diameter between 70 and 115 mm. However, Collett (2003)
expressly recommends traps of 18 mm in diameter to avoid flooding during
storms while still capturing the largest arthropods. Majer (1978) recommends this
diameter as well, for the same reasons, and uses a digging method minimizing
the so-called ‘digging-in effect’ (see below). However, this rim diameter, which
can be enough for large arthropods in cold or temperate areas, may be grossly
inadequate, e.g., for the largest walking beetles in warm and tropical areas.
Installation, layout and distance between trap units
Traps are placed by digging or drilling a hole of the appropriate depth and width
in the selected ground. The container is placed inside the hole and the ground
around is fitted to the container rim. It is convenient to interfere as little as
possible in the soil qualities (physical, chemical, structural) around the trap unit,
not only during the installation, but also when collecting the sampling results,
avoiding excessive trampling. Traps must be handled with care (Ruano et al.,
2004), avoiding preservative spillage and soil and litter destructuring by trampling
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Fig. 8. Placement of inner beaker cup
container with killing-preserving liquid
inside an outer similar container (©
MNCN; photographer: M.A. AlonsoZarazaga).

and repeated digging (Goehring et al., 2002). Most of these problems are
avoided by using an outer receptacle (Fig. 8) for the container (Witmer et al.,
2003, Thomas & Marshall, 1999, Weeks & McIntyre, 1997). The receptacle will
serve to keep the soil in place when the container is being extracted, saving time
during container replacement and rim levelling. In places where trap flooding by
rain is frequent, this receptacle can be prepared to act as a water drainage
system (Collett, 2003).The ‘digging-in effect’ is the disturbance in the collecting
efficiency of a trap after the installation. To avoid this undesirable effect, some
time must be allowed to go by, before reliable samples may be collected. This
period fluctuates between one (Gibb & Hochuli, 2002) and two weeks (Collett,
2003). Data obtained from samples collected during this period must be carefully
considered.
In most studies, a lid is placed some 3-5 centimetres above the rim of each trap
unit. This will prevent the evaporation of preservative and the entrance of water
and debris (Bess et al., 2002), but it also acts as an attracting shelter for
specimens (pers. obs.). The lid may consist of a white plastic plate (Borges &
Brown, 2003) or a small tin roof (Mommertz et al., 1996) or a ceramic tile (Bess
et al., 2002) separated from the ground by small pieces of wire, nails, etc., or of a
handier one, just a stone enough large to cover the rim with the underside rather
flat, placed on three smaller ones (Domingo-Quero et al., 2003). It is always
convenient to use topped traps, unless the lid may hinder the capture of the
target group somehow (for example, Orthoptera).
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Traps may be placed single or in arrays, functioning as a single complex trap.
There are many criteria about the layout of the traps, either as units or as arrays.
Some authors plead for a random placement (Goehring et al., 2002; Mathews et
al., 2004; Witmer et al., 2003), or in linear transects (Borges et al., 2005), in the
corners of predetermined plots (Bellocq et al., 2001) or in specific layouts (Juen
& Traugott, 2004; Perner & Schueler, 2004).
Another parameter influencing as well the abundance, the richness and the
composition of the collected fauna is the distance between traps or arrays. Thus
the election of a particular distance must avoid interferences and maximize the
efficiency of each trap unit. Many authors do not pay much attention to this point;
however, some use or recommend a minimum separation of 7.5 (Bellocq et al.,
2001), 10 (Samu & Lövei, 1995; Bess et al., 2002), 20 (Longcore, 2003), 25 or
even 30 m (Albajes et al., 2003). Although these distances may be adequate for
the sampling of many macroarthropodans, distances can be reduced or widened
according to the presumed size of the feeding or foraging area of the target
fauna.
Sample preservatives
Traps can be set dry (live traps) without preservative or bait, making at least a
bottom hole for drainage. They are suitable for trapping living animals, but they
must be tended frequently (every 24 h or less), since animals may attack each
other, or may escape, or in some cases, trapped females may attract big
numbers of males overflowing the trap. They are also used in arrays as a control
trap unit.
Usually, traps are provided with a killing-preserving agent (usually a liquid) and
called wet traps or kill traps. There are many killing-preserving agents: water, salt
water, vinegar, ethanol, propylene glycol, ethylene glycol, Turquin’s liquid, etc., in
different purity degrees (see Appendix). All of them present pros and cons, since
any single compound may result attractive for some taxonomic groups and
repellent for some others. However, in general it is advisable to use some kind of
killing-preserving agent, since in its absence the animals may escape or attack
each other, taking into consideration the hazardous effect of most preserving
agents (Weeks & McIntyre, 1997) (see Appendix). Apart from the preservative
selected for the sampling, some drops of liquid detergent should be added. This
additive acts as a wetting agent by reducing the surface tension, favouring the
sinking of the captured specimens and avoiding thus their escape. On the other
hand, several killing-preserving agents, among those considered to be more
suitable, can be used at the same time. Borges (1992) recommends the
simultaneous use of three of these (5% formalin, vinegar and Turquin’s liquid) to
capture a wider diversity of epigean arthropods in the Azores. In arrays or pilot
tests, a dry trap may serve as a test control unit.
Baits
Depending upon the kind of study and the target group, the use of some
particular type of bait or attractant may be suitable. For example, for the sampling
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of coprophagous or necrophagous animals, respectively a bait of excrement or of
some kind of carrion (meat, squid, etc.) should be used. Other matters may also
be used as attractants, like cantharidine (for some beetles), rotting fruit (for flies)
or heavily scented cheese (for pitfalls placed inside caves or lava tubes) (García
et al., 2001), or specific feromones, among others. Attractants may be solid (and
then usually placed in the middle of a wide mesh grill on top (Fig. 9) or hanging
from this point, or liquid and mixed with the preservative. Some preservatives
may act either as attractants or repellents for different groups of animals, and
thus bias the results.

Fig. 9. Dung-baited uncovered pitfall trap
for collecting coprophagous beetles (©
MNCN; photographer: Jorge M. Lobo).

Sampling period and frequency
Sampling periods and frequencies should be established after analysing the
results of a pilot study. To increase the collecting probability, the most favourable
periods for the target fauna should be selected.
The sampling frequency will be determined by the objectives and by the project
budget (e.g., Marshall et al., 1994). For studies in hot and dry places, collecting
frequencies above once per week will allow the use of killing-preserving agents
with a high evaporation degree (like ethanol or water). However, selecting
frequencies below once per week will oblige to use mixtures containing liquids
with a low evaporation rate (for example, ethyleneglycol or propyleneglycol)
(Bess et al., 2002). In the consulted literature, sampling frequency fluctuates
between daily and monthly, being the most usual a collecting frequency of once
every 1-2 weeks (e.g., Albajes et al., 2003). Weekly collectings are most
versatile, materials will not decompose and enough time is allowed for mending
any kind of wear in the traps, usually meteorological, animal- or human-made,
etc.
Recommendations
Several experimental works (Weeks & McIntyre, 1997; Borges, 1992; Borges et
al., 2005) have not yet got to a single solution regarding the selection of trap size,
distance and killing-preserving agent to use with pitfall traps. Even so, if the
target is a complete inventory of the arthropodan fauna of an area, it is very
convenient to use them combined with others. The most advisable point is to do
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a pilot study before starting the project sampling. This study may give important
information leading us to replace a single trap with an array (or the contrary) or a
simple trap design with a more complex one, or may allow for a test of different
preserving agents and collecting frequencies. However, from our experience, we
recommend the following:
1) Use killing-preserving liquid if the sampling is not a ‘capture-mark-recapture’
design.
2) Different killing-preserving agents can be used in different trap units within
the same trap array, provided the distance is enough to avoid interferences,
in the same locality. Samples will be evaluated separately and will give useful
information on the efficiency of the different agents used.
3) Standard containers with screw tops are most useful. They can be prepared
in the adequate number and with the needed amount of preservative in the
lab and carried to the field, where the lids will be used to cover the replaced
containers and the new containers will be immediately placed instead, fitting
the rims and letting them working with minimal disturbance.
4) In the laboratory, samples will be carefully filtered with a sieve of small mesh,
avoiding the loss or deterioration of the specimens. Distilled water will be
used to drag the preservative agent, and after that samples will be rinsed,
placed in clean containers, with a definitive preservative liquid (usually 70º
ethanol), and properly labelled.
Pitfall traps are also very useful in combination with other kinds of traps (e.g.
Malaise traps, yellow pan traps, etc.) to give a most complete inventory of the
fauna of a given area, as requested in ATBIs. They can be placed in different
layouts (e.g., Basset et al., 2004).
3.1.2.

Specific sampling methods

These methods are aimed at obtaining specimens of precise horizons,
communities or taxa. In this chapter, we will deal only with the active and passive
sampling of the MSS, i.e., the fauna of the lower part of horizon B and of horizon
C. It can be done in an active (collecting by hand samples out of these deep
horizons) or passive manner (using MSS traps).
Active sampling
Active sampling can be done by quick digging to the sampling depth or by turning
big stones or rocks using levers, at a depth of 20-30 cm or more. Both activities
are very hard and the latter is risky of injuries as well, and must be undertaken by
several people. The samples should be taken from the bottom of the turned
stone (by brushing) as well as from the hole. This method yields mostly
hypogean microfauna. A large amount of substrate must be collected to make
sure that there is enough sampled material for the study. The fauna can be
separated in situ by flotation (Marshall et al., 1994), using water, a (better lightcoloured) plastic bucket, a mug-like jar and a fine meshed sieving system or a
paper filter. The procedure is as follows: fill ¾ of the bucket with water; drop the
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sample into the water and stir carefully; as the specimens tend to float, the
supernatant will be recovered with the mug and filtered. Once fixed by washing
with 70% ethanol (and perhaps re-filtering), the material will be carried to the
laboratory to be studied under the binocular.
Passive sampling
Passive sampling of the MSS include the use of vertical traps (here called MSS
traps) and slope boring. They are aimed at obtaining edaphobionts from the
MSS. In the first case, the method adopted here is a slight modification of that
devised by García et al. (1997).
Construction of the MSS trap
The trap is made of several pieces (Fig. 10):

Fig. 10. Assembled main components of
a MSS trap (© MNCN; photographer: M.A.
Alonso-Zarazaga).



Component A. A PVC tube 150 mm in inner diameter and 600 mm in length
(of the grey kind used for pipes); its widest part is to be considered the upper
rim.



Component B. A resistant plastic container ca. 150 mm in diameter and ca.
1 l of capacity.



Component C. Strong nylon thread or wire (not too thin).
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Component D. A PVC plug, of those prepared to plug pipes of 150 mm in
diameter (to fit into component A).



Component E. An eyebolt with eye as wide as to put a forefinger through.

Step 1: Take component A and delimit a zone between 250 and 450 mm below
top rim.
Step 2: Drill holes 15 mm in diameter following a regular pattern (6-8 vertical
rows around) (Fig. 11). Make sure that no burrs or other irregularities project
inwards. If so, erase them with emery board.

Fig. 11. Detail of holes drilled along
middle part of component A of a MSS
trap (© MNCN; photographer: M.A.
Alonso-Zarazaga).

Step 3: Cut transversally component B at a distance of 110 mm from bottom
(better use an electric saw). Do not leave burrs or other irregularities on the rim.
Erase them with a file or emery board and give the rim a slant inwards.
Step 4: Make two small opposite holes 20 mm below rim of component B,
adjusted to diameter of component C.
Step 5. Make a handle in component B by using 450 mm of component C,
passing the ends of the thread or wire through the holes from the outside to the
inside. Place stopping knots in the inner part of component B. This handle will
allow extraction of component B from within component A by pulling the handle
out.
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Step 6: Test that component B fits along component A and glides smoothly from
bottom to top and back. Detect any irregularity in component A or B and erase
them (Fig. 12).
Step 7: Screw component E in the center of the outer side of component D.

Fig. 12. Top view of component B placed
in the bottom of component A of a MSS
trap with handle up in pulling position (©
MNCN; photographer: Miguel A. AlonsoZarazaga).

Installation of the MSS trap
Be sure to carry all the components, plus some strong plastic bags or similar, a
container with 200 ml of a hypersaturated salt water solution and some drops of
washing-up liquid (killing-preserving agents, see Appendix), some strong nylon
thread or elastic bands, and a soil drill 150 mm in diameter. Protecting gloves, a
tape measure and a lever may also be useful.
Step 1: Find a suitable place in the area to be sampled. Drill a hole 150 mm in
diameter and 550 mm deep into the ground. Try to avoid extreme disturbance of
soil, digging with a spade is to be discarded. Use hand or power (electric, motor)
drills. In extremely loose soil, like volcanic ones, a lever may suffice. Work may
be hard and extracting stones in the drill path by hand every so often is
commonplace.
Step 2: Once the hole is finished, introduce component A in it. It must stick out
some 50 mm, so that the holes drilled in this component will be located between
20 and 40 cm in depth. This will be the sampled horizon. Make sure that the
ground around the trap fits closely its neck.
Step 3: Pour the killing-preserving agent into component B.
Step 4: Descend component B to the bottom of component A, taking care of not
spilling, its handle up (Fig. 12). Make sure that the rim of component B lies below
the level of the lower holes around.
Step 5: Plug component A with component D to avoid contamination with surface
fauna. Cover with a strong plastic bag or similar and tie it with nylon thread or
elastic bands around the projecting end of component A, to waterproof it.
Step 6: Cover the top of the trap with vegetal matter, stones, litter or sand and
gravel, depending upon the surroundings. Conceal it as well as possible.
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Step 7: Make a precise note or sketch of the position of the trap (to be sure to
find it later) and write down the date of installation.

Collecting the results
The MSS traps are functional over long periods of time. No collecting should be
done before one month, even better three months. These traps have a
“maturation time” after their setting, while the soil around the trap recovers its
normality. During this maturation time, number and diversity of the captures will
increase to a normal level. This time will be shorter or longer depending upon
how “traumatic” for the soil the installation of the trap has been. These traps
should be exploited during a long period of years to have a real inventory of the
edaphobiont fauna moving through the MSS in a certain area.
After accessing the trap, the top will be carefully cleaned, and the bag and the
plug removed, avoiding the drop of debris inside the trap. Putting a hand inside,
the component B will be hold by its handle, and carefully extracted. Some meters
away from the trap, the killing-preserving agent will be filtered with a gauze
(adding more fresh water if needed) and the captures placed in 70º ethanol.
Component B will be cleaned and new killing-preserving agent will be placed.
The trap will be reset as mentioned above for a new collecting period.
These traps can be flooded by heavy rain making the water table to raise close to
surface, in which case most of the captures will get lost. The captured specimens
may need a long wash with distilled water to get rid of salt encrusting.
Other measures can be used in constructing this kind of traps upon availability of
the components, but inner diameter of component A must allow for an arm to go
in. Rows of holes can be made at different depths depending upon the upper and
lower depths of the MSS in a particular area for a proper sampling; however,
care must be taken that the rim of component B does not lie higher than the
lower holes. Anyway, deeper traps (more than 600 mm) are not advisable
because of the difficulties in grasping the handle of component B and extracting it
or in placing it well in the bottom.
Slope boring
This method lies in making a hole of an adequate size in a bank or slope,
preferably in fresh cut ones because of public works. A suitable depth must be
selected (usually 60-80 cm), always above the parent rock. A hole where an arm
can be introduced has to be horizontally drilled. Natural cavities at the
appropriate depths can also be used. Normal pitfall traps can be placed inside
the hole (Fig. 5A).
Some attractant pieces (strongly scented cheese is very appropriate) can be
dispersed inside the small tunnel or hung inside the pitfall trap, and the opening
will be carefully closed and concealed (Fig. 5B). Some days later, the area will be
carefully brushed out or specimens picked up by hand or aspirator first, around
the trap, and this will be extracted later. A passive approach may use also baited
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ramp pitfall traps, instead of normal ones. Replace the bait and the preservative,
and conceal the opening again.
3.2.

Laboratory extraction methods

Sampling very small animals (microfauna) has the disadvantage that they cannot
be separated in the field. In this case, carrying samples to undergo a laboratory
extraction is obligatory. According to the nature of the methods, two kinds of
extractions are to be distinguished: mechanical or passive methods, and
dynamical or active methods. On the other hand, samples can be manually
separated under the binocular. This is a quite unusual method since it takes up
too much time, however, it may help us to evaluate the efficiency of other
methods, since this is very variable, and target taxon and target horizon
dependent (Southwood & Henderson, 2000).
3.2.1.

Mechanical or passive methods

They are based on physical principles and sample organisms do not move. The
commonest are filtering, flotation, decantation, elutriation and flotationcentrifugation. Separation protocols are very variable, since every research team
tends to modify them in order to adjust them to their particular needs.
Filtering
This technique may be used in combination with those mentioned below. It is
used separately when the difference between the body size of the specimens
and the soil grains is very wide. In the laboratory, the sample is usually
suspended in water to help the filtering process. Successive filtering can be done
through a series of sieves descending in mesh size and ending in a paper filter,
separating thus size fractions. Motorized sieve shakers can be found in the
commerce and piled in descending mesh size.
Flotation
Is a widely used technique when the specific gravity of the fauna and of the soil
grains is very different. Different liquids can be used as suspension media:
solutions of 25% magnesium sulphate, of sodium chloride, of 75% of zinc
chloride, of sucrose or directly heptane (Southwood & Henderson, 2000).
Sometimes it is needed to do a pretreatment of the soil sample if it is too clayey,
by gently shaking in solutions of sodium citrate (200 g/L) or sodium oxalate
(saturated solution), or if heavily clayey, with a solution of sodium
hexametaphosphate (50 g) and sodium carbonate (20 g) in 1 l of water, and
placed in a vacuum desiccator under reduced atmospheric pressure until
desiccation, before resuspending in the flotation medium. The basic heptane
protocol is as follows: Put the sample in a cylinder with flat stopper and add 1 l of
50% ethyl alcohol and 10 ml of heptane. Replace stopper and invert cylinder
without shaking. Allow the heptane to rise. Repeat inversion twice. Allow the
cylinder to stand for 4 h. The sediment will settle. Decant the heptane
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supernatant layer into a sieve. Rinse the sieve with 95% ethanol to remove the
heptane and wash the sample into a sorting dish.
Decantation
This technique lies in washing the sample several times filtering the supernatant
with a 63 μm meshed sieve. It is mostly used for specimens able to go through a
sieve of 1 mm mesh, mostly soil nematodes. There are several variants of this
technique (Southwood & Henderson, 2000). They are considered to be less
efficient than other methods, such as elutriation.
Elutriation
This technique lies in separating the organisms by washing the sample in a
constant current of water. Thus the specimens, floating more or less, are swept
and later filtered, while the sediment, being heavier, is kept in the bottom of the
device. This method is able to process a large amount of sample in a short time.
It has been used to separate pauropods and springtails but is often used to
separate soil nematodes in slightly modified devices (Southwood & Henderson,
2000). The soil washing technique uses a washing apparatus (Fig. 13) made of
a stack of two sieves (a coarse one on top of a medium one) placed over a
settling can. This can has a pivoted lateral drainage that allows floating animals
to pass into the Ladell can, which has a 0.2 mm fine phosphor-bronze sieve in
the bottom. Its lower opening is inmersed in the drainage tank, so that the water
level in the tank is always slightly above the sieve of the Ladell can. When water
is poured over the sample placed in the upper sieve, specimens are filtered:
large animals are caught in the coarse sive, medium sized animals in the
medium sieve and small animals (depending upon mesh size) are washed to the
Ladell can sieve, where they can be recovered.

Fig. 13. Soil-washing apparatus,
redrawn from Southwood & Henderson
(2000). A = Settling can. B = Stand. C =
Pivot. D = Nozzle of hose. E = Coarse
sieve. F = Medium sieve. G = Ladell
can. H = Fine phosphor-bronze gauze. I
= Drainage tank.
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Specifically for Nematodes, two different and widely used elutriators have been
designed: the Oostenbrink and the Seinhorst elutriators.
Flotation-centrifugation
As a previous technique to this, decantation and elutriation should be used to
obtain an extract of the sample. The technique in itself lies in centrifuging this
extract in a saturated salt or sucrose gradient, allowing thus a final purification.
This technique is not much used because it can process only a few samples at a
time, but it is the election technique to extract soil nematoda and water bears in
inventory studies (Coleman et al., 2004).
3.2.2.

Dynamic or active methods

They are based on the migration of the sample organisms as a response to the
alteration of the physicochemical conditions of their environment. The most
common methods are the Berlese-Tullgren funnel, the Moczarski eclector and
the Baermann funnel.
Berlese-Tullgren funnel
This technique was devised for dry samples. It was originally designed by
Berlese (1905) with a hot water jacket to heat the sample and posteriorly
modified by Tullgren (1918) by eliminating the jacket and adding a bulb on top.
After this basic design, other authors have developed more sophisticated
devices, like the horizontal extractor, the high gradient extractor and the
Kempson extractor (Southwood & Henderson, 2004). All of them are based in the
negatively phototropic and positively geotropic behaviour of the soil fauna, which
migrates downwards to fall in a collector container. The Berlese collector (Fig.
14) consists of a funnel with smooth inner surface, a lab tripod to keep it upright,
a sieve fitting inside the funnel (mesh size 2 mm), a container with the
appropriate killing-preserving liquid (usually 70% ethanol, added or not of up to
25% ethylene glycol; hypersaturated salt water can also be used) and a top. The
sample is carefully placed in the sieve on a piece of paper and extended, then
the sieve is placed inside the funnel and the debris on the paper added, the
collecting container is placed below and the top covering the sieve. If the
organisms sampled tend to die quickly because of drying, the environmental
gradient must be soft, and the top may consist of a square gauze (square side
longer than sieve or funnel diameter) with four lead weights, each sewn in one
corner, and placed flat on the sieve rim; the sample will dry under the
environmental conditions (Berlese model). If they are more resistant, the
environmental gradient can be made harder by using a conical metal top with a
light bulb inside (Tullgren model). This bulb will be on during the whole extraction
process and its intensity will be determinant of the desiccation speed. These
funnels can be placed in arrays and bulb tops can be powered with a single
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battery or socket. It is particularly good at collecting mites, small myriapods and
insects (mostly springtails and microcoleoptera) and minute spiders. According to
the target fauna, the researcher can introduce particular modifications. Reca &
Rapoport (1975) commented on the efficiency related to mesh size in temperate
areas, observing that a 2.3 mm mesh collects only 70% of the total soil fauna,
recommending instead a 4 mm mesh to be near the optimum size for collecting
most of the fauna.

Fig. 14. Berlese collector formed by a
sieve, a funnel, a holder and a plastic
container with preservative. Leaded gauze
is not shown. (© MNCN; photographer:
Teresa Domingo-Quero).

Moczarski eclector
This eclector is constructed in a similar way to the Winkler-Wagner one and is
widely used in temporary labs in the field (Fig. 15) or in closets in hotel rooms
while travelling. The main difference with Berlese/Tullgren funnels is that the
extraction is by desiccation of the sample through the surrounding cloth, and not
with an external energy source drying the sample from top to bottom. It is made
of a strong cloth (sailcloth or similar), two equal square frames in wood or
aluminium (ca. 38 cm), one strong hook and a (usually square) sieve of 2-3 mm
mesh fitting the size of the frames. Both frames are sewn with a band of fine
mosquito netting cloth. The upper frame is provided in each angle with one
string, all four tied at their free end to the base of the hook. One funnel-like piece
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is sewn by uniting four pieces of sailcloth cut like isosceles triangles, whose base
must fit once sewn 38 cm, the longer side of the triangles being ca. 1 m.

Fig. 15. Array of Moczarski eclectors in
place at a field station in Mont Nimba
(Guinea). (© and photographer: Didier
VandenSpiegel).

The four apices are cut and sewn round to allow its placement around the mouth
of a collecting jar with preservative, placing previously a metal ring around the
outside to force the opening of the cloth funnel to be smaller than that of the jar.
The jar can be fastened under the funnel by placing an elastic band around the
funnel apex and the jar. Four similar triangles will be sewn by their bases to the
upper frame, being kept free on their sides, and can be united with a string under
the hook, forming a hood, or conversely, they can be sewn by their sides and
attached under the hook by a string, so it can be pulled up and down and fitted
externally to the upper frame. The sieve will be placed on the lower frame and
hold with small twisted plastic-coated wires. The sample will be placed on the
sieve, and the eclector hung in a closet bar or similar. For a more sophisticated
device and other details, Wheeler & McHugh (1987) can be consulted.
Baermann funnel
This technique is devised for wet samples. The original model consisted of a
glass funnel full of water, with a sieve at midlength, where the sample, wrapped
in a gauze, is deposited (Fig. 16). A later modification is the addition of a lamp
heating the water, which accelerates the separation process.
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Fig. 16. Baermann funnel, redrawn from
Southwood & Henderson (2000). A =
muslin wrapped over sample. B = sieve.
C = pinchcock. D = water. E = funnel
stand. F = rubber tubing.

This technique is recommended for the extraction of animals extremely sensible
to desiccation. It works well for the separation of nematodes and rotifers, but it is
less advisable for that of water bears.
4.

Recommendations

Sample conservation and transport
Care must be taken with the particular needs of each group for preservation
and/or conservation for their later study. Most of the samples will be adequately
kept in 70º ethanol at room temperature. However, with animals that must arrive
alive to the laboratory, some special precautions must be taken, like trying to
keep the samples in a fresh place or in a cool box and process them at once,
when the laboratory is reached. If the processing should have to wait, the
samples ought to be kept in a refrigerator (ca. 5ºC) until this moment. If in the
field the temperature and humidity conditions are unbearable for the fauna being
collected, the quick use of a cool box is absolutely necessary.
Anderson & Ashe (2000) recommend the use of cotton cloth bags for the
transport of samples to the lab, and processing them before 24 h of their
collection, not exposing them to extreme variations of temperature and humidity.
In general, processing in laboratory after field collection of the samples must be
carried as soon as possible (Marshall et al., 1994).
Another general recommendation the authors of these lines have made above is
repeated here: the importance of pilot studies to help finely tune the parameters
of the collection.
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Appendix: Preservatives

Do not forget in every case to add a few drops of liquid detergent (washing-up
liquid) as a wetting agent. Uncommon preservatives have not been listed.
Ethanol. Also called ethyl alcohol or simply alcohol, it is abbreviated sometimes
as EtOH. Usually used as a 70% ABV water solution, that can be obtained from
the commercial absolute alcohol (95,6% ABV, azeotropic mixture) by adding to
one liter of the latter 391 ml of distilled water (beware, mixing is exothermic!). It is
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volatile, flammable and a psychoactive drug, and it is irritant for skin and eyes.
Never use denatured ethanol for conservation purposes. Percentage of alcohol
by volume (ABV) is also called degree Gay-Lussac (º).
Ethylene glycol. It presents differential attractiveness. A very widely used killingpreserving liquid because of its slow evaporation. The cheapest way to obtain a
suitable solution is to use car coolant, reduced to 50% with distilled or soft water.
However, it is an eye irritant, and toxic by oral consumption, affecting the central
nervous system, the heart and the kidneys. Antidotes are ethanol (strong spirits
may be used until a hospital is reached) and fomepizole.
Formalin. Pure formalin is a hypersaturated solution (ca. 40% by volume) of
formaldehyde in water. Commercial formalin has 10-12% methanol as a
stabilizer. Its use should be discarded because of health hazard: allergenic,
carcinogenic, eye and mucous membranes irritant, intoxication by aspiration
provokes headaches, burning throat and difficult breathing.
Galt’s solution. A mixture of 5% common salt (sodium chloride), 1% potassium
nitrate, 1% chloral hydrate to be completed with water up to 100%. To be mixed
for use with ethylene glycol or glycerine. Not recommended, since the captured
specimens deteriorate too soon, potassium nitrate is moderately toxic, irritant for
skin and eyes, and chloral hydrate is a sedative and hypnotic drug with a strong
potential for health hazard.
Isopropanol. Also known as IPA or isopropyl alcohol, it is a cheap dissolvent
with many uses. It is moderately toxic to humans, being a central nervous system
depressant. It is also highly flammable, and should be used only in wellventilated areas.
Picric acid. Also known as TNP, it is 2,4,6-trinitrophenol. Its use should be
discarded because of health hazard, being corrosive, explosive, toxic by
inhalation, oral consumption or skin contact, damaging lungs, liver and kidneys.
Propylene glycol. Proposed as an alternative to ethylene glycol by some
authors because of its lesser toxicity, it presents similar properties, but may be
more difficult to obtain. Even so, it is an eye and skin irritant, may harm the
respiratory tract, and it is also allergenic and mutagenic.
Turquin’s liquid. Original Turquin’s (1973) formula modified after Ashmole &
Ashmole (1987): 10 g chloral hydrate, 5 ml formalin, 5 ml glacial acetic acid, 1 ml
detergent and dark beer added to make one liter. It is hazardous because of the
presence of chloral hydrate and formalin (see above), and of glacial acetic acid,
which in pure state is a strong corrosive burning skin and mucous membranes,
and is flammable in contact with air over 39ºC.
Vinegar. It is usually a 4-8% acetic acid solution in water (typically 5%). Natural
vinegars contain other acids in addition. A good preservative, the commercial
brands from white wine ought to be selected.
Water. It may repel certain species, and as such is not a good preservative
liquid. When hypersaturated with salt, it can be used for long stay traps. A
saturated sodium chloride brine depends upon temperature, hot water admits
more salt than cold. Solubility at standard state (25ºC, 100 kPA) is 35.9 g / 100
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ml, so if this amount of salt is placed in 100 mL of distilled or soft water, it will be
probably soon hypersaturated in cold conditions because of the lowering of the
temperature or in hot conditions because of the evaporation. Probably the most
innocuous preservative agent, both for users and environment. In addition, it is
inexpensive.
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Abstract
This chapter provides a summary of methods used for collecting freshwater
organisms, covering algae, aquatic macrophytes, and invertebrates. It does not
deal with aquatic fungi or freshwater vertebrates, which are dealt with in other
chapters. After a preliminary introduction, subsequent sections deal with major
subdivisions of biota based on taxon and/or body size. We also discuss sampling
special habitats, with the subterranean environment (sensu lato) and anquialine
waters covered in particular detail. We do not pretend to be exhaustive in the
presentation of well-known techniques frequently included in freshwater
techniques texts, but rather we emphasize ‘tricks of the trade’ employed by the
authors that are rarely described in print. Sampling, sorting and fixing methods
are suggested for each major group. The references included, some of them
websites, will complement the methods described here.

Key words: algae, aquatic vascular plants, invertebrates, subterranean
habitats, anchialine waters
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1.

Introduction

Life in fresh waters is extremely varied from any point of view, be that size,
morphology or behaviour. Texts devoted to promoting ‘the importance of life in
soil or life in water’ tend to emphasize extremes, as if extremes provide the most
compelling justification for studying anything. Fresh waters do not lack extremes,
but they are a poor argument for defending one’s cause. For this chapter, the
‘cause’ is how to sample freshwater habitats for eukaryotic organisms (excluding
vertebrates, which are dealt with in different chapters). At first glance this may
seem a straightforward proposition, but many questions immediately arise,
among the most important of which is: ‘sampling for what purpose?’ We
distinguish between Taxon-specific, Biodiversity and Ecological sampling, but our
main emphasis will rest on Taxonomic sampling.
On the other hand, we do not pretend that we have discovered the many
techniques and methods that already populate books, review articles and web
pages. We describe techniques that we use currently in our taxonomic practice
and provide rarely published hints and tricks that give them a personal flavor. But
we do not pretend to be exhaustive. Additional information is available in
documents that can be found on the internet, review chapters, monographic
books, etc.
We particularly emphasize sources of information easily found on the internet for
free; including construction of inexpensive sampling devices and ways to use
them. We feel this is important given that the areas of greatest interest for
taxonomic research are often in developing countries, where it may be difficult to
find prefabricated samplers or where they are so costly as to be prohibitive for the
local taxonomist (traditionally a not very well funded professional).
However, the improvement of our knowledge of freshwater biota does not only
depend on adequate sampling methods but also on advances in molecular
techniques and improvement of image-processing hardware and software.
1.1.

Ranges in body size and species-richness of taxa in freshwater
habitats

Truly knowing the number of species now living on Earth is a Herculean and likely
impossible task. Specialist taxonomists who consult the meritorious work of
Chapman (2009) realize that some of his counts of species richness are
significant underestimations of the number presently known. For instance,
Plecoptera total 2,274 in Chapman (2009) but are raised to 3,497 in the stonefly
chapter of the Freshwater Animal Diversity Assessment (see Balian et al., 2008
for a summary of the project). However, the total count by Chapman seems to be
fairly accurate.
In the following Table 1 we present a list of the main freshwater taxa with an
indication of their approximate range in body size and number of species. It would
be useful to include some idea of abundance, but this is too variable. Both
variables could give an idea of what amount of diversity may be found or lost
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depending on the mesh size and sampling method used. Suggestions for
sampling particular groups are provided in additional tables below.
Taxon
Microalgae
Macroalgae
Aquatic vascular plants
Microinvertebrates
Nematoda
Gastrotricha
Rotifera
Tardigrada
Cladocera
Copepoda
Ostracoda
Syncarida
Halacaridae
Oribatida
Hydrachnidia
Macroinvertebrates
Porifera
Coelenterata
Turbellaria
Nemertea
Nematomorpha
Oligochaeta
Polichaeta
Hirudinea
Bryozoa
Anostraca
Notostraca
Conchostraca
Branchiura Argulidae
Cumacea
Tanaidacea
Mysida
Isopoda
Amphipoda
Decapoda
Collembola
Ephemeroptera
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Size Range

Number of Species

0.2-2 mm
100-300 μm
100-500 μm
50-500 μm
0.2-18. 0 mm
0.3-3.2 mm
0.4-30 mm
0.5-2.0 mm
140-2000 μm
0.3-0.8 mm
0.3-3.0 mm
2

2-3 cm up to 40 m
2-25 mm
5-30 mm
> 30 mm
1-100 cm
0.1-4 cm
0.5-45 cm
7-100 mm
10-58 mm
2-16 mm
5-25 mm

10-30 mm
5-20 mm
5-25 mm
15-130 mm
3-28 mm

> 50,000
>19,000
2614
> 15,000
>2000
320
1498
62
620
2814
1936
240
56
86
> 6000
>87,000
219
<20
1303
22
326
>1200
168
482
88
307
15
<200
113
21
4
72
>994
1870
>2662
>103
3046

Plecoptera
Odonata
Hemiptera
Hymenoptera
Megaloptera
Neuroptera
Trichoptera
Coleoptera
Diptera
Gastropoda
Bivalvia

6-50 mm
10-45 mm

25-90 mm
6-8 mm

2-70 mm
2-250 mm

3497
5680
4810
150
328
118
12,627
18,000
27,141
>3800
1026

Table 1. Size range and global number of species of freshwater taxa (From FADA Project
[see Balian et al., 2008]; Pennack, 1978; McLaughlin, 1980; Bartsch, 2004; Thorp &
Covich 2001 and other sources).

1.2.

Categories of sampling strategies: Taxon-specific, Biodiversity
Survey and Ecological

Although this may go against common usage, we would like to keep the
distinction between taxonomy and biodiversity. It is not merely rhetorical as it
affects contents, procedures and aims.
In taxonomy, which following Darwin could be loosely defined as ‘the empirical
evidence for speciation’, the objective is to have the full representation of a
certain clade or taxon, in its worldwide distribution. It leads to narrow taxonfocused sampling schemes, usually of a qualitative nature, elevated status of rare
specimens (even a single specimen may be important if it is the sole
representative of a new species) and very selective in sorting and fixing
procedures. In biodiversity surveys the objective is to garner an overview of a
variety of taxa in a geographical area during a certain time period. It usually has a
wide taxon focus, mainly uses semi-quantitative sampling schemes and is
compatible with use of a modest number of general fixatives.
Both contrast clearly with sampling for ecological goals, as the latter usually
involves testing hypotheses with either observational or experimental designs,
and, in consequence, is problem focused, quantitative or at least replicable.
1.3.

A ‘pattern’ cycle of Taxonomic sampling

Under a taxonomically oriented project, the sampling cycle can be subdivided into
a presampling, sampling, field sample manipulation, transportation, laboratory
manipulation and sample maintenance. The emphasis in this chapter is mainly on
actual sampling although occasional information is provided on the other steps of
the sampling cycle. Below we briefly describe the other parts of the cycle before
moving to taxon- and habitat-specific chapters.
Presampling involves defining the objective of the sampling, target organisms and
sites, and compiling a list of material needed. A comprehensive list of sampling
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material that can be adapted and enhanced for particular objectives may be found
on http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2002/ofr-02-150/. In addition some safety measures
should be taken (more on this below).
Field manipulation may involve on-the-spot sorting for organisms that should be
brought alive to the laboratory (e.g. Tricladida) or are so delicate so that they
need in situ fixing (e.g. Ephemeroptera). One should decide in advance what the
target groups demand so as to have enough time and material to process
samples as required. This is also the time to decide whether duplicate samples or
subsamples should be fixed in different fixatives, e.g. absolute ethanol for
molecular analysis and the right fixative for taxonomic analysis. Additionally, one
may need to quickly record morphological information that may disappear or be
difficult to obtain in fixed material (e.g., eye pattern in leeches). Digital imaging of
live specimens will likely become common in the near future.
Transportation may be done with the sample already fixed or kept at low
temperature with a field refrigerator or inside a container with ice.
Finally, laboratory manipulation may involve additional sieving and sorting,
subsampling and transferring to the final fixative. Regular revision of fixative and
sample conditions on a yearly basis may be desirable. In some special cases,
fixed samples can be stored at low temperature to allow for future molecular
studies. For samples coming from fragile habitats the process of sample
maintenance is of utmost importance given the value of the material.
1.4.

General remarks on classifying water bodies

From a practical point of view, the most important criteria to classify inland water
bodies is ease of access, in particular, wadeable versus non-wadeable waters.
Everything becomes more problematic when waters cannot be easily accessed
on foot, especially if one is sampling in remote areas. This pragmatic subdivision
of freshwater habitats is not the most common classification. We mention two
other categories of classification. One is the IUCN Habitats Authority File
(http://www.iucn.org/themes/ssc/sis/authority.htm) where freshwater habitats are
classified in the context of all other Earth habitats, the other, our favorite, is that of
Elton & Miller (1954) in which a wide variety of different aquatic habitats are
summarized along two axes: current speed and size (Table 2). Additional axes
could be added to increase the number of habitats covered.
That said it is very common that in taxon-specific sampling the researcher goes
alone or in small groups to the field, carrying relatively little equipment.
Impermeable rubber boots are an essential element for sampling freshwaters.
Waders can be more troublesome, especially in deep places with a swift current.
However, boots limit the depth were the researcher can get into: mainly shallow
streams and ponds. For deeper ponds and lagoons, besides boats (which are
frequently not available), there is the individual solution used by fisherman known
as ‘float tubes’. Basically they are a floating device (round or in u) where the
sampler gets into with fins and diving boots (if the water is cold) and may advance
moving the fins. The floating device includes different kinds of pockets for
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storage. Prices are below 100 €. For deep water sampling, however, a boat is
essential.

Quiet

Very small

Small

Medium

Treehole

Small pond
2

(< 17 m )

Very big

Pond (< 0,4 ha) Small lake (< 40 Large lake
ha)
or sea

Slow

Trickle

Medium

Small stream Lowland stream

Lowland river

Swift

Spring

Torrent

Swift torrent

Small waterfall

Medium

Vertical or Drip

Ditch

Big

Channel
Big river

Estuary

Big waterfall

Very steep

waterfall
Table 2. Different aquatic habitats summarized along two axes: current speed and size.

Subaquatic viewers (Fig. 2), which may be as simple as a bucket with the bottom
replaced by clear glass, can be extremely useful in shallow or deeper water,
specially when the flow is high or the water is not very transparent.

Fig. 1. Observing in wadeable waters.
(Photo by Maria Eugenia Cañadas)
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Fig. 2. The view bucket. A. Bottom; B. Correct usage (Photos by Antonio G Valdecasas)

1.5.

Safety notes

To our knowledge there has not been an exhaustive study of risks for freshwater
field work similar to the report of Nancy Howell (1990). However, many of the
risks evaluated in that report are similar to those which natural history
researchers confront.
When planning a sampling trip to a remote or poorly known area, information and
recommendations such as those included in Johnson et al. (2008) “Handbook of
Expedition and Wilderness Medicine” can be extremely useful. Information and
common sense are key words for a successful sampling trip.
And finally, care should be taken when dealing with fixatives, as many of them
are toxic and should be manipulated under safe conditions. The product
information labels to proceed as required.
1.6.

Additional information and some general web pages

The U.S. Geological Survey has published a set of books under its National
Water-Quality Assessment (NAWQA) program that are available at
http://water.usgs.gov/nawqa/. Some of them are mentioned in the sections below.
Especially useful are the IBP Handbooks (International Biological Program)
published by Blackwell in the 1960’s and 70’s. Relevant for the organisms dealt in
this chapter are Vollenweider’s (1969, 1974) manual on primary production,
where a very detailed review of techniques to sample phytoplankton, periphyton
and macrophytes may be found. The IBP handbook nº 17 edited by Edmondson
& Winberg (1971) includes chapters on zooplankton, benthos of standing and
flowing waters, periphyton interstitial fauna and a review of emergence traps plus
a chapter on sorting and counting organisms. Hauer & Lamberti (2007) cover a
great diversity of stream-specific methods.
Another series of books that may help when planning or revising the information
available on faunistically or floristically still poorly known countries is the set of
Limnology in Developing Countries books, published by the International
Association of Limnology (SIL). Four volumes have been published up to date.
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The best way to get advice on particular items concerning freshwater sampling
and organisms is to address the specialists themselves. Many of them may be
found through the help of learned society and international organizations devoted
to the scientific study of water habitats. We include below three of them:
 The International Society of Limnology (http://www.limnology.org/index.shtml)
 The Freshwater Biological Association (http://www.fba.org.uk/index.html)

The North American Benthological Association(http://www.benthos.org/index.aspx)
1.7.
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Sampling continental algae

Algae are the dominant autotrophic organisms in many aquatic systems, including
fresh and brackish waters. Some of them are the sole photosynthetic organisms
in extreme habitats (Ciniglia et al., 2004). Presently four Kingdoms are included in
the polyphyletic group called ‘algae’ (Cavalier-Smith, 2004).
2.1.

Safety notes

Where toxic algae are expected, it is recommended to use gloves. Some toxic
species can produce aerosols that may affect the respiratory system (Cheng et
al., 2007). Also, care should be taken when sampling water bodies inhabited by
invasive species to avoid accidentally dispersing them to other water bodies.
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Almost all fixatives are toxic if inhaled and it is recommended to carry out all the
fixation procedures in well-ventilated areas or under a fume hood in the case of
formaldehyde. Ideally the material should be taken alive to the lab in a portable
fridge (dark and cold conditions). Fixation should be done then in the lab with
gloves and safety glasses. If it is compulsory to fix the material in the field it is
advisable to transport all the reactive agents inside air-tight boxes to avoid
accidental inhalation. All the materials used for fixation and their remains should
be disposed of appropriately.
2.2.

Sampling the plankton

To collect the diversity of phytoplankton typically present in standing water
bodies, there are different kinds of plankton nets and sampling bottles. Both allow
vertical and horizontal sampling, but bottles allow calculations of the density of
cells when counted under sediment chambers with a known volume and with
inverted microscope (Utermohl method).
It is advisable to carry out a preliminary observation of the material to see the
movements of the organisms, their true colors, and some structures that are not
detected in fixed material, such as a contractile vacuole (Chlorococcales). The
use of Lugol (IIK) allows gentle fixation that keeps the flagellum but is of short
duration. Formaldehyde (2-4%) allows a long-term fixation. Alternatively
glutaraldehyde (2-3%) may be used as its vapors narcotizes motile species and
facilitates their microscopic study (see Table 3).
If the study is focused on a single taxonomic group then the routine can be
simplified. If the groups have a tough envelope alternative reagents may be
employed (see Table 3).
When doing molecular studies one must have a duplicate in absolute ethyl
alcohol or at –20ºC.
For ecological studies it is often enough just to know which general categories of
algae are present. Flow cytometry allows discrimination of cells by size, shape
and pigments. This type of evaluation can be done either in the field with portable
equipment or in the laboratory.
2.3.

Sampling the benthos

Before beginning sampling it is useful to do a visual inspection of the area under
study to establish its heterogeneity and take samples from all the
microenvironments available.
Microphytobenthos are algae whose presence can only be detected by the color
of the substrate. To sample these communities it is useful to use a brush, scalpel
or jacknife on hard substrates, and PVC cylinders or Petri dishes on soft
substrates. If the hard substrates cannot be taken out of the water it is necessary
to use tubular samplers that can be held securely inside the water (Steinman et
al., 2007). Methods of fixation are similar to that used with phytoplankton.
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In some cases when substrates are scarce, or if one desires to compare algal
assemblages between two locations while holding the substrate type constant,
then artificial substrate can be used: microscope slides, stones, plastic materials,
bricks, tiles, etc. However, artificial substrates are selective and different
substrates will not necessarily be colonized by the same arrays of algae (Cairns,
1982).
Macrophytobenthos are macroalgae that can easily be recognized in the field with
the naked eye and can be separated from the substrate with scalpels or razors if
they develop on hard substrate, or with hooks or a potera (squid jig) when forming
meadows on soft substrate. It is important to get the basal portions of
macroalgae, as they may be essential for the taxonomic identification. Specimens
can be fixed with formaldehyde or processed as is done for vascular plants (see
below). Dry material can be used for molecular studies without further treatment
(see also chapter 7).
2.4.

Sampling shallow and deep waters

See the introduction.
2.5.
2.5.1.

Sampling special habitats
Caves and hypogean environment

To preserve these fragile ecosystems, especially when sampling stalactites,
stalagmites or close to old remains of primitive human artifacts, sampling
methods that are not very aggressive such as adhesive paper or moistened filter
paper are to be used (more information in § 6 to 8)
2.5.2.

Endophytic algae on aquatic plants

The host plant is collected (Lemna sp., Sphagnum sp.) and preserved in
formaldehyde.
Table 3 summarizes in more detail the algae groups, their habitats and growth
forms, number of species and appropriate fixatives.
2.6.
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Standing/flowing
waters
Standing/flowing
waters
Standing/flowing
waters

Chlorophyceae

Standing water

Standing water

Standing water

Standing water

Standing water

Glaucophyceae

Synurophyceae

Xantophyceae

Cryptophyceae

Prymnesiophyceae

Chrysophyceae

Standing/flowing
waters
Standing water

Bacillariophyceae

Charophyceae

Trebouxiophyceae

Standing water

Standing/flowing
waters
Standing/flowing
waters

Gross habitat

Prasinophyceae

Rhodophyceae

Cyanophyceae

Microalgae

Taxon
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Plancton

Plancton

Plancton

Plancton

Plancton

Epipelon, epiliton,
epifiton, plancton
Plancton

Plancton, epilithon,
metaphyton
Plancton,
metaphyton
Epiliton, epipelon

Plancton

Epipelon, epiliton,
epifiton, plancton
Epiliton, epifiton

Specific habitat

300

11700

Unicellular

Unicellular,
colonies, filaments,
siphonous
Unicellular

Unicellular, colonies

500

200

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(2)

600

Unicellular, colonies 15

Unicellular, colonies 1250

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

Unicellular, colonies 20000

Unicellular,
colonies, filaments

(1)

5000-6000

2664

Number of
species

Unicellular,
3500
colonies, filaments
Unicellular, colonies

Unicellular

Unicellular,
colonies, filaments
Unicellular,
colonies, filaments

Habit

(3)

Lugol, formaline,
glutaraldehyde, better
if study alive
Lugol formaline,
glutaraldehyde

Lugol, formaline,
glutaraldehyde
Lugol, formaline,
glutaraldehyde
Lugol, formaline,
glutaraldehyde
Lugol, formaline,
glutaraldehyde

Formaline

Lugol or formaline

Lugol or formaline

Lugol or formaline,
better if study alive
Lugol or formaline

Formaline or drying

Formaline or drying

Recommended
fixative

Organic matter
oxidation

Narcotizing
previous fixing
EDTA or light acid
treatment

EDTA or light acid
treatment

Extra treatment

Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)

Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)

Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)

Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)

Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC), dried
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)

DNA preservation

Standing water

Standing water

Standing water

Euglenophyceae

Raphidophyceae

Eustigmatophyceae

(1)

Guiry & Guiry, 2009;

Phaeophyceae

(2)

Corliss, 2000;

Flowing water

Standing/flowing
waters
Standing/flowing
waters

Ulvophyceae

Charophyceae

Flowing water

Rhodophyceae

Macroalgae

Standing water

Dinophyceae
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(3)

Filaments, laminar

Filaments

Filaments, laminar

Filaments, laminar

Unicellulat

Unicellular

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

Formaline or drying

Formaline or drying

Formaline or drying

Formaline or drying

Lugol, formaline,
glutaraldehyde
Lugol, formaline,
glutaraldehyde
Lugol, formaline,
glutaraldehyde, better
if study alive
Lugol, formaline,
glutaraldehyde, better
if study alive

EDTA or light acid
treatment

Hypochlorite
treatment

Table 3. Gross and specific habitats, number of species and fixatives for freshwater algae

1600

11700

300

5000-6000

36

Unicellular, colonies 1600

Unicellular, colonies 2000

Graham & Wilcox, 2000

Epipelon

Rhizobenthos

Epipelon, pleuston

Epiliton

Plancton

Plancton

Plancton/benthos

Plancton

Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC), dried

Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC), dried
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC), dried
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC), dried

Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)

Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)
Absolute methanol,
frozen (-20ºC)

3.
3.1.

Sampling aquatic plants
Introduction

This section is dedicated to the sampling of vascular aquatic macrophytes sensu
stricto, those plants that complete their life cycle when all their parts are
submerged or floating in the water (Den Hartog & Segal, 1964). This group of
plants is called ‘hydrophytes’ (hydro = water, phyte = plant).
There are other plants that are usually included in the generic term ‘aquatic
plants’ but they are properly amphibian as only their basal part is submerged
when they reach their maximum development. These plants are generally known
as ‘helophytes’ (helo= swamp), and typical genera are Phragmites, Sparganium,
Typha and Eleocharis. They are collected and preserved as any other terrestrial
plant.
Within vascular aquatic plants several biological types based on their
morphological characters or the relation with the substratum can be
distinguished, including rooted (rhizophytes) or floating in the water and
completely submerged (pleustophyte) (Den Hartog & Segal, 1964; Cirujano et al.,
2002). There are aquatic vascular plants that are very noticeable with big leaves
and flowers that float on the water surface (Nymphaea, Nuphar) and other
inconspicuous, that live completely submerged with fine leaves and minute
flowers (Zannichellia, Althenia, Callitriche). Within both extremes we find a varied
range of plants.
The smaller aquatic plants are always more delicate and care should be taken
when they are picked up and prepared, as they should retain their flowers and
fruit that are often necessary for proper identification.
3.2.

Preparing for the sampling trip

Before going to the field it is necessary to prepare the material that should
include the following: high rubber boots, swimsuit if sampling clean temperate
waters; a medium sized hoe (with a 80 cm wooden handle and a 15 x 8 cm flat
end) that will help to extract the plants and increase sampling reach; a note book
and a pencil tied to it; card labels (Haynes, 1984)
Obviously, not all aquatic ecosystems are the same. In shallow waters (up to 1
m) sampling is easy as we can get to the bottom easily. For deeper waters it is
necessary to use a boat and an aquatic viewer or scuba glasses to see the
distribution of aquatic vegetation if the transparency of the water allows it. Fine
and rigid hooks with weights attached to a rope can help to sample rooted plants
in deep waters. A little practice is necessary to operate the hooks.
3.3.

Preparing sampled material

Fine and delicate plants should be deposited in a tray with a small amount of
water and a card sheet position below it, arranging the specimens so that they
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can be clearly seen with flowers and fruits clearly exposed. It is better to have few
well-arranged plants than many crowded ones. With practice it will be possible to
dispense with the tray and arrange the plants directly on the card submerging the
card at the place being sampled. Strong plants can be arranged directly on the
cards. If they are very big, like water lily one should select a small leaf that fits
onto the card and cut the flower in half or keep only a representative part of it.
The card with the plant should be placed between two sheets of newspaper and
with some more sheets between the next cards to act as blotting paper.
Each card requires a label with an identification number. The best practice is to
use always the same numbering system and to use correlative numbering with
the initials of the name and surname of the collector.
In the notebook write this identification number and any relevant observations
regarding the sampled site: locality, area names, date, depth of water, if it was
clean or contaminated, etc. and if possible measure the dissolved O2, pH and
salinity. It may be interesting to make a sketch of the spatial arrangement of the
vegetation.
Once finished, the cards will go to the field press to tighten them a bit. It is not
necessary to tighten too strong as aquatic plants are not woody and if we do it,
they will stick strongly to the card and it will not be easy to split them without
fracturing.
3.4.

Arriving home or the lab

Once at working place the newspaper sheet should be changed and the material
pressed again. This process is repeated until the specimens dry completely.
If the material is going to be deposited in a public collection it is necessary to fill a
complete card with the name of the plant, if known, locality, geographical
coordinates if known, date, collector’s name and person who has identified the
material.
The material that arrives at a public collection usually undergoes another
preparation process, transferring the plants to standard sheets, being numbered
and registered and finally frozen at -20ºC to eliminate insects and other small
creatures that live in stored plants (Forman & Bridson, 1989).
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Fig. 3. Sampling hooks. (Photo by Santos
Cirujano).

Fig. 4. Preparing a herbarium specimen. A. Arranging the specimen on a Bristol card; B.
Example of a herbarium specimen. (Photos by Santos Cirujano).
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4.
4.1.

Sampling microinvertebrates
Defining microinvertebrates

It is not easy to define the precise size range ascribed to freshwater
microinvertebrates. As a reference, the microplankton made up by adult and
juvenile crustaceans, rotifers and protozoa have body lengths between 50 and
1000 μm, and sometimes exceed 1500 μm. To get a representative sample of
these organisms, plankton nets with net mesh size between 25 to 50 μm
diameter will be enough, although mesh size up to 100 μm or more could be
used taking in account that filtering efficiency is typically diminished due to
clogging.
The main fractions in freshwater zooplankton are protozoans (not properly
invertebrates), Rotifera, Cladocera and Copepoda (Cyclopoida and Calanoida).
Other microinvertebrate groups like Nematoda, Gastrotricha, Tardigrada, etc., are
represented in different habitats of standing and flowing waters (see Table 4 for a
summary of the habitats of the different groups). This can also be found in the
heleoplankton (= swamp) of shallow waters and in the littoral area of deep
waters, running waters, interstitial, ponds and in moss, lichens and phytotelmata
(see section on special habitats).
To take microinvertebrate samples one should consider the kind of habitat:
pelagic and littoral zone of deep waters, shallow standing waters, running and
subterranean waters, interstitial and aquatic vegetation.
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4.2.

Sampling methods

The study of plankton is very well treated in many limnological treatises (see also
the section on algae). Prior to sampling, the researcher should be prepared to
deal with variation in vertical and horizontal distribution of the organisms in
response to physicochemical gradients like light, dissolved oxygen, temperature,
pH, and salinity.
To capture the microinvertebrate fraction of the plankton, one can sample
horizontally by trawling from a boat at reduced speed or from a fixed location
vertically to get a complete profile from bottom to surface. In this latter case we
will have an integrated sample of the entire water column that will include those
organisms that only live at certain depth where environmental circumstances are
adverse for all the other species (e.g., deep anoxic waters of the hypolimnion of
lakes in temperate climates).
In eutrophic lakes with abundant seston it is advisable to use nets with mesh size
of 100 μm or more. If the conventional plankton nets of 25-50 μm mesh size are
used these will rapidly be clogged up, making only short trawling distances
possible.
If we would like to ascertain which species live at different depths, it is necessary
to use sampling bottles to take localized samples at designed depths or to use a
water vacuum pump run by electric batteries. In both cases the sample should be
filtered though a mesh size similar to that used for plankton nets and the
concentrated sample stored in a small volume. Samples taken with bottles or
vacuum pumps are useful for quantitative studies as sampling volume is
accurately known. In the case of an oligotrophic lake the amount of water filtered
to get an adequate sample of zooplankton could be 50 l or more.
In shallow standing waters it is necessary to take samples of the heleoplankton.
In this case, the samples can be taken by hand using a triangular net with a
smaller mesh size, slightly above 100 μm, as in this habitat it is usual to find an
abundant aquatic vegetation that will reduce the net filtering capacity very quickly.
The net should have at its posterior end a plastic container of 50 to 250 ml where
the filtered organisms remain. If we are looking for epiphytic microinvertebrates
associated with plant surfaces small fragments of that vegetation must be taken
and placed in a bottle with a wide mouth previously submerged close to the plant.
In shallow water, it is common that depth increases rapidly as we depart from the
shore and it is not possible to sample using only rubber boots. An alternative is to
employ a small inflatable boat as the sampling gear is usually less and lighter
than that used in the case of deep waters. Another possibility is to use float tubes
(see 1.4)
Microinvertebrates can also be found among sand grains in running and still
waters. To sample this interstitial milieu one can make a hole in the sand and
collect the water that flows to it (see also section on subterranean aquatic
habitats).
To sample the benthos of deep waters it is recommendable to use dredges or
grabs of a certain weight, thrown from a boat. It is possibly the most complicated
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sampling technique due to the size and weight of the gear used. In shallow
waters it is enough to drag the net over the bottom surface avoiding disturbing
excessively the water to avoid the clogging of the net and to make it easier later
to look at the samples under the microscope. In deep littoral areas it is useful to
use small dredges.
In shallow running waters and in the higher reaches of streams and rivers there
will rarely be much zooplankton, and it is enough to use the same sampling
methods employed for the shallow littoral water of lagoons and ponds. The
middle and lower reaches of large rivers may contain potamoplankton which will
require plankton nets and a small boat if the water current is sufficiently slow.

Fig. 5. Sampling in shallow waters. (Photo
by Jose Luis Velasco).

4.3.

Fixing protocols

Sample-fixation protocols vary depending on the circumstances and objectives of
the sampling trip. Duplicate samples that are examined without fixation are
especially helpful to identify soft body forms that distort when in contact with a
fixative. It is advisable to keep the unfixed sampled refrigerated and in some
cases to add a narcotic agent to slow the fast movements that make identification
of some species difficult. Narcotic derivates of cocaine have been used since
long ago. The most common ones now are bupivacaine, tricaine and procaine.
This last one is used as a 0,04 % solution for 16 h, although the duration will
depend on the concentration of the narcotic agent and the response of the
different species to it. Other methods to slow moving animals with less legal
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problems are to add a volume of boiling water equal to the volume of the sample
or carbonate water up to 20% of the total water sample. A viscous material like
methyl-cellulose that slows down the animals’ movements while keeping them
alive may help.
The fixative most commonly employed is neutral formaldehyde at 3-5% final
solution, although higher concentrations may be advisable when there is
abundant organic matter. When using formaldehyde it is very important to avoid
contacting it with bare skin or inhaling its toxic vapors. Other fixatives commonly
used are ethyl alcohol at 30-50% and Lugol’s solution at 4-5%. Table 4 provides
a list with recommended fixatives.
Some rotifer species require observation of the structure of the trophi for proper
identification, so it will be necessary to eliminate the soft parts that surround
them. To do this it will be necessary to get a great amount of individuals with a
micropipette and leave them in a 1 ml chamber with a few drops of sodium
hypochlorite at 10%. When there are only a few specimens it is recommendable
to observe the dissolution process of the organisms to track the location of the
trophi as these parts are usually smaller than 45 μm and can easily be lost.
There are several options to prepare samples for microscopic identification. For
quantitative works it is necessary to do precise counts of population density and
use Utermöhl sedimentation chambers that allow microscopic observation of the
concentrated sample in the bottom. This is equivalent to a flat chamber of 1 ml
capacity and it helps the illumination system of the inverted microscope. The
height of the tube of the chamber determines the amount of sample volume to
observe  from 1 to 100 ml  using the larger chambers for samples with fewer
specimens and vice versa.
In qualitative work with taxonomic purpose the objective will be to have the best
illuminating condition for the sample. It is convenient to do preparations that allow
the best optical condition using the classical crystal slide and a normal
microscope in the case of samples with big concentrations of organisms. In the
case of scarce samples use flat chambers like Sedgewick-Rafter or composed
chambers that allow one to sort through bigger sample volumes. In this case it
will be useful to use an inverted microscope to get the magnification equivalent to
those attained in a normal microscope, excepting the immersion objectives.
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Taxon

Major
habitat

Subhabitat

Recommended
sieve or net
mesh-size (for
adults or fully
developed
aquatic stages)

Taxonomic
fixative

Microinvertebrates
Nematoda

Any flowing
or standing
water

Sand, mud,
debris,
vegetation

35 μm

85% alcohol
or 5%
formalin

Gastrotricha (a)

Mainly
standing
waters

Debris and on
aquatic
vegetation
(periphyton).
Interstitial water
in sandy
beaches.

Use a 250 um
mesh to remove
larger particles
and organisms,
and examine
the material that
goes through
the mesh

2% Osmic
acid/Bouin’s
fixative

Rotifera (a)

Mainly (but
not restricted
to) standing
waters

Plankton,
interstitial and
periphyton

45 μm

Hot water
treatment
first to
prevent them
from
contracting
and then
place in 3050% EtOH

Tardigrada

Flowing and
some
standing
waters

Moss and
aquatic
vegetation

45 μm

85% alcohol
or 5%
formalin

Cladocera

Generally
standing but
some in
flowing
waters

Plankton,
benthos,
macrophytes,
interstitial
habitats

90-150 μm

95% EtOH
or 5%
sugared
formalin
solution for
killing and
storing in
70% EtOH

Copepoda

Any flowing
or standing
water

Plankton,
benthos,
interstitial
habitats

60-200 μm

70% alcohol

Any flowing
or standing
water

Vegetation,
benthos,
interstitial
habitats

180 μm

Ostracoda
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Finer mesh for
cave copepods
4% formalin
2 days and
store in 70%
alcohol

Syncarida

Generally
flowing
waters but
some in
standing
waters

Interstitial waters
and caves

100 μm

4% formalin
2 days and
store in 70%
alcohol

Halacaridae

Standing and
flowing water

Interstitial
waters, mosses
and caves

100 μm

70% alcohol

Oribatida

Standing and
slow flowing
water

Debris and
vegetation

250 μm

70% alcohol

Hydrachnidia

Clean
flowing or
standing
water

Standing, flowing
and interstitial
waters

250 μm

Koenike’s
fluid

Macroinvertebrates
Porifera

Clean
flowing or
standing
water

Growing on any
stable
submerged
substrate

Hand picking

Drying/70%
alcohol

Coelenterata

Clean
flowing or
standing
water

Attached to
substrate

Hand picking

Bouin’s fluid

Turbellaria (a)

Any flowing
or standing
water

Benthos, on and
under rocks,
among
vegetation and
subterranean

Bait, hand
picking,

Hot Bouin’s
to fix
followed by
storage in
70% EtOH

Nemertea

Mainly
standing
waters

Among
vegetation

Hand picking

Anesthetized
followed by
70% alcohol

Nematomorpha

Standing and
flowing water

Necton, benthos
and among
vegetation

250 μm

70% alcohol

Oligochaeta

Any flowing
or standing
water

Benthos, among
vegetation and
subterranean

180 μm

70% alcohol

Polychaeta

Flowing and
interstitial
waters

Benthos

180 μm

Bouin’s fluid

Hirudinea (a; for
eye number and
arrangement)

Standing and
flowing
waters

Benthos and
among
vegetation; on
fish

Hand picking
and 180 μm

Anesthetized
followed by
Schaudinn´s
fluid

100 μm
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Bryozoa

Clean
flowing or
standing
water

Attached to
stable
submerged
substrates

Hand picking

Anesthetized
followed by
Bouin’s fluid

Anostraca

Standing
waters

Necton/benthos

250 μm

85% alcohol
or 5%
formalin

Notostraca

Standing
waters

Benthos

250 μm

85% alcohol
or 5%
formalin

Conchostraca

Standing
waters

Benthos

250 μm

85% alcohol
or 5%
formalin

Branchiura
Argulidae

Standing and
flowing
waters

On fish hosts
and freeswimming

Hand-picking
and 250 μum

70% EtOHY

Cumacea

Saline/Bracki
sh coastal
lagoons

Necton

250 μm

70% alcohol

Tanaidacea

Saline/Bracki
sh coastal
lagoons

Necton

250 μm

70% alcohol

Mysida

Flowing and
standing
waters

Necton

500 μm

4% formalin
2 days and
store 70%
alcohol

Isopoda

Flowing
waters
mainly but
some in
standing
water

Benthos and
subterranean

180 μm

70% alcohol

Amphipoda

Flowing
waters
mainly but
some in
standing
water

Benthos and
subterranean

180 μm

70% alcohol

Decapoda

Flowing
waters
mainly but
some in
standing
water

Benthos

Baited traps and
1 mm Y

4% formalin
2 days and
store 70%
alcohol
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Collembola

Standing
water

Surface film

250 μm

70% EtOHY
with drop of
detergent to
break
surface
tension

Ephemeroptera

Any flowing
or standing
water

Benthos and
among
vegetation

250 μm

70% alcohol

Plecoptera

Flowing
waters
mainly

Benthos

250 μm

70% alcohol

Odonata

Standing
water mainly
but also
many in
flowing

Benthos and
among
vegetation

250 μm

70% alcohol

Hemiptera

Any flowing
or standing
water

Benthos,
nekton, among
vegetation, on
surface

250 μm

70% alcohol

Hymenoptera

Flowing and
standing
waters

Benthos, among
vegetation and
parasitoid in
aquatic insects

250 μm

70% alcohol

Megaloptera

Flowing
waters

Benthos and
among
vegetation

250 μm

70% alcohol

Neuroptera

Flowing
waters

Benthos and
among
vegetation

250 μm

70% alcohol

Trichoptera

Any flowing
or standing
water

Benthos and
among
vegetation

250 μm

70% alcohol

Coleoptera

Any flowing
or standing
water

Benthos, nekton
and among
vegetation

250 μm

70% alcohol

Diptera

Any flowing
or standing
water

Benthos,
plankton (for
Chaoboridae)
and among
vegetation

250 μm

70% alcohol

Gastropoda

Any flowing
or standing
water

Benthos and
among
vegetation

250 μm or hand
picking

Anaesthetize
and then
75% EtOH
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Bivalvia

Any flowing
or standing
water

Benthos and
among
vegetation

350 μm or hand
picking

Anaesthetize
and then
75% alcohol

Table 4. Major invertebrate taxa, their habitats, and recommended mesh sizes and
fixatives. (a) = best examined alive (from Balian et al., 2008; Pennack, 1978; McLaughlin,
1980; Bartsch, 2004; Thorp & Covich, 2001; and other sources)
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5.

Macroinvertebrate collection and extraction

‘Macroinvertebrates’ represent neither a taxonomic nor an ecological category,
but rather are defined operationally, on the basis of the size of mesh on which
organisms are retained (see Table 1). In marine ecology, the cut-off between
macrofaunal and meiofaunal invertebrates is 1 mm (Herman & Dahms, 1992),
whereas in freshwater the usual cut-off is 500 μm (Carter & Resh, 2001);
however, depending on the study, the lower size boundary of ‘macroinvertebrate’
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can range from 250 μm to 1 mm. A species can technically be both micro- and
macro- at various stages in its life cycle. Most macroinvertebrates are associated
to a greater or lesser degree with some sort of substrate, such as macrophytes or
gravel, and are rarely completely planktonic. They are thus often referred to as
the “benthos” in contrast with zooplankton. The vast majority of freshwater
macroinvertebrate species are insects. Representatives of other groups of
arthropods (crustaceans, arachnids) and of numerous other phyla (Porifera,
Bryozoa, Plathelminthes, Cnidaria, Mollusca, Annelida) also frequently fall into
the macroinvertebrate size category.
Benthic macroinvertebrates are probably the best-surveyed of the freshwater
invertebrate fauna, in part because many countries have biomonitoring programs
specifically aimed at assessing the ‘health’ of fresh waters via the diversity and
abundance of macroinvertebrates (e.g., RIVPACS in the United Kingdom, STARAQEM in the European Union, AusRivAS in Australia, CABIN in Canada, as well
as various state-specific protocols of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(Carter & Resh, 2001)) (see References for websites). These programs are
focused mostly on running waters, but protocols for assessment of lakes and
wetlands also exist, and are being developed at a rapid rate (e.g., Boix et al.,
2005; Mack, 2006). Rosenberg et al. (2001) provide an on-line bibliography of
methods and protocols for assessing benthic macroinvertebrate diversity
(http://www.emanrese.ca/eman/ecotools/protocols/freshwater/benthics/reference
s.html). Although much effort is expended on such assessment, the ‘biodiversity’
measured is seldom at the species level (Carter & Resh, 2001). For example, the
CABIN
protocol
requires
identification
only
to
family
level
(http://cabin.cciw.ca/Application/Downloads/cabin_protocol.doc).
STAR-AQEM
procedures differ depending on the country. For instance, samples from Germany
are usually identified up to species level whereas samples from Greece are
identified only up to family level (Clarke et al., 2006). Instead, emphasis is
typically on rapid sampling and processing in order to assess large numbers of
sites. Despite the poor taxonomic resolution associated with many biomonitoring
programs, because the intent of their collecting methods is to maximize highertaxon richness as rapidly as possible at a given site, combining the methods of
these programs with more careful taxonomy will result in a good overview of
biodiversity for most of the typically sampled types of water bodies (streams,
lakes, wetlands).
The following sections review these general methods as well as more taxonspecific or time consuming means of collecting and extracting
macroinvertebrates. A very comprehensive survey, with illustrations of devices, is
provided by Merritt et al. (2008).
5.1.

Habitat-based sampling

The main considerations when sampling macroinvertebrates are: (i) is the water
flowing or standing?; (ii) is the substrate hard or soft?; (iii) can the substrate be
reached by a wading human? (iv) is the substrate bare or covered with
macrophytes? (v) is an areal estimate of abundance needed or is the intent to
maximize diversity?
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5.1.1.

Shallow running water

Wadeable streams are among the most tractable and most frequently studied
habitats for macroinvertebrates. The literature on sampling methods is enormous,
and has been summarized by Resh (1979), Peckarsky (1984), and others. For
biodiversity estimation, the most common method is kick-sampling, in which a Dshaped net (shaped like a semicircle, flat on the bottom) is held downstream in
the wake of the collector, who shuffles through the substrate backwards for a
predetermined distance or time. Both riffles (water moving rapidly over stones)
and pools should be sampled in order to collect invertebrates with different
sensitivities to oxygen levels and rate of flow. If the stream has undercut banks,
one can collect by pushing the net underneath the stream bank overhang. For
pools, the collector can bring up silt and debris in the D-net and rinse excess silt
from the net by dipping the net bag repeatedly into the water before examining
sample in a tray. A general rule for maximizing diversity that holds for both
running and standing water habitats is to sample substrates that differ in
morphology, be it grain size (e.g. cobble vs gravel) or leaf shape or density (e.g.
mosses vs reeds). In water bodies with mostly uniform and monotonous
substrates such as mud, sand or cement, it is the small areas with diverse
structure where most macroinvertebrate diversity will accumulate. Take out
pieces of submerged wood and let them dry to encourage insects to emerge from
the crevices (Thorp & Covich, 2001). Even human-made objects such as
discarded bottles or shopping carts will create diversity in substrate and flow
regimes. The STAR-AQEM biomonitoring protocol emphasizes the importance of
sampling all microhabitats that have a minimum 5% coverage of the total
substrate (Hering et al., 2004).
With regard to areal sampling, perhaps the most common method for streams is
the Surber-type sampler in its various incarnations, which share the features of
having a defined (usually square) demarcated area, ideally with basal foam to
accommodate irregularities in the substrate, with a downstream capture net.
Substrate within the demarcated area is disturbed to a particular depth, with
cobble being lifted and rubbed, so that dislodged animals are carried by the
current into the net. For Surber and kick-sampling, variation among individual
human samplers with regard to vigour of moving the substrate can affect number
and diversity of animals collected. An electric pump sampler such as that
described by Brooks (1994) can increase efficiency of extraction of animals from
stream substrate, and possibly also reduce inter-individual variation in sampling
effort.
5.1.2.

Deep/rapid running water

For streams that are too deep or rapidly-flowing to allow safe wading, placement
and subsequent collection of artificial substrates of known area will allow for
estimation of richness and densities of macroinvertebrates. Tiles, bricks or wire
baskets of stones can be fixed to the stream bottom and left for weeks or months
to be colonized. Larval black flies (Simuliidae) can be collected using plastic tape
hung in the current (Hamada et al., 1997). These methods can of course also be
used in shallow waters. Use of artificial substrate comes with many caveats,
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however, including variation in the attractiveness of textures of substrates to
invertebrates, and need for conditioning of certain substrates (e.g., bricks) to
leach out chemicals and/or allow an algal biofilm to build up. Air-lift samplers can
be used to access stony substrates of moderately deep flowing water (see
illustration at http://www.uwitec.at/html/river_benthos.html), but often require two
or more operators as well as complicated equipment. Grab or drag-type samplers
will work better than air-lifts for soft sediments of large rivers (Drake & Elliott,
1983).
5.1.3.

Shallow standing water

Many of the collecting methods useful in running water are also applicable to
standing water habitats. The wadeable margins of lakes and wetlands are
typically sampled qualitatively using a modified form of kick-sampling, in which
the ‘downstream’ flow is created by the movement of the sampler rather than the
water. In a macrophyte rich zone one must move the net up and down in a sine
wave through the water column as one walks in order to sample the entire range
of vertical habitat. In contrast, in macrophyte free zones, almost all
macroinvertebrates will be confined to the bottom substrate, which should be
gently disturbed by the feet of the sampler or the edge of the net. For rapid
evaluation of the benthic invertebrate diversity of a large area, care should be
taken not to collect too much organic substrate or macrophytes, as sorting
through this material can be very time consuming. If material is to be picked in
the field rather than preserved and examined in the lab, collected macrophytes
can be put in a bucket with water from the site, and the water poured into white
trays for examination. Because some organisms will cling to the macrophytes, the
plants can be set aside in dry trays and periodically examined for invertebrates
that attempt to escape from the drying macrophytes. This works particularly well
for adult beetles (Clifford, 1991). Masses of vegetation and other debris can also
be taken back to the lab and left overnight in water-filled containers. In response
to declining oxygen levels in the middle of the debris, many otherwise cryptic
organisms (especially hydras and flatworms) will move to the sides of the
containers or accumulate on the surface film (Clifford, 1991; Slobodkin, 2001).
Snails and leeches can also be collected from the sides of the container once the
debris has been removed.
Estimating areal-based abundance of invertebrates from macrophyte-rich sites is
much more difficult than from uniform and relatively flat substrates such as mud,
sand, or gravel. Several hand-operated or automated cutting devices have been
created for harvesting known basal areas of rooted macrophytes (Downing,
1984), but estimation of surface area of the plants is an additional problem.
Possibly determining surface area of known dry weights of macrophytes will allow
this.
5.1.4.

Deep lakes

The benthos of deep standing water is usually sampled with a grab-type sampler,
dropped from a boat (Downing, 1984). Coring tubes can also be used; when the
end of the tube is capped, the vacuum in the tube prevents sediments from falling
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out (under ideal circumstances). The speed at which the grab or coring tube hits
the substrate can affect what it captures, as in water bodies with light flocculent
layers (e.g., gyttja) a fast moving sampler can blow away this animal rich layer
without collecting it, whereas in a heavier sandy substrate a slow-moving or
lightweight sampler may not penetrate deeply enough. A dredge can also be
used for areal sampling if pulled for a known distance, but this is difficult to
control. Probably SCUBA-diving is the best way to ensure consistent areal
sampling of deep lake benthos, though even in this case divers must take care to
avoid kicking up the flocculent layer. SCUBA-diving or snorkeling is also an
efficient way to collect large-bodied but sparsely distributed or attached
organisms (e.g. mussels, sponges, bryozoans).
SCUBA-diving based methods are treated in more detail in chapter 11. Trapping
Diversity and abundance of certain groups of freshwater insects can be estimated
using emergence traps (Davies, 1984). These traps collect aerial adults of most
insect orders, perhaps with the exception of adult Hemiptera (which do not
necessarily become airborne upon adulthood) and Coleoptera and Megaloptera
(most of which pupate on land). One advantage of emergence traps for
biodiversity estimation is that sexually mature individuals (or subimagos, in the
case of Ephemeroptera) are collected, and this is the stage on which specieslevel keys are usually based. Emergence traps are probably not ideal for areal
estimation of densities, as many aquatic insects move from their region of larval
development to a more confined area (e.g. near shore for Odonata) prior to
emergence. For those Diptera that emerge vertically (e.g. Chironomidae,
Chaoboridae), emergence traps may provide a good estimate of areal
productivity. Malaise traps set up over streams will provide a good biodiversity
estimate for adult aquatic insects, although it will be difficult to localize the place
of origin. Adults of some aquatic insects can also be collected by pheromone
traps (e.g. Trichoptera), but these are very taxon-specific and hence would not be
useful for broadly aimed surveys.
An ecologically specialized mode of sampling involves activity traps. For running
water, these are drift nets, which collect the invertebrates that have voluntarily or
catastrophically entered the water column. This is particularly valuable for larval
mayflies (Ephemeroptera) (Clifford, 1991). In standing water, floating bottle traps,
with or without luminescent lures such as plastic glow-sticks (e.g. Barr, 1979) can
be used in shallow or deep waters. Baiting is another type of activity-related
collecting methods. The bait itself may be colonized by macroinvertebrates (e.g.
a small piece of liver left for a few hours in the water will attract flatworms;
Clifford, 1991) or the bait may be inside a trap (e.g. minnow traps for collecting
crayfish; Hobbs, 2001). Other methods aimed at collecting large crustaceans
such as crayfish include visiting burrows at night with a flashlight and net to
collect the animals when they emerge to forage. Palaemonid shrimp can
apparently also be collected at night with the aid of a headlight, as they can be
targeted by their red eye-shine (Hobbs, 2001).
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Fig. 6. Sampling macroinvertebrates. A. Kick-sampling with D-net in Alberta, Canada; B.
Sampling a stream in Saskatchewan, Canada; C. Setting up drift net in stream in Alberta,
Canada; D. Drift net in stream Alberta, Canada. (Photos by Heather Proctor)

5.2.
5.2.1.

Processing samples
Preservation

Collected samples may be mass-preserved in the field and later sorted at the
laboratory. They may also be picked at the field site and the organisms
individually dropped into preservative, or they may be returned alive to the
laboratory for extraction. The first method has the advantage of including all
organisms in the sample, but on the negative side, much organic and inorganic
substrate is likely to also be included. Picking in the field minimizes extraneous
materials but is very likely to be biased towards large and active
macroinvertebrates (especially if the person doing the picking is inexperienced),
and will underestimate the true diversity of the sample. If the full sample is to be
preserved, 10% formalin at a 1:3 ratio of formalin: sample is a good initial
preservative. Samples should be transferred into 70% EtOH in the lab after
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approximately
3
days
in
the
formalin
(CABIN
protocol,
http://cabin.cciw.ca/Main/cabin_about.asp?Lang=en-ca). The initial process kills
specimens quickly with a minimum of fluid preservative and fixes tissues without
dissolving exoskeletal calcium (e.g. in ostracods). Replacement of formalin with
EtOH makes sorting less hazardous. This procedure is good for many taxa but
not for all, e.g. not for water mites (Hydrachnidia), which ideally should be killed
and preserved in a mixture of ~45% glycerol: 10% glacial acetic acid: 45% water
(Koenike’s Fluid or GAW). One of the benefits to sorting in the field is that taxonspecific methods of preservation may be used (for an overview of such methods,
see Clifford, 1991).
5.2.2.

Extraction of invertebrates from samples

Sorting live samples in the laboratory will provide the greatest opportunity for
maximizing observed diversity from a sample. It also allows use of behavioural
methods of extracting invertebrates from the ‘background noise’ of sediments or
macrophytes. For extraction of oligochaetes from substrate, Brinkhurst & Gelder
(2001) suggest spreading clean sand over the sample or putting the sample on a
screen set over clean water. The worms will then actively migrate into the sand or
water and be more easily picked out against this background. Some seldom used
but potentially valuable methods of extracting invertebrates from macrophyte
samples involve use of light and/or heat. Organisms may be encouraged to move
out of masses of vegetation or other substrates by creating a thermal gradient,
with the coolest zone being periodically examined for invertebrates (e.g. Kolasa,
2001). If this is combined with a light gradient, negatively phototactic organisms
may be encouraged to move to the dark, cool end of the gradient. BerleseTullgren funnels, although usually used for extraction of soil invertebrates
(http://www.eman-rese.ca/eman/ecotools/protocols/terrestrial/arthropods/soillitt.html), can be used to extract a wide range of apparently ‘rare’ invertebrates
(e.g. aquatic Lepidoptera) from macrophytes that have been drained of most of
their water (Proctor, pers. obs.). Desiccation caused by the light bulb’s heat
induces the normally clinging animals to move away from the drying vegetation,
deeper into the funnel, and thence into the collection vial.
If a sample is mass-preserved, interference by substrate is a major problem. If
the invertebrates clearly differ in size from the mean particle size of the substrate,
then sieves can be used to separate the two, though damage to delicate body
parts (particularly devastating to Ephemeroptera) may occur with over-vigorous
sieving. If they differ in density, then elutriation via bubbling air may separate the
usually less dense invertebrates from particles of substrate. Hydrocarbon flotation
with kerosene differentially floats objects whose outside structure has affinities to
the hydrocarbon (e.g. cuticle of arthropods) (Proctor, 2001), but it is not known
whether this method is suitable only for relatively small animals (< 5 mm) or
whether it will float larger-bodied animals as well. Some biomonitoring programs
employ subsampling trays in which the preserved sample is spread out and a
certain number of randomly selected squares within a grid are completely sorted.
Clarke et al. (2006) emphasize how important it is to distribute the sample evenly
across the tray to avoid subsampling errors.
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Fig. 7. Berlese-Tullgren funnels. (Photo
by Heather Proctor).
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6.

Subterranean aquatic habitats

Hypogean life exists in a continuum through different types of karstic, porous and
fissured aquifers. Subterranean aquatic habitats vary in void size (e.g. tiny pores
in sandy aquifer, caves), degree of interconnectedness between voids, and
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strength of hydrological connection with the surface environment (e.g. sinkholes,
deep aquifers). The subterranean biodiversity is still underestimated, however in
several places might surpass the epigean diversity of a certain area (Danielopol,
1989). Organisms range in body size from less than 1 μm up to 10 mm in some
crustaceans. There are two significant differences between surface freshwater
and groundwater, first related to composition of the fauna and second to the high
endemism within groups (Sket, 1999; Gibert & Deharveng, 2002).
Freshwater subterranean fauna range widely in taxonomic diversity but are
dominated by crustaceans, while in surface freshwater habitats insects prevail.
This makes groundwater more similar with marine waters than to freshwater
(Deharveng et al., 2009). Second, endemism is a rule in groundwater of which
fauna is reduced in distribution and frequently limited to few aquifers, and only
few species are recorded across large areas. Moreover, the subterranean
populations are generally smaller in size in comparison with the epigean ones,
and subsequently the species and mainly the endemics are more vulnerable to
extinction. When sampling subterranean fauna care should be taken not to overcollect or damage these small and isolated populations. Hence, only collect the
minimum number of specimens required for taxonomic purposes. We distinguish
the following groundwater habitats: the hyporheic (or interstitial); the
hypothelminorheic; springs; wells; deep water table aquifers and caves.
6.1.

The hyporheic (interstitial) habitat

The hyporheic or interstitial habitat were first time observed and investigated in
the surface rivers (Chappuis, 1942, 1946; Leruth, 1938; Orghidan, 1955; Motaş,
1958). The interstitial is a surface - subsurface hydrological exchange zone (i.e.
an ecotone) of which extent vertical or horizontal is difficult to be defined without
detailed hydrodynamic and/or hydrochemical measurements. The hyporheic zone
is temporally dynamic and determined by porosity and relative volume of water
recharging the groundwater zone from the channel, or the channel from the
aquifer.
6.1.1.

Methods of sampling the hyporheic habitat

The hyporheic habitat is sampled by the Karaman-Chappuis technique (only
within the shore stream sediments), Bou-Rouch pump, standpipe cores and
freezing cores. Artificial substrates and baited/un-baited traps (in both shore and
riverbed sediments) might be used (detailed in the section of methods for
sampling invertebrates of interstitial lotic waters).
Sampling by the Karaman-Chappuis method
This method involves digging a shallow pit in the shore sector bordering to a
stream, allowing it to fill with water, and then filtering the accumulated water
(ideally 5-10 l). The method was developed by both Karaman (1934) and
Chappuis (1942) to sample the fauna in the water beneath gravel banks at the
margins of rivers and streams in both surface and underground. The method is
rapid, not time consuming and does not require a specific device, except the
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plankton net. The method allows collecting of a large array of interstitial
organisms while causing little damage to them. When using this method, the
distance from the hole to the river and the depth of the hole should be recorded.
Sampling by Bou-Rouch pumping
The method was developed by Bou & Rouch (1967) and involves the pumping of
interstitial water into a stand pipe with a peristaltic pump, driven at various depths
into the sediments of a stream. At one end the core has rows of holes, allowing
the water and sediments to be extracted. By pumping, a disturbance is created
that maintains an interstitial flow around the pipe sufficient to dislodge the
hyporheic organisms. The optimal sample volume of water pumped has been
estimated to be 1-10 (Boulton et al., 2004). For an accurate estimation in
numbers of taxa and individuals, the number of replicates could vary between 3-5
times of 5 l (Malard et al., 2003). It is assumed that in the first 5 l, 76-100 % of the
taxa found in 10 l is collected, providing the best density estimate for organisms
living in close proximity to sediments. Some authors recommend that the first 0.20.5 l of water to be discarded, to avoid the risk of contamination with surface
water and its biota (Danielopol, 1976; Boulton et al., 1992). A strong pumping
rate is recommended to avoid bias in estimating of hyporheic density. Hence,
organisms adhering less tightly to the substrate, (i.e. cyclopoids, ostracods,
isopods, and amphipods) may be more easily captured; while others have some
abilities to resist mild vacuum pressure. Currently, the Bou-Rouch method is
extensively used in hyporheic investigations, although some studies indicate that
insect larvae and especially later instars of chironomids are underrepresented in
samples (Fraser & Williams, 1997). The Bou-Rouch method has a few
disadvantages: i) it is not strictly quantitative because faunal density and diversity
cannot be expressed per volume of hyporheic sediments, but comparisons
between samples of equal volume are still possible with caution; ii) it is limited in
collection at different depths and to streams with sandy and fine gravl sediments;
and iii) certain invertebrates may be damaged during the pumping.
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Fig. 8. Sampling percolation water. (Photo by
Ioana Meleg).

Sampling by standpipe cores
An alternative method perhaps most often used to collect both chemical and
invertebrate samples with less impact on organisms, consists of pumping
hyporheic water from specific depths in the streambed using permanently
installed standpipe wells (Taglianti et al., 1969; Palmer & Strayer, 1996). The
advantages of the method are related to low habitat disturbances and the option
to use the standpipes for long term monitoring. Additional investigations can be
performed with the help of a transparent standpipe 5 cm in diameter installed into
the sediments. A video-camera equipped with a light can be introduced into the
pipe, and hence in situ observations of sediments and its fauna can be
performed. Disadvantages of the method are that the organisms colonizing a
permanent core differ significantly, in terms of both composition and abundance,
from those animals collected from a newly installed well (Hakenkamp & Palmer,
1992). Further, the samples taken sequentially from a well cannot be used as
replicates, because a 48 h period between sequential samples from the same
well does not allow adequate time for recovery by the fauna in the immediate
vicinity of the pipe. Other sources of bias in samples from colonization of
permanent wells include the trapping action in the non-perforated segments of
the pipes and the possible attraction of predators/scavengers (Bretschko &
Klemens, 1986).
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Sampling by freeze coring
In this method, the fauna is paralyzed by an electric field and then the core is
frozen with liquid nitrogen (Stocker & Williams, 1972; Hynes, 1974; Bretschko,
1985). This is a more quantitative method than those described above; however,
it has the disadvantage that removing a series of frozen cores from a stream bed
destroys the habitat for an undetermined, but extended, period. Also, there are
several logistic constraints related to weight of the equipment and the core
removal from a relatively high depth that is relatively difficult.
6.2.

The hypothelminoisrheic habitat

The hypothelminorheic habitat is a submerged interstitial between soil and rocky
beds. Meštrov (1962) defined this habitat as: “Il est constitué par les sols
humides des montagnes, riches en matières organiques et traversés par des
filets d’eau courante”. It has often been included among subterranean habitats
because it harbors a fauna dominated by species with typical morphological traits
associated with subterranean life (Fiers & Gheene, 2002; Culver et al., 2006).
This habitat is hypothesized to play a significant role in active colonization’s by
the surface dwelling organisms of the subterranean realm. The
hypothelminorheic habitat may be sampled by using a hand held manually
peristaltic pump and filtering the water through a plankton net. Additionally, a cut
off water bottle with bait could be used.
6.3.

Springs

Springs can be viewed as access points to collect the fauna from epikarst,
vadose zone and phreatic zone of an aquifer. They are natural resurgences of
groundwater that surfaces through rock faults or fractures that may form a marsh
(helocrene), pond (limnocrene), or a brook (rheocrene). Springs may be supplied
by water from un-consolidated or consolidated sediments (i.e. karst). In a
helocrene spring, water seeps out off the ground slowly and is usually temporarily
confined to small holes or ditches; while in the limnocrene springs, water comes
out of the ground and creates a pond at the source, before flowing out slowly.
The pond is usually deeper than in helocrene springs, so that water is permanent.
Springs are very heterogeneous and may differ significantly in features (e.g.
substrate, amount of aquatic vegetation, and degree of shading by spring side
vegetation), water chemistry (e.g. pH and ionic content), and biotic composition
(e.g. presence or absence of specific competitors, predators and/or parasites).
Being a transition area between groundwater and surface water (ecotone),
springs host a mixed assemblage of epibenthic organisms, stygobites (species
living exclusively in groundwater) and crenobiont taxa (i.e. characteristically
occurring in springs). Their investigations are useful for monitoring the quality of
groundwater, and for comparing the adaptations of surface and subterranean life.
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6.3.1.

Methods of sampling springs

There are no specific requirements to sample springs and various methods could
be combined taking into account their heterogeneity. The most used method is
direct sampling with a drift net in rheocrene springs. These simply consist of a net
fixed in place and left to capture organisms as they are washed out of the ground.
Noll (1939) describes a spring sampler consisting of a double funnel of bronze
wire netting, fixed to a glass flask and sealed with a rubber ring. The device is
dug into the mouth of the spring’s issue point and removed after several hours.
The bottom layers and bed sediments of both helo- and limnocrene springs can
be sampled with a pond net, Hess sampler, Surber sampler, Bou-Rouch pump, a
freeze core, artificial substrates and traps with baits. The Bou-Rouch pump may
clog if silt or fine sand is present. Springs large enough to be accessed by divers
can be sampled by installing a large net at the exit and the bottom sediments are
shaken dislodging fauna that are after that washed out and into the net.
6.4.

Wells

Wells are “open points” within the phreatic zone of porous or karst aquifers.
There are three methods of faunal sampling in wells related to their depth: (i)
filtering the water to a Cvetkov net (Cvetkov, 1968), (ii) bait traps, and (iii)
pumping the water with a surface-mounted pump.
Sampling with the Cvetkov net is well suited for large wells and requires a
dynamic movement of the mesh that allows the sediments and associated
animals living at the bottom to be captured through the water column.
Baited containers or nets should be left for at least 12 h to attract the organisms
within. Baits can be installed also in a stand pipe for few hours and then water is
pumped by using different devices (Husmann, 1964; Danielopol & Niederreiter,
1987; Boulton et al., 1992; Hakenkamp et al., 1994).
Water pumping is suitable for wells less than 8 m deep, and a volume of at least
50 l is required (Malard et al., 1997). This method is often considered
quantitative, with the number of organisms collected related to the volume of
water pumped. For a well deeper than 8 m, pressure pumps are required (see
below).
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Fig. 9. A modified version of the Cvetkov
net, adapted to sample in shallow wells.
(Photo by Damia Jaume).

6.5.

Deep water table aquifers

Investigation of aquifers with the water table located deeper than 8 m below the
surface requires a pressure pump. Access to the deeper phreatic groundwater
can be reached by piezometers (of varying diameters from 2.5 – 20 cm) installed
at many places into the water table. A tube can be inserted into a piezometer or
borehole and connected to a pump. The flow generated by this is then passed
through a sieve or net, or into a tank for holding sediments and fauna.
Several pumps have been tested for their ability to extract water and fauna:
centrifugal (Danielopol, 1983; Notemboom & Boessenkool, 1992; Rouch et al.,
1993), pneumatic and air-lift pumps (Malard et al., 1994). The main difficulty in
using the pumps is to remove the organisms with little damage and the lifting of
water and suspended particles efficiently. However, all have a limitation: they
could not be used to provide samples at a certain depth within an aquifer. When
choosing a suitable device for pumping, it should take into account also the
possibility of measuring simultaneously biological and chemical parameters. The
centrifugal pump seems to be efficiently used for both. Some studies show that
the turbine of the centrifugal pump damages large animals like isopods and
amphipods, but it extracts micro-invertebrates in good condition. For instance,
Notemboom & Bosessenkool (1992) successfully extracted the groundwater
copepod Parastenocaris germanica. The advantages are that it provides macroinvertebrates in good conditions and is also less expensive. Its limitation is
related to the depth from where the water is extracted, which should be at least
50% of the total depth of the well (Roscoe Moss Company, 1990; Malard et al.,
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1994). The pneumatic pump does not have this problem as long as sufficient
pressure is provided, but the cost is 15 times higher.
6.6.

Caves

Caves can be viewed as access points to an aquifer and often contain a large
variety of aquatic habitats. From the entire array of the subterranean realm,
caves are the best sampled. Cave aquatic fauna include a variety of organisms,
but is dominated by invertebrates actively or accidentally arriving in underground
(Gibert et al., 2005). Such invertebrates potentially inhabit a diversity of
subsurface waters (Rouch, 1986; Danielopol, 1989) and are not necessarily
restricted to caves. Relating to the rocks in which caves are formed, limestones,
gypsum and lava caves can be recognized. The most investigated caves are
those from karst aquifers formed in limestones and dolomites where the
dissolution of calcium and magnesium carbonate creates a three-dimensional
network of interconnected openings (i.e. a drainage network). Two aquatic zones
can be distinguished within a cave: unsaturated zone (or vadose) and saturated
zone (or phreatic). Each zone contains a large array of aquatic habitats that can
be sampled by a combination of methods described above.
An unsaturated zone is partially filled with water that flows by gravitation through
deep underground. At the top of the vadose zone is a perched aquifer called
epikarst (Mangin, 1974, 1975; Klimchouk, 2004). It is an area of higher porosity
and permeability that extends a few meters below the karst surface (Malard et al.,
2003). The epikarst permeability decreases with depth and temporary or
permanent springs may appear at the contact between epikarst and the less
fractured rock. Cave biologists have found a considerable number of both
terrestrial and aquatic organisms in drips and seeps percolating from the cave
ceilings that are washed out of the epikarst and found later on in pools and even
streams (Bobič, 1993; Brancelj, 2004; Sket et al., 2004; Brancelj & Culver, 2004;
Pipan, 2005; Pipan & Brancelj, 2004; Pipan & Culver, 2005a; Camacho et al.,
2006; Moldovan et al., 2007). The percolating water seems to be rich in
organisms where numerous specimens of Copepoda, Nematoda, Oligochaeta
and Ostracoda, as well as Turbellaria, Rotifera, Archiannelida [‘archiannelids’ are
no longer considered to be a monophyletic taxon, so perhaps ‘polychaetes’ would
be better], Gastropoda, Araneae, Acarina, Bathynellacea, Isopoda, Amphipoda,
Diplopoda, Collembola, Coleoptera, and Diptera larvae are found.
Methods of sampling the epikarst
Water from drips and trickles can be sampled by directing the water through a
funnel into a plastic container (Fig. 10). To avoid the loss of the animals, the
container is perforated and covered with a plankton net (60-100 m). The
containers can be kept in the cave for a period of 1-4 weeks, but a longer time is
required for ecological investigations (1-2 years). Collections can be made at a
certain interval of time in relation with the purpose of study, but should cover a
rainy period. In order to minimize changes due to births and deaths of various
organisms, collection intervals of 10 days are advised. For long term monitoring,
the collection could be done monthly. The devices must be located in an area
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where water infiltration is more frequent (Rouch, 1968). The number of the
trickles selected to be sampled, vary in relation to cave development, water
infiltration availability, thickness of the ceiling and not at least the purpose of
study. A priori investigations are necessary to detect the location of potential
trickles that could be inactive for a limited period of time during a year. The
distance between the trickle samples could vary from 1 m up to 1 km
corresponding to the same cave or to large cave systems.
Epikarst can be accessed also by sampling the drip pools (gours), puddles, small
rivulets, and small pools in the top of stalagmites (Pipan, 2005). They may
receive water and organisms from the surrounding fractures (Rouch, 1968). Most
hypogean crustaceans appear to prefer pools with fine silt at the bottom, although
they are occasionally seen in crystal-lined gours. Water bodies supplied by
surface water (epiphreatic waters) appear after periods of floods and form pools,
puddles and lakes of different sizes. They should be differentiated by the
previous pools feed by subsurface water of the vadose zone.

Fig. 10. Sampling percolation water. (Photo by Ioana Meleg).

6.7.
6.7.1.

Pools, puddles and epiphreatic waters
Methods of sampling pools, puddles and epiphreatic waters

These habitats can be sampled by filtering the water through a mesh net of 60150 μm. Small hand pumps and even pipettes can be used to collect the water
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and then filtered through the net. Because most species live in sediments (if they
are present in the pools) they must be shaken before. Some large crustaceans
like amphipods, leave small trails at the surface silt of a pool bottom after feeding,
which hence could be an indicator of their presence. The large animals easily
seen in pools (more common in large ones), can be collected by hand using
forceps or pipette. If the pools are dry, clean water could be added and filtered
after few hours (Pleşa, 1972). It is assumed that the organisms that live within the
small fissures around the pool might be found in the pool water. In large pools a
large quantity of water can be filtered, although the sediments accumulated in the
net may make sorting the material difficult.
The vadose zone of a cave may also include large lakes, exogenous rivers that
sink into a cave from the surface, and endogenous rivers (autogenic streams)
originated from the drainage of rainfall infiltrating through the soil and vadose
zone. The subterranean rivers could flow on a bed-rock with or without sediments
and hence, interstitial habitat could be available along the entire stream or parts
of it within a cave. The interstitial sediments of the rivers sinking from the
subsurface are inhabited by a large array of organisms drifting from outside
(especially at the entrance of the river underground), and hence, if the sampling
aim is to get only stygobites, sampling these rivers should be avoided.
Endogenous streams are more likely to contain solely hypogean fauna.
6.8.
6.8.1.

Subterranean lakes
Methods of sampling subterranean lakes

In large lakes a zooplankton net attached to a length of rope can be used. The
net will need to be weighted in order to be thrown from the edge of the water
body effectively and sink to the bottom where the invertebrates could be found.
Small traps with baits can be used (Chappuis, 1950) for a short period of time
(about 1 hour), however, they are not recommended since they can attract large
predators like amphipods that may devour the fauna that has gathered. However,
sampling by baits in cave environment should be used with caution, since the
food is scarce, and the bait will then become a long-lasting focus of attraction
which could destroy small and localized populations of hypogean fauna.
6.8.2.

Methods of sampling the sediments of subterranean rivers and
lakes

Methodologies to collect epibenthic macro- and micro-invertebrates
subterranean environments are similar to those for epigean streams.

in

The phreatic zone of a cave includes voids which are completely filled with water
at equal pressure (water table) or higher than atmosphere, and hence the water
flows through a hydraulic gradient. Fauna inhabiting this zone is similar to that
found in the water bodies of the vadose zone.
a) Sampling by artificial substrates consists of using a plastic or PVC tube of
about 25-30 cm long filled with a synthetic rope (Vervier, 1990). The device is
covered by a net in order to prevent the loss of the animals when the device is
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pulled out from the sediments. The tubes placed into sediments should be
colonized by the organisms living between the interstitial spaces. They are best
suited for upstream/downstream studies or studies designed to test for changes
in communities over time (Coleman & Hynes, 1970; Hynes, 1974; Mathieu et al.,
1984, 1991; Tabacchi, 1990). Artificial substrates provide a relative
representative sample of the actual community which is living on a certain
surface area of a stream. The method offers the advantages of samples
collection from locations that cannot be sampled because of substrate or depth
and is non-destructive for the site. There are few disadvantages related to this
method: (i) the colonization rates differ from site to site; (ii) the species in sampler
may be different than stream bottom; (iii) the long exposure times (6-10 weeks)
and, not at least (iv) the vulnerability of samplers to vandalism.
b) Sampling by traps. A container with holes at the bottom and covered by a
mesh net allowing the water and the organisms to flow through it can be used as
trap. The neck of the container forms a narrow funnel, allowing easy access by
invertebrates to the trap, but impeding their exit. It is recommended that the traps
are buried in the sediments and kept from 2 hours up to 1-2 days. Baits can be
used, and it is expected that wandering invertebrates will move upstream and
enter the trap following the smell of the bait in the water. For baits, salami and
meat is more attractive than cheese or fish. Trapping is a semi-quantitative
method useful to capture large carnivorous like amphipods, isopods and
decapods. They are more efficient in interstitial sediments with the water flows
rather low. The number of species found by trapping is higher than for pumping,
which means that a more complete range of the faunal community is present in
the trapped samples.
c) Sampling from deep underground by using devices for pumping. Air lift
samples could be also used in siphons if the gallery allows the transportation and
usage, although the technique is expensive and not usually used in routine
sampling. In large conducts and siphons (submerged tunnels) within the phreatic
zone, sampling can be performed by scuba diving (Fig. 11). Divers may carry a
funnel with a net used to filter the water while moving upstream, or by scraping
the walls and than collect the material deposit that potentially could contain
animals.
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Fig. 11. Cave diver sweeping the water column with a simple, hand-held plankton net.
(Photo by Damia Jaume).

Many of these sampling methods are discussed and illustrated in the PASCALIS
project Sampling Manual available at: http://pascalis.univ-lyon1.fr/index.html
Concerning fixation of organisms in this particular habitats we refer to the
sections on micro- and macroinvertebrates.
6.9.
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7.

Sampling anchialine habitats

The term anchialine (Greek anchialos = near the sea) is used to designate
salinity-stratified coastal aquifers affected by marine tides but with no surface
connection with the sea (Holthuis, 1973; Stock et al., 1986). Anchialine
environments include pools excavated in calcareous or volcanic debris or hard
substratum, coastal tectonic faults extended below sea level, drowned limestone
caves and lava tubes, and the network of flooded narrow fissures and cracks
developed in coastal aquifers and accessible only via bore-holes or hand-dug
wells. Most of the inhabitants of these environments are of direct marine
derivation and display troglomorphic traits, such as regressed eyes and body
pigmentation, and elongation of appendages. Crustaceans are the predominant
faunistic group, including a representation of primitive, high rank taxa not found
anywhere else aside these habitats (i.e. Remipedia, Thermosbaenacea,
Mictacea, Platycopioida), or of genera displaying extremely disjunct distribution
patterns (Iliffe, 2000).
Whereas several of the most remarkable dwellers of anchialine environments live
beneath the halocline in locations only reachable by SCUBA diving, others can
be easily captured from the surface using very basic equipment. Here we
describe some techniques and devices to sample in a broad array of anchialine
habitats.
7.1.

Completely submerged chambers and passages in drowned caves

Sampling in these habitats requires advanced cave-diving skills. Usually,
modified hand-held plankton nets are used to sweep the water column in search
of swimming animals (copepods, thermosbaenaceans) that concentrate around
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haloclines, or near the floor, walls and ceiling of the cave passages. A useful tool
is a plankton net 30 cm in diameter and 1 m long provided with a short, curved
handle to be easily operated and transported by a diver (Fig. 11), and that can be
easily closed by constriction with one hand or with the add of an elastic strap
once the capture has been produced. The net can be used repeatedly during the
same dive.
Ordinary small glass vials or jars are used to pick up individual specimens from
the water column. Even tiny animals, such as cyclopinid copepods, are revealed
as bright spots by the beam of diving torches, and can be captured by hand with
a vial. This technique is especially adequate when dealing with fragile animals
that loose limbs with ease, such as thermosbaenaceans.
More sophisticated devices, enabling sampling in cracks and fissures, include a
vast array of aspirators and suction bottles, the so-called "Sket bottle" represents
the high of technology as well as of simplicity on that respect (Chevaldonné et al.,
2008).
7.2.

Cave lakes and anchialine pools

Sampling can be done directly with a small hand-held plankton net (21 cm in
diameter, 35 cm long) screwed to a telescoped, extensible (up to 3 m) handle
(Fig. 12). The folded handle and unscrewed net can be carried out with ease
along the narrow cave passages, and assembled to reach the deeper parts of the
pools and cracks from the shore. Several groups of animals that are never
attracted by bait, such as metacrangonyctid amphipods, or that live mainly on
rotting, submerged wood (atlantasellid isopods, many bogidiellid amphipods) are
caught with nets of this sort.
An indirect way of sampling involves the settlement of baited traps on the bottom
of the lakes and pools, which are left for a few hours or several days depending
on the target group. Cirolanid isopods seem to be attracted by bait during the first
few hours only and then disappear; in contrast, some amphipods (such as
niphargids, pseudoniphargids and salentinellids) concentrate and persist in the
traps by days. The animals are attracted irrespective of the type of bait (whether
fish, meat or cheese); nevertheless, due to its compactness, using a piece of
sausage has demonstrated to be unbeatable on that respect and is here highly
recommended. A simple trap can be constructed using a broad mouth, stout
plastic flask with the bottom cut and removed, and with the central portion of the
screwing cap cut and adapted to retain a piece of Nytal mesh (Fig. 13). The trap
is ballasted with several pieces of lead and is hung by means of a string. A hook
of thick metal wire is used to retain the bait in place. The trap lacks of any device
to avoid the animals to escape. In order to impede eels, crayfishes or brachyuran
crabs to get in and damage the trap or predate on the eventual animals
concentrated inside, two pieces of stout plastic grid united with elastic string can
be used to block the entrance and to protect the piece of Nytal mesh.
A very simple trap (Fig. 14) consisting of a plastic bottle with the central portion of
the stopper drilled to set a narrow pipe has demonstrated to work very well for
cirolanid isopods (they concentrate in the bottle and cannot escape), or to sample
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on muddy or salty bottoms (where the other type of traps easily collapse with
sediment).

Fig. 12. Small plankton net screwed to an extensible handle. The folded handle and
unscrewed net can be carried out with ease along the narrow cave passages, and
assembled to reach even the deeper parts of the pools and cracks from the shore (Photo
by Damia Jaume).
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Fig. 13. A simple trap to sample stygofauna in cave lakes and pools. The plastic grid
frames can be added to protect the animals eventually attracted by bait from crabs, eels or
other potential predators. (Photo by Damia Jaume).

Fig. 14. A simple trap for cirolanid isopods, designed by French biospeleologist Dr. Claude
Boutin. (Photo by Damia Jaume).
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Sampling inaccessible aquifers: wells and pumps
Shallow brackish-water wells are commonplace in coastal, upraised coral reef
terraces and volcanic outcrops, and frequently represent the only pathway to
sample aquifers otherwise inaccessible. In addition, these wells (due to
accumulation of bird and bat droppings, vegetation remains, animal carcasses,
etc.) support high populations of stygobitic crustaceans. Sampling can be
undertaken by means of a modified, broader-than-long version of the so-called
Cvetkov net (see Cvetkov, 1968), 30 cm in diameter and with the portion
corresponding to the funnel reduced to a length of ca. 23 cm; this has proved to
work particularly well in these habitats, where the depth of the water column is
usually less than 1 m (Fig. 9). Wells provided with pumps and where nets cannot
be deployed can be sampled by directly filtering the extruded water, although the
specimens eventually caught are frequently damaged (Fig. 15). Finally, it is
recommended to ask the landowner for permission if baited traps are to be set in
wells that provide water for people or livestock.

Fig. 15. Filtering water directly from a
fixed pump at a coastal well. (Photo by
Damia Jaume).

7.3.

Additional information and web references

Iliffe’s web page on anchialine waters warrants a visit
(http://www.tamug.edu/cavebiology/index2.html)
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8.
8.1.

Sampling in other special habitats
Phytotelmata

Phytotelmata (Greek phyton + telm = plant + pond) are small bodies of water held
by plant leaves, inflorescences (especially bromeliads) or in tree holes (Fig. 16).
They are considered temporary water bodies, even if the habitats themselves are
permanently available. Due to their bounded nature and relatively low species
richness, phytotelms have been used as models for various ecological processes
including dispersal, colonization, species interactions and founder effect.
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Fig. 16. Bromeliad Neoregelia cf. princes. (Photo by Sanda Iepure).

The organisms found in phytotelms include temporary and permanent
inhabitants. However, few studies have been devoted to estimate total species
richness and species composition (Frank & Fish, 2008). By far the most complex
communities developed in phytotelms are in the wet tropics (Menzel, 1926;
Tressler, 1941, 1956; Nodt, 1956; Torales et al., 1972; Reid, 1993). They include
algae and representatives of many taxa of freshwater invertebrates: ostracods
Metacypris maracaoensis Tressler, 1941 found in epiphytic bromeliads in Puerto
Rico and Collier County, Florida (Tressler, 1956); harpacticoid crustaceans
Attheyela and Elaphoidella in neotropical bromeliads; or diptera the mosquito
Wyeomyia mitchellii (Theobald), 1905 originally described from Jamaica, and
known also from other islands of the Greater Antilles, eastern Mexico, and
Florida. Almost any plant is a potential host for invertebrates in the small amount
of water accumulated by the receptacle, but some groups appear to favor
phytotelmata and may be considered specialists, i.e. the cyclopids crustaceans
Tropocyclops jamaicensis Reid and Janetzky, 1996 present in bromeliads from
Jamaica (Reid & Janetzky, 1996; Reid, 2001) and Paracyclops bromeliacola
Karaytug & Boxshall, 1998 originally described from bromeliads in Brazil by
Karaytug & Boxshall (1998). In temperate areas tree holes developed at the
junction between the trunk and limbs are probably the best habit for small
invertebrates. They are less studied in comparison with other phytotelms, and
hence a low number of species are known from this habitat.
To sample phytotelms water is extracted by using a pipette and then filtered
through a mesh net. A manufactured tool could be successfully used especially to
collect insect’s larvae. It consists of a 50 cm long endoscopic tube with a
diameter of 5 mm and an opening of approximately 4 mm attached to the long
snout of a 50 ml syringe. The diameter of the tube should be not less than 5 mm,
otherwise it could be blocked by debris present in the leaf axils, such as seeds,
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leaves and dirt. Conversely, wider tubes can push apart bromeliad leaf axils, not
only damaging them but causing increased leakage of water and animals.
8.2.

Mosses and leaf litter

Aquatic (Sphagnum, Hypnum) and terrestrial mosses in humid conditions host a
wide variety of invertebrates (Uniyal, 2000). Although water in Sphagnum tends
to be quite acidic, this type of moss seems to harbor the richest fauna (Gerson,
1982). The hyaline dead cells in leaves retain rotifer, nematodes, various algae or
cyanobacteria and numerous taxa of insects. Scourfield (1953) found many
species of copepods (Bryocyclops, Muscocyclops) living in mosses or seeps in
rock outcrop where moss and algae are present. Common species are to be
found (Bryocyclops pygmaeus Sars, 1863) or rare species like Stolonicyclops
heggiensis (Reid & Spooner, 1998).
Normally aquatic taxa of invertebrates have been reported from sodden leaf litter
from scattered areas around the world, including New Zealand beach forest litter,
(Harding, 1958), Australian forests (Dendy, 1895; Plowman, 1979), a sedge
meadow in the Canadian tundra (Bliss et al., 1973), the Paramo region in the
Colombian Andes (Sturm, 1978), and a wet campo marsh in sub-tropical Brazil
(Reid, 1984). In Europe, where extensive forests of Fagus silvatica exist, leaves
form a dense layer that retains water and animals live mainly in the deeper more
humid layers (Nielsen, 1966; Schaeffer, 1991; Dumont & Maas, 1998). Fiers and
Gheene (2000) surveyed soil nematodes in Belgium, and found a large number
of copepods in the litter sample in spite of using an inadequate method for
collecting this normally aquatic group. Some of the species found display
particular traits of a subterranean inhabitant like Graeteriella unisetigera (Graeter,
1908), and hence, the authors suggested that leaf litter was important in the
dispersal and population maintenance of stygofauna.
Mosses and leaf litter may be sampled by washing the substrate through a mesh.
For the leaf litter a corer for soil samples with a diameter of 2-5 cm could be
used, and remove 2-5 kg of soil. The depth of the sample depends on the
vegetation type and could range from the surface to a depth of 40 cm. In the
laboratory a small amount of soil (representing about 5% of the entire sample) is
suspended in distilled water. The mixture is sieved with a mesh net and the
fractions smaller than 2 mm are suspended in distilled water. This solution could
be sieved again through a smaller mesh than the previous one, and the retained
residue is fixed in 4% formaldehyde. The residue is afterwards centrifuged once
in distilled water, once in a 50% solution of Ludox® and water. The organisms
are further sorted under the stereo-microscope. See also the section on
macroinvertebrate extraction from macrophytes using Berlese-Tullgren funnels.
This method will extract many of the arthropods from wet moss and litter, but is
not appropriate for most soft-bodied invertebrates.
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Abstract
The marine environment is the largest ecosystem in the world and includes a
vast array of habitats. Except for the Micrognathozoa and Onychophora, all
animal phyla are represented in the marine realm. We comment briefly on the
most commonly used sampling methods for the study of pelagic and deep-sea
benthic biodiversity, but focus on sampling methods of marine benthic
biodiversity in coastal areas, because >75% of known marine species are from
these waters. To gain an accurate idea of the magnitude of species richness,
massive collecting efforts are necessary. It is more effective to concentrate on
relative small areas (100-300 km² ) where diverse habitats are present, than to
spread studies across extensive zones. Discrete, representative stations based
on macrohabitats should be selected within the sampling area, and each station
sampled by intertidal collecting, scuba diving and/or dredging. At each station
complementary techniques should be deployed, including hand picking (to collect
sessile and large motile species and pieces of substratum), suction sampling,
brushing rocks or rubble for epibenthos, breaking hard substrates for endolithic
organisms, hand-towed nets for motile species, sieving, and dredging. Rubble
brushing and suction sampling have been the most effective methods for
collecting small species (the major component of the marine benthic biodiversity)
on hard substrates. Special techniques are required to study certain taxa,
especially fragile, rare, symbiotic, or minute interstitial organisms.

Key words: sampling methods, biodiversity, coastal area
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1.

Introduction

The marine environment is the largest ecosystem in the world and includes a
vast array of habitats. Most of the planet (71% of the world’s surface) is covered
by ocean waters, with an average depth of ~3,800 m. Oceans thus hold an
overall volume of some 1.370 x 106 km³ (97% of the water on the planet) capable
of supporting life. However, surprisingly, species diversity appears to be far lower
in the sea (around 250,000 known species) than on land (between 1.4 and 1.7
million known species), probably because dispersal is more wide-ranging in
water than on land and genetic connectivity is maintained over vast expanses
(but see Paulay & Meyer, 2006). This may be partly the result of broader
geographic ranges and consequently lower rates of speciation for marine versus
terrestrial species. Furthermore marine environments are physically much less
variable in space and time than terrestrial ones. Finally, the most diverse group
of macroorganisms, the insects (within the animal kingdom) and the angiosperms
(within the plant kingdom) are largely restricted to terrestrial and freshwater
environments. Nevertheless, the diversity of major lineages (phyla and classes)
is much greater in the sea than on land or in freshwater, reflecting the ocean as
the cradle of life.
Of the 34 currently recognized animal phyla (Table 1), all except two occur in
oceanic waters: 16 are exclusively marine; 16 occur in both marine and
freshwater, while only one phylum is exclusive to freshwater (Micrognathozoa),
and one restricted more or less to land (but with marine fossil record:
Onychophora). Many exclusively marine animal phyla are relatively obscure and
have few species. The major exceptions is the Echinodermata, with 7,000
described species. A number of other major animal phyla including the
cnidarians, sponges, as well as the non-metazoan brown and red algae
(Phaeophyta and Rhodophyta, respectively) are largely marine, each with only a
small number of non-marine (usually freshwater) representatives. A summary for
the world view of species has been published by Chapman (2009), while a
complete review of marine species was given by Bouchet et al. (2006).
Although knowledge of marine biodiversity has increased enormously in the past
few decades, marine life remains far less well documented than terrestrial
biodiversity. The main reason is that most of the marine biosphere is difficult to
access. The oceans are tantalizing from the shorelines, but their great depths
and remote reaches make them challenging to study. Study of any part below the
top few meters requires specialized equipment and is expensive and time
consuming. Knowledge of most of the sea is thus based on remote-sensing and
sampling techniques, and remains limited and less precise. As these techniques
become more sophisticated, so does our understanding of marine ecosystems,
especially for areas away from the coastal zone.
Although research on biodiversity has greatly increased in recent decades, these
efforts are dominated by studies on terrestrial environments. Between 1987 and
2004, only 9.8% of published research dealt with marine biodiversity (Hendriks et
al., 2006). This severe imbalance is also evident in international programs.
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Table 1. Extant Animal Phyla.
Phylum

Notes

Marine

Porifera
Placozoa
Cnidaria

sponges
Tricoplax
hydroids, jellyfish, anemones,
corals
aff. Cnidaria?
comb jellies
“Mesozoa”
“Mesozoa”
arrow worms
flatworms, polyphyletic?
minute worms
= Kamptozoa
minute “jaw” worms of hypoxic
habitats
=Syndermata, incl.
Acanthocephala
Microscopic worms,
Limnognathia
lobster lip worms, Symbion
ribbon worms

yes
only

Holoplanktonic
members
no
no

yes
yes
only
only
only
only
yes
yes
yes

yes
as parasites
yes
no
no
only
yes
yes – semi-pelagic
no

Myxozoa
Ctenophora
Orthonectida
Dicyemida
Chaetognatha
Platyhelminthes
Gastrotricha
Entoprocta
Gnathostomulida
Rotifera
Micrognathozoa
Cycliophora
Nemertea
Sipuncula
Annelida

peanut worms
segmented worms, incl.
Pognophora &
Echiura

Mollusca
Phoronida
Bryozoa
Brachiopoda
Nematoda
Nematomorpha
Kinorhyncha
Priapula
Loricifera
Tardigrada
Onychophora

Snails, clams, chitons, squid
horseshoe worms
= Ectoprocta, moss animals
lamp shells
round worms
horse hair worms
minute “mud dragons”
carnivorous worms
“girdle-wearers”, minute
water bears
velvet worms
Insects, myriapods,
crustaceans,
spiders, incl. Pentastomida

Arthropoda
Xenoturbellida
Echinodermata
Hemichordata
Chordata

Xenoturbella
stars, urchins, sea cucumbers
acorn worms
tunciates, vertebrates

only

no

yes

yes

no
only

no
no

yes

yes

only

no

yes
yes
only
yes
only
yes
yes
only
only
only
yes
no

yes
Yes
no
no
no
as parasites
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
only
only
only
yes

yes
no
yes
no (presumably)
yes

For instance, only about 10% of the First Open Science Conference of the
Diversitas Programme (November 2005 in Mexico) that dealt with biodiversity
science, addressed marine biodiversity (Hendriks et al., 2006). This
disproportionally small research effort on marine biodiversity is in sharp contrast
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to the large phyletic diversity in the oceans compared to land. The phyletic and
genomic richness of the ocean also remains an underutilized resource for
biotechnology, pharmacology, and other resources.
The global inventory of the marine realm is far from complete, especially for
minute and rare species, and commensals and parasites, which together
represent the largest number of species in complex ecosystems (Bouchet et al.,
2009). Besides, a rich fauna of some neglected habitats still remains overlooked
(Denis & Alfhous, 2004; Mendoza et al., in press). Despite this deficit, most
integrated studies on marine biodiversity focus on a few well-known indicator
taxa (fishes, corals), neglecting most other groups, often because of a reputation
of being too diverse or difficult for non-specialists. Nevertheless, close to 1,800
new marine species are described each year (Bouchet et al., 2002).
The aims of this chapter
A complete review of methods for the study of all marine biodiversity is outside
the scope of this chapter. The most commonly used sampling methods for the
study of the pelagic and deep-sea benthic biodiversity are commented upon
briefly, and we focus on sampling methods for marine benthic biodiversity in
coastal areas, where >75% of recorded marine biodiversity is concentrated.
Microscopic organisms are also outside the scope of this chapter. We principally
focus on the study of marine metazoans and macroscopic seaweeds.
2.

Pelagic Biodiversity

The oceanic pelagic zone is dominated numerically by plankton in euphotic
surface waters. Plankton are by definition drifting or weakly swimming organisms,
and include a wide range of small to microscopic animals, protists and bacteria.
Free-swimming pelagic organisms are collectively termed nekton. Both tend to
concentrate along major circulation currents (gyres), contact zones and upwelling
regions, and this causes significant local variations in abundance and diversity.
The marked vertical gradients of light, temperature, pressure, nutrient availability
and salinity within the pelagic realm create vertical structuring of pelagic species
assemblages into several depth zones that tend to fluctuate in time and space.
Some components of the epipelagic and mesopelagic nekton and even plankton
perform remarkable diel migrations: ascending to surface waters at night to feed
and descending, sometimes over 1 km, during the day (Groombridge & Jenkins,
2002). With few exceptions, the only food source for organisms in the aphotic
zone is the 'rain' of organic matter (faeces, moulted crustacean exoskeletons,
corpses) from the euphotic zone.
2.1.

Plankton

Plankton refers to the assemblage of passively floating, drifting, or somewhat
motile organisms occurring in the water column, primarily comprising bacteria,
protists, tiny algae, small animals, and developmental stages (eggs, larvae, etc)
of larger organisms. Planktonic organisms range in size from microbes (under
0.001 mm) to jellyfish with gelatinous bells >1 m in diameter and tentacles up to
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10 m long. Plankton can be loosely grouped as producers (phytoplankton,
including prokaryotic and eukaryotic algae) and consumers (zooplankton as well
as heterotrophic bacteria and protists). Many protists are both producers and
consumers, and may account for a large proportion of primary production.
Planktonic assemblages are strongly affected by physical and chemical
characteristics of water masses on scales ranging up to entire ocean circulations.
The vertical structure of the water column is also important, especially the depth
of the mixed layers, as this influences nutrient and light levels that control
phytoplankton growth and assemblage composition. Although plankton is most
abundant in the photic zone, it is found at all depths. At least 40% of the world’s
primary production occurs in the open ocean, and much of this production is
initially consumed by planktonic crustaceans (mainly copepods). These
organisms are relatively well studied, and many have been assumed to be
cosmopolitan.
In surprising contrast to their globally high biomass and productivity, the diversity
of planktonic organisms is low, with only ~3,700 described species of
holoplanktonic zooplankton (Groombridge & Jenkins, 2002). This has been
attributed to the dynamic mixing of oceans limiting geographic differentiation.
Nevertheless most animal phyla are represented in the plankton as many benthic
species have a planktonic larval phase. Zooplankton is dominated numerically
and in total mass by animals that spend their entire lives as plankton. Such
animals are termed holoplankton, while temporary residents of the plankton
(such as eggs and larval forms) are called meroplankton. Of the 34 marine
animal phyla only 13 have representatives in the holoplankton (Table 1).
Sampling methods
There are many comprehensive books on sampling methods for plankton (e.g.
UNESCO, 1968; Harris et al., 2000; Goswami, 2004; Suthers & Rissik, 2009,
among many others). Towed nets are still the primary means of collecting many
plankters. Plankton nets vary in size, shape and mesh size but all are designed
to capture drifting or relatively slow-moving organisms retained by the mesh. The
simplest nets are conical in shape, with a wide mouth opening attached to a
metal ring and a narrow tapered end fastened to a collecting jar known as the
“cod end”. This kind of net can be towed vertically, horizontally, or obliquely
through the desired sampling depths. Such nets will filter water and collect
organisms during the entire towing period. More sophisticated nets can be
opened and closed at selected depths, and a series of such nets may be
attached to a single frame to allow sampling of different discrete depths during a
single towed operation. Analyses of the collected samples permit a more detailed
picture of the vertical distribution of plankton.
Zooplankton pumps can also be used; these pull water from a selected depth
and pass it through a mesh. The Moored Automated, Serial, Zooplanktic Pump
(MASZP) is designed to make moored, time-series collections of small planktonic
species.
Each discrete plankton sample is usually filtered over a portion of mesh, which is
covered by another piece of mesh, and the two strips are wound together on a
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spool residing in a preservative bath for in situ storage. The material collected is
later washed from the mesh, and the organisms sorted by hand for microscopic
identification. To expedite sample processing new technologies have been
developed for recognizing species in mixed populations through species-specific
immunofluorescent markers (Garland & Butman, 1996).
In recent decades attempts have been made to observe zooplankton directly in
the field, by scuba diving or from submersibles. Such direct sampling has
enabled the collection of delicate species, especially large-bodied jelly-plankton
(colonial radiolarians, medusae, ctenophores, salps, etc.) that were
undersampled or destroyed using traditional methods, but are important
components in pelagic environments. Recent development and refinement of
acoustic and optical technology has also enabled better quantitative estimates of
biomass and the distribution of the more mobile members of the plankton. Many
of the holoplanktonic species can be identified by acoustic or optical images.
Autonomous sampling buoys, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV, essentially
oceanographic robotic systems), autonomous surface vehicles, gliders, drifters,
among other, are also being used in the study of the plankton.
New instruments, such as the Video Plankton Recorder (an underwater video
microscope attached to a Remotely Operated Vehicle) are bringing new insights
to the study of these small animals. Today global-scale analytic methods for all
marine zooplankton groups are being developed using new technologies,
including molecular, optical and acoustical imaging, and remote detection. By
2010 the coordinated multinational effort Census of Marine Zooplankton
(http://www.cmarz.org; within the Census of Marine Life) seeks to complete both
the morphological and DNA barcode analyses of at least the ∼6,800 described
species of marine metazoan and protozoan plankton. DNA barcoding is
underway in laboratories in Japan and the USA (O’Dor & Gallardo, 2005),
including DNA barcoding of existing specimens in collections as well as identified
cryptic species among cosmopolitan groups. The Census of Marine Zooplankton
will provide the first global synthesis of the biodiversity and biogeography of the
species that make up the greatest animal biomass on the planet. It is likely to
double the number of known zooplankton species and will provide DNA barcodes
for their reliable and rapid identification. On the other hand, Venter et.al. (2004)
identified at least 1,800 new species of microbes using "whole-genome shotgun
sequencing" to microbial populations of the Sargasso Sea.
2.2.

Nekton

The nekton comprises the large, pelagic, marine animals able to move
independently of water currents. Fish make up the largest fraction of the nekton,
but some crustacean (some euphausiids, shrimps, and swimming crabs), many
cephalopods (such as squids), marine turtles, and marine mammals are also
important nektonic components. There are ~1,200 nektonic fish species
compared with ~13,000 coastal ones, >300 species of nektonic cephalopods,
and five species of marine turtles (Angel, 1993). Wholly aquatic mammals are
confined to two orders, the Cetacea and the Sirenia. The cetaceans comprise
some 78 species, all except five marine, distributed throughout the world’s seas.
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It has generally been assumed that pelagic biomass below the euphotic zone is
low. Recent studies based on a variety of surveys have indicated that the global
biomass of tropical mesopelagic animals may be surprisingly high (Groombridge
& Jenkins, 2002). Around 160 fish genera in 30 families are recognized as
important components of the mesopelagic fauna (usually small species less than
10 cm in length).
Study of the pelagic fauna requires the use of expensive high-seas research
vessels (Figure 1A). The sampling methods are mainly those employed in
fisheries and oceanography. In fact, nektonic species are usually studied within
the branch of marine science that is called “fisheries oceanography”. There is an
extensive bibliography and entire journals (e.g. Fish Biology and Fisheries)
devoted to this discipline. Tagging and real-time tracking of many large pelagic
animals using new technologies are making it possible to provide unprecedented
estimates of the global distribution and abundance of the largest animals in this
realm.
A review of the techniques to study this pelagic fauna is outside the scope of this
chapter. We refer to comprehensive publications on the subject such as those of
Roper & Rathjen (1991), Sibert & Nielsen (2001), Gabriel et al. (2007), among
many others.
3.

Deep-sea biodiversity

Around 50% of the Earth’s surface is covered by ocean >3,000 m deep. Despite
their enormous volume, the deep oceans were initially thought to be relatively
simple ecosystems that made little contribution to global species diversity.
However thorough quantitative samples of infauna have shown that deep sea is
surprisingly species rich, even rivalling the diversity of coral reefs (Grassle &
Maciolek, 1992). As more of the deep-sea is surveyed with increasingly
sophisticated gear, it is apparent that the environment itself, in terms of substrate
features and/or current regime, is more variable than was once thought.
Environmental diversity in the form of microhabitats (small areas having slightly
different characteristics) can in itself lead to higher diversity in animals. Indeed,
the deep-sea benthos has a patchy distribution, with significant aggregations of
animals that have been detected in different taxonomic groups on scales ranging
from centimeters and meters to kilometers. This patchy distribution makes
representative samples difficult to obtain for assessing biomass and species
diversity of deep-sea animals. In addition, discoveries during the past decades
have shown that there are some deep habitats with unusual benthic diversity,
such as seamounts and rock outcrops, submarine canyons, beds of manganese
nodules, deep-water reefs of ahermatypic corals, hydrothermal vents, cold
seeps, and other chemosynthetic ecosystems such whale skeletons or sunken
wood.
Sampling methods
Open-sea and deep-water work imposes procedures substantially different from
those required for near-shore surveys. Deep-sea sampling is costly and timeconsuming. Collecting a sample from 8,000 m depth with towed gear, for
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example, requires a very large winch with at least 11 km of cable in order to allow
for the towing angle. It takes up to 24 hours to let out that much wire, obtain a
sample, and retrieve it. Cost of shiptime can easily exceed 20,000 € per day.

Fig. 1. Surface based sampling. A. French research vessel Alis of the IRD center; B.
Dredge haul off the coast of Cortes; C. Trawl haul from the deep; D. Off shore plankton
tow. (Photo A - C by Panglao Marine Biodiversity Project 2004; D by Chris Meyer).

Holmes & McIntire (1984), also provide a guide to relevant publications on the
study of marine benthos until 1984, while Gage & Tyler (1991) review methods to
study organisms of the deep-sea floor, giving detailed description of traditional
gears and sampling techniques. Wenneck et al. (2008) review recent
technological advances. An overview of organization and procedures of a survey
of the deep-water fauna is given by Richter de Forges et al. (2009).
Comprehensive surveys have utilized trawls, bottom sledges, dredges, grabs,
box samplers and corers, as well as a variety of acoustic and optical approaches.
Large trawls and nets give snapshots of life sampled across a mile or longer
stretch of bottom. In contrast box cores deployed from surface vessels provide
samples that are precisely spaced and come from a single spot. A specialized
deep-sea fauna living in the lowest strata of the water column are bottomdependent, swimming animals that may perform daily or seasonal vertical
migrations above the bottom, the supra- or hyper-benthos. Suprabenthic fauna
essentially consists of crustaceans from the superorder Peracarida (amphipods,
cumaceans, isopods and mysids). The suprabenthic sled was designed for such
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near-bottom sampling operations with a number of nets that fish at different
heights above the substrate.
Sampling the deep-sea benthos from surface ships does not provide a close-up
view of the system. To understand relationships of organisms with the
environment in situ studies are useful, as well as the ability to return to the same
spot. This can be achieved with manned or unmanned vehicles equipped with
precise navigational capabilities and visually operated sample manipulators
and/or video recorders. Submersibles or remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) are
the only way to: 1) precisely sample small-scale features such as sediment
forms, rocks, or individual organisms; 2) sample repeatedly with respect to
specific experiments or features of the bottom over time spans up to several
years; 3) push sampling devices and other instruments into the bottom without
disturbance of the sediment-water interface; 4) locate objects and sample in
complex rocky topography where tethered devices could not move over the
bottom without encountering obstacles; 5) sample specific layers in the water
column; and 6) sample delicate organisms that are destroyed by traditional
sampling gear.
Submersible-based sampling was accelerated with the use of the Alvin by the
United States and Archimède and Cyana by France during the French-American
Mid-Ocean Underwater Study (FAMOUS) project in the 1970’s (Heirtzer &
Grassle, 1976). The discovery in 1978 of new and abundant sea life around
deep-sea hydrothermal vents near the Galapagos Islands greatly increased
research in this special environment as well as the use of manned submersibles.
Most submersibles require a mother ship to assist in moving it to the dive location
and for recharging energy sources, checking equipment, and housing diving
personnel. In a normal operating dive a deep-sea submersible will stay
submerged for 6 to 10 hours, in waters up to 3 km deep (the rate of ascent and
descent is about 2 km/hour). It can move over the bottom at a speed of 1 to 2
knots and can cover a path of several kilometres.
Several types of unmanned, remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) or autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs) can carry a variety of recording equipment to
document deep sea organisms. These can be remotely operated from surface
vessels, or pre-programmed to do their jobs independently of direct human
control. Some have manipulators that are able to take samples. Clarke (2003),
Chave (2004), or Divas (2004), among many others provide glimpses of deep
sea exploration by submersibles.
4.

Benthic biodiversity in coastal areas

Marine biodiversity is much higher in benthic than pelagic systems, and is also
thought to be higher in coastal waters rather than in the open/deep sea, since
there is greater range of habitats near the coast (but see Grassle & Maciolek,
1992). Continental shelves cover <10% of the ocean’s area, but contain most of
the documented marine biodiversity. In fact, more than 75% of known marine
species are concentrated in coastal areas, especially in the tropical regions
(Bouchet, 2006). For this reason and because key coastal habitats are lost
globally at rates 2 to 10 times faster than those in tropical forests (Reaka-Kudla,
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1997), special attention and effort must be paid to their study and conservation.
The highest coastal marine species diversity is in the Indo-Malayan archipelago
and decreases both longitudinally and latitudinally from there (Hoeksema, 2007).
Representative coastal benthic habitats include:


Mangroves - Mangroves are a “hybrid” terrestrial/marine ecosystem, unique
in that terrestrial organisms occur in the canopy and marine species at the
base (Figure 2). Mangroves, or mangals, are a diverse collection of shrubs
and trees that live rooted in soft, intertidal marine sediments. Mangroves
dominate deltaic and low coastal areas, and are restricted to the tropics and
subtropics. Global area occupied by mangroves slightly exceeds 180,000
km2, covering 60-70% of the tropical and subtropical coastline (Groombridge
& Jenkins, 2002).



Coral reefs - Coral reefs are accumulations of solid calcium carbonate matrix
developed by stony corals and co-occurring organisms. Coral reefs are
tropical shallow water ecosystems, typically with very high biodiversity,
although they are also known (but are more limited and less diverse) in some
deep and high latitude environments. They dominate shallow, clear, warm,
nutrient-poor waters with limited terrestrial sediment runoff in the tropics. The
global extent of coral reefs has been estimated at around 285,000 km²
(Groombridge & Jenkins, 2002).



Seagrass meadows - Seagrasses are flowering plants adapted to shallow
marine and estuarine environments across a wide range of latitudes. About
58 living species are recognized. They occur from the littoral region to depths
of 50 or 60 m and cover extensive areas on shallow soft substrates. Globally
seagrass beds cover between 200,000 and 500,000 km² of the continental
shelves (Spalding et al., 2003).



Rocky bottoms - Rocky substrates can be of biological or geological origin.
The former are referred to as reefs and include coral reefs, the latter are
characteristic of tectonically active areas such as convergent margins and
volcanic islands. Rocky bottoms provide considerably physical complexity
and tend to harbour diverse biota. Different habitats and complex
communities are usually identifiable and can be characterized according to a
combination of physical and biological attributes.



Kelp forests - Kelp forests are subtidal macro-algal communities dominated
by kelps (large brown algae of several genera, including Laminaria,
Saccorhiza, Ecklonia and Macrocystis) in cold temperate to subtropical
regions. They form distinctive lower intertidal to shallow subtidal
communities, especially in areas with currents or surf. Kelps usually require
hard bottom for attachment, and grow off rocky shores to depths of 20-40 m.
The net primary production of kelp forests is comparable to tropical
rainforests.



Soft sediments - Soft sediments are the most widespread coastal marine
ecosystem type. Virtually the entire seabed away from the coastline is
covered by marine sediments.
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Anchialine caves - Anchialine caves are defined as bodies of hyaline water
with more or less extensive subterranean connections to the sea. They show
noticeable marine as well as terrestrial influences. Such habitats include
land-locked open pools, pools in caves, and entirely submerged cave
passages, which are known to harbor a number of fascinating organisms,
such as the primitive crustacean class Remipedia.

4.1.

Planning

Most of the general methods and procedures described here for fieldwork in
coastal marine areas are being deployed in the Moorea Biocode Project, an effort
to build the first comprehensive, voucher-based, genetic inventory of all nonmicrobial life in a tropical ecosystem (http://www.mooreabiocode.org). These
general methods and procedures are also those basically employed in a long
term project conducted by a group led by Philippe Bouchet (National Museum of
Natural History of Paris), the purpose of which is to address the magnitude of
species richness in coral reefs and associated environments by selecting sites
through the Indo-Pacific biodiversity gradient (see Bouchet et al., 2002), including
surveys at Lifou in Loyality Islands, 2000, Rapa in southernmost French
Polynesia, 2002, Koumac and Touho in New Caledonia, 1992, Panglao in the
Philippines, 2004, and SE corner of Santo in Vanuatu Islands, 2006. While these
large-scale biodiversity survey expedition(s) usually are carried out over a
relatively short time interval, planning for them can take years of preparation,
including obtaining permits, coordinating participant travel, etc. (for more
information see the first chapter on the concept, challenges and solutions of
planning an ATBI+M).
4.1.1.

Choosing the area and stations

If the objective of an All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory is to maximize the potential
biodiversity encountered, then the selected site should have high habitat
heterogeneity. It is most effective to choose a relatively small coastal area (no
2
more than 100-300 km ) so that all of it is accessible within one hour from the
field lab by boat or vehicle, at a location that includes the greatest diversity of
habitats characteristic of the region. Covering more extensive areas from a
shore-based field lab becomes logistically difficult and inefficient. The depth
range surveyed should range from the intertidal fringe to about 50 m when limited
to SCUBA, or to greater depths (e.g. to 100 m) when boat-based sampling via
dredges, trawls, and grabs is available. A number of discrete sampling stations
should be selected, spanning the range of habitats, at each of which a broad
range of sampling techniques are utilized. Background information, including a
planning visit to the area and preliminary sampling, are very useful in scoping out
a region, selecting the survey site, as well as choosing some of the stations to be
sampled.
Importantly, the selected site will need to have sufficient facilities and
infrastructure: boats, support staff, diving support, meals for the participants, etc.,
in place by the time the project starts. It is necessary to establish a field lab in a
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place from where teams can go sample (mainly in small boats) and return for the
sorting process.
4.1.2.

Defining the task

An ATBI is a tall order in the marine realm because of the diversity of organisms
present. Thus it is important to define the taxonomic scope of the project and
plan accordingly. It is not feasible to study all groups of organisms in an area.
Most early integrated studies on tropical marine biodiversity have focused on a
few indicator taxa (especially fishes and corals – both groups that live largely
exposed and are thus visually immediately apparent) and neglected others,
because of logistic constraints and sampling and taxonomic challenges. The
greatest challenge for marine ATBIs is that most taxa live concealed, and this
“cryptofauna” harbors most of the species richness. Useful additional taxa to
include in a limited ATBI include seaweeds, sponges, octocorals, mollusks,
decapods, polychaetes, bryozoans, echinoderms and tunicates.
These include most of the other macrobiota that lives
large-bodied, conspicuous, or taxonomically relatively
Moorea Biocode project includes most taxa with
macrofauna (>10 mm), a good portion of mesofauna
microfauna (<1 mm).

exposed, as well as the
well-known groups. The
a goal to cover most
(1-10 mm), and explore

In an ATBI, sampling at any station is normally qualitative or semi-quantitative,
with collecting effort usually proportional to species richness and habitat
heterogeneity as perceived empirically in the field. Quantitative sampling is not
nearly as effective as qualitative sampling carried out by a specialist at capturing
maximum biodiversity. For instance, in parallel studies of fore reef decapod
diversity in Moorea, a semi-quantitative approach sampling replicate dead coral
heads yielded 50 species, whereas specialized collecting in the same habitat
over the same amount of time recovered 210 species, with 23 in common
between the methods (Plaisance et al., in press).
4.1.3.

Building a team

A massive collecting effort requires a team composed of biodiversity specialists
and support personnel. Participants need to include taxonomic experts, who
contribute both by planning and participating in collecting thus contributing their
expertise in finding species, as well as in sorting catches to morphospecies (see
below). Support personnel help with field work (boats, diving, collecting),
processing samples, photography, and the general operation of the expedition.
Volunteers and students can help and gain as well as provide expertise, while
local fisherman can provide field knowledge about habitats, organisms, and
effective sampling methods. A major effort can easily include more than 50
participants.
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4.1.4.

Time required

About 500 person-days of field work can provide reasonable coverage for 2-4
phyla in a high diversity area. Typical efforts in such medium scale expeditions
take 4-6 weeks of field work with 10-20 field workers. It is also useful to repeat
such an effort in a different part of the year, because many organisms are annual
or have seasonal cycles.
4.2.

Sampling methods

Below we give an overview on general procedures for fieldwork in marine coastal
areas. A detailed description of all gear and techniques is beyond the scope of
this chapter and we recommend more specialized literature or a handbook on
methods for the study of marine benthos, such as Holme & McIntire (1984). A
useful picture on sampling design in a coastal area is provided by Bouchet et al.
(2009)
4.2.1.

Intertidal sampling

The coastal intertidal is a rich and easily accessible habitat, as no snorkelling or
diving skills are required; thus most taxonomists can pursue field collecting there.
Intertidal habitats include rocky shores, reef flats, sand and mud flats, beaches,
seagrasses, and mangroves. Effective methods include visual searches for larger
organisms that live exposed or under rocks, yabbie-pumping for burrowing
species and their associates, digging and sieving for soft bottom infauna, sifting
through algae, using baited traps, hand dredges, and/or examination of residues
of rock/algal wash.

Fig. 2. Shore based sampling. A. Collecting in mangrove; B. intertidal sampling on mudflat
and seagrass bed. (Photos by Panglao Marine Biodiversity Project 2004).

Most intertidal sampling happens at low tide. It is useful to also collect during
night low tides, as many animals are nocturnally active, are buried in the
sediment during the day, and much more easily found at night when they
emerge. Tides during the new and full moon periods are the largest, but some
habitats (high intertidal, estuarine, river/mangrove transition) do not require
extreme tides to be properly sampled.
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4.2.2.

Underwater collecting

Scuba diving and/or snorkelling allow very selective sampling
specific places and microhabitats. Underwater sampling is also
observing species in their natural state and for obtaining
information about the structure of benthic communities and
ecologic data.

and choice of
very useful for
more detailed
other valuable

Fig. 3. Scuba based sampling. A. Underwater brushing for micromolluscs; B. Brushing
rubble for cryptic species; C. Hand collecting among rubble and coral on forereef; D.
Investigating gorgonians for associated mollusks; E. ARMS pre-deployment; F. Vacuum
set-up; G. Vacuum suction in operation. (Photos A., D. & G. by Panglao Marine
Biodiversity Project 2004; B. by Jenna Moore; C. by Sea McKeon; E. by Rusty Brainard;
F. by Chris Meyer).
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The most common methods used in diving are:


Hand collecting of motile species. Larger motile organisms (>1 cm) are
often best collected by hand, or by hand-held devices like nets or slurp guns.
Although some motile species live exposed on the bottom and are readily
encountered, others live concealed in the substratum. On hard bottoms
turning loose rocks reveals a broad array of cryptofauna, as does searching
in soft sediments by fanning or just by feeling with hands. Crevices and small
caverns are also good places to search for cryptofauna. Night diving is very
useful, because numerous cryptic, motile species emerge at night, making
them easier to find and collect. Scuba hand sampling is usually also an
effective way to look for symbiotic associates on larger sessile and mobile
organisms like sponges, cnidarians, and echinoderms (Fig. 3D).



Hand-towed nets. Using hand-towed nets in seagrass meadows is done to
collect the motile fauna that live on the leaves. Nocturnal sampling is
recommended, as the number of specimens collected may be up to five fold
higher in nocturnal samples than those obtained during the day (pers. obs.,
JT).



Hand collecting sessile biota. Hard bottoms have a rich sessile flora and
fauna. While some sessile species are large, exposed, conspicuous and thus
readily noticed and collected, many more are small, cryptic, encrusting, living
in crevices, in the reef matrix and under rocks. Thus, as for mobile fauna,
sampling under rocks and in crevices is important to get a representative
coverage of the sessile fauna. A hammer and chisel, small drywall saw,
scrapers, and clippers are useful tools for removing sessile organisms.



Many sessile species have very useful field morphological characters, such
as their growth form, shape, color, etc., that can be rapidly changed or lost
upon collection or fixation. Some are so fragile that their form and even color
can alter rapidly with collection (e.g. sponges, ascidians), while encrusting
forms (like many bryozoans, worms, etc.) can be difficult to collect intact
because of their broad attachment to solid substrata. Thus it is especially
important to photodocument sessile species in situ. It is best to take both
whole colony and close-up (such as 1:1 magnification) photographs before
disturbing them, and to keep good records of form, color, and pattern in the
field. Many sessile species are associated with mobile micropredators or
symbionts, like nudibranchs and crustaceans, and it is important to search for
these before disturbing the host.



Suction sampling. An over-sized mechanical aspirator is an efficient tool for
sampling small organisms on hard and complex substrates, and can be
equally rewarding on soft bottoms (Fig. 3F & G). Aspirators can be powered
by compressed air from one or more SCUBA tanks, or by motorized pumps.
Depending on the size of the unit, one or two divers are needed to operate it.
Brushing the vacuumed area can facilitate dislodgement of tenacious motile
2
fauna. An area of about 5 m can be sampled in one effort, depending on
depth and the rate at which filters become clogged.
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Brushing. Brushing fine debris and associated motile biota from rubble into
large nets or mesh-lined brushing baskets is an effective way to collect
micromolluscs, crustaceans, and other invertebrates (Fig. 3A). The brush
bristles should be soft enough not to damage the specimens, but hard
enough to dislodge them. The opening of the collecting device should be
closed after each brushing if possible to prevent more motile specimens (e.g.
shrimp) from escaping.



Extractive sampling. Most motile species are small and cryptic, difficult to
notice, and live concealed within complex benthic communities. This
cryptofauna represent the bulk of the reef biodiversity (Dennis & Aldhous,
2004). An effective way to sample these is to take samples of their habitats
(rubble, soft sediment, algae, debris, sessile organisms, etc) to the lab and
extract the organisms from these bulk samples. Pieces of rubble can be
collected into buckets or bins underwater, transported back to the lab, and
broken apart and picked over (Fig 5B). Soft sediment can be sieved or picked
over for microfauna (Fig 5A). Weak (~10%) solution of ethanol in seawater,
isotonic MgCl2 and other narcotizing agents can be used to extract animals
from a variety of substrata by letting the sample soak for a few minutes, then
shaking a decanting over a mesh. Letting disassembled substrata sit in a
bucket for a day or more provides an alternate extracting method. As the
oxygen is used up, many organisms crawl out and up to the air-water
interface, where they can be readily picked. This is an especially useful way
to collect long worms that are otherwise difficult to extract whole.
Alternatively, the broken rubble can be placed in a tray with a thin film of
water. As the rubble drains and dries out, some animals retreat to the shallow
layer of water accumulating in the tray.



Deployed Collecting Devices. A useful method for inventorying especially
small sessile organisms in an area is to deploy settlement plates and to
periodically check these for species. In temperate areas, it is important to
check plates in each season. If they cannot be deployed for a whole year,
then deployment in late spring to early summer is ideal in the temperate
zone. Most species become recognizable on the plates as soon as 2 weeks
after deployment, but become more easily identified after one to three
months. Settlement plates are extensively used in marine ecology, with
considerable standardization. Thus it is useful to check the literature for
settlement plate designs proven to be useful for scoring the flora and fauna in
the region, and for which comparative data may be available. For example
grey, 14x14 cm PVC plates, deployed horizontally at 1 m depth, are used for
biodiversity monitoring by a large variety of organizations along Western
Europe, NW and NE America, Hawaii, and New Zealand. Because settlement
plates are usually hanging on lines that are attached above water, they can
be easily retrieved. A small sized plate is also easy to photograph in the lab
under controlled conditions, and can be preserved whole in ethanol if desired.
If ethanol is not easily available, one can also use “sun-dry” plates, which still
enables the identification of many Bryozoa, sponges, bivalves, barnacles,
and some algae, ascidians, tube-worms and corals. When deploying several
plates per locality, and scoring the species compositions per plate, one can
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use a species accumulation plot to check whether many more species are
still to be expected if one would deploy more plates, or whether most
potentially-associated species have been sampled.


Automated Reef Monitoring Structures (ARMS) that have been developed by
the CReefs consortium (http://www.creefs.org) as part of the Census of
Marine Life are a novel deployable method for quantitatively sampling marine
diversity of not only sessile, but also mobile fauna. ARMS are a standardized
stack of large settling plates (9 x 9 inches) separated by alternating fully open
or compartmentalized layers (Fig. 3E). The ARMS are attached to a basal
plate and anchored to the bottom. On CReefs efforts they are deployed at a
standard 15 m depth on forereef habitats, currently for one year intervals,
although tests are ongoing to determine the effects on community structure
with longer intervals. Upon retrieval the ARMS are disassembled and each
plate (top and bottom) are photo-documented, mobile fauna separated, and
sessile and clinging fauna scraped clean. At this time there are over 200
ARMS deployed worldwide. Current efforts are aimed at developing
technologies to enable efficient molecular sampling of this diverse community
in parallel with traditional techniques.

In a dive intensive ATBI it is useful to have two groups sampling each station,
thus allowing the use of all major methods per station. One group (ideally in a
separate boat) pursues bulk sampling (brushing baskets, suction sampler), with
experienced divers, but who do not need to have detailed knowledge of the
organisms. A second group comprised of taxonomic specialist collectors focuses
on hand collecting to take advantage of their experience and better search
images for target species groups.
Having marked jars, bags, and coolers on the dive or in the boat allows
separation of collections from distinct habitats and microhabitats, and tracking
samples. It is useful to keep animals that interfere with each other in separate
containers: some molluscs slime (a problem in closed containers), crabs rip, and
many nudibranchs and flatworms poison.
4.2.3.

Trawling, towing and dredging

Smaller dredges, grabs, traps, plankton nets, and other sampling equipment can
be deployed from small boats (Fig. 1D). These equipment can be sufficiently
small so that expensive research vessels are not necessary for their deployment
in smaller efforts (although the addition of a major research vessel greatly
enhances the potential of ship-based sampling). Small boats can be rigged with a
modified arm and pulley system, and gear retrieved with a motorized line hauler.
Local knowledge can be quite helpful in determining trap design (Fig. 4A) and
locations (see below), and can be hired to assist in such sampling or to set and
retrieve baited traps.
Local fishermen can be useful sources of uncommon or larger species,
especially those of commercial importance (e.g., mollusks, crustaceans, fishes).
They may also use specialized techniques that would not otherwise be utilized by
the survey, and can be a useful source of interesting bycatch. For instance, both
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tangle nets and lumun lumun (Fig. 4B) were adopted from traditional Filipino
fishermen and used effectively in Panglao (Ng et al., 2009) and subsequently
adopted during the later Santo expedition. Fishermen also have a wealth of local
knowledge about habitats, natural history, tides and currents that can greatly
facilitate planning the site, station choice, and method selections.

Fig. 4. Artisanal sampling. A. Deployment of locally made traps; B. Retrieval of lumun
lumun off Balicasag Island. (Photos by Panglao Marine Biodiversity Project 2004).

4.2.4.

Meiofaunal sampling

Marine sediments hold an abundance of microscopic life, the smallest of which
attach to individual sand grains or live in the interstices between grains. A variety
of bacteria, archaea, and protists share this habitat with minute metazoans, the
meiofauna. Meiofauna ranges from <0.1 to a few mm in size, and is a major
component of seabed ecosystems, particularly in the deep sea. About half of the
animal phyla are represented in the meiofauna, and some (e.g., Loricifera,
Kinorhyncha) are confined to it. Nematodes are typically the most numerous
component, with harpacticoid copepods, foraminiferans, and various worm
groups also abundant.
Because the density of the interstitial organisms can be high, smaller samples
are usually adequate and can be examined in their entirety. Simple corers, small
diameter (5-10 cm) metal or plastic tubes driven into the sediment by hand or, if
necessary, with the aid of a hammer, are the simplest and most effective
sampling tools. If the vertical distribution of the fauna is to be studied it is
essential that the sample should be divided into appropriate sections immediately
on collection, since change within the sample can produce rapid alterations in the
vertical distribution of the fauna.
In order to examine and count meiofauna, the samples are usually brought back
to the laboratory for extraction from the sediment. Preservation and extraction
techniques depend on the type of taxa studied and level of identification desired.
“Hard” meiofauna, such as nematodes, copepods, ostracods, and kinorhynchs
remain identifiable after rough preservation within the sediment using 4%
formaldehyde, but are of little value for genetic studies if formaldehyde is used.
“Soft” meiofauna such as turbellarians and gastrotrichs require live extraction.
Extraction methods also vary according to the type of sediment and depend on
whether extraction is to be qualitative (to obtain representative specimens) or
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quantitative (to extract every organism possible for detailed count). Techniques
of extraction fall into two categories: 1) those like decantation, elutriation and
flotation, which rely on density and the differential rates of settlement between
organisms and sediment particles and are suitable for both living and preserved
material, and 2) techniques which employ an environmental gradient (e.g.
temperature or salinity) to drive the living animals out of the sediment. A useful
overview of meiofaunal sampling is provided by Higgins & Thiel (1988).
4.2.5.

Rapid assessment survey approach

Emphasis on macrofauna is a useful approach when only limited collecting and
sorting resources are available in the field. In addition, the taxonomy of
macrofauna is relatively better known. In some groups most species can be
readily identified in the field by an experienced collector, and this is regarded as
a more environmentally friendly approach in conservation studies. Rapid visual
survey techniques are useful as preliminary background information, and can
provide fairly accurate species lists in taxa whose species are exposed and thus
visible to divers (e.g. Roberts et al., 2002).
4.2.6.

Sediments sampling for quantitative assessment of diversity of
skeletonized biota

Bioclastic sediment is composed of fragments of organic skeletal material. All
marine sediments have a bioclastic component, and some, especially on oceanic
reefs, are composed largely of this. In their study on the species richness of
molluscs at a New Caledonian site, Bouchet et al. (2002) pointed out that among
species encountered at only one station, 52% are represented only by empty
shells. These species either live in a habitat that is difficult to sample, are
exceedingly rare, or are seasonal/episodic. Rather than background noise to be
discarded, skeletal remains of molluscs, brachiopods, forams, ostracods, and
other skeletonized taxa can be used as an indicator of how much diversity is
missed by the survey in taxa that lack post mortem remains, such as flatworms,
polychaetes, meiofauna, peracarid crustaceans, etc. (Bouchet et al., 2002).
Sediment samples of 1-2 liters can provide a good estimate of the diversity of
micromolluscs and other small skeletonized taxa of the area. A single such
sample often contains well over 100 species of molluscs.
The following standardized sampling design can be used in reef systems. Select
a site on the fore reef at 15-20 m depth in a sand patch at least a meter in
diameter and within one meter of hard bottom. Secondary sites can be added to
cover other habitat types as widely as feasible. Useful secondary sites could
include samples from ca. 100 m on the reef talus (if dredges or grabs are
available or from deepest scuba depth if not), protected or lagoonal sites at 10 m
and 20 m, and shallow (<3 m) sites from moats, sand /mud flats, or reef flats, and
samples from well-developed caverns/reef crevices or caves. For statistical
comparisons of quantitative samples, 3-5 replicate sites of the same habitat type
(e.g. 15-20 m fore reef) are useful, with sites within the same physiographic area,
10’s of meters apart. Three 1+ liter samples for replicates are also useful per site.
Exact volume is not important, and lesser volumes are better than none. In
caverns often only limited sediment may be available, but these can be quite
diverse. Record approximate distance among samples and the nature of the
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bottom (size of sand patch, obvious macrophytes, etc). Each sediment sample
should be gently washed in freshwater, so that the fine size fraction is not lost,
then dried. In the case of excessively muddy sediments, it is useful to wash out
the <0.5 mm size fraction to reduce sample bulk, but to preserve a 50-100 ml
subsample for granulometric documentation. Label each collection on heavy,
ideally waterproof stock (waterproof paper is ideal) with non-water soluble ink.
Most sediment retains sufficient moisture after field drying to rapidly rot poor label
material.
4.3.

Sorting process

At the field lab, bulk samples and residues can be sieved in fresh seawater, and
fractioned through a set of sieves from 10 to 0.5 mm, so that the coarse and fine
fractions are separated (Fig. 5A). Obvious, and especially fragile, macrobiota
(nudibranchs, polyclad flatworms, etc.) should be separated prior to sieving to
minimize damage. The coarse fractions are sorted by eye, while fractions below
3 mm are sorted with the aid of dissecting microscopes (Fig. 5C-D). Picking of
smaller fractions can be very time consuming, and if field time is more limiting
than post-field lab time, then they can be preserved unsorted for later picking and
study. A washing/sieving area should be located close to the field lab and a
source of seawater assured.

Fig. 5. Field lab sample sorting. A. Fine sieving of bottom samples, Panglao 2004; B.
Breaking rubble, Moorea Biocode 2008; C. Specimen sorting, Panglao 2008; D. Field lab
for Panglao Biodiversity Project 2004. (Photos A, C & D by Panglao Marine Biodiversity
Project 2004; B by Chris Meyer).
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Samples collected in the field can be processed along two different routes. An
important consideration for deciding which route to emphasize is the cost and
availability of field vs. home lab time and desired data. Any specimen that has
specific associated data (a photo, tissue sample, field observation) needs to be
separated and tracked as a single specimen object. If photo documentation or
genetic subsampling is a high priority in the survey, then as many specimens as
possible should be so tracked.
Whenever possible it is useful to sort samples to morphospecies, because color
and other useful field characters which allow for rapid species level sorting can
fade or be lost upon preservation, making field sorting much more efficient for
many taxa. The general workflow for processing a single fish collecting station is
shown in Figure 6. After morphosorting, representative samples from the species
were tissue subsampled (not shown), prepped, photographed and then tagged
with unique identifiers. Efficient collecting yields many more specimens than can
be processed at this level of detail while in the field, and remaining material can
be bulk fixed, tagged only with a station number, and sorted back in the home
lab.

Fig. 6. Fish sorting and workflow. A. Morphosorting a fish station sample; B. Preparation
for photography; C. Photography; D. Tagging vouchers. (Photos by Chris Meyer).

Photography and Illustration
In situ or lab photographs of living or fresh animals capture distinct features and
color patterns that are lost upon preservation. As such, live photos are important
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for most marine taxa. Even for taxonomic groups where the appearance of live
animals has not been used much for taxonomy (e.g. shelled molluscs  most
books deal only with dead shells), living characteristics may reveal cryptic
diversity or provide distinguishing features that differentiate closely related
species whose dead remains are less descript. All digital photographs should
have an unique identifier that connects them to the specimen photographed. A
scientific illustrator may be a luxury, but is helpful for prized specimens, and
camera-lucida drawings of selected live/fresh small individuals can be of great
value for taxonomic work.
Genetic sampling
Molecular sequence data are becoming an increasingly important character set
for delineating biological diversity. In 2003, researchers proposed that species
could be identified by the sequence of just a single gene (Cytochrome Oxydase 1
or COI for animals), and that identification of animals and plants could be
accelerated by these molecular characters (Hebert et al., 2003). The capacity to
identify all living organisms from a specific sequence of their genome is known as
“DNA Barcoding” and is currently organized through CBOL (Consortium for the
Barcode of Life: www.barcoding.si.edu) with membership from across the globe.
While controversy still exists as to the precision of this method (Meyer & Paulay,
2005), sampling biodiversity in the field would be remiss not to accommodate
preserving at least a portion of the specimen for future genetic work.
The extensive fieldwork described above provides unique opportunities to create
DNA collections from well vouchered collections for a vast array of tropical
marine organisms (Fig. 7). Vouchers identified by taxonomic experts are
essential for an effective DNA barcoding campaign. A major marine barcoding
campaign
(MARbol)
is
run
through
the
University
of
Guelph
(www.marinebarcoding.org), and readers are directed there for more information.
Certain marine groups pose unique challenges for preservation. A special
difficulty for snails is that for proper fixation, the animal must not be retracted
deep inside the shell, especially if it closes with an operculum; yet, species-level
taxonomy often requires examination of the intact shell. A combination of
approaches should be used to ensure proper fixation and preservation of shell
characters. This may be done by either breaking the shell of one specimen and
conserving it side by side with an intact specimen of the same species from the
same sample; or by relaxing an extended animal in extension with magnesium
chloride; or by carefully extracting the snail out of its shell with a bent needle, or
through niku-nuki (Fukuda et al., 2008), a method that uses flash boiling to
remove the animal. For crustaceans, the problems are less but still require that
interesting species be specially preserved in alcohol. Freezing or relaxation prior
to preservation is advised to prevent autotomization of appendages.
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Fig. 7. Tissue subsampling for molecular work. A. Sorted micromollusks relaxing prior to
tissue sampling; B. Tissue subsampling straight into digestion buffer for DNA extraction
onsite, Morrea Biocode 2008; C. Barcoding Alley, tissue subsampling, Santo 2006; D.
Echinoderm subsamples in 2D barcoded tubes. (Photo A by Chris Meyer; B by John
Deck; C by Yuri Kantor and D by John Starmer).

Fixations for anatomical work
In parallel, further specimens should be relaxed and fixed for anatomical or
microscopical work in appropriate fixatives (glutaraldehyde for electron
microscopy; Bouin’s solution, formalin or alcohol for dissecting) (see Appendix I
for description of preservation methods and Appendix II for procedures by taxon).
For macrobiota the same specimen should be prepared for both genetic and
morphological analysis, with a tissue subsample for DNA taken from the
organism prior to anatomical fixation.
Sorting after fieldwork
Samples from individual stations can be sorted to morphospecies and identified
generally to the family level in the field (Fig. 6C). Bulk samples are sorted back in
the home lab/museum to morphospecies or to the finest level possible. The
lowest sortable level should be at least to a taxonomic rank that corresponds to
the typical expertise of taxonomists. Specimens are then identified to the lowest
taxonomic level readily doable (usually family to species), depending on available
expertise. The taxonomic limits of field-based morphospecies designations
should be verified by a network of taxonomists and/or by DNA analyses. After
segregation to morphospecies/taxa gross measures of abundance (number of
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specimens per taxon per station) can be captured if quantitative estimates are
desired and the sample appropriate. The resulting information is stored in a
relational database. Because of the combined qualitative and semi-quantitative
methods employed in marine ATBIs, statistical analyses based on relative
abundance data can only be constructed from bulk samples processed to the
specimen level. Thus, projections of total species richness at the study site are
accordingly difficult.
4.4.

Data Management

The utility of specimens generated from a biotic survey is only as good as the
associated data included with the collection. As such, information concerning the
collecting event and specimen(s) should be managed with utmost care. The
volume of material generated during a large-scale inventory can quickly become
overwhelming if a consistent data management scheme is not in place. Field
data includes the two major categories: event data (where and when) and
specimen data (what). Each of these data types should be associated with a
table of particular, standardized fields to make data portability and accessibility
as easy as possible. In general, these data conform to standards adopted by
GBIF and OBIS. In general there is usually a one-to-many relationship between
events and specimens as many individuals are collected during a single event
(dredge, dive, etc.). Event data should include primary location (e.g. island),
secondary location (specific site on island), coordinates, habitat type, sampling
method, depth, date, and collector. On reef systems, major habitat types to be
tracked include: outer reef slope/fore reef, reef crest, outer reef flat, inner reef
flat, inner sand flat, mangrove, moat (<3 m deep), lagoon (>3 m deep), lagoon
slope, lagoonal patch reef, etc. Specimen data should include identity of taxon to
lowest level known, microhabitat, any associated specimens and association
type (symbiotic, etc.), fixative and preservative used, whether photographed and
subsampled for genetics, and specific notes about sample and specimens.
Microhabitats include whether animal lived in sand, attached under rock, loose
under rock, in reef framework, boring in rock, commensal associations, etc.
Specific notes should include particular aspects about individual specimens
where this is important (color in life, texture, smell, etc.  these are often taxon
specific, see Appendix II). Other notes about taxa may include abundance or
specific behaviors. Large-scale ATBIs should enter this information in
spreadsheet form and a database manager should compile each day’s activities
into a single database. An example template for such field expeditions can be
found at http://biocode.berkeley.edu/batch_upload.html.
In addition to station/sample data, one should consider keeping more general
field notes. There is a compromise between sampling and taking field notes in
terms of effort in any field situation. As time allows, notes about the habitat are
useful, both for recording the environment in association with the samples
collected and for describing for future workers the environment so that they are
able to recognize changes over time. Field notes can cover gross site description
(exact location, site map, nature of site in terms of bottom type, topography,
benthic cover, dominant species in community, etc.), notes about what you
focused on (so future workers can judge what you would have likely recorded if it
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was there), and notes about the taxa/communities studied. For the latter a list of
species with relative abundances can be useful  but only as useful as
identification skills and photo/specimen vouchering allow. Haphazard notes about
taxa not focused on are less useful, unless the particular species noted is
unusual in its occurrence. If time is limiting, field notes can be captured on voice
recorder, and saved as a voice file with the station data. Much of this information
can be captured in the database and associated with the collecting event.
Labels and notes
An average day in the field with a large group of participants yields numerous
collecting events and hundreds to thousands of specimens. With such a large
number of samples and specimens, together with associated photographs and
documentation, accurate labelling is critical. It is recommended that a principal
field coordinator keeps a master list of all collecting stations/events. Unique event
identifiers should be posted centrally at the field lab so that all participants can
see and use them. Multiple labels with the collecting station number can be prewritten and then placed within each of the samples and subsamples as bulk
samples get split and sorted to various taxonomic levels. A specimen number
series can be pre-designated for taxonomic teams or working groups so that
labels can also be pre-written and assigned as the material is fractionated along
the processing pipeline down to morphospecies lots or individual specimens,
when tissue samples or photographs are taken. These labels should be made
with sufficient room on the card stock to allow addition of information about the
sample (e.g. taxon name, color, sex, notes); such extra labelling also provides
excellent error checking in cases of confusion. Data can be entered directly into
spreadsheets or onto pre-printed sheets, with just the basic minimum fields
(EventID, specimenID, lowest taxon, PhotoID(s), tissueID, notes). Care should
be taken to be sure to log these data every day into the database, so as not to
get too far ahead and lose track of pertinent information and details. Backups,
preferably offsite, of the central database should be made each day to insure
against disk failure. All paper records and notebooks should be archived (digital
images of these are useful) as well as any maps with marked stations. All field
labels should be on appropriate sturdy, archival paper stock with pencil or
permanent ink that can withstand various media. Make sure field labels are
sufficiently large relative to the sample so that that they do not get easily lost or
overlooked.
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7.
7.1.

Appendix I. Preservational aspects
Relaxation

Purpose is to anaesthetize a specimen so it is unable to respond or contract
when placed in fixative. Important for humanitarian reasons, as well as because
in many groups identification is hampered or made impossible if fixed in a
contracted form; in other groups (e.g. crustaceans, some echinoderms) autotomy
may occur if dropped straight into fixative. When relaxing make sure the animal:
(1) expands if it started out contracted (ascidians, anthozoans) (this may not
always happen) and (2) is fully relaxed and does not respond to even strong
poking. Do not poke strongly until you are sure it is fairly unresponsive, as
otherwise an initial poke will send specimen into real contraction from which it
may not come back out. Relaxants are often group specific; some useful
chemicals are listed below (there are many others). You may need to experiment
with various methods before you find one that works for a specific taxon. Even
closely related groups may relax better with different relaxants.
MgCl2: prepared in freshwater at 7.5% weight  which is isoosmotic with
seawater. Note that MgCl2 crystals are highly hydrophilic, so if they have been
stored poorly and absorbed water, you will need to mix a generously greater
amount. Exact percentage is not critical. MgCl2 works by competing with Ca in
muscles and nerves, making animals unable to contract. MgCl2 works well with
most marine organisms, but can take an hour or more for larger animals. A 50:50
mixture of isotonic MgCl2 solution: sea water is a good general mix to use; MgCl2
solution should be gradually added to seawater for especially sensitive animals.
Menthol: add to dish with animals by either sprinkling crushed crystals on top or
adding drops of concentrated menthol solution prepared in ethanol. Menthol
works especially well for cnidarians and ascidians.
Chloretone = chlorobutanol: Chloretone is not readily miscible in water, so it is
prepared in a saturated ethanol solution (a large amount of the chloretone can be
dissolved in a volume of alcohol). A couple of drops in a bowl or a pipette full to a
bucket works well on echinoderms, including large holothurians.
Clove oil = eugenol: knocks out most crustaceans rapidly. Prepare a saturated
solution in sea water, and add to bowl containing animals. Can glom up finely
setose appendages of small crustaceans if used straight. A 25% solution of clove
oil in ethanol is a useful field anaesthetic and will flush and stun cryptic
crustaceans such as stomatopods from crevices.
Cooling/freezing: cooling can facilitate (and enhance chemical-based)
relaxation in warm water organisms. Freezing is an effective and humane way of
killing animals that can be photographed or subsampled in a freshly thawed
state, especially useful for strongly skeletonised crustaceans, like crabs, and
shelled molluscs. Slow freezing (but not cooling) can be bad for anatomy and
histology so DO NOT use it for soft bodied groups where anatomical information
is desired.
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Propylene phenoxitol: A nowadays difficult to get but excellent relaxant for
bivalves and some other invertebrates. A couple of drops added to a bowl go
slowly into solution and rapidly knock out animals.
7.2.

Fixation

The purpose of fixation is to fix tissues for long term storage and study. Formalin
or similar strong fixatives (Bouin’s fixative, glutaraldehyde, etc.) are necessary for
histological quality fixation and for most groups where detailed anatomy or
histology is needed for identification (e.g., ascidians, most worms, cephalopods,
opisthobranchs, etc.). Formalin makes tissue difficult to use or unsuitable for
DNA sequencing however. Ethanol is fine as a fixative for groups where only
external characters or gross anatomical features are used in taxonomy (e.g.,
most crustaceans and sponges), and is more pleasant and less hazardous to
work with. It is also preferred for groups (like holothurians) where the greater
potential acidity introduced by formalin may etch or destroy tiny calcareous
sclerites used in taxonomy. An ethanol solution of 70-80% is ideal for fixation,
because the alcohol penetrates more readily and does not cause too much tissue
shrinking. Lower concentrations may not prevent all microbial activities, while
higher concentrations can greatly shrink specimen and make specimens
(especially crustacean legs) brittle. It is very useful to take a small (1-3 mm)
tissue sample from larger animals and fix it in ample (>10x tissue volume) as a
genetic subsample, as it will yield better quality DNA than bulk-fixed samples.
Preferably change the alcohol in the field a day or two after initial fixation. Taking
a tissue subsample is essential for formalin-fixed specimens if future genetic
study is considered.
When fixing large animal (such as large sponges or sea cucumbers) in ethanol, it
can be useful to initially fix in 95% ethanol to balance the water content of the
animal  you can eyeball this volumetrically. You should always use plenty of
fixative fluid  at least 3x volume of specimen, to make sure that the final
concentration of fixative is adequately high to do the job (70% for ethanol, 5-10%
for formalin). If you are fixing larger animals (> 2-4 cm in all dimensions) it is
important to make sure that the fixative penetrates. This is best achieved by
injection with a hypodermic needle into the body cavity or body, or by cutting the
animal open. Be careful not to blow up the animal or unduly destroy anatomy
when doing this. Some fixatives, like Bouin’s, have chemical agents to facilitate
tissue penetration. Changing the alcohol after a couple of days also improves
preservation.
Formalin is used generally at 5-10% strength of the industrial “formalin” mixture 
which itself is ca. 38% formaldehyde gas dissolved in water. Thus 10% “formalin”
is 3.8% formaldehyde. For marine animals, formalin should be mixed with sea
water to make it isoosmotic; for freshwater animals it is mixed with freshwater. At
least for taxa with calcareous parts (but is good practice for any taxa) formalin
needs to be buffered, as it turns acidic (forming formic acid) with age. Buffering
can be achieved with laundry borax (sodium borate), or in a pinch by adding
calcium carbonate powder/sand. For good histological/anatomical fixation you
may want to use buffer recipes, or use special fixatives like Bouin’s.
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Bulk alcohol usually comes at 95% concentration; absolute (100%) ethanol is
considerably more expensive. 70-80% ethanol is used for routine fixation. 95100% ethanol is often used for genetic fixation of small subsamples, but whether
subsamples are better fixed at this high or at 70-80% ethanol concentrations has
come into question. Mix ethanol with distilled (deionized, or otherwise fairly soft)
water, as precipitates can form with hard water. In field situations pure ethyl
alcohol can be difficult to obtain, but denatured spirits (~95% ethanol + methanol
+ odor and sometimes color) are available in most places and provide a good
alternative. For genetic fixation remove excess water from the specimen as
much as possible, add ethanol equal to 5-10x the tissue (not counting shell)
volume of the sample, and change at least once in the field, and again back in
the lab
7.3.

Preservation

Once a specimen is fixed (takes a day or so for small (<1 cm) animals to a week
for big ones, then the animal can be transferred into a different, and more benign
medium for long term preservation. Thus formalin fixed samples are often
transferred to alcohol. To do this, the formalin needs to be soaked out by letting
the specimen sit in water (or seawater) for couple of hours to days, then
transferred to alcohol. Initial alcohol fix should also be replaced with fresh alcohol
after a couple of days, to bring ethanol concentration closer to target and remove
debris and solutes from the jar (although retaining solutes in original alcohol may
be desired if chemical study of secondary metabolites is desired). For final
voucher storage, specimens should be in the smallest jar/vial they fit comfortably
into without, and filled to the top with the preservative. Filling the container is
important because: 1) more preservative takes longer to evaporate, thus giving
more time to discover a faulty seal, and 2) this sets a standard, so that
evaporation can be immediately noticed in a collection and addressed by
replacing lid or jar. The amount of alcohol relative to specimen volume is no
longer important at this stage.
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8.

Appendix II. Procedures by taxon

Procedures are given here for some of the macrofauna most commonly targeted
in surveys. This overview is not meant to be exhaustive for either taxa or
methods.
Porifera: No relaxation needed, fix in ample volume of 70-95% alcohol
depending on size, transfer to clean alcohol in a days-week. In addition to basic
field data, record color (external and internal, if possible), texture, surface feel,
odor, mucus production, and any other obvious live character of the sponge. In
situ photos are very useful for sponges and should be linked to the voucher
specimen.
Hard corals: as most characters are based on the skeleton, corals are usually
bleached with a solution of sodium hypochlorite to remove all tissues, then
washed and dried. However a scraping or small piece of the colony should be
preserved in ethanol or one of the specialized coral DNA fixative cocktails to
provide a genetic subsample. In situ photos are very useful and should cover
colony shape as well as a close up of undisturbed polyps.
Soft corals: are not usually relaxed, and can be fixed in alcohol or buffered
formalin (former often preferred for taxonomy to minimize etching of ossicles,
latter preferred if histological fixation is desired) and stored in alcohol. In situ
photos are very useful.
Gorgonians (sea fans): are fixed in alcohol or fixed in buffered formalin then
quickly dried. If colony is dried, it is useful to have a small portion fixed and
stored in alcohol. In situ photos are useful.
Black corals: should be fixed like gorgonians, with a good portion pickled.
Ethanol is an adequate fixative, formalin is required for histology only. Color
notes and in situ photos, especially of the expanded polyps are very useful for
taxonomy.
Anemones: should be relaxed well with menthol, fixed in formalin ideally when
expanded, and stored in alcohol. Photo of live animal is very useful.
Flatworms: Large turbellarians can be challenging to fix because they are
fragile, readily contract and can disintegrate. Good fixation can be achieved by
allowing animal to crawl and expand on a piece of moistened paper, then placing
the paper and animal gently onto frozen formalin to fix; preserve in ethanol.
Taking a snippet of tissue with a razor from the end of the crawling worm
provides a subsample for DNA and can be fixed in ethanol. Photos of living
animal are essential for colourful species.
Other worms: Relax with MgCl2 generally, fix in formalin, preserve in EtOH.
Taking tissue subsamples or fixing duplicate animals in ethanol is needed for
DNA work. Fixing long nemertean worms straight is important to facilitate
sectioning. Photos are useful for colourful species.
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Crustaceans: Larger, tough specimens are easiest to kill by freezing, smaller
ones relax well with clove oil. Fixation and preservation in alcohol is ideal.
Photos of colourful species are very useful. Crabs are best photographed freshly
killed with legs spread; for shrimp and other translucent species living photos are
much better.
Mollusks: While shells from dead (or live) species can be sufficient for
identification, live specimens should be fixed in fluid when possible. MgCl2 and
propylene phenoxitol are good relaxants for many molluscs. Fixation can be in
alcohol or formalin, with the latter much preferred/essential for opisthobranchs
and cephalopods. Photos are most useful for opisthobranchs and cephalopods,
but also for soft body of any species.
Bryozoans: Like hard corals, bryozoan taxonomy relies on the skeleton, so dried
specimens are fine for taxonomic study, but alcohol-fixed or subsampled animals
are best for genetics. Photos are the best way to record colony shape, especially
in fragile species.
Ophiuroids, asteroids, echinoids: Best relaxed with MgCl2 in a flat pan for
stars so they spread out, then fixed in ethanol or formalin. Ethanol fixation is
preferred if specimens will be kept wet, while formalin provides better fix for
specimens destined to be dried out. As most/all taxonomic characters are
skeletal, dried specimens are a good way to keep especially large specimens.
Associated field photos and genetic ethanol biopsies important. Tube feet make
easily accessible subsamples in echinoderms.
Crinoids: Best fixed by pushing animal oral surface down into a pan of ethanol,
allowing the arms to spread while pushing the animal into the alcohol. This way
they die in seconds and fix in a spread-out position. Preserve in alcohol. Field
photos are useful.
Holothuroids: Relax with MgCl2 or chloretone, inject with and fix in 70-95%
EtOH depending on size (to dilute down to 70-80% with body fluids); preserve in
EtOH. Field/live photos extremely useful.
Urochordates: Relax with menthol, fix in formalin, store in formalin. Ideally in
situ photo is extremely useful. Tissue subsamples for genetic studies should be
preserved in alcohol.
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Abstract
Guidelines are provided for collecting a group of organisms that has often been
overlooked in earlier inventories: the kingdom Fungi and other groups that are
traditionally collected by mycologists such as slime molds. After a short
introduction on fungi and the feasibility of an ‘all fungal taxa’ inventory, the
authors divide the fungi in six ‘practical’ groups that require specific approaches:
slime molds, lichens, parasitic fungi of plants and animals, larger mushrooms,
microscopic fungi. Various topics are discussed in relation to three chronological
stages (before, during and after the collecting trip) and include various aspects
such as equipment, photography, barcoding, documenting, storing collections,
macrochemical reactions, preparation of spore deposits, humid chamber
technique, ... At the end of the paper the reader will find a selection of various
important web references for the field mycologist interested in various fungal
groups and their taxonomic aspects.

Key words: ATBI, slime molds, ascomycetes, basidiomycetes, lichens,
inventory
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1.

Introduction: the neglected kingdom

Mushrooms are often looked upon as some kind of odd vegetable but thanks to
recent technological progress it has now been firmly established that mushrooms
belong to a very diverse group of organisms we call ‘fungi’. Fungi are neither
plants nor animals, but represent a separate kingdom of living organisms: the
‘fungal kingdom’ or the ‘mycota’. Because they share several biochemical and
cytological features with the animal kingdom fungi are more closely related to
animals than to plants (e.g. their cell walls contains chitin – a compound that also
occurs in animals but not in plants, animals and fungi store their energy as
‘glycogen’, not in the form of ‘amylum’ as plants do, animals and fungi are both
heterotrophic groups unlike plants which are autotrophic, …).
Although mycology has traditionally been taught as part of a botany course, fungi
are studied by mycologists, not by botanists. Unfortunately, professional
mycologists that are focusing on systematics and taxonomy of fungi are very few
and their number is still declining (e.g. Buyck, 1999). As a result, we still know
very little about the fungal diversity on this planet. Mycologists only recently
realised that less than 5% of an estimated minimum of 1.5 million fungal species
that inhabit this planet have been officially described (Hawksworth, 2001) and
this not only concerns many microscopical or cryptic groups with simple
morphologies, but also many, often even common or traditionally consumed,
larger mushrooms.
The fact that we still know so little about the fungi has of course important
consequences when talking about an “all taxa biodiversity inventory”. The
negative aspects of our general ignorance about fungi can be easily understood
when being confronted with the almost complete absence of comprehensive or
easily accessible identification literature for fungi in most parts of the world, as
well as with the countless name changes for fungal species due to the existing
confusion over classification issues (especially due to the recent repercussions of
molecular evidence). One positive aspect of the recent interest in fungi, however,
is that governmental and environmental decision-makers are becoming more and
more aware of the important role fungi are playing for the conservation and the
survival of all kinds of habitats and for that of nearly all other groups of
organisms. Whereas past inventories focused principally on plant and animal
biodiversity, we finally witness a growing awareness that the fungal component
needs to be included as well.
2.

How realistic is an ‘all fungal taxa’ inventory?

On top of our general ignorance concerning the amplitude of fungal diversity,
mycologists are also confronted with other problems. One of the major problems
for an inventory is the fact that most groups of fungi (the few exceptions include
lichenized fungi for example) are not the easiest organisms to collect and to
study. Indeed, many groups – particularly the larger fungi – are invisible during
most of their life remaining completely hidden inside a substrate (whether this is
inside living host tissue, in soil or in dead wood or even inside other fungi). When
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making inventories, mycologists are usually limited to those groups that are
visible above ground. For most of the larger ascomycetes and basidiomycetes
this is at the moment they reproduce sexually. However, the irregularity of
appearance of these sexually reproductive structures (called ‘mushrooms’) and
the strong dependence of the latter on sufficient precipitation can make it
extremely difficult to realize a good inventory (see caption below).
Above-ground visible diversity is very different from the ‘actual’ below-ground or
host-related diversity as e.g. shown by a study in a Swiss forest (Straatsma et al.,
2001): species richness, abundance and phenology of fungal fruit bodies over 21
years in a Swiss forest plot.
Permanent plots of 1500 m² in Swiss spruce forest:
 21 successive years give a total of 408 species of larger fungi;
 from 18 to 194 different species recovered per year;
 only 8 species (2%) fruited constantly every year;
 still 19 (5%) previously undiscovered species were found in the last year.

A second problem with inventories is usually manpower. As professional
mycologists capable of identifying fungi are very few and mostly swamped by
other obligations, it is in our opinion absolutely imperative to involve also the
members of mycological and lichenological societies that exist in many countries.
Especially for the larger fungi and for some of the other groups such as slime
molds or lichenized fungi, these societies can supply the necessary expertise but
may often need some guidance on particular technical or methodological
requirements of a scientific approach (links to most of the important mycological
societies in the world can be found at the European Mycological Association
website: http://www.euromould.org).
3. What groups of organisms are composing the Fungi? … and are they
all equally suitable for an ATBI?
The most recent proposal for a scientifically sound classification of the Fungi was
published by Hibbett et al. (2007). However, in the context of an ATBI, it is more
appropriate to consider practical groups that require more or less similar
approaches in the field. The groups mentioned below therefore do not
correspond to some actual classification of the Fungi; they represent the most
common practical approaches for Fungi in mycological inventories.
3.1.

Slime molds or ‘myxomycetes’

Myxomycetes are no longer considered to be part of the Fungal kingdom and are
now classified among the protists. Nevertheless, they correspond to a group of
organisms that has traditionally been studied by mycologists. The expertise on
this group remains therefore with some rare professional mycologists but is
especially passed on within the various mycological societies.
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The number of species is relatively low (ca 1500 worldwide). Slime molds form a
natural group within Kingdom Protista and inventories mostly concern the true
myxomycetes (Eumycetozoa). These myxomycetes can be considered an ‘easy’
group in inventories because:


Collecting is easy once you know what to look for, but a hand lens (10x-20x)
is absolutely necessary. In the absence of fruitbodies, one can collect
substrates that are later kept under humid conditions to favor development
(this technique is especially valuable for recovering very tiny or rare species).
For more details see ‘humid chamber technique’ below.



Literature resources / identification guides are very good on a world scale.



Description requirements in the field are not or very rarely required.



Preservation is very easy (simply air drying).



Identification requires nevertheless a good microscope.



There are plenty of web resources.

3.2.

Lichenized fungi or ‘lichens’

Lichens are dual, mutualistic, symbiotic organisms: a lichen thallus consists
mainly of a fungus (generally an ascomycete, rarely a basidiomycete or a
zygomycete) that harbors a species of green algae and/or cyanobacterium inside
its tissue. There are also several groups of fungi that parasitize lichens or simply
live inside a lichen benefiting from the moisture and protection of the host thallus!
The number of species is high (ca 20,000 worldwide).
Lichens are not an easy group, especially in the southern hemisphere, although:


Collecting is easy, at least for foliose or fruticose species (very analogous to
collecting bryophytes – see chapter 13) but may be more problematic in the
case of crustose species that are adhering firmly to the surface of rocks,
stones and bark of living trees.



Literature resources / identification guides are plenty for the northern
hemisphere, but are limited or lacking elsewhere.



Correct identification needs microscopic observation and often requires the
use of certain chemicals and chromatography, but many species in the
southern hemisphere remain to be described.



Description requirements in the field are minimal.



Preservation is easy (specimens are simply air dried).



Web sources are good for the northern hemisphere.

3.3.

Mushrooms and toadstools (the ‘larger fungi’)

The number of species is very high (some hundreds of thousands worldwide),
mainly the larger ascomycetes and basidiomycetes. The larger fungi or
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‘macrofungi’ are generally of special interest to mycological societies which
usually possess both the expertise and bibliographic resources. Nevertheless,
the larger fungi are difficult to study.


Collecting is relatively easy in most cases, but the material is usually useless
without a detailed description and pictures of the fresh fruitbodies, notes on
spore deposits, chemical reactions, etc.



Literature resources and identification guides are good to very good for
Western Europe, Scandinavia and the Mediterranean area, but become very
problematic elsewhere, even for rich western countries such as the USA
where a very high proportion of the taxa remains to be described.



Identification is difficult because of the wide array of simple to complex
characters that need correct interpretation. Most often students require good
microscopic skills, long standing experience, use of various chemicals and
specialized literature in different languages. The complete absence of
identification guides in most parts of the world is a further major obstacle.



Preservation implies rapid drying using a desiccator.



Web resources are limited although specialized web sites exist for many
individual genera or families.

3.4.

Plant parasitic fungi

The number of species is very high (several hundreds of thousands worldwide)
and most species belong to specialized groups of ascomycetes (e.g. powdery
mildews) and basidiomycetes (e.g. rusts and smuts) and also to several other
groups of fungi (zygomycetes, chytridiomycetes) and the fungal-like oomycetes
that are typically studied in the laboratory by phytopathologists (although such
fungi fall mostly under 3.6 below). Depending on the group:


Collecting is easy in most cases (similar to collecting plants – see
chapter 14).



Description requirements on fresh material are minimal.



Literature resources can be quite good.



Identification guides are restricted to specialized literature. Identification
itself requires good botanical knowledge (you need to identify the host
plant), and is impossible without the observation of microscopic features.
For some of the purely microscopical groups (chytridiomycetes etc.)
identification usually requires culturing on artificial media.



Preservation is easy since specimens are dried as part of a botanical
specimen.



Web resources exist for some groups.
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3.5.

Animal parasites above microscopic level (Hypocreales such as e.g.
Cordyceps, Laboulbeniomycetes, …)

The number of species is high (especially if considering Laboulbeniomycetes)
and the experts or mycologists capable of identifying these groups are very
limited. These groups are therefore too specialized to be covered in most ATBI’s.


Collecting is similar to collecting the animal host (insects and their larvae
normally, spiders, …).



Description requirements in situ are minimal for such tiny organisms as
Laboulbeniomycetes but their observation and preparation requires a
stereomicroscope (25x-50x). For some of the larger Hypocreales complete
documentation of fresh material is needed.



Literature resources / identification guides are restricted to specialized
literature or non-existent.



Identification requires a microscope and a good knowledge of the host
animals (you need to identify the host).



Preservation is easy (either in liquid or dried) and corresponds to those used
for the animals.



Web sites exist for e.g. Cordyceps and other hypocrealean fungi but other
groups are less fortunate.

3.6.

Microscopic fungi (molds, aquatic, coprophilous, nematophagous,
yeasts, endophytic, …)

The number of species is very high (many hundreds of thousands worldwide)
and because interest in these groups is usually restricted to commercially or
industrially important species, their inclusion in an ATBI is exceptional. Some
rare artificial assemblages requiring particular substrates, such as coprophilous
or nematophagous fungi have attracted the interest of rare amateurs.


Collecting itself is easy in most cases as one collects in fact only the
substrates, but then isolation and identification require laboratory conditions
and plating or pure culture techniques for obtaining individual species.



In situ description is not needed.



Literature resources / identification guides are problematic (specialized
literature).



Identification is very difficult, requires experience in microscopy, and mostly
laboratory conditions for culturing and testing specimens, in case of
coprophilous fungi humid chamber technique is also a valid alternative.



Preservation of dried specimens after culture is easy, maintaining living
cultures is expensive and difficult.

As these guidelines are only intended for the non-experienced mycologist, the
purely microscopical fungal groups are not further discussed here.
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4.

Preparing for the field
Good preparation begins with reading about the places and types of vegetation
you will be visiting. Know what to expect in the field!



Find out about harmful or dangerous animals or toxic plants (collecting in the
USA without knowing what poison ivy looks like (http://www.poison-ivy.org),
may stop your participation in an ATBI right on the first day).



Respect customs / traditions in the collecting area.



Consult host / habitat lists in the area (know what fungi to expect or to look
for!). This is especially important when composing the team of participants to
your inventory. It is of no use to include many experts on beautiful larger
basidiomycete genera such as Russula, Amanita, Cortinarius, various
boletes, … when there are no ectomycorrhizal trees in the area.



Study as many maps as possible from the area (including phytogeographical
and geological maps).



Detect the possibly best sites for your purpose and know how to get there
(driving, walking).



Hire a local guide and/or local specialist (especially in the tropics).



Find out about places to stay and what they can offer (e.g. a separate space
to work on your collections in the evening).

4.1.
4.1.1.

What to take with you in the field?
Transporting your specimens

Old newsprint suffices to wrap pieces of wood carrying lichens or resupinate
fungi. Well-wrapped, you can stuff all of them together in a plastic or other bag
you carry with you in the field, which will keep them sufficiently humid when in the
field (don’t keep them that way for more than one day since molds will develop
very quickly!). It is advisable to take photographs before wrapping up your
specimens.
A plant press and newsprint is mostly used for collecting and carrying plant
parasitic fungi with you. Compartmented plastic boxes are useful for small
species (eventually add moss for humidity). Larger fleshy fungi are best wrapped
in aluminum foil or wax paper bags (in the tropics an icebox can be used to keep
such collections on ice when traveling by car). When using an open basket to
stack collected mushrooms, put the mushrooms upside down so that falling
spores do not contaminate other species underneath.
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Group
Myxomycetes

Collecting recipients

Lichens

Paper or paper bags

Plant parasites

Old newspapers / large plastic bags

Animal parasites

Insect containers / liquid / chloroform. Note
that bigger quantities of these (flammable)
liquids (>90% ethanol) cannot be
transported by plane. They will have to be
purchased locally or even ordered locally
(in some countries denaturated ethanol
cannot be bought without a prescription)

Mushrooms and toadstools

Aluminum foil, wax paper bags, plastic
containers of various sizes – wide basket
or laundry net

Molds / Aquatic / coprophilic /
endophytes

Bags for substrate collecting

Boxes of various sizes, eventually with
cork or similar materials in the bottom and
pins to attach fragile, small or immature
samples

Table 1. Overview of different collecting recipients.

4.1.2.

Barcoding and tissue sampling for later molecular work

Although it is not absolutely imperative to sample tissues of fresh material for
barcoding purposes (ribosomal genes can usually be obtained without too much
problems from recently dried material), we recommend storing fresh tissue
samples in an appropriate buffer as quickly as possible for later molecular
research as an added value for your specimens.
If you have sufficient time and/or manpower, start taking tissue samples directly
in the field, in this case you will need:






Sterile Eppendorf tubes filled with 250 or 500 μl of 2x CTAB buffer for taking
tissue samples of fleshy fungi in situ (the recipe and protocol for preparing
CTAB can be found at e.g.:
http://www.umich.edu/~mycology/protocols_assets/DNAminipreps.doc).
Cleaning alcohol, paper tissue, tweezers.
A permanent marker or pencil (fine tip) to annotate the tubes.
Labels to go with the specimens.

Another recently developed method that seems excellent for barcoding uses socalled FTA cards (more information available on:
http://www.whatman.com/FTANucleicAcidCollectionStorageandPurification.aspx)
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4.1.3.

Photographic equipment

Documenting collections often starts in the field and for many groups of fungi it is
the only moment that you will see the specimens in a really fresh or clean
condition, so think of taking the necessary photographic equipment with you.
Needed are:



4.1.4.

A solid, small tripod.
A (digital) camera, e.g. with macrolens (50-60 mm) or a wide-angle (18
mm) for larger species; a reflector or a piece of aluminum foil or white
paper to provide light from underneath.
Spare batteries and memory cards.
Geographic referencing

Take your maps, GPS and spare batteries or a compass in areas with insufficient
coverage.
If you have little or no sense of orientation, start by taking the GPS coordinates of
your car or camp before going out on a collecting trip! It is usually impossible or
too time consuming to take coordinates for every collected specimen. Taking
coordinates that correspond to homogeneous habitats or niches with a certain
radius (10 to 30 m) is therefore often more advisable.
4.2.

What else to take?

When collecting, you will need to take notes or write down various information
concerning the specimens, their location and habitat. Therefore a small
notebook and pencil are indispensable (and safer than a dictaphone) for taking
notes on host or substrate, references to pictures, geographic coordinates, for
writing labels, etc.
A firm knife or other digging tool should preferably be used to collect
mushrooms from soil (always take care you have the very base of the
mushroom!); in other cases a small folding handsaw or pruning knife
(secateur) is needed to collect specimens such as pyrenomycetes or crust-like
basidiomycetes growing on twigs or bark of living or dead trees.
Tweezers, nets, pooter, etc. for those collections parasitized by insects, spiders,
etc.
Lichens growing on rocks or stones may require a hammer and cold chisel for
collecting (in this case the use of protective glasses and gloves is
recommended as well!). Also for lichens a small spray-bottle with water can be
useful (damp thalli are more likely to remain intact during collection).
It is also very important to carry a small magnifying glass or hand lens to observe
your specimens when collecting in the field. Taking a hand lens (10x-20x
magnification) is absolutely recommended, especially for smaller species,
myxomycetes, pyrenomycetes, etc.
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A walking stick is useful not only for walking, but is also very handy with regard
to uncover snakes or wasp nests, discarding spider webs, turning over litter, etc.
especially in tropical and subtropical areas (any stick will do).
Don’t forget to bring a suitable repellent against leaches, ticks, mosquitoes,
chiggers, etc. especially since mycologists don’t move a lot!
5.

In the field

5.1.

Collecting specimens

Always collect good quality material. Look around for a good specimen rather
than collecting the first one you see. In some groups, it will be important to gather
all different life or maturity stages you encounter, while in others fully mature
material will suffice. Collecting young, mature and old specimens can indeed be
very important because identification keys may be based on features only visible
in very young or very old specimens.


Lichenized fungi and slime molds are straightforward to collect. You can
see practically the entire organism and it is usually easy to collect at least
part of it. Slime molds can be extremely small and without a hand lens
(minimum 10x magnification) you will not be able to do very much.



Collecting lichenized fungi is very much as collecting bryophytes (see
chapter 13). Place specimens in breathable bags or folded packets made of
brown, white, or wax paper or even newsprint. Put only one species from one
substrate in each bag or packet (eventually more than one specimen for
common species). Collect entire, intact and preferably fertile thalli, part of a
specimen is sufficient for uncommon to rare species.



Collecting plant or animal pathogens is very similar to collecting the host
plants (with the difference that you collect now only the parts that look
attacked or ill) or the host animals. Collect parts with different aspects or
stages of the disease if possible. Use newsprint and a plant press for plant
pathogens. Screen collected hosts with a hand lens (if appropriate). Host
animals are best stored in small vials. The latter need to be labeled clearly.



For fleshy fungi, mycologists usually only collect the above-ground (or
below-ground truffles), sexual fruiting bodies or ‘mushrooms’ of the fungus.
The first thing you have to realize when collecting the softer, fleshy
mushrooms, is that they are mainly composed of water (up to 90%) and that
they will start to rot the moment you collect them. In a tropical climate this
happens within hours or less, in more temperate or cool areas it may take
days. Therefore, avoid long distances to and from the field and try to keep
your specimens as cool as possible. Use different types of containers, boxes
or bags to ensure a good storage and transport of specimens of variable
shapes and sizes. Do not collect more than what you and your drier can
handle after you return from the field! It is a waste to spend time collecting
too much material. Be selective in the field and go for representative and
well-documented specimens, instead of throwing away in the evening what
you collected in the morning.
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Beware to collect the whole ‘mushroom’, particularly if the stipe base is hidden in
the substrate.
Include both young and mature specimens in a sample.
Particularly fragile or tiny mushrooms should be transported in closed, rigid
containers that maintain maximum humidity (adding moss is a very efficient way
to achieve this!).
Very large specimens are difficult to transport, dry and preserve as such. Usually
they are sliced into smaller pieces, making sure every section retains a
representative part of every structure (cap, stipe, gills or tubes, etc.).
We recommend the use of aluminum foil or wax paper to wrap your specimens
whenever possible. It will keep them fresh for a longer time, reduces the risk of
contamination and makes it easy to add a label. However, if you decide to stack
gilled mushrooms, boletes, etc. in an open basket without packing them
individually, put your specimens always with the stipe pointing upward so that no
clouds of falling spores can contaminate the specimens that are just underneath.
Always protect the mushroom basket from direct sunlight and don’t leave it in the
car when you stop for a break as your collections will quickly deteriorate in an
overheated vehicle.
5.1.1.

Which are the best sites for collecting fungi?

Of course the answer to this question depends on what group you are interested
in. Moreover, a site can have an excellent reputation for the fungi you are looking
for, but if the season is wrong or if the rains fail, it may leave you empty-handed.
BEWARE! Collecting can be a sensitive item. In most countries, collection /
picking of larger fungi is usually restricted or forbidden because of excessive
and destructive collecting of several commercial species in the past. Because
of this commercial value and the fact that they are considered to be some sort
of wild ‘fruits’, larger fungi are considered the property of the landowner in
many countries. Therefore, be sure to have the necessary permissions to
collect in the places you visit, and avoid offending or provoking other visitors
and tourists by collecting in crowded or public places for example. This also
applies when cutting lichens from tree bark or other substrates: keep in mind
that other people can take offense when someone cuts into a tree.
Ascomycetes with apothecia  so-called discomycetes or ‘cup-fungi’  should be
collected following the same principles as other macrofungi, and careful notes on
colour, size, presence of hairs and other external features should be taken. The
nature of the substrate, and if at all possible the host (if present) should be
described or identified. Species vary from very tiny (less than 100 μm in
diameter) to huge complex structures as those of morels (Morchella spp.). Many
fruit directly on soil, and can be ectomycorrhizal as many basidiomycetes, others
produce ascomata on living or dead bryophytes, on fallen leaves from trees, on
dead herbaceous stems, on dead wood on dry land or in stagnant or running
water and in a range of other habitats. Some are adapted to withstand
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desiccation and can be collected high up in trees (just as a range of corticioid
basidiomycetes). Such tiny species are usually collected together with the
substrate they are growing on. Ascomycetes with perithecia constitute another
very large and diverse group. Some have single perithecia seated directly on or
immersed in the substrate, be it rotten wood, still corticated twigs, herbaceous
stems, dung, etc. while other species have so-called stromatic structures that
may house up to several thousands of individual perithecia. Such stromata can
be very large (up to more than 20 cm), and develop either well above the
substrate on some kind of ‘stipe’ or they can be hidden under bark or develop as
a layer on top of the substrate.
For myxomycetes, good places you may want to explore include highly
decomposed or rotten wood, litter layers, undergrowth of dense bushes, heaps of
decomposing Urtica, Salvia spp., various ombelliferous plants, … and especially
after heavy rains also vertical surfaces such as moss-covered rocks or walls and
tree trunks.
5.1.2.

Collecting substrates for later observation in humid chamber

For some groups, in particular slime molds and coprophilous fungi, the technique
of the humid chamber is frequently used. It consists in the collection of substrate
(soil, decomposing litter, pieces of rotten or fresh bark or wood for myxomycetes,
animal excrements for coprophilous fungi, soil or other substrates for microscopic
fungi) that are simply dried to be rehumidified later and examined regularly under
the dissecting microscope for freshly fruiting structures within the humid
atmosphere of a Petri dish or other plastic containers or in culture media.
5.2.

Photographing specimens in the field

For some groups of mushrooms, in particular very fragile species (e.g.
Leucocoprinus, Coprinus, Psathyrella) or species with evanescent parts or
structures (presence of powdery or arachnoid veils, glutinous surfaces, local
exudation of droplets), in situ pictures are the only guarantee for a good picture
of the fresh specimens.
Although you may want to show the mushrooms exactly as you found them and
thus leave them untouched for the picture, there are very few situations in which
this will result in an informative, scientific picture. It will usually be necessary to
‘cheat’ and move some of the specimens closer to one another to have them all
in focus (sharp), and to turn others so that details of the gills and stipe become
clearly visible in the photograph. A cross section of one fruit-body may often be
useful to highlight diagnostic features of context and stipe.
A mycologist should be particularly attentive to the following aspects:


Use a small but stable tripod in the field. It will allow for longer exposure
times and thus result in considerably more depth of field and less blurry
pictures.



Avoid direct sunlight on your subject as it results in too much contrast.
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Avoid using a flash in the field to obtain correct colours and better contrast.



Use a reflector instead to brighten up the dark parts of the fungus
(underneath the cap mostly).



Photograph from close-by and frame the fungus to fill the image as much as
possible. Tiny mushrooms in a large landscape convey little information.
Using a macro lens is therefore a good solution.



To appreciate the importance of these aspects, you can check out the
photographs explaining ‘how to do it’ and ‘what to avoid’ on
http://www.mtsn.tn.it/russulales-news/tc_photographs.asp

6.

Back from the field

Depending on the collected species, you will have to work on the collected
specimens before processing them for later identification and preservation.
Some recommendations for working on fungal collections:


Start by assigning a unique number to each of your specimens. These
numbers can be continuous throughout your herbarium. Label all related
documents (pictures, tissue samples, spore deposits, descriptive notes, etc.)
from this specimen with the same number.



Decide on priorities in function of fragility and ephemeral character of
specimens and set up for spore deposits.



Team-work! It is more efficient to have a single person taking all the pictures,
another person doing all tissue sampling, …



Mycology does require a certain comfort!



Good (white or natural) light is required for good description and appreciation
of colours. Therefore, taking a good lamp with you for evening work is
absolutely recommended (best fitted with a day light bulb).



A lot of space is needed to sort collections and taking pictures, spore
deposits and tissue samples… Be sure you have enough space available!



Work protected from rain and wind (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Remember that a fungal inventory is for the greater part taking notes, spore prints,
sampling tissues; therefore, an adequate, sufficiently large, dry and wind-free space for
doing these various activities is hardly a luxury. Camping offers not really the ideal
solution for a fungal inventory. (Photo by T. Laessoe).

6.1.

Barcoding (using CTAB method)

If you want to add scientific value to your specimens by optimizing future sequencing
possibilities, take small parts (see Table 2) of the specimens and put them in an
Eppendorf tube with 0.5 ml or 0.25 ml CTAB buffer (or preferably CTAB 2x for fleshy
mushrooms as they contain up to 90% of water).

Group

Tissue to be collected

Myxomycetes

Entire sporocysts

Lichens

Reproductive structures

Plant parasites

Various types of spores

Animal parasites

Small parts of spore producing surfaces

Mushrooms and toadstools

Small parts of spore producing surfaces
or context

Molds / Aquatic/ coprophilic /
endophytes

n.a.

Table 2. Tissue to be collected per group.
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6.1.1.

Sampling protocol example for larger fungi



Sample the tissues as soon as possible after collecting the fungus (you can
even do it in the field if there is time for it).



Use clean tweezers (with tips not necessarily sterilized, but at least well
cleaned with soft paper tissue (eventually drenched in alcohol 70% or
higher).



Choose parts of the gills that look perfectly clean, that are not parasitized by
molds and not attacked by animals or other microorganisms (insect larvae,
collembolla, mites, etc.). If gills seem not very clean, you can also cut the
mushroom lengthwise and take tissue sample from the firm parts of the flesh
inside cap or stipe.



Take about the quantity of gill or flesh tissue that corresponds to half of
the amount of CTAB liquid in the tube, not more.



Close the Eppendorf tubes very tightly when finished.



Write the collection number on the side of the tube, and also on top of the
lid, using a fine permanent marker.



Repeat for a second tube or eventually up to 3-4 tubes for very rare species.

6.2.

Documenting collections

6.2.1.

Morphology

As you can see from Table 3, most groups of fungi do not need to be described in detail
immediately after collecting.
Group

Need for
immediate
documentation

Preservation method

Myxomycetes

No

Air dried immediately

Lichens

No

Air dried immediately

Plant parasites

No

Air dried as for botanical
specimens

Animal parasites

No

Micr. prep. / liquid (alcohol,
formol)

Mushrooms and toadstools

Yes

Dried after description

Molds / Aquatic / coprophilic / No
endophytes

Needs lab work for isolation,
later dried after culturing/
kept as micr. prep. / or living
culture

Table 3. Preservation methods.
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In particular the larger fleshy mushrooms require elaborate description before
being dried because the conservation method (implying rapid drying using a
desiccator) will completely change their general aspect!


Do not collect too much specimens at a time since description afterwards is
very time-consuming.



Process specimens as soon as possible because they loose their features
rapidly after collecting.

In view of later identification, it is essential to record those features that will
disappear once the specimen is dried, in particular:


Dimensions of all parts (cap diameter, stipe length and width, gill spacing, gill
height, etc.).



Colour and colour changes (we recommend to use a colour code for precise
notation, but these printed colour book sare becoming increasingly difficult to
find).



Taste (it is safe to taste a very small part of the mushroom, including toxic
species, on the condition to spit out all the parts! The mastication should take
at least 60 sec).



Check the smell.

The use of description forms is recommended as it avoids omitting features. It
also offers a standard and usually much faster way of documenting your
specimens when a pre-established list of possibilities (using correct terminology)
is given for every character.
The easiest way to document your collections is by taking additional digital
pictures of all informative details (i.e. sections of fruitbodies, colour changes,
young and older specimens, interesting details of veils, droplets, excretions, etc.)
using good lighting, long exposure, circular flash (if you must). In this way, a full
image record of your specimens is made by taking macro-photographs of all
possible aspects of the fruitbodies (habitus, surfaces, sections, scales, pores,
insertion of tubes or lamellae, chemical reactions, etc.). This is best done by
placing the specimens or sections together with a reference for (i) dimensions, (ii)
the collection number and (iii) colour using e.g. a Pantone colour strip (see De
Kesel, 2004).
Ascomycetes should be collected along the same principles as other macrofungi,
and careful notes on colour, size, presence of hairs and other external features
should be taken. If at all possible, groups such as Pyrenomycetes should be
cultivated from spores or tissue when collected (or later after gentle air drying)
and whilst more carbonized groups (because of stroma tissue) require less work
on the fresh material, you should always try to provide details on a section
through the stroma to annotate the colour and texture of the interior of the
stromatic tissue. In an ideal world, the microscopical features should be studied
in water mounts whilst spores are still living (so-called vital taxonomy, see Baral,
1992), but this is hardly possible when collecting under primitive field conditions.
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6.2.2.

Chemical reactions on various parts of the larger fungi

Chemical reagents are often applied on fresh material of larger fungi for
identification purposes. Since a number of chemical tests are only used in
selected genera, the choice of chemicals used and the part(s) of the fruitbody
where they will be applied on, will depend from the fungal group at hand. A
complete list and illustrated examples of their application can be found at
http://www.champignons-passion.be/main.htm
The following reagents are often used on fresh material to help identify various
groups of larger fungi:


Ammonium (pure)



Anilin (Schaeffer’s reaction)



Nitric acid (Schaeffer’s reaction)



Ammonium hypochlorite solution (‘Eau de Javel’)



Formol 38% (pure, laboratory quality, not commercial)



Phenol (3% solution in distilled water)



Potassium (10-20% solution in distilled water)



Gaïac (10% solution in 80° alcohol)



Ammonium (10% solution in distilled water)



Iron sulfate (crystal)



Dr. Henry’s TL4



Sulfuric acid twice diluted (50%)



Vanillin (pure)

6.2.3.

Preparing spore deposits

Another important aspect for later identification, and again mainly restricted to the
larger fungi, is the precise colour of the spore deposit. A spore deposit (or ‘spore
print’) should thus be obtained whenever possible. An illustrated explanation on
how to do this can be found at http://www.mushroomexpert.com/spore_print.html
or in De Kesel (2004).
We recommend the use of transparencies (transparent plastic film) for making
spore deposits. Cut to smaller pieces they constitute a very light support for the
spore print and allow a more accurate determination of the colour (you can
superimpose it on existing colour codes) and easier preparation of microscopic
slides for spore observation (by cutting a part of the plastic film for direct
observation with the appropriate reagent).


Use plastic film for exact colour notation (better than on white paper).



Use closed recipients (no air currents).
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Allow for sufficient but not excessive humidity (adding some moss in the
container is perfect)..



Wait for 6-12 hours and note the colour of the fresh spore print immediately.
For fragile, tiny specimens this often implies sacrifying an entire specimen.



For resupinate fungi on wood, it is recommended to rehydrate the specimens
prior to making a spore print, and to keep the fragments used for spore
printing slightly away from the plastic film by placing them on light matches.

6.3.

Conditioning specimens for conservation

6.3.1.

Drying specimens (herbarium)

Myxomycetes, Lichens, plant pathogens are mostly air dried.


Use small cardboard or plastic boxes to keep myxomycetes, and permanent
packets folded from acid-free paper with 25% or higher rag content for
lichens, or herbarium sheets from acid-free paper for plant pathogens.



After drying, we recommend you to freeze lichens for five days at -20°C (5°F). This will kill most arthropods without damaging the lichens.

Fig. 2. Ziplocks (plastic bags that can be hermetically closed) are probably the best
solution to keep and store your fungi once well dried. Just remember to keep them
out of the sun to avoid eventual condensation. (Photo by B.Buyck).
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Larger fungi should be quickly dried using a dessicator at 40-50°C. There exist
several commercial models that work on electricity. In more modest working
conditions a field dryer (De Kesel, 2001) or a cardboard box purchased locally,
both using kerosene lamps or with a simple light bulb at the base, can help you
out as well.


Cut or slice large or very hard specimens.



Use ziplock plastic bags (they come in various sizes) for storing your
dried specimens in order to avoid rehydration when working in humid
conditions (Fig. 2).

6.3.2.

Store in liquid (alcohol, Wasson liquid)



Very tiny or fragile specimens.



Jelly fungi (although these can also be dried).



Insects and other arthropods.

6.3.3.


Permanent microscopic preparations for microscopic fungi

From cultures mostly / parasites / symbionts (not further detailed here).

7. Some important identification or other web-resources for a fungal ATBI
Directory of mycological resources on the net:


http://mycology.cornell.edu/

Fungal pages or photographs on the net:


http://www.grzyby.pl/fglobal-directory.htm

Digital archive for books, journals, thesauri, indexes and other publication
important to systematic mycology:



http://194.203.77.76/LibriFungorum/Resources.asp
http://www.cybertruffle.org.uk/cyberliber/

Various information on mycologists and fungal taxa:
 http://www.cybertruffle.org.uk/eng/index.htm
Index to published fungal names




http://www.speciesfungorum.org/Names/Names.asp
http://www.cybertruffle.org.uk/cybernome/eng/index.htm
http://www.mycobank.org/MycoTaxo.aspx

Search for articles by either author or fungal genus


http://www.speciesfungorum.org/BSM/bsm.asp
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Synoptic multi-access key for identification of fungi and many links to
other resources


www.mycokey.com

Lichen related topics


http://www.lichens.ie/links

Mycological societies in the world

8.

http://www.euromould.org
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